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ABSTRACT 
 
This thesis explores the concerns of mid-eighteenth century naval captains 
through the careers of Captain Thomas Burnett and the cohort of thirty five 
officers who were posted captain in 1757 soon after the start of the Seven 
Years‟ War.   A subsidiary cohort, that of the 129 lieutenants who were, like 
Burnett, first commissioned in 1744 is used as a control against which to 
measure the statistical worth of the smaller cohort.  Examination of the day to 
day concerns of the captains has been made possible through the rich and varied 
resource of their letters to the Admiralty, which have hitherto been little used as 
a source by historians.  Despite the formality of these letters not merely the 
concerns but also the personalities and characters of the writers are vividly 
conveyed. 
  
After tracing the career of Thomas Burnett this thesis examines the 1757 cohort 
and its progression to the rank of master and commander.  At this point the 
correspondence with the Admiralty begins.  The influences, „interest‟ and 
formative experiences behind their appointments are considered.  The duties of 
the mid-eighteenth century captain are outlined, as their relationship with the 
Admiralty is analysed and the extent to which they were kept under strict 
Admiralty control by precedent and financial scrutiny is demonstrated.  All 
aspects of manning are shown to dominate the daily concerns of captains.  The 
extent to which „interest‟ or chance gave them the opportunity to display their 
professional expertise and increase their standing within the active naval corps 
is weighed.  Tracking this cohort beyond the war into the years of peace and 
subsequent wars has revealed the extent to which the timing of being made post 
captain was crucial and that „interest‟ was more significant than merit in 
accelerating and promoting active careers. 
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Introduction 
 
This thesis is the result of a voyage of discovery which began ten years ago.  A family tree 
prepared for a Victorian ancestor of the author‟s husband contained a tantalising entry: 
„Captain Thomas Burnett, later Admiral‟.  Hours of work at the National Archive at Kew 
followed in an attempt to find out about the man to whom this referred.  The oldest, 
fragmented copy of Steel‟s Navy List of 1782 contained the entry, at the bottom of a page: 
„Captain Thomas Burnett Prudent North America.‟  Gradually the Public Record Office‟s 
filing system became more familiar as the outlines of Burnett‟s career were filled in.  By the 
time a rough chronology had been established it was obvious that there were many empty 
spaces and blanks which the resources of the Archives did not seem able to fill.  It was also 
obvious that knowing about one man in isolation was not enough.  To understand the man 
and his career, a course of reading began, centred on Burnett‟s period in the navy.  The 
bibliography from N.A.M. Rodger‟s Wooden World was the initial guide, and as books 
accumulated on the author‟s shelves and other bibliographies were studied the net spread 
more widely.
1
 Almost every book listed in the bibliography can now be referred to at will 
instead of during a visit to the Caird Library at the National Maritime Museum. Statements 
which were once accepted can now be challenged.
2
   
Eventually retirement offered time for serious work. Armed with a master‟s degree in 
maritime history, computer skills, a digital camera and a lap top computer, the author was 
ready to begin this study.  Did it require the gravity and intellectual rigour of a thesis?  There 
was no question of it.  This was not intended to be a merely a pastime, but a serious study 
with an outcome which would illuminate Thomas Burnett and the world in which he lived 
and worked. 
The decision had to be made to identify the men against whom Burnett‟s life would be 
compared.  There were two possible cohorts: firstly the 129 men who were first 
commissioned in 1744; secondly the thirty five men who were posted in 1757.  If the 1744 
cohort had been chosen a very different thesis would have resulted. Lieutenants‟ letters were 
                                                 
1
 N.A.M. Rodger, The Wooden World (Fontana 1986). 
2
 Like the claim that half the fleet was useless as it had been built too quickly of unseasoned wood, and that the 
bottoms would drop out as had happened to the Royal George. Christopher Lloyd, The Nation and the Navy 
(London  Cresset1954) 118 
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culled from the Archive in a previous century, so that no useful study would be possible until 
the men achieved command.  Little or no evidence therefore survives for 94 men, 73 per cent 
of the cohort. Thirty five men from this cohort were eventually made post, but across a range 
of years, so that they did not share the experience of the outbreak of war at the start of their 
careers. It seemed that no useful purpose would be gained from studying this group of men in 
detail, although looking at their careers in broad outline would give a useful control against 
which a different cohort could be measured.  This group is discussed in Chapter 2, and 
summarised in Appendix 1. 
Consequently, the decision was taken to concentrate on the thirty five men who achieved post 
rank in 1757, during the expansion of the navy for the Seven Years‟ War.  Their names and 
dates of promotion are summarised in Appendix 2.  The experiences of these men could be 
compared directly, and a measure of success arrived at.  If Thomas Burnett had been brought 
to the Admiralty‟s attention in 1755 when only sixteen men were posted this thesis would not 
have benefited from the breadth and depth of the 1757 cohort.  Was thirty five a reasonable 
number on which to base a study?  It is surprisingly difficult to count the number of active 
captains in the navy, but counting the ships is a start. The establishment lists in ADM 8 give 
the numbers of ships on different stations, but some of those ships were in fact not in 
commission and did not have active captains. Despite this caveat, the number of sloops taken 
from ADM 8 for the years 1756 and 1757 was averaged to give a figure of 45. This is also the 
figure given by Jan Glete in his magisterial study, where the total number of sloops for 1755 
and 1760 are 34 and 57, averaging 45 between those years.
3
  Thirty three of Burnett‟s peers 
were in these sloops at the outset of their careers, giving a proportion of 73 per cent (33/45), 
statistically significant.  Taking Glete‟s figures for the total number of vessels from 1st rates 
to sloops in 1755 and 1760 as 225 and 307, Burnett‟s peers form 15 per cent or 11 per cent of 







                                                 
3
 Jan Glete, Navies and Nations: Warships, Navies and State Building in Europe and America 1500-1860  2 
Vols. (Almquist & Wiksell International 1993) 267-9.  As sloops spent very little time in dock, and were never 
taken out of commission into „ordinary‟, this figure was likely to be that of real vessels, not part of the „phantom 
navy‟. 
4
 Glete, Navies and Nations 268. 


































Table 1: Burnett's peers as a significant proportion of active captains 
The initial research into Burnett was through his letters.  They were few and far between, but 
handling the volumes showed that other men generated more letters.  There was a chance 
therefore that the gaps and silences in his correspondence would be filled in by looking at 
those of Burnett‟s peers who were his exact contemporaries and, like him, owed their careers 
to the outbreak of the Seven Years‟ War. 
 
Was this worth doing?  The reading done in anticipation of this study had shown that apart 
from The Wooden World there was little in print about captains during the Seven Years‟ War.  
The contemporary historian John Charnock gave the names and a short biography of all post 
captains, having derived his information from the Admiralty itself.
5
  Robert Beatson‟s 
contemporary history mentioned some of them, but derived his information through the filter 
of official sources such as the London Gazette.
6
 Historians have not written about „the view 
from the quarterdeck‟, the world as the captains saw it, choosing instead exemplary admirals 
as subjects. 
 
Secondary sources for the eighteenth century centred on Daniel Baugh‟s work on naval 
administration, covering the Walpole era, which had followed John Ehrman‟s work on the 
previous century.
7
  The end of the eighteenth century was well served by historians eager to 
take advantage of the public interest in Nelson.  Despite John Brewer‟s account of the way in 
which finance made possible the administration of war, the mid-eighteenth century seemed to 
                                                 
5
 John Charnock, Biographia Navalis: or Impartial Memoirs of the Lives and Characters of Officers of the Navy 
of Great Britain from the Year 1660 to the Present Time VI Vols. (R. Faulder 1798, facsimile repr. N&M Press 
2002). 
6
 He also wrote to the Admiralty for information.  His letters were catalogued in ADM 1/5118/21 but have since 
disappeared.  Robert Beatson, Naval and Military Memoirs of Great Britain from 1727 to 1783 6 Vols. (London 
1804). 
7
 John Ehrman, The Navy in the War of William III 1689-1697 (Cambridge 1953); Daniel Baugh, British Naval 
Administration in the Time of Walpole (Princeton 1965). 
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be a period about which not enough had been written.
8
  Moreover, none of the writers seemed 
interested in the concerns of the captains.  Technical understanding of the ships was available 
in minute detail, thanks to David Lyon, Rif Winfield, Brian Lavery and contemporary writers 
ranging from William Falconer to David Steel.
9
   
 
So it seemed that this line of research would profit the academic world as well, if the 
captains‟ letters covered a sufficiently broad range of subjects.  Only reading them would 
make that clear, so the study was embarked upon.  There were no pre-conceptions, no 
hypothesis to be proved by this study.  What came out of the letters was going to shape the 
results. 
 
Days of photographing letters at The National Archive and downloading the images to the lap 
top were followed by weeks at home transcribing the letters and their „turn-backs‟.  Each 
image was identified by its writer, the year and the image number. Individual letters could 
therefore be returned to instantly if a gap, which had been left in transcription through a 
difficulty in deciphering handwriting, could be filled in once familiarity gave greater facility.  
As more and more letters were transcribed common themes became clear, and a system of 
„keywords‟ established on the computer so that the content of  individual letters could 
instantly, at a later date, be gathered together and studied as a group.  These „keywords‟ were 
listed separately, and over the months it became clear that they were reading like the index of 
a book which had not yet been written. 
 
Eventually the letters from captains and those who progressed to the rank of Commodore and 
Admiral had all been read and transcribed.  At an early stage the decision had been taken that 
although the Admiralty Out letters would be read they would not be recorded in the same way 
as their language was so stylised, and the import of their replies had already been conveyed 
through the „turn backs‟ on the captains‟ letters.  There were still silences.  For some men, for 
                                                 
8
 John Brewer, The Sinews of Power: War, Money and the English State, 1688-1783 (Harvard University Press 
1990). 
9
 David Lyon, The Sailing Navy List: All the Ships of the Royal Navy Built, Purchased and Captured 1688-1860 
(Conway 1993); Rif Winfield, British Warships in the Age of Sail 1714-1792: Design, Construction, Careers 
and Fates (Seaforth 2007); Brian Lavery, The Ship of the Line Vol. 1 The Development of the Battlefleet 1650-
1850 (Conway 1983); Brian Lavery, The Arming and Fitting of English Ships of War 1600-1815 (Conway 
1987). David Steel, Naval  Architecture  (London 1777 Sim Comfort Associates repr. 1977) ; William Falconer, 
An Universal Dictionary of the Marine (David and Charles Reprints 1970); William Hutchinson, A Treatise on 
Practical Seamanship1777 (Scolar Maritime Library reprint1979); Darcy Lever, The Young Sea Officer’s Sheet 
Anchor: or a Key to the leading of Rigging and to practical Seamanship (London 1819 repr. Dover 1998). 
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some years, half pay took them out of view.  For other men, a return from Gibraltar or New 
York would explain an absence of months or years.  Reading the letters of the Commander-
in-Chief in these stations sometimes gave details, but more often did not.  It seemed that only 
a study of the logs of each ship would reveal the exact location and actions of individual 
captains.  A decision was taken that to read all the logs would be outside the scope of this 
study: enough had emerged from their letters to reveal the characters of the individuals, and 
some silences would be accepted with regret. 
Over a period of months the questions summarised below were finalised.  It was still not clear 
what the final shape of the thesis was to be, or the titles and the content of the chapters.  The 
title of the thesis itself required some thought: the concerns of the captains were the core of 
the work, but did they serve in the „Navy‟, the „English Navy‟ or the „British Navy‟?  The 
final decision was that the Scots and Irish amongst them would be happiest with the simple 
„Navy‟.  The captains themselves always referred to it as „the Service‟. 
Once the list of „key words‟ was studied, the scope of the material became evident.  An 
electronic cut-and-paste exercise through the individual captains‟ letter files brought all 
interesting material together to be „bundled‟ into files.  Only then was there confirmation that 
the themes provided valuable material.  The final outcome is outlined below. 
 
1 The questions to be answered in this thesis   
 
1 Can a greater understanding of the life of Thomas Burnett, about whom very little 
was known, be gained from studying him in the context of his peers? 
2 Can our understanding of the mid-eighteenth century navy be enhanced by such a 
study? 
3 Do the captains‟ letters give a sufficiently broad sweep of matters of interest to 
make this study worthwhile? 
4 Have any general assumptions been overturned by this study? 
5 Do significant areas of silence emerge, and can these be accounted for? 
6 Given the formality of mid-eighteenth century correspondence, can individual 
voices be heard? 
7 Can a sample of thirty five captains be taken as representative of the captains of 
the mid-eighteenth century navy and can this method of study be justified? 
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2 The current state of knowledge about the mid-eighteenth century navy 
 
Knowledge of the mid-eighteenth century navy used to be derived from a political analysis of 
the creation and reduction of groups in government with some reference to the implications 
for the navy.  The typical study of high politics is exemplified by historians such as Lewis 
Namier, whose writing about the navy resulted from his interest in why individuals entered 
politics.
10
  Namier‟s introduction to his parliamentary history makes clear the continuing 
importance of the navy within the political scene.
11
   
The history of the Admiralty during the time of Samuel Pepys lives through his writings, and 
J.R. Tanner‟s transcriptions show the principles of administration which were still in use 
throughout the eighteenth century.  It is typical of Thomas Burnett‟s navy that the procedures 
established by Pepys should still be recognisable a hundred years later. Present day 
researchers are grateful for the „studied histories‟ of writers such as Ehrman and Baugh who 
have built on Pepys‟s work.  Ehrman examined Pepys‟s legacy in detail for his study of 
William‟s navy, tracing the reforms in the navy during the years after Pepys‟ stewardship, 
particularly the changes which resulted from the establishment of the Bank of England in 
1694 and the consequent credit made available to the navy.   
 
The study of the administrative systems of the Admiralty and the Navy Board in the age of 
Walpole was developed by Daniel Baugh in the twentieth century.
12
  Any work on the first 
half of the century will be retracing these footsteps.  Baugh trawled through thousands of 
primary documents and all secondary sources then in print in his search for the truth about his 
period and his subject, although he did not use the captains‟ letters of his period.13  A 
suggestion that only errors and misfortunes were detailed in such correspondence is not borne 
out by the experience of the current research.  As will be seen in the later sections of this 
chapter, the requests made by captains in their letters do not merely underline what was going 
wrong.  Amongst other matters they make clear the routine required by the administrators, 
                                                 
10
 Lewis Namier, The Structure of Politics at the Accession of George III (London 1961). 
11
 Sir Lewis Namier and John Brooke, eds The History of Parliament: The House of Commons 1754-1790 
(HMSO 1964). 
12
 Baugh, British Naval Administration. 
13
 Baugh, British Naval Administration 535. 
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and it is of interest to historians that this follows precedents set in the time of Pepys nearly a 
century earlier, as outlined in Chapter 4 below.  Baugh did, however, note that „for guidance, 
the men who directed naval affairs tended to look, not to the present, but to the past‟.14   
 
Naval history has benefited from the sequence of researchers, each of whose work can be 
seen to have instigated the subsequent study.  The sequence which began with John Ehrman 
and continued with Daniel Baugh brought the study out of the arena of high politics and 
began to involve lesser individuals, who had to carry out policy and who got their hands 
dirty.  This dynasty culminates with N.A.M. Rodger‟s The Wooden World, which was the 
ground-breaking social study of the mid eighteenth century navy.  A very brief study of the 
Admiralty by N.A.M. Rodger went on to cover the evolution of the Admiralty to 1964 when 




David Syrett has left a wonderful legacy to naval historians.  His books and articles which 
form a background to this study, particularly for Chapter 6, cover the rôle of the navy in the 
Mediterranean and European waters but really concentrate on the American scene.  Syrett‟s 
edition of the Havana documents for the Navy Records Society has been of great value in 




David Starkey is responsible for the little that has been written on the question of prizes, prize 
money and privateering.
17
   
 
                                                 
14
 Baugh, British Naval Administration  28. 
15
 N.A.M. Rodger, The Admiralty (Terence Dalton 1979). 
16
 David Syrett, „The British Landing at Havana: An Example of an Eighteenth Century Combined Operation‟,  
The Mariner’s Mirror 55 (SNR 1969) 325-331; David Syrett, Shipping and the American War 1775-83 
(Athlone Press 1970); David Syrett, „The Methodology of British Amphibious Operations During the Seven 
Years‟ and American Wars‟, The Mariner’s Mirror 58 (SNR 1972) 269-280; David Syrett,  „Home waters or 
America? The Dilemma of British Naval Strategy in 1778‟, The Mariner’s Mirror 77 (SNR 1991) 365-378; 
David Syrett,  The Royal Navy in European Waters During the American Revolutionary War (University of 
South Carolina 1998); David Syrett,  The Royal Navy in American Waters 1775-1783 (Scholar Press 1998); 
„Maritime Strategic Mobility in the Seven Years‟ War: The Conveyance of British Forces to Emden, 1758‟, The 
Mariner’s Mirror 93 (SNR 2007) 83-91; David Syrett, Admiral Lord Howe A Biography (Spellmount 2006); 
David Syrett,  Shipping and Military Power in the Seven Years’ War (University of Exeter Press 2008). 
17
 David Starkey, „British Privateering against the Dutch in the American Revolutionary War 1780-1783‟ in 
Studies in British Privateering, Trading Enterprise and Seamen‟s Welfare, 1775-1900  (University of Exeter 
Press 1987); David Starkey, „The Origins and Regulation of Eighteenth century British Privateering‟ in 
Pressgangs and Privateers ed. Tony Barrow (Bewick Press 1993) 40-51. 
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The question of manning, developed in Chapter 5 below, is one in which secondary sources 
provide sharply conflicting conclusions.  Writers from both sides of the Atlantic and the 
Channel have used sources other than those used by N.A.M. Rodger to illuminate the 
problem, with very different conclusions.  Byrn‟s study of crime and punishment in the 
Leeward Islands separates the Masefield-inspired condemnation of the navy‟s practices from 
the realities of a service within the eighteenth century society.  Markus Eder‟s study contrasts 
the naval system of justice with that on shore, comparing the relative severity or otherwise of 
judgements for the same crime.  The real value of Stephen Gradish‟s study of manning during 
the Seven Years‟ War has been questioned as it was published after his death, without the 
final editing that he would certainly have carried through had he lived. A more recent work, 
Nicholas Rogers‟ Press Gang, approaches the same subject from a different perspective, and 
some of his conclusions are not borne out by the evidence from this study.
18
  The popular 
view of the inhumanity of life on board in the eighteenth century is repeated in Dr 
Friedenberg‟s study of medicine at sea.19  His carefully researched study has picked out the 
worst examples of bad practice, whereas the reality is revealed in an analysis of the huge 
efforts made by the Admiralty to feed the men only the best. 
 
The immense study by Jonathan Dull of the French navy during the Seven Years‟ War does 
not mention human details such as diet or manning.
20
 In contrast to this approach Louis 
Pritchard‟s study of the French navy gives an understanding of the details of the French 




The development of ship building during the eighteenth century has been well served, with a 
wealth of research by David Lyon and other writers stimulated by his example. The Sailing 
Navy List provides a meticulously researched source of information about all the vessels into 
which Thomas Burnett and his peers were commissioned.
22
  It is possible, using the data in 
the List, to compare the characteristics of the ships and come to some understanding of their 
                                                 
18
 John D. Byrn, Crime and Punishment in the Royal Navy (Scolar 1989); Markus Eder, Crime and Punishment 
in the Royal Navy of the Seven Years’ War, 1755-1763 (Ashgate 2004); Stephen Gradish, The Manning of the 
British Navy during the Seven Years’ War (Royal Historical Society1980); Nicholas Rogers, The Press Gang: 
Naval Impressment and its opponents in Georgian Britain (Continuum 2007). 
19
 Zachary B. Friedenberg, Medicine Under Sail (Naval Institute Press 2002). 
20
 Jonathan R. Dull, The French Navy and the Seven Years’ War (University of Nebraska 2005). 
21
 Louis Pritchard, Louis XV’s Navy 1748-1762: A Study of Organisation and Administration (McGill-Queens 
University Press 2009). 
22
 Lyon, Sailing Navy List. 
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relative desirability, developed in Chapter 3 below.  Winfield‟s British Warships also 
contains a huge amount of data, following on from Lyon‟s study. Winfield is useful in that he 
gives the history of each ship, with costs, captains and captures, although this has to be used 
with caution.
23
  Shipbuilding itself demands a technical library of its own, and the present 
author is indebted to her husband‟s passion for the ships of the eighteenth century navies for 
such technical sources ranging from David Steel‟s Naval Architecture, Darcy Lever‟s Sheet 
Anchor to modern writers such as Brian Lavery‟s The Ship of the Line and Arming and 
Fitting of English Ships of War and Jean Boudriot‟s The 74 Gun Ship.24 An understanding of 
the concerns of the captains could only be reached through sources ranging from William 
Falconer‟s Universal Marine Dictionary and William Hutchinson‟s Treatise on Practical 
Seamanship (referred to by Richard Kempenfelt).
25
  Burnett, along with five of his peers, is 
listed amongst the subscribers to Thomas Riley Blankley‟s Naval Expositer, published in 
1750.
26
  The captains‟ preoccupation with combat demanded an understanding of gunnery as 
well as ship handling, and sources such as Peter Padfield‟s Guns at Sea were invaluable.27  
This thesis did not have room to include more than a brief summary of this work, another 
thread to be taken up later. 
A wonderful archive of scholarship is available to researchers in the articles written for The 
Mariner’s Mirror.  These little gems are on occasion the culmination of years of work by an 
expert, and provide detail in areas not covered by lengthier publications.   
 
A wide range of sources was consulted for Chapter 6, in an attempt to put the professional 
careers of the captains into context.  The contemporary historian Robert Beatson was an army 
officer and so gave at least half his attention to the military highlights of the century.
28
  Other 
contemporary histories were valuable as providing detail in areas not now considered worth 
elucidating.  A conference in Huddersfield in 1987 resulted in a collection of valuable papers 
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on naval power, most of which fell within the time frame of this thesis.
29
   Authors included 
Middleton, Baugh, Syrett and Breen, all of whom consolidated their work in later 
publications.  Work has been done on the significance of the West Indies by Duffy and 
Pares.
30
  Syrett‟s work on every aspect of the naval involvement in the American war has not 
been surpassed.  Also from America comes Richard Buel‟s study, In Irons, of the economic 
maritime dimension of the American war.
31
 Jan Glete‟s work on international ship design 




3 The justification for writing this thesis 
 
There are two reasons why this study is justified.  The first is that captains have been given a 
chance to speak for themselves. Their letters have revealed wide-ranging and universal 
concerns which illuminate the problems facing the mid-eighteenth century navy.   It appears 
that previous researchers used different resources of the National Archive in order to find 
material to satisfy their questions.  This study began without knowing what questions to ask, 
and waited to see what material emerged from the files in ADM1.  The sheer range and 
variety of the concerns expressed by the captains was unexpected, and it became obvious that 
no previous researcher had used this material as the primary source of their work. 
 
The second reason did not emerge clearly until towards the end, when conclusions were 
being drawn from the work.  The careers of these men were of varied lengths, some so short 
as to escape study altogether, others lasting for half a century.  But for most of their careers 
promotion was limited to commissions in larger ships.  The study made clear that success was 
measured by employment, and eventual flag rank was limited to those captains who were still 
alive and active in 1787.  This was unexpected, and overturns the comfortable expectation 
that in time all captains were rewarded for their service. 
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4 The material used to answer the questions posed above 
 
The names of the men posted in 1757 were derived from David Syrett‟s Commissioned Sea 
Officers, and the dates of their commissions checked in the ADM 6 series of Commissions 
and Warrants books in the National Archive.
33
 Robert Beatson used the Admiralty as a source 




The correspondence of these men with the Admiralty, held at the National Archive under 
ADM 1, Captains‟ Letters, forms the foundation of this study.   This enabled the researcher to 
know as much about the captains as the Admiralty did, officially at least.   Also photographed 
was the „turn back‟ in which the Admiralty Secretary recorded the response of the Lords for 
the benefit of the clerks who managed the correspondence.  The Secretary to whom all 
correspondence was addressed during the Seven Years‟ War was John Clevland, succeeded 
by Philip Stephens in 1762. Deciphering these „turn backs‟ became routine, although 
Stephen‟s jotted notes at times are beyond comprehension.   
 
Once the letters had been harvested the other sources of information in the National Archive 
were also explored.  Letters written by the Commanders-in-Chief from various stations were 
checked for information about the individuals who disappeared from the Admiralty‟s 
correspondence, with almost universally disappointing results.  ADM 2, Admiralty Out 
letters, were checked for the full response set in train by the „turn back‟, although these letters 
are not quoted in this thesis. They are formulaic and do not contribute to an understanding of 
the individual captains. ADM 6, Commissions and Warrant Books, were checked for the 
professional progress of the men themselves and the officers mentioned in their letters.  Their 
periods between commissions were checked in ADM 25 Half Pay Books.    Pay books and 
muster books were searched for the details of those on board the vessels commanded by 
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Burnett.
35
  Logs written by captains and masters provided hour by hour records of the ships 
and their crews.  Not every log book was retrieved, but those which chronicled particularly 
interesting incidents were read to give further understanding of the circumstances in which 
engagements took place, for instance.  There are incalculable numbers of manuscripts to be 
consulted: the difficult decision is where to draw the line.  Tom Wareham, in his study of 
frigate captains of the Nelson era used the Admiralty List Books ADM 8 to identify the 
commands of his captains.
36
   Experience has shown that the List Books often recorded a 
situation which had changed months earlier, or represented a „wish list‟ which was not 
realised in fact.
37
  For the purposes of this study the Commissions Books have been used 
instead. 
 
Letters written to the Victualling Board or the Sick and Hurt Board have not been used.  It 
was clear from very early in this study that, interesting as this correspondence would have 
been, it would lead beyond the scope of Chapter 5 and the problem of manning. 
 
This thesis has benefited from the cache of personal letters written by John Elliot, who 
emerges as a complex character from his private letters home.
 38
   Someone at Minto, perhaps 
one of his beloved sisters, kept enough of his letters for a fuller picture to emerge in addition 
to that drawn by his official correspondence.  It is a great pity that only Elliot and, to a lesser 
extent Richard Kempenfelt, left behind both the public persona as identified in the 
Admiralty letters, and a personal identity. Kempenfelt‟s letters to his close friend Charles 
Middleton were unguarded and personally revealing.
39
    Perhaps more letters are still to 
emerge from private archives. 
 
Some of the secondary sources studied for this work have been mentioned above; the others 
are listed in the bibliography.  It became clear that a study of this kind is a new departure, and 
only a limited number of writers have made use of the primary documents listed above.  
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Some writers have attempted to provide a human dimension, but it is unnecessary to make up 
details not found in the sources.
40
 The contemporary writer Edward Ward had his own 
agenda, and the picture he painted of „the wooden world‟ has not been replicated in the 




It is regretted that so little personal material has been found relating to the men in this survey.  
There has not yet come to light a cache of memoirs such as that which provided the source 
for Wareham‟s study of Captain Graham Moore.42  It is tantalising to know that these men, 
having in many cases shared midshipmen‟s and lieutenants‟ berths on the way to the isolation 
of their captain‟s accommodation, communicated not just on paper but over the dinner table 
or at Will‟s Coffee House, conversations to which we are not privy.43 The wills of Thomas 
Burnett and many of his peers throw light on the personal circumstances of these men at the 
ends of their lives, but have to be interpreted with caution, as discussed in Chapter 7.   
 
5 The development of the argument 
 
Having examined every captain‟s life, from entry into the navy and serving as a lieutenant, 
the argument will proceed through the subsequent chapters by looking in turn at the concerns 
which fill the letters of commanders of ships.  It is intended that the questions posed above 
will be answered from the evidence provided by the thirty five men. 
 
Chapter 1  
 
This chapter establishes the career of Thomas Burnett, so that his experiences can be 
compared to those of his peers in subsequent chapters.  The first facts were derived from the 
Commissions Books which gave an outline of his career from his first commission in 1744 to 
his death in 1783.  Finding his passing certificate gave details of the eight years he spent at 
                                                 
40
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sea from his first appearance as a volunteer in 1736. Once Captain Matthew Norris was 
identified as the individual prepared to take Thomas Burnett on board, research in New York 
was needed to indentify the link between the Burnett family and the Norris/Morris 
connection.   
 
Thomas Burnett had an extremely unpromising beginning. His father had been transferred 
from his position as Governor of New York by the new King George II and died a year later, 
in 1728. Despite this, Burnett‟s courage and professional skill brought him to the attention of 
the Admiralty at exactly the right time to benefit from the outbreak of the Seven Years‟ War.   
 
Very few sources outside the Admiralty are referred to in this chapter, as Thomas Burnett 
was too undistinguished to merit concern from any earlier historians apart from John 
Charnock and Robert Beatson.  As discussed in Chapter 6, it was only when Burnett took part 
in fleet actions that his ship was identified and his name recorded by historians such as Laird, 
Clowes or Julian Corbett.  The tantalisingly few letters Burnett wrote to the Admiralty 
revealed less about the man and his professional standing than was the case with some of his 
peers.  It was not until the careers of his peers were compared with Burnett‟s that the 
significance of his commission to the Boyne in 1770 became clear.  Similarly, the fact that he 
had been able to invoke Lord Rochford, Secretary of the Southern Department, to procure for 
him a commission in 1779 assumed a quite different significance. 
 
Chapter 2  
 
This chapter begins to answer the question as to whether our understanding of the mid-
eighteenth century navy can be enhanced by a study of Burnett‟s peers. As mentioned above, 
a decision was made not to follow the careers of the men who were first commissioned 
together in 1744.  Once the 1757 post captains had been identified as the group of men 
against whom Burnett was to be measured, an attempt was made to quantify the influences 
and „interest‟ which lay behind their careers, with interesting results.  The paths which led 
lieutenants to independent command are identified, and the different experiences of Burnett‟s 
peers discussed.  
 
This chapter used the volumes of the History of Parliament prepared by Sedgwick, Namier 
and Brook to disentangle the relationships and sources of „interest‟ for many of the young 
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men.
44
 The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography was also referred to, as several of the 
captains studied were judged by Sir John Knox Laughton to merit entries which were revised 
in the edition of 2004 to bring them up to date. It is of interest that when N.A.M. Rodger 
determined whether any additional entries were justified Admiral Joseph Peyton was still not 
included. 
 
Protection of „the trade‟ is explored in this chapter, as it was a major preoccupation of the 
eighteenth century navy, and almost every master and commander began his career engaged 
in convoy protection.  The unique relationship between the Bristol Society of Merchant 
Venturers and the Admiralty is revealed in the correspondence of the men ordered to protect 
„the trade‟ in and out of the Bristol Channel.  Evidence from the Society‟s Minute books was 
used by J.S. Bromley in his „study for an unwritten history‟.45 
 
Chapter 3  
 
This chapter further expands our understanding of the mid-eighteenth century navy, as the 
captains‟ letters give a broad sweep of matters of technical interest.  It is of interest to the 
historian that in Falconer‟s list of the duties of a captain, he took it for granted that a captain 
in the mid-eighteenth century navy would obey the dictates of the Admiralty.
46
   
 
A large proportion of the captains‟ letters were concerned with the importance of frequent 
docking.  For some captains the few days during which the ship was in dock were their only 
periods of leave from the ship, but even this leave had to be negotiated with the Admiralty. 
The captains were professionals concerned with every detail that would improve their 
performance, and their letters reveal their constant concern with every detail of the 
construction and rigging of their ships and of the ordnance with which they engaged the 
enemy.  There is evidence from the letters that innovation in the use of gun locks was already 
being made in this period.   There is no doubt that the captains were constantly striving to 
make their ships more effective fighting platforms.   
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The letters reveal a constant need for repair resulting from wear and tear, bad weather, 
accidental damage or enemy action.  Very rarely did the captains resort to docks for repairs: 
they were resourceful men who could rely on their highly trained warrant officers to carry out 
repairs at sea. The captains‟ correspondence provides insight into the continuing attempts by 
the Admiralty to improve navigational tools and improve charts. 
 
The involvement of these captains leads to a discussion in this chapter of the advantages and 
disadvantages of the Admiralty‟s strategy of building frigates from fir, and of buying French 
captures for use in the navy.   
 
Chapter 4  
 
Historians dependent upon contemporary writing will know that matters which were taken for 
granted were often not reported, that it was matters which were out of the ordinary which 
seemed worth writing about.  For example, the fact that every warrant and commission had to 
be paid for is not mentioned in the thousands of captains‟ letters read by the author:  it is only 
from the letters of Commanders-in-Chief who had to account for the money received that this 
detail can be confirmed.  The question of stamped paper for commissions and warrants would 
need a separate study.  On the other hand, this thesis has revealed that the mid-eighteenth 
century navy took completely for granted a degree of bureaucratic control never before 
suspected.  
 
This chapter has concentrated on the ways in which the administration of the Navy impinged 
on the captains‟ lives, and attempts to show the degree to which this was based on precedent 
set in the Restoration Navy of Samuel Pepys.   This outcome was not anticipated, and not one 
discussed elsewhere.  Captains had to ask for their pay, expenses, allowances, leave, officers 
or followings. There are dozens of letters from recently posted captains asking for pay for the 
later years during which they served as lieutenants, and scores of letters asking for orders to 
have their accounts accepted by the Navy Board. It becomes clear that money, and not the 
prospect of promotion, is the prime factor by which the Admiralty maintained discipline 
amongst the captains.  By the end of this chapter answers have begun to emerge as to whether 
assumptions have been overturned by this study.  
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Baugh admits that he „scarcely touched‟ the captains‟ letters so that none of his conclusions, 
for a slightly earlier period, can be directly compared with the results of this thesis.
47
 He 
suggested that even though only a handful of British naval officers were of noble lineage, and 
a large number could make no claim at all to gentle birth, „if an officer was of good family or 
had .. political influence ..  he was very likely to be touchy about Admiralty dictation.‟48 
Evidence from the captains‟ letters does not bear out this suggestion.  
 
Chapter 5  
 
This chapter provides insights into the most vital element of the mid-eighteenth century navy, 
that of manning, from the point of view of the men actually responsible for taking the ships to 
sea.  This chapter contains a distillation of the hundreds of letters dealing with the vexed 
business of the manning of the navy.  Every captain was involved to some extent in the 
problems of recruitment, either directly through sending off lieutenants to establish a 
rendezvous, through stopping merchant ships on their return to England, or through having to 
maintain an efficient fighting unit without its full complement of men.   The seething 
injustices of the mid-eighteenth century did not come to a head until the end of the century 
when reforms were finally introduced.  A warning of the feelings which led to the mutinies of 
1794 can be found in many letters during this period.   
 
It is clear from the captains‟ letters that there was no alternative to impressment as the means 
of manning their ships, but that once the men had been put on board humanitarian 
considerations came to the fore.  The captains were concerned to keep the men as clean and 
as dry as possible, and the logs reveal their constant preoccupation with the quality of food 
taken and served on board.  The Admiralty was prepared to try innovative means of 
ventilating the lower decks and many captains took part in anti-scorbutic trials. 
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The captains‟ letters refute the popular, emotionally charged image of sailors as being „poor 
illiterate, scurvy-ridden men, kidnapped and driven by the whip‟ which destroys the 






A brief overview of the history of the period was necessary to give the context in which took 
place the operations and engagements in which the captains demonstrated their professional 
expertise. This chapter relates some of the episodes, and shows how these engagements and 
evidence of their courage affected their careers.  Many of the incidents recounted in the 
letters appear in contemporary accounts of the Seven Years‟ War, but have not been included 
in secondary sources since.  Amphibious operations on either side of the Atlantic and in the 
Pacific were a most important element of this war, and the details revealed by the captains 
enhance established history.   
 
The training in single-handed combat which convoy protection had provided was further 
honed by cruises against French privateers.  The natural progression for captains was from 
sloops to frigates and then to ships of the line, and this chapter contains material from those 
who made the transition effortlessly. Through their careers these men progressed from the 
frigates which brought news of the approach of enemy forces to taking part in subsequent 
fleet actions in ships of the line which made a crucial difference to the outcome.  Spanning 
the thirty years from the Seven Years‟ War to the American War, the careers of the survivors 
amongst these men represent a microcosm of the navy. 
 
It became clear that there was not time or space in this study to attempt to follow through the 
hundreds of vessels taken by Burnett‟s peers throughout their careers to establish their 
financial rewards for prize taking.  The pursuit of prize money is a thread which can be 
followed up separately at a later date.   
 
The fifth question posed above asked whether significant areas of silence emerge which can 
be accounted for. Once a captain joined a fleet or even a squadron under a Commodore his 
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letters were no longer addressed the Admiralty.  A „mention in despatches‟ was evidence of 
patronage, but silence was more usual.  
 
Chapter 7  
 
Not all of Thomas Burnett‟s peers were still in employment after the Seven Years‟ War, and 
this chapter examines the reasons behind this fact.  By comparing the careers of Thomas 
Burnett‟s peers from their first commissions to their deaths it has been possible to establish 
the importance of factors such as health, „interest‟, timing and luck.  As shown in Appendix 
5, most of Thomas Burnett‟s peers did not survive the war as active captains and spent the 
rest of their lives (some short, some until the end of the century) on half pay.  An attempt is 
made to elucidate why some captains succeeded in gaining employment during the peace or 
who returned to employment during the re-mobilisations in 1770 for the Falkland Islands 
dispute and 1779 for the American War.  Others were simply unlucky. 
 
This chapter also examines what the captains might have hoped to get out of the navy, and to 
what extent they succeeded.   An examination of a range of wills reveals the status achieved 
by the end of their careers. 
 
In these final chapters there was progression from the Captains‟ letters to the Commander-in-
Chief‟s correspondence for the men who were promoted to this status: Affleck, Elliot, 
Harrison, Kempenfelt, Peyton and Walsingham.  In attempting to establish the 
characteristics of success Alfred Thayer Mahan compared the abilities of naval officers using 
exemplars such as Hawke and Rodney.
50
  A more recent work by Mackay and Duffy 
identified twelve key qualities required by a naval leader.
51
  A wider set of circumstances 
determined the career paths of Thomas Burnett and his peers, and consequently different 
attributes had to be used in order to rank them.  Very few of them achieved leadership, 
Richard Kempenfelt and William Hotham being the only Admirals to lead a fleet into 
action.  However, the conclusion of this chapter is that they were not the only successful men 
of this cohort, as success, like luck, has to be taken as a whole. 
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Chapter 1 The influences on the life of Captain Thomas Burnett 
c1724 – 1783 and the main events in his professional 
career.  
 
1 The court connection which could influence the life of a naval captain 
 
Thomas Burnett was so undistinguished that, apart from Charnock, no previous historian has 
been inspired to chronicle his life, although many members of his family were subjects of 
entries in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.
52
 A Burnet family tree is summarised 
as Appendix 3, showing the four generations over which this narrative extends. 
 
The Burnet family was „of considerable antiquity and interest in Aberdeenshire.‟53  Robert 
Burnet was a younger son of Lord Cramond who trained as a lawyer and educated his three 
sons himself before becoming a judge. The eldest son Thomas became a physician, the 
second, Robert, a lawyer while the youngest son Gilbert chose to become a clergyman. Not 
content with a quiet life in Scotland, Dr Gilbert Burnet was drawn to life in London.  In 1670 
Burnet met William of Orange on his first visit to England, and their relationship was close 
enough for the young prince to have confided in Burnet the conversation he had had with his 
uncle King Charles II about his religious beliefs.
54
 William was accompanied on this voyage 
by his friend and advisor Frederick van Nassau van Zuylestein, later Lord Rochford.  Burnet 
was closely associated with Charles from 1673 when he was appointed chaplain, until he 
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tried in 1680 to turn Charles from his personal immorality.  „After this the king spoke of me 
with great sharpness.‟55  
 
Burnet began his History of the Reformation, and wrote many other accounts of the history of 
his own time.  In 1683 Burnet was involved in the scandal of the Rye House plot against 
Charles II.  His friends Essex and Russell and cousin Robert Baillie were imprisoned and 
after Russell‟s execution Burnet judged it safer to travel abroad.  Burnet spent ten months in 
France, Italy and Switzerland before settling in Utrecht.  He was invited by William III of 
Orange and his wife Mary, daughter of James II, to come to The Hague.   Burnet advised the 
Prince to prepare his fleet for action, and worked with him and his advisors, chief amongst 
whom was van Zuylestein, as they corresponded with Protestants in England.   
 
Burnet married Mary Scott, the sole heiress of a wealthy Dutch family of Scottish extraction.  
She was very accomplished, speaking French, Dutch and English equally well.  Their first 
child was born in March 1688, originally named James Robert but baptised William on 2 
April, with the Prince and Princess as sponsors.   
 
Dr Gilbert Burnet travelled with William and Mary when the Dutch fleet made its way down 
the Channel to Exmouth.  Burnet wrote the English translation of William‟s proposition to 
the leading English Protestants, and after the negotiations had been completed and the dual 
monarchy of William and Mary was proclaimed in February 1689, Burnet delivered the 
sermon at their coronation in April.  Burnet‟s reward was not just an appointment as a royal 
chaplain and clerk of the royal closet, but the see of Salisbury.  Three days after his 
consecration he was sworn in as chancellor of the Order of the Garter, as Windsor fell within 
his see. 
 
In addition to honours for Bishop Gilbert Burnet there was on-going royal favour for the 
Burnet family.  Bishop Burnet‟s brother Sir Thomas was a physician, a fellow of the Royal 
College of Physicians from 1681 and President from 1696-8.  He was physician to Charles II 
and James II, and then to Queen Anne. Further evidence of royal favour was the appointment 
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of Bishop Burnet‟s eldest son William first to the post of Commissioner of Customs and then 
as Governor of New York in 1720.
56
   Later favours were detailed in William‟s will.57 
 
On William Burnet‟s death at only 40 years of age his eldest son Gilbert, child of his first 
marriage to Mary Stanhope, was sent to England to the care of his aunt Mary and her husband 
David Mitchell.
58
  William and Thomas, the orphaned sons of his second marriage to Anna 
Marie van Horn in New York, were sent back to the care of their lawyer uncle, Thomas 
Burnet.   
 
„Uncle‟ Thomas Burnet was a courtier named in Pope‟s Dunciad who devoted his time to 
politics and pamphlet writing, and after his father died had to resort to court attendance to 
achieve a place.  His confidence was not high:   „I know so much of courts as to think nothing 
sure till I have it in my hands.‟59  However his solicitations resulted in the position of consul 
in Lisbon, a post he held from 1719 until 1728.  When he returned to England Thomas Burnet 
applied successfully to Sir Philip Yorke the attorney-general for employment. He had to 
support his nephews as well as settle his brother William‟s financial difficulties.  Knighted in 
1745, Sir Thomas left his name-sake, the younger nephew, Lieutenant Thomas Burnett, a 
legacy of „one hundred pounds forgiving him all the sums I have lent him being above two 
hundred pounds more‟.60    This younger brother, as in many aristocratic families, had to 
make his fortune at sea.  Chapter 2 will give some indication as to whether Burnett‟s 
experience was typical or not.
61
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2 The extent to which going to sea as a ‘young gentleman’ was evidence of 
family influence 
 
It is not known whether Thomas Burnett‟s uncle made use of his understanding of the 
workings of the Admiralty or used a personal connection with the Norris family, but it is 
likely that it was a combination of the two which took Thomas Burnett to sea, aged about 
twelve.
62





  Why was her captain prepared to take on this particular „young gentleman‟?  The 
families were linked through New York.  Matthew Norris was the son of Sir John Norris, 
already admiral of the fleet and commander-in-chief, with a long association with North 
America.
64
  Matthew Norris was appointed to the New York station as a result of being a 
Freeman of the City since 1734, and married to Euphemia Morris, daughter of Lewis Morris, 
governor of New Jersey.
65
 Morris became acting Governor of New York only three years 
after William Burnet‟s death, having worked with him on the governor‟s council for New 
Jersey. Matthew Norris was granted land by his in-laws in New York.
 66
   In every letter that 
Lewis Morris wrote to his daughter „Affy‟ in England, he asked after Sir John and Lady 
Norris.
67
   
 
In Thomas Burnett‟s case the influence of his family at the outset of his career appears to 
have extended only as far as his initial appearance as a „volunteer‟ in Captain Matthew 
Norris‟ following.  Matthew Norris returned to England as Commissioner in Plymouth in 
1737 and died a year later. When Tartar returned from New York she was refitted with a 
„middling repair‟ in Plymouth.  Burnett, with the rest of her crew, was turned over into 
Strafford under Captain Thomas Durell, with whom Governor Burnet had travelled to New 
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York.   Durell‟s 1st lieutenant was the Hon. George Townsend and when Tartar was 
recommissioned it was under Townsend, who took Burnett with him. Although Burnett was 
apparently unlucky to have been left on Captain Norris‟ death to make his own way, he 
accompanied the Hon. George Townsend into his first independent command as part of his 
following in Tartar. 
 
On 3 March 1742 Thomas Burnett took the examination which earned him his „passing 
certificate‟ in front of Captain Curtis Barnett of the 4th rate Dragon and Captain William 
Dilkes of the 3
rd
 rate Chichester and satisfied them that he had the requisite knowledge of 
navigation and ship handling.
68
  Burnett was not immediately commissioned, however: he 
had to wait for two years for a suitable vacancy.  When Admiral Mathews had to return to 
England to answer the charges brought against him by his second-in-command Lestock, on 
20 August 1744, the last day of frantic efforts by his clerks, he issued a commission for 




  This was an extraordinary mark of favour, and 
it may be that Mathews was fulfilling an earlier promise to Sir John Norris that he would take 
care of Thomas Burnett.  Mathews may have chosen him on his merits from the thirteen 
young men ordered on board the flagship earlier in 1744. The commission marked the first 
step on the ladder of promotion.  The achievement is discussed in Chapter 2, where an 
analysis is made of the future careers of the other 127 men commissioned in 1744. 
 
Thomas Burnett was not long as fourth lieutenant under Captain Charles Drummond.
70
  He 
was promoted into the 3
rd
 rate Worcester as second lieutenant on 27 July 1745, by order of 
Vice Admiral Rowley.
71
  Burnett‟s next commission was as second lieutenant in the 3rd rate 
Berwick under Captain James Douglas on 18 March 1747.
72
  In July1748 Berwick, by this 
time under Captain Hugh Bonfoy, was overtaken by the peace which forced a reduction in the 
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navy.
73
  Her complement was reduced to 140 men, all she needed to be a guard ship at 
Portsmouth, and was paid off in November 1752.  
 
In March 1753 Thomas Burnett was taken back into the service as first lieutenant in the 5
th
 
rate Penzance, under Captain Hugh Bonfoy.
74
  This is the second occasion on which Burnett 
was inherited with a ship but then taken by the captain into another commission, and it seems 
likely that Bonfoy asked for Burnett as his first lieutenant when he took on a new commission 
in Penzance. Bonfoy had been appointed governor of Newfoundland, and together they took 
Penzance on one trip to Newfoundland before Bonfoy retired, in effect, to Dorset, the Lord 
Lieutenant of Ireland‟s yacht.   
 
Penzance’s next captain, from February 1755, was Richard Dorrill, the new governor of 
Newfoundland.
75
  On their return from Newfoundland they were in Lisbon at the time of 
earthquake there in December 1755. (These visits are discussed in Chapter 2, Section 7.4)  In 
February 1756 Richard Dorrill was commissioned into the 1
st
 rate Royal George, which was 
still building at Woolwich.
76
 This was the third occasion on which Burnett, inherited with a 
ship by a captain was taken with him to a new appointment. Dorrill took Burnett with him as 
his first lieutenant in the navy‟s newest 1st rate.  It may have been that Dorrill‟s commission 
to the Royal George, like that of Burnett, was only for the purpose of fitting her out, as John 
Campbell who had been in Centurion with Anson was then commissioned into Royal 
George.
77
  As an eminent captain he would have expected to appoint his own first lieutenant, 
which meant Burnett had to be given another commission.   
 
Burnett was „poised for preferment‟ and achieved it on 12 May when he was appointed to the 
Channel Islands squadron as master and commander of the Happy, one of the three smallest 
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sloops in the Navy.
78
  Burnett was stationed off Guernsey, but he had to be familiar with the 
dangerous waters around all the Channel Islands as he carried out the standard order „to 
protect the trade and annoy the enemy‟.  During his first month in these waters he intercepted 
a Dutch fly boat loaded with masts and spars from Riga intended for the armoury at Brest, 
and took her to Portsmouth.  This was only the beginning: in action packed days and nights, 
trade through the Channel was intercepted and identified, and the French element taken in 
hand.  In addition to a smuggler „laden with brandy tea and tobacco‟, Happy took a French 
privateer of 12 guns; a snow which had been taken and retaken and therefore had only a small 
prize crew on board and a second snow which gave in without a fight as the Commodore in 
his 3
rd




3 Being ‘made post’ as the result of courage and enterprise in his first 
independent command 
 
At 3.00am in the morning of 10 March 1757 the French privateer Infernal was sighted.  After 
a seven hour chase Burnett engaged, boarded and took her, closing the much more heavily 
armed privateer as fast as he could to minimise the time during which he could expect to 
receive fire.  Infernal was armed with 14 guns, six 6 pounders and eight 4 pounders with six 
swivels, Happy only eight 3 pounders. There were no fatal casualties on board the tiny 
Happy, whose small complement had been supplemented on this voyage by 20 picked 
soldiers being taken back to the mainland to become corporals in Bocland‟s Regiment.  
Burnett kept the soldiers on board Happy to give covering fire while he and his men boarded 
the privateer.  His share of the £800 received for the prize, sold instantly in Guernsey, would 




Burnett demonstrated in this engagement, following those earlier in the year, that he was 
courageous, determined, able to make good use of resources and keep his crew focused.  
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Above all he was successful, and the Admiralty was always on the lookout for achievements 
which could be rewarded by promotion.  Lord Anson had written in 1751: „my constant 
method… has been to promote the lieutenants to command whose ships have been 
successfully engaged on equal terms with the enemy, without having any friend or 
recommendation, and in preference to all others – and this I would recommend to my 
successors, if they would have a fleet to depend on.’81  Anson‟s advice was obviously still 
being heeded by the Admiralty, although he did not return there until September 1757.
82
  
Burnett, without any obvious friend or recommendation, did not have long to wait.   
 
Two months after taking Infernal, on 5 May 1757 Burnett was rewarded with the commission 
as flag captain to Commodore John Moore in the two-year old Cambridge, launched in 
1755.
83
   No correspondence has yet been found to explain why Moore asked for Burnett.  
Captain Burnett took with him into Cambridge his son John, as well as his personal servants. 
They sailed immediately to the Leeward Islands, and Cambridge was one of the ships ordered 
to attack the citadel and fortresses of Basse Terre, a foretaste of the attack on the Morro two 
years later.  Guadaloupe surrendered, as did the smaller islands of Marie Galante, the Saintes, 
La Desiderade and Petite Terre. The French did not attempt to interfere, so that the rest of the 
year was without interest for Burnett.
84
  Cambridge was ordered back to England to be part of 




On his return to England in 1760 Burnett was commissioned to the 50 gun 4
th
 rate Rochester 
and took her to North America.
86
 Part of the squadron which relieved Quebec, Burnett 
guarded the mouth of the St Lawrence before being sent to the West Indies.  
 
When Burnett arrived with Rochester the commander-in-chief, Sir George Pocock insisted on 
exchanging her for Rodney‟s flag ship, Marlborough.   Burnett transferred to her with his 
following on 1 May 1762. Writing to Clevland, Rodney accepted Pocock‟s action, saying that 
„success so much depends upon the Commander in Chief having those officers about him 
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whom he most approves.‟87 Pocock had thus chosen to give Burnett the opportunity of taking 
part in the attack on the Havana, which more than compensated for commanding the aged, 
cut-down, rebuilt and already leaky Marlborough.
88
   
 
The attack on Havana was Pocock‟s chief concern.  Spain had entered the Seven Years‟ War 
in 1762, and plans were immediately drawn up to capture Havana, the capital of Spain‟s 
possessions in the West Indies.  The amphibious operation was enormously complex and 
involved transporting more than 16,000 troops to Cuba, supplying them while they were 
there, providing hospital ships for the injured and returning them home after the fall of the 
City of Havana together with the tons of booty. 
 
Sir George Pocock took his force through the less orthodox Old Bahama Channel, which had 
only just been charted by the Richmond. Thanks to this survey work every shoal was marked 
and lights guided the ships through the dangerous narrows, bringing the fleet to Havana from 
the „wrong‟ direction and taking the Spaniards completely by surprise.  It was a magnificent 
feat of seamanship and Burnett was responsible for the sixth division of the fleet. 
 
In July 1762 the army‟s storming of „El Morro‟, the fortress castle at the mouth of the 
harbour was the key to capturing Havana.  Burnett‟s Marlborough was one of the ships 
chosen to cover and direct the landing of the troops, artillery and tons of supplies.  Men from 
the Marlborough helped manhandle guns over difficult terrain and then construct batteries to 
breach the walls.  When this proved difficult Augustus Hervey of the Dragon suggested 
diverting the attention of the defenders of El Morro by bombarding the castle from the sea.  
Two vessels, the heavy Cambridge and the old Marlborough were sent in with him to 
bombard the towering walls of the castle.
89
  After some hours of furious but one-sided 
fighting they were brought off again when it was obvious that nothing more could be 
achieved, Captain William Goostrey of the Cambridge having been killed in the attack.  
Pocock reported to the Admiralty that, „the captains behaved becoming gallant officers..‟90 
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Burnett‟s share of the Havana treasure continued to be paid out in stages until 1772, to give a 
final total of £1,600.   
 
While engaged at the Morro John Burnett left the Marlborough for a career in the Army.
91
  
Presumably his father purchased his first commission as an ensign in the 28
th
 Regiment of 
Foot.  This Regiment had taken part in the capture of Louisburg and Quebec, and was sent to 
the West Indies in 1761.  The close liaison between the army and the navy during the 
expedition may well have tempted the young man to join the army‟s very different officer 
corps.  Subsequent commissions, the earlier ones at least presumably purchased by his father, 
saw John Burnett‟s career in the Army progress until his death in London in 1817, having 
retired as Major General serving in the „Army of Armagh‟, where he organised recruitment 





Burnett was ordered back to England.  A series of gales separated Marlborough from the rest 
of the fleet, and the aged Marlborough began to fall apart.  Guns were thrown over board, the 
captain and officers worked in the bucket chain and the men were too exhausted to sail the 
ship.  Fortunately the Newfoundland fishing fleet was crossing the Atlantic in the same gales, 
and the Antelope under Captain Thomas Graves came across the Marlborough.  Every man 
was rescued and taken to Lisbon although a desperate shortage of water caused severe 
hardship for everyone on board the overcrowded vessel.   
 
Thomas Burnett had to face a court martial after losing the Marlborough at sea, and was 
desperate to put this formality behind him so that he could have another commission before 
the end of the war.  He returned to England in the Hanover packet without waiting for a 
transport: „having fallen in with the Land to the Eastward of Falmouth, I was put on shore by 
a Fishing boat at a place called Mevagisey about thirty miles to the Westward of Plymouth, 
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for which place I intend to set out tomorrow and shall thare <sic> wait thair <sic> Lordships 
directions for my further proceedings.‟93 
 
The court martial exonerated Thomas Burnett but he went onto half pay from the date of the 
loss of the Marlborough.  The end of the war meant that all his peers were being put onto half 
pay as their ships were paid off, and Burnett had to wait until 1770 before he served again.   
 
4 The continuing need for ‘interest’ during and after the peace which ended 
the Seven Years’ War 
 
During the peace Thomas Burnett lived in the village of Longford, in Middlesex. Longford 
was on the coach road from Bath to London so that he had easy access to Portsmouth and to 
London, which may explain why Burnett collected his own half pay twice a year instead of 
having it collected by an agent as many men did.  Burnett was recalled to active service when 
the Spanish crisis of 1770 prompted a mini-mobilisation. His commission was dated 20 
October 1770, and on 25 October the marriage register in St Mary‟s Church, Harmondsworth, 
records a marriage between Thomas Burnett and Mary Hinchley.  The local church, St 
Mary‟s, is half a mile from the village of Longford, and it is where the christening of an 
illegitimate baby Ann had been recorded in 1765, the father being named as Captain Thomas 
Burnett. 
94
   
 
Mary Burnett née Hinchley was obviously not of her husband‟s social standing: an 





In 1769 when the Falkland Islands mobilisation was taking place the First Lord at the 
Admiralty was Sir Edward Hawke.  No documentary evidence has yet been found to show 
the influence which moved Sir Edward to appoint Burnett to one of the coveted posts, 
although it existed a decade later as detailed below. This mobilisation was a small one and 
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took very few men off half pay, an indication that Burnett had powerful influence behind 
him.   Eventually the Boyne sailed for Jamaica in June 1771, returning in October 1772.  The 
Boyne was briefly a guard ship at Portsmouth, itself a coveted position as it was almost a 
sinecure and the captain was not required to live on board.  Burnett went back onto half pay 
until the American War of Independence created a demand for full employment again 
amongst naval personnel.  He had been one of the lucky few to be re-employed during the 
years of peace.  Others of Burnett‟s peers never returned to active service, although his 
younger contemporaries took advantage of the next active involvement of the Navy in North 
American waters at the end of the decade. 
 
Although the reasons behind Burnett‟s appointment in 1770 are unclear, there is no doubt 
about the „interest‟ behind his appointment to the Prudent in 1779.  The Appointment Books 
maintained by Lord Sandwich and his clerks provide evidence of Sandwich‟s meticulous 
administration and provide evidence in detail of the whole range of employment available.
96
  
The names of all of Burnett‟s peers appear in the pages of Sandwich‟s books, some on many 
occasions. Burnett wrote asking for employment: an addition has been made to his entry, in 
Sandwich‟s hand:  „Ld.  Rochford‟.   
 
Sandwich and Lord Rochford were friends and cabinet members who worked together 
closely and would often have been in each other‟s company.  A verbal request from Rochford 
is suggested by the fact that Sandwich himself noted Rochford‟s name.  A letter would have 
involved a clerk who would then have made the entry. William Henry Nassau van 
Zuylenstein, fourth earl of Rochford, was the grandson of the man with whom Bishop Burnet 
had travelled to Topsham in 1688. His father and Burnett‟s were Anglo-Dutch courtiers 
together.  Rochford was a diplomat and politician, appointed Secretary of State for the 
Northern department in 1768, and of the Southern department in 1770.    There is no written 
evidence to support the idea that Lord Rochford might have intervened with Sir Edward 
Hawke in 1770.  No Appointment Books survive. On the other hand, conclusively, the 
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First commissioned by Alexander Schomberg for the Falkland Islands dispute, Prudent made 
one voyage to the East Indies before being used as a receiving ship at the beginning of 1779.  
She was considered to be slow, „a dull sailor‟.98  Sir Charles Hardy sent Burnett to Leith in 
search of the American privateer commanded by John Paul Jones, and he spent the autumn 
there fruitlessly. For the first time Burnett had charge of a station, albeit a small one, and had 
to communicate to the Admiralty the comings and goings of a squadron of naval vessels.  He 
also had to make use of intelligence gathered from all sources to try to locate the American 
privateer.  The magistrates of Scarborough would have clamoured for Burnett‟s presence to 
protect their local shipping, but John Paul Jones was elsewhere, and eventually Burnett was 
recalled to Spithead „with the frigates under my command‟.99 
 
Prudent was sent to North America to serve under Arbuthnot.  The French fleet was in 
strength off the coast, and both forces were intent on denying the Chesapeake Bay to the 
other.  Arbuthnot took his ships south either to prevent the French entering the Chesapeake, 
or to fight them there, and when they sighted the French on the 16 March both fleets 
manoeuvred with some difficulty in the high sea and squally conditions.  There was some 
ambiguity in the signals thrown out by Arbuthnot, so Robust, Prudent and Europe, which 
were in the van, took the brunt of the enemy fire and were then fired upon in turn by each of 
the French ships as they escaped to the east. Prudent had to be towed into the Chesapeake 
Bay after the engagement.  Burnett was refitting in New York during the subsequent battle of 
the Chesapeake. 
 
On 1 October 1781 Burnett was transferred to the 3
rd
 rate Royal Oak.
100
 This had been the 
flag ship of Vice Admiral Arbuthnot, but he returned to England leaving command at New 
York to Vice Admiral Thomas Graves.  Burnett was assigned to Hood‟s squadron and joined 
in the proceedings in the West Indies in the Royal Oak. 
 
On 9 April 1782 there was an attempt by the French under de Grasse to prevent Rodney‟s 
interfering with their plans to occupy Jamaica.  Sailing in the narrow waters between 
Dominica and the Saintes, strong currents and calms and light airs affected first one fleet and 
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then the other.  The French long range bombardment of a portion of the English fleet 
damaged some ships: the Royal Oak had to replace her main top mast, but repairs were 
carried out overnight at sea.  
 
Two days later Rodney defeated the French at the Battle of the Saintes.  Just as at the 
Chesapeake, Burnett as the most senior captain in the Royal Oak was in the van.  The French 
fleet was widely dispersed, and Rodney was able to make better use of the variable winds.  
He had the advantage of leading a group of captains who were confident of their superiority 
and used their initiative. When opportunity presented itself the French line was broken by 
two groups of ships. The dense pall of smoke, unable to disperse as a result of the concussion 
of the heavy bombardment, hid the rest of the fleet from each group of ships and blackened 
the ships inboard and out. The French fleet suffered horrific casualties.  Burnett‟s first 
lieutenant, John Gwatkin was killed. Recriminations followed for years as to whether or not 
Rodney should have followed the French fleet during the night to make certain that there 




Burnett emerged from the battle with the French prize Glorieux in tow, a fitting end to his 
career.  At the beginning of May he went on board Rodney‟s flag ship Formidable and 
resigned his commission.  Rodney gave Burnett a copy of his despatches to the Admiralty 
and on 5 May Burnett returned to London in the frigate Eurydice.  Burnett took back with 
him Rodney‟s letter:  
Captain Burnett the oldest and most experienced officer of the Fleet I have the honour 
to command and whose exertions in both actions did honour to himself and his Country, 
being in a bad state of health, and this climate never agreeing with him, it will be cruel 
in me if I suffered him to remain longer in the West Indies. 
I therefore charged him with my despatches to their lordships, and must beg leave in the 
strongest manner to recommend him to their consideration for his long gallant and 
faithful services. …102 
 
Although there is no indication beyond Rodney‟s letter to suggest that Thomas Burnett was 
terminally ill, he died on 4 June 1783.  His will left everything to his wife Mary and daughter 
Ann.   
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5 Thomas Burnett’s peers: a bench mark against which to measure his career 
 
To what extent was Thomas Burnett a successful captain?  Measuring him against his peers is 
the only way to answer that question, and this will be done in subsequent chapters.  At first 
sight his life looks unpromising: being left an orphan in New York dependent upon his Dutch 
grandparents was not a good beginning.  Burnett‟s education was limited, which is reflected 
in his idiosyncratic spelling which again probably reflects his accent.  
 
Burnett had the good fortune to become part of the following of Captain the Hon. George 
Townshend, after the death of Captain Matthew Norris robbed him of the one naval 
individual who had a personal link with the Burnett family. Burnett stayed with Townshend 
and then with Bonfoy and Dorrill, in each case progressing up the ladder of promotion during 
peace time which affected every one of his peers.  On each of these three occasions the fact 
that Burnett came to the captain with his ship, but was taken on by that captain and promoted, 
appears to indicate that he was highly competent. 
 
The exploits in Happy culminating in the attack on Infernal in 1757 demonstrated Burnett‟s 
courage and professional ability, and he might have hoped for a frigate for his first 
commission as a post captain.  Instead his posting as flag captain in Cambridge meant that he 
spent three years of the war as Sir John Moore‟s flag captain. While he would have benefitted 
financially from this relationship, he would have had very different opportunities as captain 
of a frigate in the Western approaches. These implications are discussed in future chapters, as 
are the other elements of his active life, outlined above.   
 
Prize money was always the eldorado for naval personnel. Burnett‟s will contains the words 
„all my worldly estate real or personal wages prize money in short of whatever kind and 
nature…‟103  Some men made fortunes out of their prizes, and their crews had huge 
incentives to try harder in engagements at sea.  Other men were rarely in the right place at the 
right time or did not have the stomach for fighting, and did not achieve prizes.  In Burnett‟s 
experience his courage is without question, and he demonstrated his seamanship and ability 
to make the most of opportunities as they presented themselves.  The ships in which he 
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served and the waters in which he sailed determined the limited opportunities he had for 
taking prizes. He certainly benefitted from the capture of Havana. 
 
Burnett‟s ships reveal the extent to which he was unfortunate at sea.  From the tiny sloop 
Happy through the „crank‟ 3rd rate Cambridge, the cut-down two-decker 2nd rate 
Marlborough, the undistinguished 3
rd
 rate Boyne, the poor sailor 3
rd
  rate Prudent, Burnett 
only had the 4
th
 rate Rochester very briefly, and the 3
rd
 rate Royal Oak  at the very end of his 
career.
104
  In his last command he was not a free agent, but constrained within Rodney‟s fleet. 
Some of his colleagues enjoyed frigates and the benefits which resulted from them 
throughout their careers. 
 
It is impossible to say whether or not Burnett was unlucky in the ships, or whether they are a 
measure of low regard by the Admiralty.  It is only by looking at the careers of his peers that 
this can be judged.  Subsequent chapters will show whether he was lucky or not.  He was 
certainly a survivor: his professional career extended almost to the end of the American war 
by which time few of his peers were still serving officers.    The greater understanding of 
Burnett‟s life, a desired outcome of this work, will be gained from the larger study of the 
careers of his 34 peers, against which his achievements will be measured.  
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Chapter 2  The cohort of ‘young gentlemen’ who were commissioned 
as lieutenants and their progress through the rank of 
master and commander to post captain in 1757 
 
A „young gentleman‟ had to be taken on by a serving captain to begin his time at sea.  It was 
customary for several such young men to be on the ship‟s books.  He was initially usually 
rated as servant or able seamen rather than as midshipmen, and was expected to spend at least 
six years at sea literally „learning the ropes‟ and acquiring professional skills such as 
navigation.  During this period he could be entered on the books as secretary, servant, 
ordinary or able seaman or midshipman at the Captain‟s discretion.105  The reality of his 
position was that he was an apprentice until he had learned his craft and earned the right to 
his first commission.  For two of these years he needed to be rated as midshipman or mate 
before being examined for his passing certificate.
106
  During this period the young man 
depended on his parents for necessities such as clothes, as he was not paid until he was 
commissioned: the allowance given by the Admiralty for „servants‟ went to the captain.107 
Taking to sea the son of a gentleman was one link in the chain of patronage.  As many of the 
boys were very young and had had little formal education, it was possible for them to catch 
up on academic skills at Watt‟s Academy in Portsmouth, where for a few guineas they could 
be usefully occupied while their ship was being docked.
108
  Not every ship with young 
gentlemen on board would have carried a school master, and he would have had a hard task 




1 The ‘interest’ which took Thomas Burnett to sea 
 
As outlined in Chapter 1, Thomas Burnett‟s uncle knew exactly how to set about getting his 
nephew taken to sea.  By 1736 the young Thomas no longer needed a warrant as a King‟s 
Letter Boy, but the patronage of Captain Mathew Norris launched Thomas Burnett‟s naval 
career in the 20 gun 6
th
 rate Tartar. The sum of two hundred pounds from his uncle would 
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have provided the twelve-year old Thomas with the clothes and necessaries for his life at sea.  
He would have been expected to have his own octant, for instance, to practise navigation.  
 
 
Date Ship Captain Place Rating 
4 October 1736 Tartar Matthew Norris New York Able seaman 
8 December 1738-
19 January 1739 
Strafford Thomas Durell Plymouth Able seaman 
19 January 1739  -    
23 Jan 1742 
Tartar George Townshend South Carolina Able seaman 
23 January1742 - 
20 August 1744 
Chatham George Townshend Mediterranean Midshipman 
3 March 1742 Examined for lieutenant‟s passing certificate 
11-25 March 1743 Namur William Dilke Mediterranean Supernumerary 




Table 2: Movements of Thomas Burnett from his first appearance in 1736 to his first 
commission in 1744 
 
Tartar needed a „middling repair‟ and refitting which was carried out in Plymouth Dockyard.  
While this was being done her crew, including Burnett, were „turned over‟ into the recently 
launched 4
th
 rate Strafford, guard ship in Plymouth under Captain Thomas Durell.
110
  This 
kept the men together so that they would be available as soon as the dockyard work on Tartar 
was completed.  In January 1739 Tartar was commissioned under her new captain, the Hon. 
George Townshend.
111
 This was Townshend‟s first posting, having served before his 
commission under Captain Durell.  It may be that as a newly appointed post captain 
Townshend did not have a following of his own, and was content to inherit the young 
gentlemen left in Tartar when Norris died.  He would have known Burnett and his peers from 
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their time together in Strafford during Tartar‟s refit. Commissioned to South Carolina, Tartar 
took part in the Georgia operation in 1740.  On Tartar‟s return three years later both 
Townshend and Burnett transferred to the 50 gun 4
th
 rate Chatham, Townshend on 7 
December 1741, Burnett on 23 January 1742, presumably at Townshend‟s request.112  As 
discussed in Chapter 1, this was the first of three occasions on which Burnett was inherited 
with a ship, and then taken by the captain to the next ship in which he was commissioned. 




2 The routes on board followed by Thomas Burnett’s peers 
 
Seven of Burnett‟s peers entered the navy as „Captain‟s servants‟, and Archibald Kennedy 
spent three years as „Captain‟s secretary‟.  Samuel Spencer spent two years as „servant‟ on 
board the Assistance, and Taylor Penny spent a total of four years as „Captain‟s Servant‟ on 
board Port Mahon.   William McCleverty was three years in Buckingham as „Captain‟s 
servant‟. The Admiral‟s son Thomas Harrison spent a month as a „servant‟ before being 
rated for nearly two years as „clerk‟.    
 
Several men had years of experience in the merchant service: Joshua Loring had been five 
years as a merchant master on the east coast of America; John Elliot was in the East India 
service for two or three years; Christopher Bassett had time in the merchant service, and 
Thomas Taylor had done a trip to Jamaica.   
 
At Pepys‟ instigation Charles II established in 1676 a system of „volunteers‟, to encourage 
„families of better quality .. to breed up their younger sons to the art and practice of 
navigation‟.114  Richard Kempenfelt and Thomas Knackston were rated „volunteers‟ under 
this system.  Rodger writes that this scheme was modified by the foundation of the Royal 
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Naval Academy at Portsmouth in 1730.
115
 However, „volunteer‟ as a rating did not 
immediately disappear.  The passing certificates which have been found so far show that a 
further four of Thomas Burnett‟s peers were „volunteers‟ for part of their sea time.  William 
Hotham served as a „volunteer‟ for eight months after his three years at the Royal Naval 
Academy; John Lindsay, after his two years at the Academy spent a further eighteen months 
as a „volunteer‟ before Captain Edgcumbe rated him a midshipman in the Deptford. Robert 
Man spent a total of four years two months as a „volunteer‟, Robert Faulknor a total of 
three years seven months. 
 
It was possible to make up sea time without actually going to sea by spending time at the 
Royal Naval Academy, as the Hon. William Hotham and John Lindsay had done, and 
Charles Medows, Viscount Newark was warranted there for almost four years.  Established 
by the King in 1730 to educate 40 young gentlemen as future officers, the Academy taught 
mathematics and navigation as well as fencing and dancing, and it may have seemed to 
concerned parents that it offered a more sheltered environment in which two years of sea-
time could be accumulated.
116
  
3 The ‘passing certificate’ for lieutenant 
 
From the time of the Restoration, administrators of the navy were concerned about the quality 
of officers.  No longer commanded by generals, the vessels of the navy needed a professional 
officer class.  For effective command these men needed to have the right background and 
aptitude, while being able to replace the competent mariners who had been the masters under 
the Commonwealth.
117
  Samuel Pepys was determined to create a professional officer corps 
in the Restoration navy.  He wanted to make the sea service attractive not only to younger 
sons but also to the first-born sons of gentry, hoping that they „might esteem it for the dignity 
of it, no diminution to their qualities or estates‟ not just for a voyage or two, but would make 
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it „a principal (if not a necessary) step towards their advancement to the greatest offices of 
State and Court‟.118   
 
As part of the process of creating an officer corps, in 1677 Pepys initiated the „passing 
certificate‟ which required the applicants to demonstrate a minimum standard of professional 
competence, to rid the navy of „volunteers, who having passed some time superficially at sea, 
and being related to families of interest at court, do obtain lieutenancies before they are fitted 
for it.‟119 Potential officers had to show sufficient knowledge of maritime skills, to be of an 
appropriate age and to have had a reasonable length of sea service. In 1702, when the 
decision was also made that some instruction should have been given before the test, a 
minimum age of 20 years, which prevented immature candidates, was specified and by this 
age the candidate was expected to show evidence of six years sea service.
120
  Evidence for the 
fact that the examiners have covered themselves over the question of minimum age is the use 
of the form of words „appears to be‟, in every one of the 24 passing certificates which have 
been found relating to Burnett‟s peers.  The verbal examination, conducted by three captains, 
tested a range of necessary knowledge, amongst which was: „work a ships way <sic> by plain 
sailing and mercator, observe by sun or star, find the direction of the compass ...‟121   If 
possible the candidates were examined at the Navy Board in London, where Dockyard 
commissioners and retired captains or even Admirals could form the panel.
122
  If London was 
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Lieutenant Waited  
Affleck, Edmund  1725 4y 1m 20 9.4.1745 2.7.1745 3 months  
Basset, Christopher 1722 5y 7m 21 14.11.1745 22.11.1745 0  
Boyle, Hon Robert  1733 6y 2m 21 16.10.1754 23.3.1756 1yr 5m  
Burnett, Thomas   1724? 6y 2m    18 ? 22.2.1742 20.8.1744 2yr 6m  
Clements, Michael  1735 6y 11m 20 17.11.1755 4.12.1755 1 m  
Craig, Robert 1715 6y 1m 25 18.11.1740 27.2.1741 3 m  
Elliot, John  1732 5y 9m 20 25.3.1752 30.4.1756 4 years  
Faulknor, Robert 1721 9y 10m 20 1.10.1741 5.10.1741 0  
Harrison, Thomas 1725 7y 9m 21 30.11.1747 3.12.1747 0  
Hotham, William  1734 6y 20 11.7.1754 28.1.1755 6 m  
Kempenfelt, Richard 1715 8y 10m 22 6.5.1737 14.1.1741 3 yr 8 m  
Kennedy, Archibald 1720 10y 24 11.12.1744 16.12.1744 0  
Knackston, Thomas 1710 9 y 3w 25 7.10.1735 15.12.1738 3 yr 2 m  
Lindsay, John   1735 6y 1m 21 17.2.1756 2.3.1756 0  
Loring, Joshua 1725 12y 5m 20 25.9.1745 23.5.1745 0  
McCleverty, William 1725 9y 8m 20 11.7.1745 13.7.1745 0  
Man, Robert ? 8y 4m ? 23.3.1739 6.3.1747 8 years  
Medows, Charles 1735 7y 9m 20 6.8.1755 5.8.1755 0  
Paston, William 1731 5y + 21 4.1.1752 19.9.1755 3 yr 8 m  
Penny, Taylor  1722 10y 9m 23 25.7.1745 6.8.1745 0  
Shurmur, William 1721 5y 12m 24 22.5.1745 23.1.1746 7 m  
Spencer, Samuel 1717 6y 2w 21 27.3.1738 21.1.1742 3 yr 10 m  
Taylor, Thomas  1721 5y 9m 24 22.7.1745 29.11.1745 4 m  
Phillips Towry, Henry  1718 6y 8m 23 15.12.1741 6.8.1742 8 m  
        
        
        
Table 3: Summary of careers at sea before their first commissions for the men whose 
Passing Certificates were found 
 
In 1742 Thomas Burnett was examined for his „passing certificate‟, having produced the 
journals he had kept in Tartar and in Chatham, and certificates vouching for his diligence 
from the three captains under whom he had served: Norris, Durrell and Townshend.
124
 The 
notes which accompany the entry in the Admiralty ledger indicate that he „appeared to be 
more than 24 years of age‟.  This is unlikely.  As he was probably born about 1724, Burnett 
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was probably some years short of 20 years old when he was examined, and although this 
might indicate that he was well-grown and looked mature for his age, it also suggests that for 
those with influence the rules could be disregarded, as they were for Charles Medows and 
Joseph Peyton.
125





Baugh suggests that baptismal certificates had to be supplied to the Navy Board, and that this 
requirement was seldom waived.
127
  However in no case has a date of birth been entered in 
the formal record of the examination, and it seems this was brought in later in the eighteenth 
century. 
 
It was unusual that Robert Man had spent eight years at sea before passing the examination, 
and then had to wait a further eight years before he received his lieutenant‟s commission.128 
Robert Faulknor was at sea for nearly ten years before he passed, however he then only had 
to wait four days before his commission was confirmed by the Admiralty. Nine aspirants did 
not wait longer than a month to have their commissions confirmed.  Christopher Basset‟s 
commission is dated a week after his examination, the Admiral‟s son Thomas Harrison‟s 
only three days later. William McCleverty only had to wait two days: with certificates signed 
by Anson and Saumarez his credentials were better than impeccable.  Other men had to wait 
until a vacancy occurred: Edmund Affleck and Robert Craig only three months, the Hon. 
Robert Boyle 17 months.  Thomas Burnett, having taken his certificate while he was in the 
Mediterranean in Chatham had to wait more than two years until the chain of promotions 
instituted by Admiral Mathews on his last days in command gave him his commission.  He 
was not alone in waiting more than two years: John Elliot waited four years, Richard 
Kempenfelt more than three. For the 15 who had to wait more than a month, the average 
length of time between the passing examination and commission was two years two 
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months.
129
  Rodger suggested that there was „no means of knowing whether the supply of 
officers in each rank matched the demand, and whether the relationship between demand and 
supply changed over time‟.130 The evidence of the graphs below seems to show that the 
relationship was a close one, and that those who were first commissioned close to the 
outbreak of war did not wait as long as those first commissioned in the 1740s.  
 
Some potential officers never made the transition to commissioned rank, from choice or from 
lack of ability as well as lack of opportunity.  There were always many hopefuls waiting for 
promotion further up the ladder to clear a space for them at the bottom.  A traditional 
wardroom toast was: „A bloody war and a sickly season!‟ Whenever a lieutenant was 
commissioned into his first command, he cleared the way for a chain of promotions which 
would spread its ramifications over many ranks.
131
   
 
Links similar to those between Burnett and Captain Norris have not been established between 
all of Burnett‟s peers and their patrons, but for some the probable source of interest is clear.  
In the case of John Elliot, for example, who began his naval career at the age of eight as a 
„Captain‟s servant‟ in the Augusta, his father Sir Gilbert Elliot‟s connections with the Duke 
of Argyll would have provided the „interest‟ necessary to persuade Captain Hamilton to take 
on the boy.   
 
Geoffrey Green has written an account of the part played by Jews in the Royal Navy, and 
devotes a chapter to the career of Alexander Schomberg.
132
  Presumably his father, a 
successful doctor in the City of London, had contacts which put him in touch with Captain 
Pratten of the Suffolk who took the twenty three year old Alexander to sea with him.  
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4 The change in status for a newly commissioned lieutenant 
 
The first indication in the official papers that life had changed for Thomas Burnett once he 
was commissioned can be seen in the entry which accompanied his exchange from 
Cambridge into Worcester, with his servant.
133
  Becoming a lieutenant, even one as lowly as 
a fourth, meant status.  Burnett no longer lived in the gun room, at the after end of the gun 
deck, but in a cabin off the wardroom.  He had a tiny private space of his own to which his 
servant would bring shaving water and in which he could tend to his clothes.  Each 
successive rung up the ladder of commissions took lieutenants closer to the aftermost cabin 
on the starboard side, occupied by the first lieutenant.
134
  In a ship of the line this cabin had a 
door which gave access to the starboard quarter gallery, giving the first lieutenant exclusive 
use of the head therein, a real mark of status.  This demonstrated his standing vis-à-vis the 
master, who had to share the port side head with all the other officers berthed in the 
wardroom.
135
  In addition to his clothes and navigational instruments, he would now have to 
furnish his cabin, and would need money for bedding, plates, cutlery, glasses and all the other 
items as if he were „setting up house‟. An indulgent father or, in Burnett‟s case, an uncle, 
would have been essential.  The newly commissioned lieutenant would now be entitled to 
pay, although it would not be immediately forthcoming, leading to real hardship in some 
cases.
136
  A few lieutenants with private income managed to marry during these years, but 
without financial support that would have been impossible.  Paul Henry Ourry‟s wife was 
Charity Treby, whose mother was a Hele and aunt was the duchess of Portmore.  Charity was 
a landowner in her own right who looked after her farms while Paul Henry was away at sea.    
 
Once the young lieutenant had a few year‟s seniority he became entitled to half pay when not 
employed by the Admiralty, and this entitlement was for life.  The question of pay and half 
pay is examined in Chapter 4.  
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5 The pattern of first commissions issued during the inter-war years. 
 
5.1 Lieutenants commissioned in years 1741-1745
137
 
In 1741 the number of first commissions issued was 137. This number dropped to 39 in 1742 
and increased to 59 in 1743 before more than doubling to 129 in 1744.  Even more 
lieutenants were needed in 1745, when 137 first commissions were issued. 
 
When Walpole fell from government in 1742 the rôle of the navy was reduced.  Sir Charles 
Wager was replaced as head of the Admiralty by a civilian, under whom Sir John Norris, 
Admiral of the Fleet since 1734, refused to serve.
138
 It may be possible to see the lack of 
direction at the top being reflected in the lack of activity at the bottom of the naval 
profession.  The Mediterranean, however, was still the centre of naval activity, and it is 
significant that of the 26 of Burnett‟s peers whose careers began in the 1740s, six served with 
him there: Thomas Burnett was in Cambridge; Robert Craig in Chichester; Joseph Peyton 
in Essex; Robert Faulknor and Paul Henry Ourry in Elizabeth; Henry John Phillips in 
Revenge; William Goostrey in Marlborough.
139
 New ships were not being commissioned, 
and as shown below in Figure 1 the number of new lieutenants dropped from 137 in 1741 to 
forty in 1742 and sixty in 1743.   It is clear to see why Thomas Burnett had to wait two 
years after his „passing certificate‟ was issued before his services were needed.   
 
An outline of the careers of those lieutenants for whom at least a date of commission is 
known can be derived from Syrett‟s Commissioned Sea Officers. Detailed analysis has only 
been done on the careers of those first commissioned in the same year as Burnett, 1744. This 
has been summarised in two charts which form Appendix 1.  
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Figure 1: Lieutenants Commissioned between 1741 and 1745 
The Admiralty relied upon a natural system of sifting and sorting to bring to the top of the 
pyramid enough men with experience to take independent command in due course.  Chapter 
7 will show the effect of this system on Burnett‟s peers. The Hon. Augustus Keppel spent 
just less than a year as lieutenant and master and commander, and eighteen years as captain 
before he raised his flag as Admiral.  Huge influence was exerted by the Albemarle family 
(like Burnett‟s, Anglo-Dutch dating back to William III) and by Anson who initially 
commissioned Keppel in 1743. 
 
The Hon. Augustus Keppel waited less than a year after his first commission before being 
made post.  The Hon. William Bateman was made post in December 1745 and Michael 
Everitt, James Gambier, William Lloyd, Mark Milbank, Thomas Saumarez and Nicholas 
Vincent waited four years until 1748.  The average length of time spent as lieutenant before 
being made post was 13 years.  This corresponds well with the time Thomas Burnett spent 
after being commissioned: 12 years.  He did not have the influence of the Hon. Augustus 
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Figure 2: Total number of 1744 lieutenants and promotion achieved 
Figure 2 shows clearly the broad based pyramid on which the final promotion to flag rank 
was based.  From the 129 men who were first commissioned in 1744 50 went on to achieve 
independent command.  Of these only thirty five were made post, and 20 per cent (7/35) were 
raised to flag rank.  It is a coincidence that the figures of this cohort so nearly replicate those 
of the cohort chosen for study in this thesis. 
6 The influences and ‘interest’ behind the appointments of Burnett and his 
peers as Masters and Commanders 
 
6.1 Thomas Burnett’s experience  
 
Thomas Burnett was transferred from the Chatham to the Admiral‟s flagship the 2nd rate 
Namur on 11 March 1743.
140
  Between November 1743 and March 1744 thirteen young men 
were transferred as supernumeraries from different ships in the fleet.  Why did the Admiral 
make this order?  What use did he make of the young men?  The pay books give no detail at 
all, and the presumption is that the Admiral was looking for potential talent amongst the 
young men for whom his patronage had been solicited.  One link might be that Matthews‟s 
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Commissioned 129 M&C 50 Post captain 35 Admiral 7
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flag captain was Captain Dilkes, one of Burnett‟s examiners in 1742. There are anomalies in 
this passing certificate, as mentioned above, and it may be that Captain Dilkes remembered 
the circumstances and recommended him to Admiral Mathews.  It is also possible that 
Captain Townsend put his name forward to the Admiral as a worthy candidate.  Of the 13 
young men only three were commissioned, two by Admiral Mathews: Matthew Wallis on 16 




In February 1744 Mathews had fought the inconclusive battle off Toulon and was recalled 
and court martialled.  At the end of his tenure Mathews had to ask his replacement, Vice 
Admiral Rowley, for a few more days in office as his secretary‟s clerks were unable to keep 
up with the work which needed to be done:  „It was not in my power to strike my flag sooner, 
in regard I have many accounts to adjust‟.142 One of the last acts performed by Admiral 
Mathews was to commission Thomas Burnett as fourth lieutenant in Cambridge.
143
  Clearly 
Mathews was determined to promote Burnett. A reason for his patronage has not yet been 
found, but it may have been that Mathews himself was discharging an obligation to someone 
else.  A contemporary account of Mathew‟s trial lists 50 commissions in addition to the two 




The promotion of Thomas Burnett through the ranks of lieutenant has been described in 
Chapter 1.  He was „poised for preferment‟ as first 1ieutenant in Royal George, the navy‟s 
premier 1
st
 rate,  when the Admiralty needed to expand the fleet rapidly in the face of threats 
at sea in every theatre in 1756.  The commissioners would have looked carefully at the names 
of those men, no longer inexperienced, to whom they could entrust command.  No evidence 
of the „interest‟ behind Burnett‟s promotion to Master and Commander has been found, but it 
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6.2 Family connections and ‘interest’ in the rest of Burnett’s peers 
 
Despite Anson‟s dictum referred to above, the letters of Burnett‟s peers make clear that 
without influence or „interest‟ it was not enough to demonstrate enterprise and daring.  At 
first sight this might appear to be a very pessimistic view of the young man‟s future, but 
ability without influence does not appear to equal promotion. Appendix 4 summarises the 
connections which may have eased the appointments of Thomas Burnett and his peers:  
Edmund Affleck was the son and brother of members of parliament; Christopher Bassett 
had strong Cornish interests and was a protégée of Admiral Boscawen;  the Hon. Robert 
Boyle’s father was Henry, the first earl of Shannon and father-in-law was Sir Charles 
Hanbury Williams with close connections to both the Devonshire and Cavendish families; 
Thomas Cornewall‟s connection to the naval dynasty has not yet been established;  John 
Elliot‟s father was Lord Minto (Lord Chief Justice of Scotland), his brother Gilbert a Lord 
Commissioner of the Admiralty and a rising politician; Robert Faulkner was the son of 
Captain Samuel Faulkner, part of a four-generation dynasty; Thomas Harrison was the son 
of Admiral Henry Harrison;  John Henry Phillips was the nephew of John Towry, a naval 
Commissioner; Joseph Peyton‟s father was Captain, later Commodore Edward Peyton;  
Robert Man went to sea with Captain Robert Man who may have been his father; William 
Hotham‟s father Sir Beaumont Hotham was the friend and estate adviser to the 3rd duke of 
Portland, and Hotham had served under Admiral Hawke in Saint George and followed him 
into Namur and Ramillies;  Richard Kempenfelt was the son of Magnus Kempenfelt, 
honoured by Queen Anne for his services, and had served under Captain Charles Steevens in 
Lichfield and then followed him to Orford;  Archibald Kennedy, heir to the earldoms of 
Kennedy and Cassillis, was a protégée of Admiral Warren who had worked closely with his 
father in New York;  John Lindsay was the son of Sir Alexander Lindsay, and his mother 
was sister to Lord Mansfield;  Charles Medows, viscount Newark, was heir to the duke of 
Kingston, his mentor was the Duke of Newcastle, and he also enjoyed the patronage of 
Boscawen and Keppel; Paul Henry Ourry‟s mentor was the Hon George Edgcumbe, and his 
father-in-law was Rt. Hon. George Treby, Secretary at War;  Samuel Wallis was a 
Cornishman and first lieutenant under Admiral Boscawen in Invincible;  Andrew Wilkinson 
had been a lieutenant under Sir Charles Saunders in Prince.
145
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Family interest is evident in countless documents. Thanks to his brother Gilbert‟s influence, 
John Elliot was taken to see Lord Anson by George Grenville „and got done in ten minutes 
what we have been working for in vain for ten months‟: a commission in Scarborough.146 He 
later ensured that his nephew William Elliot gained an independent command before his 
untimely death, apparently of tuberculosis.
147
  Joseph Peyton‟s flag captain while he was 
Commodore in the Mediterranean was his son Joseph, and his nephew Thomas Peyton in the 
sloop Bulldog was also in his squadron.
148
  Vice Admiral William Hotham wanted his 
nephew William commissioned into his own ship as 8
th
 lieutenant instead of 4
th





The Admiralty took note of professional ability, and it was rewarded in suitable candidates as 
soon as an opportunity presented itself. William McCleverty had been round the world with 
Anson, returning as mate in Centurion’s Prize.  Anson and Saumarez must have assured the 
young man that they would do their best for him.  McCleverty‟s first commission followed 
two days after being examined for his passing certificate, although he then had to make his 
own way through the lieutenants‟ ranks. Edmund Affleck had taken command of the 4th rate 
Advice for seven months when her captain was taken ill, bringing her back from Antigua in 
May 1756 in such a state that she was surveyed and broken up immediately. His commission 
as post captain was dated March 1757.  Archibald Kennedy had taken command of Centaur 
when Captain Crosby was killed, and he acted as captain from October 1753 until May 1754. 
However his position was not confirmed.  The Admiralty wrote that „… he must return to his 
duty as lieutenant and wait another opportunity of being provided for.‟150 The outbreak of 
war brought Kennedy his promotion in April 1757.  Alexander Campbell, Robert Craig, 
William Fortescue and Thomas Knackston had all served responsibly (for twelve, nine, 
eleven and twelve years respectively) as commanders in sloops on convoy duty or fishery 
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protection, and it appears that long service as an independent commander was rewarded by 
promotion, even if, as in the case of Knackston, no further service was expected. 
 
Successful captains expected their lieutenants to be promoted as a mark of favour: John 
Elliot reported that he was „honoured by having his first lieutenant promoted‟, having 




A unique commendation opens Paul Henry Ourry’s file of letters, from his mentor the Hon. 
George Edgcumbe, affirming that he „was extremely active and vigilant‟.152  A naval captain 
and heir to the Edgcumbe estates opposite Plymouth dockyard when he recommended Ourry,  
Edgcumbe was the member of Parliament for Fowey from 1746 and clerk of the duchy of 
Lancaster from 1747-62. It is tantalising that apart from Ourry‟s letter, no written evidence of 
„interest‟ has been found behind the appointments of Burnett‟s peers, although their letters 
contain many insights into the way in which the world of interest and influence worked.  
Such documents were not, as a rule, in Admiralty files and therefore ephemeral.  
 
Those who had influence made sure that the Admiralty was reminded of it.  The American-
born Joshua Loring was certain that by quoting Lords Anson and Halifax he would have a 
chance of a vessel, and wrote in 1757 to remind them of their promises with great delicacy:  
I had the honour of being informed by Lord Halifax that Lord Anson had promised 
him that he would give me a ship, and I understood his Lordship very soon, but as 
Lord Anson is so much ingaged  <sic> in business that it is more than probable that 
his Lordship may have forgot it.  I should esteem it the greatest favour if you would 




The workings of „interest‟ is seen when established captains could rescue lieutenants from 
half pay when ships were being re-commissioned. Thomas Burnett asked for his first and 
second lieutenants to be commissioned from half pay when he had the opportunity of helping 
them in 1770. The Hon. Robert Boyle Walsingham was similarly asked to recommend a 
lieutenant on half pay to replace his indisposed Lt. Bernard.  He asked for Lt. Humphrey 
Sainthill: first commissioned in 1746 Sainthill must have feared that he would never return to 
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active service.
154
  Henry Martin asked for Thomas Allen as his second lieutenant, and also ‘I 
should be very glad to have Mr Hill for my first, if I could learn where he is, I know not a 
better man nor one I could place more confidence in.‟155  In each of these instances the 
influence being exerted seems the result of the merit which had been displayed by the 
lieutenant.   
 
An example of influence being a part of a network of favours is seen in a letter written by 
Charles Medows who appealed directly to the Admiralty, „As I have not the honour to be 
known to Lord Sandwich‟.   Despite the modesty of his tone, he wrote with the full weight of 
an aristocrat on behalf of Robert Young, a purser who had worked with him, for an 
appointment to a ship entitled to bear a purser „when in ordinary‟.  Philip Stephens ordered 
his clerk to „put Young on the list of candidates and remind me of him‟.  He also assured 
Captain Medows that „I shall be glad to do Mr Young any good office in my power.‟156 The 
unspoken message is that by complying with Medows‟ request, Stephens could expect a 
favour in return. 
 
The case of a young man who „having no interest‟ was superceded was taken up by Paul 
Henry Ourry.   Goodridge‟s letter reveals not just the hopeless situation of a man without 
influence, but the fact that often „interest‟ was exerted verbally and without written evidence.  
Ourry wrote from New Palace Yard, to say „I have taken the liberty to send Mr. Goodridge to 
wait on you, he is the gentleman I spoke to you about in the House.‟157  This is evidence, if 
the researcher needed to be reminded of it, that conversations such as those which benefitted 
Thomas Burnett must have happened all the time.  The outcome is the only evidence that an 
intervention took place.  Such evidence of patronage is found in a letter from Alexander 
Schomberg who was asked to discharge John Edwards „to join Rear Admiral Steevens who, 
it seems, is his friend.‟158 John Burney, aware that his ship, Fame was about to be refitted as a 
guard ship and that the complement would be reduced, wrote to Ourry „as my only 
friend.‟159 Joseph Peyton wrote on behalf of George Patton, his master‟s mate, who was an 
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excellent petty officer „but as he has no friend to back his good qualities and procure him the 
reference he wishes‟ needed to be released from the navy where he would „remain pining for 
preferment‟.160 
 
As yet research has not revealed whether a further group of men had any „interest‟ in their 
promotion. It appears that William Paston, Taylor Penny and John Wheelock all had to 
make their way by merit alone without the opportune capture of a privateer or an outside 
agency bringing them to the attention of the Admiralty.  More research is needed. 
 
7 The importance of convoy duty in providing a valuable training ground and 
opportunities to prove professional expertise at the outset of a naval 
career. 
 
There were many ways in which convoy duty represented a first class training ground for 
command in the navy: commanders learned to follow instructions, while interpreting these 
instructions in unusual circumstances; battling with weather was a constant factor; local 
interests had to be accommodated, local conditions and pilots understood; once merchant 
masters had joined a convoy they had to be bullied into submission.   
 
For the men first commissioned during the 1740s, experience in convoy duty was inevitable.  
Protecting „the trade‟ was an essential part of the raison d’etre of the Navy, and young men 
honed their professional skills in the sometimes tedious but always challenging arenas in 
which French privateers lurked.  The newly appointed commander of a sloop was usually 
kept on coastal work, escorting convoys and preventing attacks by French privateers.  His 
orders kept him under the watchful eye of the Admiral on the station, and his scope for 
individual action was limited, but his brief, an age-old form of words, was „to protect the 
trade and annoy the enemy‟, and many of them did just that. The number of sloops actively 
engaged in convoy protection varied from years of peace to those of war, and the proportion 
used for trade protection rose sharply, from 40% of the total number of sloops to 
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approximately 65% at the beginning of the war years. The data in the table below is taken 







of active sloops 




1 Jan 1755 25 12 40 
1 Jan 1756 38 25 66 
1 Jan 1757 47 30 64 
1 Jan 1758 49 26 53 
 
Table 4: Proportion of sloops used in convoy protection 1755-58 
The sloops varied in size from the very smallest, Burnett‟s yacht-sized two-masted ketch-
rigged Happy with 8 x 3 pounder guns and a complement of 50 men, to Medows‟ three-
masted Albany mounting 14 x 6 pounder guns and a complement of 125, in appearance a 
miniature frigate.  They were nominally based at the ports from which convoys departed, but 
were at sea for a very high proportion of their active lives.  The turnaround in dock for 
cleaning and refitting was rarely more than a day or two, so that the crews never had the 
break from routine that ships-of-the-line enjoyed when they came into dock for cleaning.  
Several commanders worked for more than a year without a break.  Many of Burnett‟s peers, 
like Affleck whose experience is summarised below, spent the war years permanently on 




 rates.   
 
At the outbreak of war, in October 1756, the Admiralty put its sloops onto a war footing, 
ordering them to make up their complement of men to 125.  The letter went out to 38 
commanders, eleven of which were Thomas Burnett and his peers.  It is interesting that they 
made up such a significant proportion (29 per cent) of the number.  The letters went to ports 




Twenty four of Thomas Burnett‟s peers had experience of convoy protection, ten of them 
first as commanders.  Christopher Basset was appointed commander whilst he was in the 
Mediterranean by Admiral Byng and was recalled to England to be a witness at his trial. He 
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had to wait for a posting to the sloop Rainbow and was employed for a year in convoy duty 
across the North Sea.   Like Basset, the Hon. Robert Boyle was engaged in convoy duty 
across the North Sea in the sloop Badger.  Alexander Campbell was in the sloop Porcupine 
as commander, engaged in protecting transports from Scotland through the Irish Sea, before 
his posting in 1757.  Robert Man was commander of Porcupine on convoy duty out of 
Glasgow, escorting troop transports down through the Irish Sea.  Edmund Affleck was 
commander of the sloop Albany in the Bristol Channel.  Thomas Cornewall spent eight 
months in the sloop Speedwell chasing privateers in the Channel, patrolling out of 
Weymouth.  Samuel Wallis was also occupied in convoy protection based on Weymouth.  
Robert Craig served in a series of sloops from 1748, convoying the trade across the North 
Sea. For more than a year William McCleverty was commander of the 6
th
 rate Peggy on 
protection of convoys of troop transports out of Yarmouth to the Elbe.  Alexander 
Schomberg began his career in the French built Intrepid, escorting convoys to and from 
Gibraltar.   
 
7.1 Annual trade patterns and convoy deployment 
 
Britain‟s trade with Europe, the Americas, the West and East Indies and Asia had become 
steadily more complex and more lucrative throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries.
163
  It was recognised that the threat of French privateers could be countered by the 
combination of a sloop and a more heavily armed 6
th
 rate, and big convoys always sailed 
under the protection of at least one 6
th
 rate.  Donald Crowhurst defined the principle by which 
the Admiralty organised the stations of sloops: most convoys were protected „with small fast 
vessels which were more than a match for French privateers‟ while additional cruisers 
patrolled the main landfalls when convoys were expected.
164
   
 
Convoys bound across the North Sea assembled in the Downs for passage up the East coast. 
Assembling large westbound convoys was only possible at Spithead, which provided a big 
safe anchorage. Ships from ports to the east of Spithead were protected by coastal convoys 
until they got there, and those from ports to the west were picked up as the westbound convoy 
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passed down Channel, putting in at Cork for foodstuffs such as meat, butter and oatmeal for 
the West Indies, where they were unobtainable.
165
   Trade to North America was made up of 
vessels loaded with manufactured goods such as furniture, cloth, household goods and tools 
which were produced more cheaply in England than in the colonies.  These vessels could 
accompany a West Indian convoy until it reached latitude 30º N. and turned west, safe by 
then from privateers. 
 
Trade bound for the East Indies sailed in convoys of between three and eight vessels in 
February or at the beginning of March, escorted out of the Channel and into the Atlantic by a 
ship of at least 40 guns.  Two more groups of East Indiamen travelled in May and June.  
Ships bound for China used the same system, except that their round trip might take as long 
as three years.   Other convoys could be joined if they were sailing south for as long as they 
held a common course, before diverging independently.  Several of Burnett‟s peers were 
involved in accompanying this trade 200 leagues out into the Atlantic.  For the return 
journeys, a year later, escorts were sent to St Helena in November and July to bring back the 
convoy in May and January.
166
  If the East India Company vessels missed the rendezvous 
they were directed to sail in divisions of two or three ships, ten days apart.  Ships would make 
for a port on the south coast of Ireland, such as Kinsale, or even Leith on the north east cost 
of Scotland, whence the Admiralty would direct a frigate to ensure a safe homecoming.
167
 
Robert Faulkner bringing in a lone East Indiaman in November 1761 from Lisbon to 




The sailings of Hudson Bay Company vessels were also constrained by seasonal weather, not 
in this case the wind, but the ice which froze the Hudson Bay during the winter.  This meant 
that the groups of three or four vessels which constituted the trade were accompanied to the 
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West of the Orkneys in May and June, and back from Stromness towards the end of 
September and during October 1757.
169
   
 
The sailings of other trades could also be predicted with some accuracy: sugar production in 
the West Indies and tobacco or rice from North America was ready for export at times which 
determined the sailings of convoys from England.  Sailing dates for convoys were printed in 
the Lloyd’s List, and reprinted in the provincial papers so that merchants who were not based 
in London knew where and when their ships should join convoys.  This intelligence of course 
was also available to the enemy.
170
  There was a two-way trade to the West Indies.   Exports 
of supplies of Irish salted beef and pork products to the West Indies were convoyed from 
Cork in December or January.  The merchants reached the Leeward Islands and Jamaica in 
time to purchase the crop of sugar as soon as it was ready for shipment in April or May.  This 
arrangement suited the merchants as well as the Admiralty, as the same convoys could carry 
reinforcements and supplies to the Jamaica and the Leeward Islands stations.  Sailing during 
the hurricane season in August and September was avoided.  
 
Convoys bound across the North Sea gathered at the Nore and picked up further trade on their 
way up the east coast before leaving, with the appropriate pilots, for the Scandinavian 
countries and the Baltic.  Trade across the North Sea was extremely valuable.  The Baltic was 
the original source of naval stores: single straight trunks for masts, yards and spars; naval 
stores such as pitch and tar for preserving wood, and sailcloth, flax and hemp for making sails 
and ropes were the basic constituents of merchantmen as well as men-of-war.  In the other 
direction Holland, Germany and Russia provided valuable markets for tobacco, rice and 
sugar, the produce of the West Indies.  Edmund Affleck, Christopher Basset and Robert 
Boyle escorted large convoys (between 22 and 100 vessels) between Hull and Elsinore, 
carrying a huge variety of goods.  The outward trade ranged from those named above through 
tin, indigo, ginger, bottled ale, shoes, cutlery ware and salt to „bale goods‟ or woven 
materials, while return trade ranged from the naval stores from the Baltic through gunpowder 
from Amsterdam to wheat from Poland.
171
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Date Vessel Station Destination Cargos 
1756 Sloop Albany Bristol Channel Plymouth, Cork  Wood, tin; linen, calf skin 
  Dublin Downs Linen 
  Gatcomb Plymouth Timber 











Out: tin, indigo, ginger, bottled ale, 
shoes, cutlery, salt, sugar, silk, cloth.  















Out: supplies of all kinds for 
Garrison 







New England Spithead Mast timber, logwood, oil, sugar, 
naval stores, furs. 
 
Table 5: Elements of Edmund Affleck's deployments on convoy protection 
 
Everyone must have been relieved to hear the news that François Thurot had been killed in 
1760 by John Elliot off the Isle of Man, an encounter discussed in Chapter 6.  Until then 
extra warships had carried out patrols in the North Sea if it was suspected that Thurot was 
about to begin a cruise.
172
 Ships from Glasgow received no protection because relatively few 
French privateers operated as far north.
173
    
 
As a single example, the table above summarises the types of convoy escorted by Edmund 
Affleck, a pattern repeated by many of his peers convoying equally diverse cargoes.
174
   
Affleck‟s work in Albany when he was based in the Bristol Channel was paralleled by that 
undertaken by his colleagues on the same station in 6
th
 rates: there was nothing to choose 
between the responsibilities of a commander in a sloop and a post captain in a 6
th
 rate on the 
same station: the real difference lay in the destinations.  Affleck in Mercury and Launceston 
could range further afield, and look after convoys of between 50 and 100 merchant vessels, 
whereas the local trade he escorted in 1756 was rarely carried in convoys larger than 20 
vessels. 
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7.2 Co-operation between the Admiralty and merchant traders 
 
The instructions issued to all captains responsible for convoy protection were unambiguous:  
… not to let any of his Maj.ts ships lye idle in port, but to keep them at sea cruising for 
the protection of the trade and to order them in at such times only as they may be 
wanted for convoy or when their own wants shall render it absolutely necessary and to 
take care constantly to do everything to protect and accommodate the trade.
175
   
 
The increasing power of London or Bristol merchants to voice their needs in parliament kept 
„the trade‟ at the head of the Admiralty‟s list of priorities.176  At the beginning of the century 
the Admiralty found it difficult to meet all their obligations. Crowhurst stated that English 
trade losses to French privateers during the War of Austrian Succession led to public outcries 
against the handling of the war. By the outbreak of the Seven Years‟ War the pattern of 
British trade routes was even more complex after the disruption of the War of Austrian 
Succession; the numbers of French privateers was undiminished, but losses were kept within 
limits which British merchants accepted.
177
  Despite the difficulties of navigation up the 
Thames, East Indian trade as well as West Indian sugar and coffee to be re-exported were 
taken to London before onward trade to the Continent, making London the single most 
important port in England.
178
  It was essential that trade was profitable and that profits were 
invested in Government funds to finance the war, and this depended on the cooperation 
between the administration and the banking and commercial communities.  One feature of the 
relationship between the Admiralty and the East India Company was not amicable: the 
question of pressing the men out of the fleet when they returned to the Thames.  This was not 
mentioned by Crowhurst in his article referred to above, and will be discussed in Chapter 5.   
 
Merchant vessels sailing in coastal convoys guarded by vessels no bigger than a sloop were 
still entitled to reduced insurance premiums.  One of the reasons why the convoy system 
worked was that powerful pressure was applied to the merchants by the insurance companies. 
Much higher rates were levied if the ships were unescorted, and in some cases they were 
refused any insurance at all.  From its first beginnings in Edward Lloyd‟s Coffee House in 
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1688, Lloyd‟s played a central rôle, not merely as a mechanism for distributing information 
through Lloyd’s List but also through coffee-house gossip.  When disobedience on the part of 
merchant captains was reported to the Admiralty, a copy of the letter was passed to Lloyd‟s 
so that the merchant‟s insurers could take appropriate action.179   
 
Disobedient transport vessels caused problems for John Lindsay: „Enclosed is a list of them 
that took orders, none of them obeyed any signals I made…‟.  The Admiralty immediately 
sent Lindsay‟s list to the Master of Lloyds.180  Robert Man also sent in „a copy of the 
convoy I have enclose with the behaviour of each ship and hope their Lordships will give 
orders that their owners may be acquainted with the same.
181
  Two years later Henry Martin 
was even more exasperated: „The ill behaviour of many of the masters of ships and vessels 
who came out under my convoy puts me under the absolute necessity of complaining to their 
Lordships of them, as well to justify my own conduct as to prevent the insurers being 
imposed on, in case any of them should be taken….‟.182  His letter was copied and sent to the 
Master of Lloyds „to be made public‟, as was that of Robert Craig who wrote at length on 
the subject of the „inattention and disobedience to signals‟.183 These were not the only 
escorting captains who were exasperated.  Thomas Pasley expressed his feelings in his 
private journal: „Thus is the captain of a man-of-war‟s character sported away, who happens 
to have the misfortune to command a convoy‟.184 
 
A professional decision had to be made by Alexander Shomberg about how to deal with a 
convoy in adverse weather conditions.  While taking a convoy from Spithead to Chatham, the 
wind „flew about to north and blew strong‟.  He described his situation so vividly that his 
predicament would have been clear to those listening to his letter in the Admiralty board 
room:  
The convoy were all to the northward of me and as I could not tell how long the wind 
might keep on that point, nor how violent it might blow (the sky looking then wild) I 
did not think it proper to make their signal to bear down to me, from a weather shore, 
but endeavoured to close them as well as I could. 
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Only one of the 26 craft obeyed the signals sent by this young commander.  A copy of his 
letter was „sent to the Master of Lloyds to be communicated to the merchants that they may 
see how negligent the masters of the merchants ships are‟.185   
 
At stake were lives and fortunes and of course the individual naval officer‟s career. Although 
merchant masters might often have been far older and more experienced in command than 
many escort commanders, a very real problem was that the instructions given to the masters 
of merchant vessels were often not understood or followed.  Thomas Cornewall reported the 
difficulty he had had with a convoy en route to the West Indies.  Alerted by a ship firing guns 
of distress he found that „many of this convoy had lack and others wholly at loss of what to 
do‟ as different merchant ships were interpreting the signal in different ways.  He hailed the 
ship in distress, showed a masthead light in his own vessel, and continued his course.  In the 




7.3 The Special Relationship with the Merchant Venturers of Bristol 
 
The special relationship between the Merchant Venturers and the Admiralty provides a 
unique insight into convoy protection.
187
  Sailings were arranged at mutually convenient 
times, and many letters from the Society were enclosed with the captains‟ letters as evidence 
of the essential service provided by the convoy system.  A series of Burnett‟s peers was based 
in the Bristol Channel: Edmund Affleck (June 1756 – April 1757), William Fortescue 
(January – October 1757), Charles Medows (May – December 1757), Taylor Penny (March 
– December 1759) and Robert Man (August 1759 – March 1762).  These men were working 
far from the oversight customary at the Nore or Spithead.  They took orders both from the 
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Admiralty and from the Merchants, and wrote detailed explanatory letters to the Admiralty 
justifying their decisions, making them an unrivalled source of material.  
 
Crowhurst mentions the close co-operation between the Admiralty and the Society of 
Merchant Venturers of Bristol which protected the interests of the Bristol merchants and 
elected a member of Parliament, and he writes of the Admiralty sending a ship to escort all 
outgoing vessels from the port.  In fact the relationship was much closer than he suggested.  
A succession of Admiralty ships was based at King Road at the mouth of the Avon River and 
did convoy duty from the Bristol Channel.  From 1761 there were two ships permanently on 
duty in the Bristol Channel, the other based at Milford.  The Bristol Merchant Venturers 
demonstrated their power by financing a ship to protect their convoys, the 6
th
 rate Milford, 
built by Richard Chitty at Milford at a cost of £5,130 plus fitting.
188
   Having paid for the 
Milford to be based in the Haven, the merchants paid the expenses of raising the men for her 
complement.
189
  Taylor Penny was instructed before he left for Bristol in 1759 to leave his 
marines behind, as „the City of Bristol had undertaken to man her entirely.‟ He was provided 
with an entire complement of seamen, who were to be paid from the day they signed up with 
the merchants although Penny had to make out bounty lists for them, to be paid by the 
Admiralty.
190
 The clerk in the Admiralty office was doubtful: „The men raised by the 
merchants have been supplied with beds by them, I desire to know if I am to charge them 
therewith on the books.’  John Clevland threw the question of bedding back to the merchants: 
„… and with regard to the beds he must charge them as the merchants desire.‟191  
 
Like his colleagues, Robert Man received instructions as to sailing dates and the 
composition of his convoys from the Bristol merchants, but he was employed by the 
Admiralty, and passed every request to them for confirmation. Man wrote once to say that he 
had been asked „to sail with the trade on Monday next and convoy them three hundred 
leagues to the westward of Ireland which is one hundred more than their Lordships orders to 
me‟.  The reply recorded on the turn back was dry: „The Lords do not doubt that he will 
govern himself by the orders he has received from them.‟192   
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Henry Casamajor, then the Master of the Society of Merchant Venturers, dealt frequently 
with Taylor Penny and this relationship was usually equable. However Penny passed on to 
the Admiralty a request he had received from the Merchants for a month long cruise in the 5
th
 
rate Looe after he had taken out the convoy due to leave ten days later.  The Admiralty was 
quick to respond to this: a month‟s cruise would be too long, and „he will do well to explain 
this with the merchants‟.  Penny waited on the Merchants who explained that Robert Man in 
the Milford would take out the convoy while he was on cruise, and bring back the trade from 
Cork.  The Admiralty was still not totally satisfied: they had no objection provided the 
merchants did not ask for any further convoy besides the Milford.   The response was 
immediate: 
The Master of the Merchants Hall and the Committee desires I would return their 
Lordships thanks for the honour they have done them, and that they never could 
presume to ask their Lordships for any other ship for the protection of their trade but 




Despite the close relationship between the Admiralty and the Bristol Merchant Venturers, the 
merchants could be overly presumptuous. When Edmund Affleck was asked by Hugh 
Barlow, the member of Parliament for Pembroke Boroughs, to assist in putting down a 




Isaac Bough, Master of the Society of Merchants, requested Robert Man to cruise for 
fourteen days as „several small French privateers having been lately seen in and about the 
Chops of the Bristol Channel‟. The request was approved.195 Man took the French privateers 
La Fidelite and L’Amiral in April 1761. On 5 February 1762 he wrote that he was getting 
under sail again, having had to put back as a result of contrary wind and bad weather.
196
  It 
was the last letter Man addressed to the Admiralty.   He took out a convoy, met up with La 
Gloire and both he and his 1
st
 lieutenant lost their lives in the engagement which followed, 
the Milford being brought back by the master, as the second lieutenant Ezekiel Nash was 
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„slightly wounded‟.197  Robert Man was the only one of Burnett‟s peers to be killed in action 
by the French. 
 
The orders from the Society of Merchants were always „to proceed with the first fair wind‟, 
and almost every convoy got underway only after delays from contrary wind and bad 
weather.  Convoys having to beat out of the Bristol Channel against the prevailing westerly 
winds were particularly vulnerable to the weather.  The captains‟ letters during the winter 
months often reported, „having been detained here till this time by contrary winds‟.   Solving 
the problems attendant on the weather required technical judgement and the courage to accept 
risks.
198
  Merchant vessels were not usually as fast or as weatherly as men-of-war, and were 
never manned with as many seamen as naval vessels, so that bad weather found convoys 
sheltering rather than venturing out into the Channel, and many convoys „lost‟ merchant 
vessels in adverse conditions, to be recovered once the weather improved.  All convoy escorts 
spoke with exasperation of instructions not being followed, of signals not being 
acknowledged by day, of lights not being shown at night.
199
 All of the convoy escorts 
encountered at least once „a very hard gale of westerly wind.‟200   The constant refrain in their 
letters was, „I shall take the earliest opportunity of proceeding to sea whenever the wind and 
weather will permit…‟201 Taylor Penny’s  letters in 1760 describe his efforts with a convoy 
which was due to sail in September, but was delayed and damaged repeatedly until he 




Operating out of Milford Haven, Affleck in Albany protected coasting convoys of small 
vessels (between 120 and 80 tons) loaded with linen and occasionally calf skin from Dublin.  
Timber from Gatcomb was destined for Plymouth Dockyard while tin from Penzance went as 
far as the Downs.  The heavily laden timber ships which were given up for lost and then 
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discovered, battered but still afloat, in small harbours, were not the responsibility of the 
Merchant Venturers.  Such coastal trading was not the traffic which occupied the Society.   
Their capital was involved in convoys bound far out to the west like the one Penny was 
responsible for. 
 
7.4 Newfoundland fishery protection 
 
A large proportion of the West of England trade was with the Newfoundland fisheries, which 
they dominated.  The three-cornered trade was carried on by what was essentially a fishing 
fleet.  It consisted in the first place of food stuffs from Ireland which were conveyed as 
provisions for the crews, as well as all supplies and necessaries of life, including fishing gear, 
which had to be transported to Newfoundland for the season.
203
  The fishing fleet caught and 
dried its catch during the summer, before sailing to Oporto in the autumn, to replace the dried 
fish with wine for England.  Oporto was a difficult port to get into, and convoys had to be 
protected until every vessel had crossed the sand bar at the entrance.  Lisbon was a safer port 
in that it was further south and further from Bayonne, but it also had a bar at the entrance 
which at times left vessels outside for a month until they could reach safety.  Local politics 
also had to be taken into consideration, such as an embargo being put on the movement of 




This trade has already been mention in Chapter 1 as Thomas Burnett was involved as a 
lieutenant in Penzance in 1753 and 1755.  As Governors of Newfoundland, Captains Bonfoy 
and Dorrill were responsible for getting the fishing fleet safely to their destinations and 
maintaining law and order amongst the fishing community.  When Marlborough foundered in 
mid-Atlantic in November 1762 Thomas Burnett‟s life was saved by the fishing fleet 
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7.5   Local conditions had to be observed and pilots obtained. 
 
One of the problems of escorting convoys across the North Sea was the need for local pilots.  
Edmund Affleck was delayed at the Nore with one convoy waiting for a pilot for Elsinore.  
The reply he received from the Navy Board, the source of the pilots, is worth quoting in full: 
Capt Affleck, we acquaint you that since our letter to you of the 3
rd
 instant, we are 
informed from Trinity House that there is not any pilot in the way, qualified to take 
charge of the Mercury under your command to cruise on the coast of Norway between 
Bergen and Jutts Reef and are your affectionate friends‟ [signed by all four 




It was suggested that Affleck was more likely to find a pilot with local knowledge in 
Yarmouth, and so it proved.  The Admiralty might have hoped that the relatively short 
journey across the North Sea meant that escorting vessels were not detached from the channel 
fleet for too long, but in fact cruises on station were for periods up to eight weeks, during 
which time Affleck would have got to know the waters between Bergen and Jutland fairly 
well. 
 
8 The experiences of the Commanders which lead to their postings in 1757 
 
8.1 Thomas Burnett’s personal courage and initiative as a means of achieving 
promotion 
 
The Admiralty was always on the lookout for young men who showed the right qualities of 
courage and professional ability.  Captain Richard Howe‟s orders to Thomas Burnett are 
typical of those issued to subordinate captains who had to be given discretion to use their own 
initiative, but for whom constraints of time and place were equally important.  They began:  
Whereas it may be necessary for the protection of this island as well as to interrupt the 
passage of the enemy by these coasts, you are therefore hereby directed to remain in 
this bay chiefly till further order, being upon this and all other occasions when at anchor 
for the guard of these coasts, to hold the sloop you command in constant readiness to 
put suddenly to sea; for any purpose regarding the immediate defence of these islands, 
the protection of the trade or annoyance of the enemy approaching near thereunto, as 
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Howe‟s further orders to Burnett, filling four pages, are typical: 
 
1 To maintain sufficient stores and provisions to be able to keep on station. 
2 To keep his ship constantly ready for sea, and to use a guard boat to examine all 
vessels entering or leaving port at night.  To have at least one third of his crew armed 
at all times. 
3 To communicate with the Lieutenant Governor of the islands about passing on any 
intelligence received. 
4 In case of meeting a superior enemy force to signal with a Dutch flag at the main 
topmast head and retire until within reach of assistance. 
5 To provide fresh meat at the current market prices. 
6 To communicate through the Lieutenant Governors of the islands.207 
 
During 1756 Burnett was ordered to increase the complement of the sloop from 50 to 70 men.  
Lieutenant Bradshaw‟s log, detailing as it does „remarkable observations‟ in Happy‟s daily 
routine, frequently records „small arms practice‟.208  In June Howe sent in his return on the 
State and Condition of the ships in his squadron.  This records 20 soldiers being borne as 
supernumeraries by Happy, and notes that two men were „sick on board‟.  It is evidence of 
the efficacy of Howe‟s provision of fresh food whenever possible that only two men were ill 
out of Burnett‟s expanded complement of 70 men.  This number was made up of 60 able 
seamen, eight officers and servants and only two ordinary seamen.
209
   
 
Burnett had to engage the services of two local pilots around Guernsey, as each man was 
expert in the tidal conditions on one side of the island only.  As Howe explained to the 
Admiralty: „The circumstances of pilots about these islands proves particularly inconvenient 
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for being mostly fishermen, none knowing in both and few acquainted with the navigation on 
different side of the same island, are now to be procured.‟210   
 
As outlined in Chapter 1, Thomas Burnett and his sloop Happy enjoyed an active and 
successful year, bringing in privateers and retaking French captures. The year culminated in 





The subsequent holograph to their Lordships, with his own idiosyncratic spelling, is informal: 
I received yours of the 16
th
 Instant acquainting me that my Lords Commissioners of the 
Admiralty whare well pleased with my conduct in takeing the Infernal. I beg leave to 
thank thair Lordship for thair kind approbation, thares nothing in this life I desire more 




„My Lords Commissioners‟ were experienced men.  They would have read between the lines 
of the brief account of the engagement.  In a much smaller sloop, with a complement of only 
70 men and eight 3 pounders, Burnett had chased for seven hours an opponent armed with 14 
guns: six 6 pounders and eight 4 pounders with six swivels.  Knowing that he would lose in a 
broadside battle against the heavier metal of the bigger vessel, Burnett determined to board 
her. During the long chase Burnett had time to prepare the soldiers for their rôle in the action, 
and to arm the boarding party.  Eventually, with every sail set, he ran the Happy alongside the 
Infernal carrying away his studding sails in the process: speed was everything.  This incident 
confirmed that Burnett was courageous, determined, able to make good use of resources and 
to keep his crew focused: above all, successful.  Like Charnock, Beatson, the other 
contemporary eighteenth century historian, also changes details from those found in the 
primary sources.  Beatson describes Happy being „attacked by the Infernal privateer of Havre 
de Grace, of six six pounders, eight four pounders, six swivels and seventy three men‟.213  
Beatson did not appreciate that the long chase was the story worth recording, rather than a 
spirited defence against attack, even if by a much more heavily armed vessel. 
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The ketches of the Cruizer class were amongst the smallest in the navy, being based on the 
yacht Royal Caroline and Burnett might have felt himself unlucky to have been given her as 
his first independent command.
214
  However luck, as Winston Churchill famously wrote, 
must be viewed as a whole.  Perhaps it was Burnett‟s good fortune to be appointed to the 
minute ketch-rigged Happy, because in capturing a far larger French privateer he was able to 
display his courage and tactical ability.  He had the seaman-like sense not to have booted 
landsmen attempt to scramble aboard the larger ship as Happy crashed alongside: instead he 
kept the 20 soldiers he was conveying on board Happy to provide covering fire.  He had also 
practised the people diligently in the use of small arms, as any captain should, but no doubt 
reasoning that as all his opponents would probably carry heavier metal, boarding would give 
him his best chance. 
 
Burnett‟s experience in his first independent command showed his credentials, and Chapter 7 
will indicate whether or not he was lucky in his next appointment.  He was one of seven 
young commanders who brought themselves to the attention of the Admiralty by capturing a 
French privateer.  
 
8.2 Evidence of courage and initiative shown by Burnett’s peers as the catalyst for 
achieving their promotion 
 
Taking a French privateer resulted directly in Thomas Baillie‟s promotion.  Already 
promoted commander, Baillie was available and senior enough to take command of the 6
th
 
rate Tartar when Captain Lockhart was taken ill.  On 28 March 1757 Baillie was ordered to 
go out to search for a privateer „which had been hovering on the coast.‟  After a two hour 
engagement which left 30 men killed or wounded in the newly-built French vessel, he took 
the Marie Victoire which was brought into the navy as Tartar’s Prize.  Baillie was rewarded 
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Another successful capture was effected by Michael Clements who took over command of 
the 6
th
 rate Unicorn from her mortally wounded captain John Rawling.
216
  He completed the 
capture of the L’Invincible and maintained Unicorn at her convoy duties for three weeks until 
he received a commission in the London buss.
217
  He commanded the buss for four months, 
conveying transports to the Elbe before receiving his posting into the 6
th
 rate Acteon. 
 
The Admiral‟s son, Thomas Harrison, was commander in the 24 gun sloop Otter when he 
took Les Trois Maries on 8 December 1756 as the first success in a two day succession of 
engagements which resulted in his capturing a further prize, the Tygress, and recapturing a 
Bideford privateer.  John Clevland replied that their Lordships were „extremely well pleased 
with his behaviour and approve very much of his conduct.  He may expect some mark of their 
Lordships favour.‟218  He received his posting to the 6th rate Greyhound on 17 January 1757. 
 
A series of whole hearted engagements in the Mediterranean resulted in William Hotham‟s 
being posted at twenty one years old.  A fortunate beneficiary of Admiral Byng‟s trial which 
saw many lieutenants being sent back to England as witnesses, Hotham was promoted into 
the sloop Fortune by his mentor Admiral Hawke.  While waiting for Fortune to return 
Hotham took out Syren and engaged the Télémaque of 26 guns which eventually evaded him 
after a considerable number had been wounded and four men killed.  Returning to Fortune he 
took her out escorting a convoy, and meeting a large French privateer took her by boarding 




Convoy protection also gave Thomas Taylor, commander of the sloop Badger, his chance.  
He was protecting a convoy on 20 February 1757 when he took a small privateer and 
immediately afterwards came upon the much larger Escourt. He took this vessel too, with his 
purser in charge of the boarding party armed with small arms.  Taylor was wounded in the 
engagement, and John Clevland granted him leave to recover, adding that „the Lords will give 
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him and his officers a mark of their approbation soon‟. His reward on 3 March was a posting 
to the 6
th
 rate Seahorse.  
 
The chain of promotions consequent on Burnett‟s commission in Happy resulted in Andrew 
Wilkinson following in Thomas Burnett’s footsteps when he was commissioned in Royal 
George as 2
nd
 lieutenant on 12 May 1756. In August Wilkinson received his own commission 
as commander in the sloop Diligence. He was protecting a convoy on 4 February 1757 when 
it was brazenly attacked by one of a pair of privateers.  He chased the Swan for two hours 
before it struck „without making any resistance‟.  Wilkinson then chased after the other 
privateer which had taken the last vessel in the convoy, which he recaptured.  His posting to 
the 6
th
 rate Glasgow was dated 23 March 1757. 
 
8.3 Other routes to post rank 
 
A minority had the opportunity of distinguishing themselves in combat. The paths to 
promotion for the rest of Burnett‟s peers were widely varied. In 1756 Paul Henry Ourry was 
1
st
 lieutenant in Commodore Edgcumbe‟s Deptford, and John Henry Phillips his 2nd 
lieutenant.  They were commissioned by him into the fire ships Proserpine and Blast in Port 
Mahon, their first independent commands.
220
 The fact that both ships were taken back by the 
French before they could be used was an administrative problem for the Navy Board as 
discussed in Chapter 4.
221
   
 
The almost universal convoy duty was escaped by Paul Henry Ourry who was engaged with 
Howe‟s squadron in the operations in St Malo, Cherbourg and St Cas.  William Paston was 
also involved in the operations at St Cas, where he was unluckily taken prisoner.  After his 
exchange he was occupied with convoy duty along the south coast.  Joseph Peyton busied 
himself with intelligence gathering along the French coast, particularly about the condition of 
shipping in Cherbourg or Brest.   
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An unusual first command was offered to John Elliot in 1756, a Mediterranean xebec which 
would have given him independence, but was financially impractical.
222
   His commission in 
the sloop Albany followed in March 1757 but in fact he waited instead for a posting into the 
6
th
 rate Hussar in July of that year. This rapid promotion was undoubtedly due to the 
appointment of his brother Gilbert as a Lord Commissioner of the Admiralty on 17 
November 1756.    Robert Faulknor was another commander who did not take up his new 
commission.  Appointed to the newly built sloop Storke, still in the hands of riggers, he was 
posted instead as flag-captain to the 2
nd
 rate Marlborough.   
 
Having a half brother who was Treasurer to the Princess of Wales would explain why Henry 
Martin enjoyed very rapid promotion through the ranks of lieutenant within a year, and was 
made commander in January 1757.  It may also have been that he was in North American 
waters where there was a high rate of turn-over amongst lieutenants.   
 
A unique first command was given to Archibald Kennedy – a brigantine on Lake Oswego.  
The French took it before he could return to America and take up his commission, so instead 
he was made responsible for the transports being prepared in the Thames.
223
  In daily letters 
he meticulously reported the difficulties of getting the masters of a dozen chartered merchant 
vessels to stick to deadlines.  Eventually they all arrived safely in New York, and Kennedy 
was rewarded with a posting to the 5
th
 rate Vestal.   
 
Four men served for long periods as Commanders engaged in convoy duty and fishery 
protection, Alexander Campbell (twelve years) and Robert Craig (nine years) in Scottish 
waters; Thomas Knackston (twelve years) served on the east coast, where he was also used 
to recruit men in East Anglia.  His experiences there will be found in Chapter 5.  William 
Fortescue (eleven years) was also employed on impress duty.  He was sent to Shrewsbury to 
recruit men for the Navy and spent nearly a year unhappily on that duty.   
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9 The difference between Thomas Burnett’s experience and that of his ‘late 
starting’ peers. 
 
There were some late starters amongst those commissioned in 1757 as post captains.  All 
much younger men, Michael Clements, John Elliot, William Hotham, John Lindsay, 
Henry Martin, Charles Medows, William Paston and the Hon. Robert Boyle 
Walsingham were not commissioned as lieutenants until 1755: that they all achieved the 
rank of commander before being made post captain before the end of 1757 is evidence of the 
rapid promotion which was possible in times of war if there was „interest‟ involved.  Thomas 
Burnett had years of experience which the late-starters amongst his peers lacked at the start of 
the war.  Their letters give evidence of the speed with which they learned their craft, and the 
successes they enjoyed, some within months of achieving independent command. 
 
This chapter has given evidence of the similar nature of the influences and „interest‟ which 
shaped the professional lives of Burnett and his peers, despite their diverse backgrounds.  The 
fragmentary nature of what had been known about Burnett‟s life takes shape when his 
experiences are compared with those of his peers.   There is now a clearer understanding of 
the reasons why the Admiralty bestowed the commissions that shaped naval careers at their 
outset. 
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Chapter 3 The tools of the trade: a captain’s duties regarding his 
ship’s fabric and equipment, and her influence on his 
career. 
 
An illuminating insight into the duties of a captain was given by William Falconer, who listed 
them in his 1769 dictionary.
224
   The experienced and knowledgeable Falconer had been the 
purser in the Glory, and when she was laid up at Chatham „in ordinary‟ he was provided by 
the Admiralty with the use of the captain‟s cabin, and a stove, so that he could complete his 
„explanation of the technical terms and phrases‟ employed in all aspects of a ship‟s 
operations.   It is obvious that he wrote with the blessing of the Admiralty, although there is 
no suggestion that they had an input into his definition of the rôle of a captain.    Where 
appropriate, the section headings in the chapter are derived from the categories of his list. 
1 The duties of a captain when his ship is in dock 
 
On receiving his commission the captain must attend his vessel constantly, and 
do everything possible to get to sea as soon as possible.  He can only spend the 




1.1  Receiving a Commission 
 
Once the Admiralty had informed a captain of his new ship he had to take up his commission 
from the Admiral or Commissioner at the dock, pay him the fee due, and take the oath of 
allegiance.  Admiral Darby‟s list of the commissions he had issued reveals the fees due: a 
Vice Admiral paid £5.7.6d, Rear Admirals £2.12.6d and a captain £2.3s.226   
 
Two months after capturing Infernal Thomas Burnett was rewarded by the position of flag 
captain to Commodore John Moore in the two-year old Cambridge, which had been first 
commissioned by Sir Peircy Brett in 1755 and used in the Western Squadron.
227
  Like 
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Richard Kempenfelt, five months earlier, to speed his journey Burnett travelled overland to 
get to his new commission.
228
  Both had to wait until the captains they superceded finished 
writing up their accounts before handing over the commissions.  As they were to find later in 




The commission directed the captain to take command of a vessel, and gave him the date on 
which his commission began.
230
  This date determined the first entry in the captain‟s log, 
whether or not it was the date on which he physically arrived on board.  It was important that 
the commission was retained by the recipient, as evidence of the date from which it was 
issued: seniority and pay depended on the evidence.
231
  Richard Kempenfelt was 
commissioned from the Elizabeth into the Grafton and then the Norfolk during his period in 
the East Indies, and handed in these commissions at the Admiralty with his letter asking to 




It is possible to trace the progression and promotion of each captain through the sequence of 
ships to which he was commissioned.  In a service where the career path had only five steps, 
from lieutenant to master and commander, then to captain and (if you lived long enough) to 
Commodore and finally to Admiral, there had to be more subtle gradations to signify 
seniority and approval from the Admiralty.  It is clear that progression was from two or three 
masted sloop to a 9 pounder 6th rate; a 12 pounder 5
th
 rate was succeeded by a ship-of-the-
line and progression through the rates.  Appendix 6 illustrates this progress. Some captains, 
like John Lindsay, declined commissions in ships of the line, preferring to stay in frigates.  
In some years the Mediterranean station did not warrant a 3
rd
 rate, neither did New York.  In 
these cases the station provided the cachet, rather than the vessel. 
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It is possible to see very clearly that some men were looked upon with approval.  Once 
independent command in a sloop had been deemed satisfactory, the first posting was crucial.  
As already mentioned, Thomas Burnett was delighted to have been commissioned as flag 
captain, as were Faulknor and Peyton, but it denied them the opportunity of commissions in 
frigates.   
 
Was being given a French frigate a mark of Admiralty approval?
233
  These ships are 
discussed in Section 5.2 below, and it does seem clear that being given a fast vessel was a 
reward for endeavour. 
   
Wareham suggests that by the end of the century being given cruising and convoy work could 
be seen as being out of favour with the Admiralty.
234
  This may have been so, but as 
discussed in Chapter 2, it seems that at the start of the Seven Years‟ War convoy work was 
taken for granted as a necessary part of training.  During this time captains would be gaining 
confidence in their independent decisions, with the ever-present chance of meeting the 
enemy.  Robert Man paid the ultimate price in his defence of his last convoy.  Wareham 
seems surprised „that someone in seniority did take note‟ of the successes of the young 
captains.
235
  There is continuous evidence that, at least earlier in the century, the letters 
detailing captures were read to their Lordships who ordered sections to be extracted for the 
newspapers, and usually sent back the comment that they „were very pleased‟.236 The 
importance of raising the morale of the public was never lost on the Admiralty.  There are 
more examples of such commendations in Chapter 6. 
 
There is rarely evidence that the new commission was the result of a direct request. Edmund 
Affleck wrote and asked for the elderly 40 gun 5
th
 rate Launceston, believing her to be 




 After three years in the 3
rd
 rate Bedford 
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 rate frigates for the rest of the American war, as 
these were more suitable on the New York station. It is not yet clear what political influence 
Affleck was able to wield.
238
  It is certain that other captains talked to their Lordships, as 
Joseph Peyton did, but without evidence of commissions it is difficult to follow this trail.
239
  
William Paston was offered one cruise to the West Indies in the 4
th
 rate Defiance, and was 





Letters from the Hon. Robert Boyle reveal an interesting exchange within the Admiralty.  
Having just returned from convoy duty across to Elsinore, Boyle reported his arrival.  The 
turn back of his letter has the comment from John Clevland „where is he from and where is he 
going?‟ While he was away Boyle had been commissioned into the Jason.  When this news 
was passed to Boyle there is no evidence of his response to the offer of an elderly French 
réfondu, beyond the fact that he was immediately issued with a new commission, this time 
for the 6
th




In September 1757 the very junior Taylor Penny had to remind the Admiralty that he was 
still without a ship, having paid off his sloop Firebrand in May, but he was rewarded 




Of Burnett‟s peers, 14 were given commissions for ships which were still in dock, and John 
Elliot enjoyed three new-builds, probably thanks to his privileged status.  On most occasions 
they took over ships which had just been paid off at the end of a commission, and had to deal 
with the problems and defects of a vessel at the end of a cruise. Burnett‟s commission in the 
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Boyne was slightly different.  She had been launched in 1766, but was taken out of „ordinary‟ 




1.2 The ship in dock 
 
Most of the problems aired by the captains at the outset of a new commission were those of 
manning, discussed in Chapter 5, and the dockyard. 
 
Britain had much better provision for repair and refitting than France did, having a fleet that 
kept the sea and experienced a great deal of wear and tear.
244
  Even so, there are constant 
references to the need to take advantage of high tide to get in or out of docks.  Sloops were 
usually ballasted with shingle, and occasionally this had to be washed through to clean it.  
Otherwise the routine of work on the ship‟s return to dock to clean was predictable.  Any 
remaining stores were removed, together with guns and the ship unrigged.  Only if a major 
refit was being carried out by the dockyard would the men be turned over into a holding ship 
for the period during which the vessel was uninhabitable.  Otherwise, the hard physical 
labour of cleaning the ship‟s bottom was carried out by the men.  This practice was regretted 
by Hawke, who commented that the men would be better employed resting.
245
 The new stores 
(those of the carpenter, boatswain and purser) had to be taken below and stowed, masts and 
rigging replaced, guns and gunnery stores taken on board and then everything „settled to 
rights‟ after a period of between three and ten days.246   
 
Very little time was spent actually in dock in comparison with the time spent in the anchorage 
before actually leaving for the station.  Rodger‟s figures derived from ships‟ logs suggests 
that on average ships were at sea for 43 per cent of their time in commission, with the largest 
ships at sea for even less time.
247
 Despite this, everything was done „without a moment‟s loss 
of time‟.  Henry Martin hurried to advise the Admiralty that the severe frost had delayed 
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getting his stores aboard.
248
  The Admiralty knew the schedules for all the dockyards, and 





 Docking was supposed to take place once every six months, but captains were adept at 
getting their vessels cleaned earlier if possible, being well aware of the difference having a 
clean hull made to their speed through the water.
250
 Edmund Affleck put into words 
emotions with which all his peers would have sympathised: „.. having been six months off the 
ground is so foul that I had the mortification to see that in a whole day‟s chase after a cutter I 
could not come up with her.‟251  An alternative to scraping was being „breamed and paid‟ 
which meant that the filth on the ship‟s bottom was burnt off, before the surface was 





Thomas Burnett and his peers were not limited to the Thames ports which had been the centre 
of activity during the Dutch wars.  With the French now the enemy, it was essential that ships 
could refit, be repaired and resupplied as far as possible to the West.  Plymouth, first 
identified in 1689 as an important site, was rebuilt to have four dry docks by the end of the 





The usefulness of the dry docks at Portsmouth and Plymouth was limited by the brief periods 
of spring tides when ships could be brought into the docks.  Timing was everything, and 
many letters show the care that was required to make the most of the high tide, or „the next 
full moon‟ so that valuable dock time was not wasted.254  Ships had to take their turn then 
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wait for a pilot: anxious captains defended the resulting delay in their getting back on 
station.
255
  At times ships were ordered to Sheerness instead „as Portsmouth is so crowded it 
will be impossible to clean the ship there in time.‟256  Burntisland, on the other side of the 
Firth of Forth from Leith, was a difficult dock to get into, as Robert Craig found in August 
1757 when he had to heave most of his ballast over the side and „start the ground ton of 





The close and constant co-operation of the Navy Board was essential if these schedules were 
to work, and the example given from Paul Henry Ourry‟s letters gives an indication of this: 
In return to your letter of 9
th
 inst. we acquaint you that we have ordered the officers of 
his Majestys yard at Portsmouth to cause his Majestys ship Success under your 
command (when she is taken into a dock pursuant to our warrant of the 29
th
 of last 
month) to be graved, and tallowed over it, and to paint her weather works if they find 





1.3 Leave from the ship 
 
During the period when the ship was in the hands of the dockyard the captain was granted 
leave, with extra days added if he requested them, usually „for urgent private business.‟259  
London was easily reached from Portsmouth, Sheerness and Chatham.  A captain could find 
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out from the Admiralty if the docking had gone according to schedule, and if not, he could 
ask for a few days more leave.  Several senior officers took advantage of being in London to 
talk directly to the Lords, and replies to queries were sent out to them in the antechamber.
260
 
The constant activity which was the rule during war was relaxed during the peace, and 
Richard Kempenfelt despaired of the slackness which saw captains not sleeping on board 
their ships, ships which were not at sea practising manoeuvres.
261
   
 
A captain could ask to be relieved of his duty for a cruise, usually for the sake of his health, 
and there was no shortage of men prepared to take a vessel out for a few weeks.  At the end 
of the period of leave he would then be told where to rejoin his ship.
262
  William Fortescue 
had to ask for nearly three weeks of leave to settle a court case over an incident while he was 
impressing seamen, and Henry Martin was also involved in a court case, his „a protested 
bill‟ for £2,000.263 
 
1.4 Will’s Coffee House 
 
The coffee houses of London were recognised as meeting places for gentlemen with a penny 
to spend on the entrance fee and the price of a cup of coffee.  Each house became the centre 
for men of similar interests, and it is not surprising that „Will‟s Coffee House‟ opposite the 
Admiralty became a meeting place for naval officers.
264
 Many of Thomas Burnett‟s peers 
wrote to the Admiralty from Will‟s, and it seems likely that a servant would have walked 
over to the official entrance with the note, and perhaps waited there for the reply.  Many of 
their letters are not holographs, suggesting that a clerk was on hand to take dictation.  Their 
Lordships must have been aware that gossip would be exchanged freely between fellow 
officers, and it is likely that such professional discussion lay behind the request made by 
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Robert Boyle Walsingham for the elusive „short double fortified twelve pounders‟ as 
detailed below. 
2 Duties of a captain as regards the fighting qualities of his ship 
 
The captain is responsible for the management of his ship as regards its fighting 
qualities 
 
2.1 Fighting qualities 
 
Every ship‟s sailing qualities depended on it being kept seaworthy and clean.    Damage from 
weather and failure of wood or fibre could be expected whether or not the ship was involved 
in enemy action.  The captain would be responsible for making sure that the carpenter, 
boatswain and their crews were constantly at work maintaining the structure of the vessel, 
ensuring that when she was required to be a fighting platform every preparation had been 
made.  Inspection of the ships‟ logs reveals constant employment of the carpenters and 
boatswains and their crews, together with „the people.‟  Keeping the people employed kept 
them out of mischief, while maintaining the structure and fabric of their vessel. Repairing 
damage inflicted by weather is discussed below in Section 2.3. 
 
The fighting qualities of the ships were determined primarily by their size, sailing qualities 
and armament.   Each vessel was different, and the combination of qualities was only 
effective if the right decisions were made by the captain and carried out by his petty officers 
and a well-trained crew.   
 
2.2 Accidental damage 
 
Some damage was accidental:  John Elliot reported without comment from the Admiralty an 
incident when Edgar was moved from the docks where she had been copper sheathed to the 
hulk so that her masts could be re-stepped.  In so doing „the larboard quarter gallery below 
was by accident carried away. ..  This accident will take about a week or ten days‟.265  
 




 rate 74 guns O 25.8.1774 K 6.8.1776 L 30.6.1779 Lyon, Sailing Navy List 68.  ADM 1/1761 
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The keel was given some protection by a sacrificial false keel stapled beneath it. Thomas 
Knackston in Grampus hit an unmarked rock off Yarmouth which did substantial damage to 
the keel, and allowed three feet of water in an hour into the hold.  The elaborately constructed 
boxing of the stem was damaged, and one of the false keel‟s staples was brought up by a 
cable, proof that the false keel had been ripped off.
266
  In Knackston‟s case the accident 
resulted from a rock unknown to his pilot.  Other problems with pilots are dealt with in 
Section 4.1 below. 
 
There are many reports of damage caused by incompetently handled merchantmen.  John 
Wheelock reported the damage done to his ship-rigged sloop Stork at night in the Bay of 
Biscay: … „having lost all her masts and bowsprit by a merchant ship running onboard us … 
the merchantman had wore without signal it was so dark she was on board us before we could 
possibly avoid it.‟  Wheelock felt „fortunate as we have not lost a single person, though there 
were two men in the main top when the masts went overboard.‟ On this occasion Wheelock 
was unable to get as far as Plymouth, but he made his way into Bristol and set about having 




2.3 Damage resulting from bad weather 
 
Every commission repeated the instruction not to „lye idle in port‟, but to be busy at sea doing 
„everything to protect and accommodate the trade.‟268  Despite the damage which resulted 
from heavy weather, captains were required to maintain their ships at sea for months at a 
time.  Carpenters and boatswains were provided with tools and material with which most 
repairs could be achieved at sea.  
 
On occasion repairs could not be done without further help.  Michael Clements reported 
from Pallas that his best bower (i.e. the foremost starboard anchor) had come loose from its 
chain and had pierced the bilges.  It was not until the carpenters from more than one vessel 
had been called together to examine the damage, and „reported it unsafe for the ship to 
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continue at sea‟ that Clements was ordered to head for Flushing, the nearest port.269  A year 
later, after a succession of gales south of Ireland Clements reported that he had had to put in 
to Kinsale after his boats had been washed away; standing and running rigging broken; many 
sails split and others blown away; one mast top sail yard broken in the slings <i.e. in the 
centre> and the lower mast not properly secured.
270
  In this report Clements did not specify 
which mast or masts were affected. 
 
Violent gales carried away the main and mizzen masts and tore up part of Looe‟s upper deck. 
Taylor Penny reported that the violence of this incident had opened up „a butt or piece near 
the step of the mizzen mast, which makes a great deal of water‟.  Looe already had a damaged 
stem which had been investigated in dock.  The location of the leak was not identified until 
provisions and stores having been replaced in her, the leaking timbers were lowered below 
the waterline again.  A combination of the two meant that the ship was „making upwards of 
three feet of water in an hour‟.271 
 
The dire situation faced by Flamborough off the coast of Portugal in very heavy weather was 
described by Archibald Kennedy in vivid detail: 
 I cut away the mizzen mast and main jeers and let the main yard come down upon 
deck but the sea breaking over her washed away the main yard and cutter.  I was 
obliged to cut away the rigging to clear the mizzen and yards of the ship.  I had given 
orders to cut away the main mast but found when I had cleared the rest of the wreck 
she began to veer, so that I saved the main mast with very little damage.  … the store 
rooms were almost full of water notwithstanding all the hatches were battened down.  
 
He enclosed with his letter the damage report compiled by his carpenter and boatswain to 
justify his decision to cut away the wreckage.   Their report included the fact that the ship 
was lying „on her beam ends, with the water to the middle of the hatches and very near 
foundring <sic>‟.  This report concluded with the information that „the brick work of the 
furnaces and grates all rackt <sic> to pieces in bad weather the deck work so much that 
neither officers or people can lay dry in there beds.‟ 272  Not only could the cooks not supply 
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the crew with a hot meal, no one could sleep in dry accommodation.  It is interesting to 
historians that the expectation was that the men would sleep comfortably. 
 
The fir-built Hussar caused John Elliot problems in that twice in six months he had to deal 
with a sprung foremast, and Anson suggested when his main mast sprung as well that they 
needed shifting.
273
  This problem was not confined to fir-built ships and there are many 




Bad weather delayed Paul Henry Ourry‟s intention to carry out his own repair in 1761 when 
he sent his ship‟s boats to tow off Acteon‟s mizzen mast from Portsmouth dockyard.  The 
weather was against him, „it blowing so fresh the boats and mast were drove on shore under 
Southsea Castle where the mast is haled up.‟275   
 
Most damage could be repaired at sea, but occasionally the circumstances were such that 
even the most competent carpenter had to request help from a dock.   John Elliot reported 
that the Trident‟s carpenter had been confident of carrying out a complex repair at sea until a 
series of gales made the ship‟s safety an issue.  The facing piece of the knee of the head was 
damaged, and the lead was torn right out where it should have been protecting the cable from 
the bolts.   Initially the carpenter thought he could replace the lead, but the gales tore away 
the lower portion of the construction, revealing wood so rotten that he was:  
of the opinion that the ship is by no means in safety here, or in any other roadstead, as 
the cables must be cut by the bolts and sharp edges of the knee of the head, which 
cannot be got at but in a dock and in a harbour where the ship may be lightened and 
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Archibald Kennedy suffered much the same damage to Flamborough after a brisk 




When John Wheelock brought Pembroke back from Jamaica he reported that his 
complement, much reduced by illness in Jamaica, and with 75 sick on board, had been made 
up by 22 invalids from the hospital.  Three or four men a day succumbed to their illnesses. 
Pembroke was leaky before she left Jamaica, and the weakened crew left him scarcely able to 
manage the vessel „for want of strength‟.  The series of gales which swept over the ship in the 
North Atlantic caused damage to rigging and sails but most particularly „three times had our 
tiller broke in the rudder head and the way the rudder fetched before we could get the others 
fixt has shook her stern frame greatly which occasioned the increasing of her leaks.‟  The 
carpenter and his mate were too ill to help, and only two of the carpenter‟s crew were able to 
work.  When Wheelock was only a day out from Spithead, having had the crew permanently 
at the pumps, „a large leak abaft the starboard ches <sic> tree about six feet under water‟ was 
discovered.
278
    
 
2.4 The need for cleaning and repair between dockings 
 
Newly set up rigging was notoriously unstable until it had become weathered.
279
   Paul 
Henry Ourry described putting out to sea three times, and having to put back to set up new 
rigging „which was so slack that I feard loossing <sic> the mast‟.280  Old rigging was also 




The extremely professional Archibald Kennedy knew that he was expected to clean his ship 
as best he could between dockings.  The accepted technique was to heel the ship, either by 
hauling her down using her masts and a hulk alongside, or by shifting the ballast or stores.  
Kennedy had enjoyed the years spent cruising in his French built Blonde, but his letters are a 
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litany of regret that she could no longer be cleaned without going into a dock.  His problems 
continued:  
I am afraid she will not bear heaving down again as by the carpenters account she is 
settled four inches forward and aft since I last hove down.  I am very sorry I have the 
least reason to complain of her and I look upon her to be one of the best sailing ships 
in England. 
 
Having been on the Lisbon station for two years, and it being nine months since his last 
docking in Portsmouth, Kennedy had intended „to have given the ship a Parliament but the 
officers of his Majestys ship here are of opinion that the main mast is not trustworthy it being 
shot through as I acquainted their Lordships before nor can I get a stick to make a new one 
here.‟  A „parliament‟ heel was a slight incline, achieved through a shift of ballast.282     
 
Having identified a leak, Kennedy used the Blonde‟s masts to heave the ship down: 
 ..but when the ship was within three strakes of being keel out the main mast gave 
way so that I was obliged to right ship which did luckily without any other accident; 
the leak is so very low that notwithstanding the ship was so near being keel out I 
could not discover it, so that as soon as I get in a new main mast I shall attempt to 
heave down again.   
 
Having replaced his mast „ … I hove the ship out on both sides and gave her a clean bottom 
and stopped the leak which was the third strake from her keel.‟   Kennedy had continued 
problems with the Blonde: „I am now caulking refitting ..  in the best manner I can she being 
so leaky and the upper works so very weak that the last time I heeled ship at Vigo the 24 June 
the water ran in so very fast I was obliged to right ship before I could finish scrubbing.‟  The 
winter gales six months later brought matters to a watery conclusion.  
.. having sprung my bowsprit and being obliged to fish my fore mast and the ship 
extremely leaky and particularly in the fore hold one pump being almost insufficient 
to keep her free there, as the water had not a free passage to the wells I thought it 
necessary to consult my officers who were all of the opinion that it was extremely 
dangerous and very much hazarding the ships to keep the sea and absolutely 
necessary to get into some port as soon as possible.
283
   
 
The beautiful Blonde was paid off and refitted for sea. 
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When Michael Clements was on foreign coasts, „frequently I used to anchor for a day and 
night to heel, clean the bottom and put the ship‟s hold to rights.‟284  
 
Leaks were an everyday occurrence in wooden ships, and every carpenter had the expertise 
and the tools to deal with the problems as they emerged. Ships usually had to be heeled to 
bring the leak above the water line so that the carpenter and his crew could repair the damage, 
otherwise docking was necessary.  Pumping to get rid of water that had leaked in was again 
part of everyday business.  (See Section 2.5 below on pumps).  It is impossible to know how 
many ships foundered at sea as a result of leaks without any witness to the catastrophe.  This 
thesis results from the fortunate coincidence of Thomas Burnett‟s foundering Marlborough 
and Antelope which rescued the officers and crew.   
 
The recognised way of describing of a leak was by reference to the number of feet of water 
which entered the ship‟s well in an hour. William McCleverty described precisely the 
condition of his 16 year old Norwich: „In the passage we had fresh westerly winds in which 
the ship made from 6 to 8 inches water in an hour in the best of weather, at sea from 14 to 16 
inches in four hours, and when in the harbour 12 inches in 24 hours.‟  Two years later the 
leak can now be measured at the rate of „two feet of water each hour on passage.‟ McCleverty 
is describing a ship which has a real problem, and in which the crew would be permanently 
engaged in pumping. There was no possibility of rest for the crew in this situation, and 
exhaustion would result in deaths.
285
  Taylor Penny, writing about the 20 year old Looe, 
asked to have her row ports sealed when next she went into dock, as her leakiness was 
occasioned by „her row ports which we can by no means secure, notwithstanding I have 
frequently barred and caulked them in, but whenever we go into a sea she works them out 
again‟. Penny‟s letter is a reminder that officers and men expected to be dry off duty, so that 
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Leaky ships were inevitably damp. The health of the „people‟ is discussed in Chapter 5:  the 
use of Dr Hales‟s ventilators in all ships above 20 guns was part of the on-going attempts to 




Damage was done to Diana as she struggled to slow to the speed of her convoy of transport 
vessels by scudding before the wind with bare masts, and Alexander Schomberg reported 
the solution imposed on her structure:  
The builders at Boston has girt the larboard side with five large riders and the Diana‟s 
bottom was very tight on the passage, however as these riders take up much room in 
the hold, I hope some method will be found to strengthen her without such 
inconvenience.
288




When „a peculiar mark of their Lordships indulgence‟ was asked for by John Wheelock it 
was not for a personal favour, but for the provision of Captain Bentinck‟s new pumps for the 
Achilles which had just experienced a dangerous leak.
289
 Wheelock had heard that the pumps 
had been approved by the Admiralty, and made the point that: 
the great advantage they have over the common chain pumps struck me in the 
strongest light, the sudden jerks of the men‟s arms that are pumping by the seizing of 
the chains weakens them much, and by the noise they make, disturbs the watch that 
are to relieve them.  But when a chain breaks in a very leaky ship the rattling of it 
down the well strikes a perfect panick <sic> through the ship‟s company giving the 
alarm that the water is gaining on them.  All which is prevented by these new 
constructed pumps besides the delivering much more water, in the same time and with 
greater ease.  … 290 
 
Brian Lavery described the testing of this new pump in front of eleven captains, who 
unanimously favoured the new rather than the old chain pump, all agreeing that „the new 
pump was worked with greater ease and the people appeared much less fatigued‟.291  William 
Falconer gives a slightly different version of the testing, which took place under the 
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supervision of Sir John Moore.
292
  According to Falconer, there were 12 captains and 11 
lieutenants present when the new pump was tested.
293
  Wheelock and his colleagues would 
have been grateful to Captain Bentinck that new developments on land had been translated 
into naval service. An additional virtue of the new pump was that it could be easily and 
quickly repaired or cleared of blockages.  Carpenters were issued with a printed sheet of 
instructions on how to deal with breakages. Rodger gives these pumps as an example of the 





New Pump Old Pump 
No of men Tuns of water Seconds No of men Tuns of water Seconds 
4 1 43 ½ 7 1 76 
2 1 55 4 1 81 
 
Table 6: Falconers's comparison of Bentinck pump and previous system 
2.6 Copper sheathing 
 
The first letters from Thomas Burnett‟s peers about copper sheathing are from John Lindsay 
in 1764.  When the 6
th
 rate Tartar hit an obstacle underwater Lindsay was concerned for her 
experimental copper sheathing.  „Sweeping‟ the hull with a bight of rope had not revealed 
damage, but he asked permission to have her brought into dock to have the damage 
evaluated.
295
  Lindsay subsequently wrote at length about the copper sheathing, and his letters 
reveal the lack of understanding of the chemical processes involved in electrolysis.  Lindsay 
took Tartar to survey the coast off Pensacola and logged his observations of the deterioration 
of the ship‟s hull carefully: 
 
24 August Good and clean 
25 Sept. Beginning to shine and a few barnacles 
11 Oct. Numerous oysters which could not be got off 
5 Dec. Ship covered with oysters 
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4 March. Heeled the ship in harbour and the copper was so very foul that I thought it 
absolutely necessary to have her careened, for 8 or 9 feet down it as quite a bed of 
oysters, and from the sternpost for 14 feet forward down to the keel as likewise from the 
stem 5 or 6 feet aft, the rest of the body was very clean, except a carbuncle upon each of 
the copper nails which easily came off without leaving any part of the shell behind, but 
the former adhered much stronger to the copper than ever I saw it to the wood, and 
although no pains was spared by scraping and using a gentle fire the enamel of the shell 
could not be got entirely off which will make those parts very subject to foul again, I must 
observe that the shell came off easier without fire than with it.  There was not weeds or 
grass of any kind upon the bottom.  
 
Lindsay enclosed a report from the shipyard at Port Royal Jamaica, into metal fittings: „It is 
our opinion that the above defects proceeds from the verdegrease <sic> of the copper and 
unless shifted they will be unserviceable in eight months time.‟296 Philip Stephens asked the 
clerks to let him have Lindsay‟s letters again when they had dealt with the replies: this was a 
problem which was far from having a solution.  Looking at Lindsay‟s log with an 
understanding of electrolysis, the description of the „carbuncle‟ upon each of the copper nails 
can be recognised as a typical electrolytic deposit. Although the nails were also copper they 
were a different metallic mix, and the salt water acted as an electrolytic solution.  
 
In February 1779 Richard Kempenfelt explained the delays in repairs to the Fly sloop 
which:  
has been here some considerable time.  Some part of her copper sheathing is off and 
so low under water that it cannot be repaired without laying her ashore as going to sea 
in this manner might endanger the losing the whole of her sheathing.  I therefore beg 
to know if their Lordships would approve of her being laid ashore to receive the 
necessary repairs.‟  
 
A day later he reported that the Triton was ordered to be cleaned and sheathed with copper, 
but there was no dock vacant at Chatham to receive her.
297
   
 
Copper sheathing had been proposed as early as 1708, but the lack of understanding of 
electrolysis caused the suggestion to be turned down.  Anson suggested it again in 1761: this 
time expense was a limiting factor, as well as the lack of confidence in the strength of copper 
bolts.  By 1778 a water tight barrier could be created between iron bolts and the copper plates 
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and a year later there was great activity as the docks geared themselves up for this new 
procedure.
298
  John Elliot‟s Edgar took three days to be sheathed at Woolwich, but four 
years later the iron bolts were in a dangerous condition.  It took time for the Navy Board to 





3 Duties of a captain as regards the ordnance of his ship 
 
Previous to any possibility of engagement with an enemy, he is to quarter the 
officers and men to the necessary stations according to their office or abilities, 
and to exercise them in the management of the artillery that they may be more 
expert in the time of battle. 
 
„Exercising the people at the great guns and small arms‟ was an entry which occurred 
regularly in the captains‟ and masters‟ logs of all naval vessels, fulfilling the requirement of 
the Admiralty Regulations.
300
  Robert Man asked for the quarter deck of the Penguin to be 
lengthened as it was „inconvenient in working the ship, and must prevent the musquetry 
being fought with advantage.‟301   
 
Ships‟ guns, gunpowder and all other gunnery stores were supplied by the Board of Ordnance 
which was responsible for all such resources needed by the army as well as the navy: they 
also provided the vessels to move the stores around the coast.
302
  Until 1759 when the 
Faversham mills were purchased by the Crown, most gunpowder was privately produced.  
The shortfall between local supply and demand was filled by imports from Holland, and 
Christopher Bassett, in the sloop Rainbow, was responsible for convoying the Pondicherry 
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from Texel with gunpowder in 1757.
303
  It was considered safer for the escorting vessel to be 
no larger than a sloop, to avoid alerting the French to the shipment. During the first years of 
the war the proportion of English powder in store was never higher than 59 per cent, when 
there were over 6,000 barrels of Dutch powder in store.  The proportion dropped as low as 14 
per cent in 1758 when over 14,000 barrels were in store, mainly at Tilbury and Gravesend.
304
  
During the war ships built or re-fitted in the Thames loaded and unloaded their gunnery 
stores from the Royal Artillery at Long Reach, conveniently close to the gunpowder stores.  
Reloading was always concluded „with the utmost despatch‟ before the ships fell down the 
river to the Nore.
305




At the start of the Seven Years‟ War stocks of the better-quality home produced powder were 
so low that the government introduced legislation forbidding the export of gunpowder, 




Stocks sent to America were always liable to have been damaged by wet conditions, and 
when Thomas Cornewall was loading stores in 1758 he was offered only the condemned 
powder.  The Board of Ordnance was doing its best to move supplies around the coast to 




3.1 The great guns 
 
Whenever rare changes to ordnance were being introduced a three-cornered series of 
questions and answers took place between the captain, the Admiralty and the Board of 
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Ordnance. The difficulty was always the „establishment‟ of the vessel concerned.309  When 
Henry John Phillips asked for additional 4 pounders for the 6
th
 rate Fowey he asked for the 
same number as Dolphin which had been built from the same plans, perhaps advised by his 
uncle Commissioner Towry of the most effective strategy.
310
  He repeated the strategy when 
promoted to the 5
th
 rate Juno, asking for the short twelve pounders which had been fitted to 
others of her class.
311
 Thomas Cornewall wrote at length about the discussions he had had 
with the builders at Portsmouth about the problem of fitting long nine-pounders.  Their 
suggested solution was to cut away the upper sill of the ports by four or five inches, but 
Cornewall asked if short nine-pounders could be made available instead of weakening the 




The Board of Ordnance noticed in 1759 that it was over a year since they had been warned  
by the Admiralty of newly built vessels requiring guns, and asked for a list „so that timely 
provision‟ could be made.313 It is not clear how the Board of Ordnance prioritised the orders 
received from the Admiralty, but some of Thomas Burnett‟s peers were able to capitalise on 
the different lead times for equipment in ships being built for them. Unlike his peers, 
William Paston had occasion to ask to have his complement of guns reduced.  After bad 
weather in the Atlantic he had had to throw overboard all the guns on the Tweed’s main deck, 
and he asked if they could be replaced with nine rather than twelve pounders „as the ship 
complains and works much‟. Despite his argument, Paston was told not to interfere with the 
ship‟s establishment.  Some months later he noticed on the gun wharf at Portsmouth a 
complete set of 12 pounders, prepared for Alexander Shomberg‟s Diana, which he thought 
would suit Tweed extremely well.  The Board of Ordnance was ordered to carry out the 
exchange.
314
   
 
„The Establishment‟ gave the specification for any class of ship, and went into great detail.  It 
laid down every measurement involved in the construction of the ship; the number, weight 
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and location of every gun, and thence the complement of men required to serve the guns.
315
  
Taylor Penny was very professional in the arguments he put forward to increase his 
complement of guns:  
the Aldborough .. requires to go very much by the stern and as she hath a very small 
after hold and bread room, it is impossible to keep her so, and there are two vacant 
ports in the cabin, the best part of the ship for action, and very capable of carrying two 
more nine pounders for those ports, as also two four pounders on the quarter deck, 
which will enable me to keep her in her proper trim.‟316   
 
Despite this the reply was that he could have not more than the number laid down in his 
„establishment‟, the usual reply given to such a request.317  Penny‟s problem was that the 
Navy Board had already increased his establishment to some extent: Aldborough was fitted 




Stranded in Cuxhaven by ice in the river, Taylor Penny borrowed ship‟s boats to get his 





The use of guns at sea showed up possible design faults in their carriages. When the Hon 
Robert Boyle Walsingham commissioned Romney he discovered that the carriages of the 
lower deck guns were:  
.. at least three inches too high, for when the gun is laid down on the bed it will 
neither run out or come in at the port, which may be of dangerous consequence when 
elevation in time of action is requisite. The guns as they stand can be elevated but a 




Writing from the Victory, Richard Kempenfelt wanted to reduce confusion by standardising 
his ordnance.  He asked for „two long twelve pounders on the forecastle, in place of the two 
six pounders which are there by which all of the guns on the upper deck will be reduced to 
one of the same nature.‟321  Kempenfelt also discussed the use of langridge, a case shot 
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consisting of irregular bits of iron, to be issued so that the sails and standing rigging of enemy 
warships could be disabled.
322
  In this he was advocating a French tactic, one that was 
disparaged by the English.  Kempenfelt wanted to keep his adversaries within reach, instead 
of watching them sail away while he was incapacitated after an engagement. 
 
3.2 Swivel guns 
 
In 1757 the swivel guns John Elliot wanted for his newly built Hussar were not available at 
either Woolwich or Sheerness, and he had to set out on patrol in the Channel without them.  
Despite this, having enjoyed a brisk skirmish in company with three other cruisers, Elliot 
sank a French ship „with his colours flying‟.  This incident is recounted in Chapter 6.323   
 
Swivel guns were asked for by Thomas Cornewall for his ex-French Emerald, and his 
request was granted immediately. Adding such armament was easier than trying to get 
English „great guns‟ to fit on French-built decks.324 
 
3.3 New designs: locks, carronades and howitzers  
 
In the 1750s 12 pounders were redesigned to take flint locks rather than lighted matches in 
the touch holes, to ignite the priming.  Having tubs with lighted matches in them on the 
exposed decks was a fire hazard, and tin tubes too were introduced, charged with powder 
which, pushed into the touch hole, instantly primed the gun. In 1757 while at Woolwich 
fitting out his new fir-built frigate Trent, John Lindsay asked for locks and tubes for his guns 
„as there are a great many in store here‟, and others followed his example, „having found by 
experience the great utility of locks on the quarter deck guns‟.325   
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Some captains were reluctant to change, but it is typical that John Elliot, having first asked 
for „locks for the great guns‟ in 1757, asked if the newly launched Aeolus could be supplied 
with 12 pounders veined for locks. His request was passed directly to the Board of Ordnance 
by the Admiralty.
326
 This is an interesting exchange as locks were not commonly fitted at this 
date, which suggests that Elliot had perhaps been advised by his brother Gilbert, 
Commissioner of the Navy.  Syrett thought that locks were only being fitted by 1782, but it is 
possible that this is a mistake.  His comment results from the statement by Sir Gilbert Blane 




In 1759 Admiral Hawke, writing from Ramillies at sea in Quiberon Bay, sent back to John 
Clevland the opinions of seven captains „concerning cannon locks and tin tubes‟.  He added 
„in mine, both of them will be very useful‟.328 Mackay notes Hawke‟s innovative injunction 
to his captains that they should be within pistol shot before loosing broadsides into the 
enemy, but does not in addition come to the conclusion that Hawke was prepared to try a new 




Another captain who did not want to be left behind was William Hotham.  He asked „… that 
they be pleased to order Mélampe’s guns round, and they will indulge me with those of the 
same kind as the Thameses, short double fortified twelve pounders, which I apprehend will 
be in every respect more convenient than the long ones‟. The Admiralty‟s response was: 
„Desire the major general of the Ordnance to supply him the guns he desires, if there are any 
of that kind in store, and to quicken them round to the ship.‟  But Hotham had to admit, in 
response to a subsequent letter from the Admiralty asking for an explanation of what he 
meant by „double fortified‟, that „I only made use of it as a general term, and what I have 
very frequently heard used to express the difference between the guns of the new pattern 
from the old ones.‟ 330 Was it Captain Stephen Colby, the first captain of the Thames, who set 
him up?
331
  There was no further mention of guns, old or new. 
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The carronade had been developed as a light-weight gun which, at close range, did even more 
damage to timber as a result of the lower velocity with which its ball impacted. The French 
had experimented with the system in 1747.
332
  In 1780 John Elliot asked for 18 pounder 
carronades instead of 12 pounders so that there would be „no confusion on the poop‟ resulting 
from a mixture of shot and wads.  His request was passed to the Board of Ordnance.  When 
Elliot was asked for his opinion on the carronades with which Edgar had been supplied, he 
replied that the ship on which they had principally engaged had blown up, so that he was not 
able to report on the effect they had had on the enemy.
333
   Richard Kempenfelt, writing 
from the Victory, was also concerned that all the guns on the forecastle should be the same, 
i.e. long twelve pounders.
334
  Two years later Kempenfelt was concerned that the beds of the 
carronades were faulty, and needed to be strengthened to absorb the recoil.  He had been in 
correspondence with Patrick Miller, the inventor of the carronade, about the much larger 32 




Four six-inch howitzers for Thunderer’s poop deck were requested by Boyle Walsingham 
who explained, „for from some experiments I have seen tried with them I have a great 
opinion of their execution.‟ The Board of Ordnance was asked „to comply therewith if they 




4.1 Coastal navigation 
 
The Admiralty was fully conscious of the fact that the lack of accurate coastal maps made 
any amphibious operation hazardous, and jeopardised all inshore work.  The Admiralty 
issued a requirement on 9 July 1760 that all captains and their masters should take soundings 
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and bearings, and note landmarks whenever they were close to an unfamiliar shore. The 
Admiralty thought it important enough to make keeping these records a condition of the 
captain being paid.
337
   
 
While he was in the Mediterranean Michael Clements wrote up and sent to the Admiralty a 
journal describing the ports he had been in … „I hope the whole of them may be approved of 
by their Lordships and desire you will move them to grant me their certificate for the 
receiving my pay up to that time.‟ Clements was assured that „the Lords very well approve of 
his observations‟.338 On this occasion the Hydrographic department was equally impressed, 
and the index contains the comment „N.B. with neat drawings‟.339 This favourable judgement 
did not temper the severity of the rebuke Clements suffered two months later when he wrote 
begging the Admiralty to dispense with the journal.  As mentioned above, he had cleaned 
Pallas within twenty four hours on foreign shores, as a consequence of which: 
 .. time being taken entirely up for this purpose, never could spare the boats to make 
any accurate observations of my own either with regard to soundings shoals or to 
describe with exactness the strength of batteries or place the most proper for landing 
upon as it would have required much more time to have completed a work of this kind 
than the nature of the Service would have allowed if it had been the only object in 
view, and as I can aver to their Lordships ….   
 
The Admiralty was not impressed by Clements‟ extremely daring professional behaviour:  
„The Lords will not dispense with the want of remarks they have ordered him to make nor 
will they enter into any discussion with him on the subject than that it is the duty of every 
officer to obey his orders….‟340  No evidence has been found to show how this was resolved. 
 
Some captains were always aware of the need for improving charts.  Paul Henry Ourry and 
Joseph Peyton both wrote at length to the Admiralty about their observations, although it 
seems a pity that Ourry‟s beautifully drawn maps of the Balearic islands, done while he was 
in the Mediterranean in 1756, were not passed to the Hydrographic department set up in the 
1760s.
341
 Richard Kempenfelt made use of his opportunities in the Far East, and brought 
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Even the most experienced captain was expected to have a pilot on board in inshore waters 
but they still had to make their landfall if they had come from abroad.
343
  Pilots were 
employed by the Navy Board, which tested their competence, although some captains were 
deeply unimpressed by their lack of professionalism.  Joseph Peyton had to cut his best 
bower cable to get himself off, having been run aground on the shivering sand by his pilot, 
„being wholly ignorant of where they were or where to go.‟344   As the demands of the war 
extended the reach of the navy the demand for pilots increased, and many letters give 
evidence of the frustrations of captains working on the other side of the North Sea, and of the 
concerns of the merchant captains in their convoys.
345
  William Fortescue reported from an 
icebound Cuxhaven that the „Pilots refuse to work in river as buoys have all been taken up or 
broken adrift.‟346  Pilots were always reluctant to take responsibility in adverse weather.347  
This exasperation is captured in a letter from Joseph Peyton, senior officer at the Nore, who 
could not move ships as there were no pilots: „after waiting all day I sent the only pilot I had 
in the Prince but he finding himself alone would not take charge – I must here beg leave to 
observe that the Service is very often hindered by the backwardness of this class of people 
upon a sudden call .. the ships did not get away until 6 this morning.‟ The Admiralty sent an 
extract of this letter to the master of the Trinity House, Dover, with a covering letter saying 
that the Lords were „concerned to find the public service continues to suffer so much through 
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the backwardness of the pilots of that place and that proper measures are set up forthwith to 
remedy the same.‟348 
 
Local Guernsey fishermen were employed as pilots by Thomas Burnett while in the 





In addition to the obligation placed on all captains, specific and systematic surveys were done 
after the war.   
 
When the new British Colony of East Florida was established as part of the peace treaty 
ending the Seven Year‟s War it needed to be surveyed.  William de Brahm was responsible 
for work based on land, and John Lindsay was sent out in his newly-coppered Tartar to 
work along the coast of Florida.
349
  Lindsay had to take with him all the technical equipment 
needed, and he and the Navy Board put together a list which he hoped would be 
comprehensive.
350
  He included a forge; a ten oared pinnace and a small four oared boat 
which would have been used for surveying; 12 boat grapnels and four 40 gun ship‟s top 
chains: as specified, these were the heavy chains required by a 40 gun ship to sling the lower 
yards in battle to prevent their falling down if the ropes by which they were hung were shot 
away.
351
 Surveying parties in the ships‟ boats would have held the boats steady by dropping 
lengths of chain to hold the grapnels securely on the bottom while bearings were being taken.  
The length specified by Lindsay had, from experience, proved the most useful weight which 
could be man-handled in a small boat without endangering it.  Two theodolites, a land 
quadrant, a reflecting telescope for astronomical observations, a case of pocket instruments, a 
pair of proportional compasses and plain tables with sights would have been all the 
equipment needed.  A camera obscura, a pantographer, sufficient quantity of vellum and 
paper of various sizes, as well as pens, pencils and brushes made up the order.
 352
 Lindsay‟s 
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maps were not left languishing amongst his letters, although their present location is 
unknown.  
   
When Samuel Wallis took Dolphin around the world in 1766 he sent Lindsay‟s list to the 





4.3 Oceanic navigation 
 
Captains were required to traverse oceans with the most rudimentary navigational equipment, 
aids which had not progressed for hundreds of years.
354
  Latitude was easy to work out, so 
that ships made their way south or north to the correct latitude before turning east or west and 
making a landfall.  It was never possible to measure accurately the distance travelled, so that 
a captain‟s confident assertion that he was 100 leagues west of Lisbon was possibly true, but 
as he had no accurate means of measuring his speed through the water or of identifying the 
strength of wind or currents he was operating on guesswork.
355
     
 
The equipment which made possible more accurate navigation improved slowly.  Foremost 
amongst these was to be Harrison‟s chronometer which permanently solved the question of 
longitude, but too late for Thomas Burnett and his peers.  The war did not prevent tests on the 
chronometer.  Alexander Schomberg met Merlin with William Harrison on board, returning 
from Jamaica in March 1762.  John Lindsay was responsible for taking William Harrison 
back to the West Indies in 1764 on the second voyage to test H4.  Before he left Spithead the 
chronometer was checked: „.. the equal altitudes for taking the true time at this place are 
taken ..‟ Two months later Lindsay reported that he had „taken four observations of the sun‟s 
equal altitudes to find the difference of time that Mr Harrison makes by his father‟s 
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timekeeper between Portsmouth and this place, and shall proceed this evening for 
Jamaica.‟356 
 
There were still important improvements to be made to the compass, „being of the utmost 
importance to the purposes of navigation‟.  By 1757 the compass everyone wanted was that 
made by Dr Knight.  According to William Falconer, the principal reason for Dr Knight‟s 
compasses being better than those previously made was that he tempered the needles more 
successfully, so that they were „enabled to contain a much greater quantity of the magnetical 
stream, which is certainly a great advantage.‟  But Falconer went on to say that the 
disadvantage of his compass was that the card was far too delicately balanced „to encounter 
the shocks of a tempestuous sea‟.357 
 
Doctor Knight‟s Compasses were requested from the Navy Board by Richard Kempenfelt 
as he was fitting out the Elizabeth before her voyage to the East Indies under Commodore 
Steevens.    The Admiralty went one better: all five of the ships under Steevens command 
were to be equipped with the latest technology.
358
  Thomas Burnett also needed Doctor 





In 1766 Samuel Wallis needed the very best equipment before his circumnavigation. He 
visited Dr. Knight in person, together with Captain John Campbell, to discuss his new 
improved compasses. Campbell had tested Tobias Mayer‟s lunar tables over a period of years 
off the Brittany coast and was the Admiralty‟s expert on navigation.   Obviously the 
criticisms voiced by Falconer had been heeded by the inventor, although Wallis does not say 
how the compasses had been improved.  Dr. Knight asked for a Navy Board order rather than 
a personal order from Wallis, and promised that two compasses would be ready for delivery 
„by Saturday or Monday‟.360 Good use of his equipment was made by Wallis and his master, 
John Harrison who did the calculations.  Captain Cook was able to use Wallis‟s charts of the 
Pacific for his own expedition, knowing exactly where to find Tahiti, for instance.  
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In 1771 John Elliot was instructed to fit out the Portland for a voyage to St Helena.
361
  His 
orders also contained the direction that the master should „supply himself with the Nautical 
Almanac and astronomical spheres for the present year, with the requisite tables for showing 
the effects of parallax and refraction, in order to make the lunar tables constructed by the late 
Professor Mayer more generally useful‟.362   As the master could not be spared from fitting 
out the vessel, Elliot himself, together with the 2
nd
 lieutenant and a midshipman, attended the 
Royal Academy „in order to qualify ourselves to make this useful observation of the 
Longitude etc at sea‟.  Elliot also used his inside information when he wrote to Captain John 
Campbell to help him find „a good well divided instrument for this purpose‟.  Campbell 
however had „been to all the best shops in London and not one is to be had for any money.‟ 
Elliot asked therefore for permission to take with him the Royal Academy‟s sextant which 
had been constructed by Mr Cole, and which the Master of the Academy would only part 
with on the Admiralty‟s orders.363 
 
The Mayer tables were not universally welcomed.  The contemporary master mariner 
William Hutchinson wrote that the combination of Mier‟s <sic> tables and „Maskalyne‟s 
Nautical Almanack to observe and calculate by the sun, moon and stars which I doubt will 
require too nice observations and too long calculations to be performed without errors by the 
generality of such seamen as at this time navigate ships as sea ..‟364  Hutchinson was right to 
doubt the ability of ordinary seamen to use lunar tables accurately: the calculations after the 
sextant was put away took around four hours.  But the Board of Longitude awarded Mrs 




5 Defects in ships, fir-builds and French captures 
 
On returning to port, the captain will list the qualities and defects of the ship for 
the attention of the commissioner of the navy at that port. 
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In 1745 the Norris Committee was given the task of setting guidelines for future naval 
building, but failed to look forward, instead concentrated on „establishments‟ which took no 
account of the changes in design taking place on the other side of the Channel. It was not 
until Invincible and Magnanime were captured in 1747-8 that the inadequacy of the 




English design evolved very slowly through this period.  „The art and mystery of the 
shipwright‟ could not be questioned, as it was in France.  Richard Kempenfelt summarised 
the dilemma in 1780:  
The want of a good foundation laid of mathematical knowledge prevents our builders 
from rising to eminence; for want of this light, they are often obliged to grope in the 
dark, they guess, because they have not the mathematics to calculate certainty; when 




The captains however were not constrained. Robert Man was forthright in his criticisms of 
his newly built 6
th
 rate Milford, which was „very leaky in her upper works and decks very 
open by reason of the greenness of the planks and timber and that her quick work is very 
bare, being very indifferent painted at first.‟368  He wrote to explain that he had had to put 
into Cork to repair the main rigging.  Another problem he reported was with the shingle 
ballast, which at only 36 tons was 20 tons lighter than the iron ballast carried by other ships 
of her class.
369
  A month later he returned to the charge.  He was certain that the Milford‟s 
masts were not of the correct dimensions, and gave the figures which were passed on to the 
Navy Board.  Man was right.  The 1745 establishment for a 6
th
 rate laid down the dimensions 
for the Milford‟s mast:  it should have been 73ft with a diameter of 22 ½ in.  instead of 85 ft 
with a diameter 22 ¾ in.  The maintop mast was similarly too long, 52ft instead of 
43ft10in.
370
  The Milford had been built in a private yard in Milford Haven, a long way from 
supervision. Robert Man was too professional to accept an unseaworthy ship without 
comment.   The knowledgeable Henry John Phillips also knew about „establishment‟ rules 
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when he asked to have his top masts, topgallant masts and yards lengthened so that Juno 




John Wheelock had been told by his predecessor in Fly about her shortcomings.  He 
described her as being long in proportion to her breadth, so that a change in rigging to that of 




Research has not yet shown how many captains took seriously the instruction that they should 
draw up a list of the good and bad sailing qualities and defects of the commission they were 
relinquishing. Such reports were requested by Jacob Acworth, who wanted reports on 
performance to inform his designs.
373
 The reports sent to the Navy Board were carefully 
compared, and good sailing features were identified.  An exhaustive review of the reports has 
been made by Robert Gardiner in his study of sailing qualities and the reports of many of 
Thomas Burnett‟s peers can be identified in his pages.374  What was more difficult than 
identifying good qualities was attempting to reproduce such qualities in a new design.  A fast 
ship‟s lines could be copied, but with building methods as they were it was impossible to 
reproduce them exactly in different shipyards.  The sailing qualities of the Victory were 
legendary, but she was never matched.   
 
One quality which cannot be measured is the combination of a captain‟s ability to make the 
right decision and his crew‟s ability to interpret his orders promptly.  The result of this 
intangible is the fact that some captains were able to affect the outcomes of their 
engagements by being in the right place at the right time, as Edmund Affleck was by going 
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5.1 Fir-built frigates 
 
Under the interim Board of Winchelsea, ten fir-built frigates were ordered in April and May 
1757 as an experiment. Five were built, all commissioned by Thomas Burnett‟s newly-posted 
peers.
376
  These ships were a cheap wartime expedient, not repeated until the end of the 
century. They were quick to build as fir was easy to work with and readily available.  With 
two built at each of Chatham and Woolwich and one at Deptford, they were launched 
incredibly quickly between July and October.  The fir frigates saw active service for an 
average of eight years, a relatively short period.  This meant that they did not incur rebuilds, 
which were often two or three times the cost of the initial build.  It is very difficult to 
compare the costs of these frigates against those built in private yards as none of the costs can 
be compared directly.
377
 The traditionally built frigates of the Coventry class enjoyed an 
average working life of 24 years, three times longer than the average of the fir frigates.   The 
average cost of fir built vessels per year of service was £1,573 whereas the traditional frigate 
average annual cost was £1,261.  Fir-built frigates were, therefore, neither cheaper to build 
nor to maintain.
378
 The ships served their purpose in that their captains succeeded in escorting 
convoys and taking prizes, and John Lindsay kept the Trent for her entire five years of 
service.
379
   
 
On the other hand, it appears that fir frigates needed to be docked more frequently; and 
timbers subjected to friction such as the wales wore out inordinately quickly. Robert Boyle 
commented that elm might have been cheaper as it did not need replacing, and although he 
did not have statistical analysis to guide his view, the practical experience of the dockyards 




Boreas was ordered on the 18
 
April, her keel laid on 21 April and she was launched on 29 
July, 102 days from order to launch.
381
 By the beginning of September the ship had been 
rigged, Robert Boyle had completed his provisioning, and called in at Long Reach for his 
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guns.  But by December, when Boyle wrote from Portsmouth, it was to report that the soft 
wood from which Boreas had been constructed was already causing problems: „…The 
comings of the hatchways being made of fir are quite rubbed through.  It is not only my 
opinion but the officers of the yard, that elm would not only be of a longer duration but less 
expensive, as otherwise every cruise we shall be obliged to have new comings….‟.  The 
wales were also being rubbed away, and Boyle‟s comment was that if „there <sic> had been 
sheathed with elm, would be a great means of their preservation‟. In addition, there were two 
serious faults in design.  He asked „…that the after hatchway should be stopped up as it is 
directly over the powder room scuttle, and may be of fatal consequence in time of action….‟ 
Another design fault was that „the stantions on quarter deck are not long enough at four feet 
high and consequently the people much exposed‟.  Boyle asked to have them lengthened 
„according to establishment.‟382   
 
John Elliot wrote to his brother about his new Hussar, commenting that „I don‟t find that she 
has any bad quality for being fir, though she‟s very light she‟s stiff enough but I intend to 
write the Navy Board tomorrow for more iron ballast as the ship does not keep so good a 
wind as I could wish‟.383 John Lindsay asked for directions to have Trent graved as „I 
apprehend it would be a means of preserving the ships bottom as she is built of fir, and would 
prevent her being water socken <sic> after the tallow is wore off …’384  After only eight 
months at sea Michael Clements commented that the Acteon, „by frequent hogging at sea 
makes the planks extremely ragged should be glad to have the bottom graved …‟.385 
„Hogging‟ was cleaning the bottom afloat on an even keel using a special brush. This was 
difficult work, directed from a boat alongside the vessel, with the brush pulled from the deck 
by ropes.
386
 Graving the ship was done with her on the ground, in a dock or on a beach 
between tides and would give better results with less damage to the soft fir planking of the 
ship‟s hull.  Careening involved hauling her down, and in both cases she would be breamed, 
or cleaned with fire.  
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5.2 French built purchases 
 
The perception amongst Thomas Burnett‟s peers was that the French vessels they chased 
were fast.  Rodger made the point that French designers were judged by the speed of their 
ships, which were built for a high initial speed off the wind in fair weather.
387
  Edmund 
Affleck, sailing ahead of the convoy he was protecting, sighted a French ship and chased her, 
but „ … had the mortification to see I did not gain upon her and about 11pm lost sight of 
her.‟388     
 
Forty French built vessels, in size ranging from large 3
rd
 rates to 6
th
 rates, were purchased by 
the Admiralty after capture.  Several of the commissioning captains were exasperated by the 
mess left when the Navy Board surveyors had finished their inspection, as the vessels had to 
be re-stowed by a scratch crew before a full complement had been collected.  The lines of 
many of these vessels were studied by the Navy Board, but it was not possible to copy even 
the fastest French vessel exactly, as English ships were always built with heavier timbers and 
stronger joints, because they had different requirements for service.
389
 The Slade family were 




These captured vessels were added relatively quickly to the navy list, but not necessarily 
cheaply.  The following table gives the costs of purchase of the nine French vessels taken by 




In the case of Thomas Baillie whose captured French frigate was bought by the Admiralty, 
he wrote to say that: 
 …I am already like to have an action brought against me by the Tartar’s ships 
company for suffering the ship to be sold to the Government, the captors being 
offered near one thousand pounds more by the merchants in which case I hope their 
lordships will indemnify me…392 
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Total Cost  
£ 
Mélampe Hotham 2.11.1757 5,398 4,976 10,374 
Danae Hotham 28.3.1759 6,930 5,941 12,871 
Blonde Kennedy 28.2.1760 3,855 4,319   8,174 
Brune Harrison 30.1.1761 4,327 ?   4,327 
Bertin  Harrison   3.4.1761   19,074 
Boulogne Harrison       2.1762 3,362 7,192 10,554 
Emerald Cornewall 21.9.1757 4,288 3,657   7,945 
Tartar’s Prize  Baillie 27.3.1757 4,258 1,107   5,365 
Terpsichore  Elliot 28.2.1760 2,888 4,673   7,561 
 
Table 7: Costs of a sample of French vessels taken into Navy 
 
Three prizes taken within a few weeks were offered first to the Admiralty by Thomas 
Harrison. He offered to show La Legère to the Admiralty before he sold her, admiring her 
potential as a snow: she sailed very well, „having as fine a model as ever I saw.‟ 393   She was 
turned down by the Navy Board, but when he brought in La Brune his confidence was 
justified and Brune served in the navy until 1792.  In company with William Fortescue in 
Hero, Harrison brought in the French East Indiaman Le Bertin. Renamed Belleisle, she served 
until she was hulked in 1784, and finally sold in 1819.  In December1761 Harrison also 
brought in Le Boullogne, an East Indiaman laden with coffee and pepper, with the comment: 
…she is an extremely fine ship, only three years old and had the King‟s Commission 
if their Lordships should be in want of frigates, would make a very fine one. She sails 
well, having chased her eight hours…394 
 
The Navy Board was also asked to inspect two privateers Harrison brought in during 1762:  
„Both the privateers are new ships strongly built and sailed remarkably well, if their 
Lordships should be in want of men of war sloops I believe they will not disapprove of their 
fine dimensions.‟395 
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When Danae was brought in by William Hotham after an engagement lasting three hours 
she was surveyed by the Navy Board and found „fit to be purchased‟.  He also brought in the 
Malouin who „sails extremely well particularly in a fresh of wind when she have <sic> rather 
the advantage of the Æolus or Brilliant‟.  Hotham understood this was because she was built 
„upon a new principal <sic>‟, but the Navy Board rejected this new-built vessel. 
 
French built vessels presented features other than speed.  Thomas Baillie was delighted to be 
given his prize as his first command, but his pride did not blind him to the shortcomings of 
Tartar’s Prize.396  One of the twenty 6 pounders had burst in the engagement, causing 
casualties on board, and Baillie made the point that none of them were properly certified.  
The guns did not fit properly between the coamings of the hatches and the sides.   When they 
were measured they were found to be eight feet two inches from the cascable to the muzzle.  
This posed a problem because there was a clearance of only nine feet from the coamings of 
the hatches to the sides, „which will render it extremely hazardous and difficult to load in 





The problems with Tartar’s Prize were not over.  Once Baillie took her to sea the evidence of 
her distinctive French build became clear.  In August he had to put into Corunna to restow 
barrels in an attempt to ease the movement of the Tartar’s Prize. In September, while 
cruising between 47º and 49º degrees „the ship sprang a leak and made eighteen inches water 
every hour‟.  Baillie asked for „a deck to be laid below similar to the Amazon to hold her 
together or at least a few beams, beside a standard or two upon deck to support her extreme 
long delicate body, which labours and opens immoderately in rowling <sic>‟.  The cook, 
Bartholomew Barry, had written to explain the difficulty of cooking under the conditions on 
board.  „This is to let you know that it is an impossibility for me or any man in the world to 
keep victuals in this galley until it is altered …‟  Baillie added more details to the cook‟s 
description:  
… on account of the smoakyness of the gally which in truth is so great that no man 
living can stand it, especially as the fireplace is fore and aft and the kettles only 
hanging ones, which have more than once fell over on the deck, scalded the people 
and always burning the cables and stoppers….   
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Without a stable kitchen the simplest food would have been difficult to provide.  Until 
enclosed iron stoves were introduced about 1750, cooking presented a challenge at the best of 
times.
398
  English crews were used to working in uncomfortable surroundings, and would 
have accepted without comment being cold and wet when on deck.  But the conditions in 
Tartar’s Prize were exceptional.  Without gun port lids the lower gun deck would have been 
frequently awash.   Baillie asked for canvas to make awnings, and if this had been supplied 
the resourceful sailors would have rigged these to keep out the worst of the deluges of water 
coming through the deck.  Tartar’s Prize was lost in the Mediterranean in 1760, not 
surprisingly, by springing a plank. 
 
A severe gale off the Scillies lasting four days was encountered by Christopher Bassett, 
returning in Ambuscade from Gibraltar, „which occasioned the ship to spring a leak that has 
obliged me to pump her every half hour since.‟399  This misadventure should perhaps not be 
blamed on her original construction: four days of gales would have strained any ship. 
 
The French built Emerald caused difficulties for Thomas Cornewall as her guns were too 
long, as mentioned in Section 3.2 above.   The master builder in Portsmouth dockyard 
thought the upper sill of the ports could be cut away four or five inches without weakening 
the ship.  Cornewall suggested that short nine pounders would „answer the purpose‟ and save 
modifying the vessel.  This was referred to the Board of Ordnance. Cornwall took Emerald to 
sea in October and returned to Plymouth in November as the foremast was „sprung in six 
places it was impossible to secure it sufficiently to keep at sea.‟400   
 
Mélampe was very leaky, making between twelve to twenty inches of water an hour, which 
kept the pumps continuously employed.  William Hotham made the point that the crew was 
permanently ill due to the wet conditions.  He asked to have the cause examined, „and such 
further methods taken to strengthen her the better to keep the sea, setting aside her weakness 
she has every other good property a ship can have.‟401 
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The French-built Blonde gave Archibald Kennedy much satisfaction.  He loved her speed 
but the shallow hull gave inadequate support to the masts, while the weak structure often 
gave way under pressure.  The Blonde regularly suffered damage to hull and rigging during 
chases.
402
  Like Hotham, Kennedy was concerned about the effect on his crew of the 
permanently wet conditions below:  
…she being so very weak and leaky there is no possibility of any of the officers or 
men lying dry in their beds and during the last cruise I had upwards of 30 of my men 




Kennedy reported that he could not even keep „the stores dry on account of the principal 
defects‟ but more seriously was unable to careen the Blonde, as mentioned above in Section 
2.4.   
 
The French built Arc en Ciel was brought back from Louisburg by Henry Martin. When he 
arrived in Cork: 
…the ships company and prisoners were very sickly and most of the brick work about 
our fireplace and copper had fallen down by the working of the ship in the almost 
continual gales of wind … 404 
 
Martin was subsequently commissioned into Danae, recently acquired by Hotham, and six 
months later the Navy Board was asked to investigate modifications he suggested:   
…I beg leave to represent to my Lords Commissioners the great inconvenience of 
having the tiller .. in my cabin, which in rainy or bad weather is constantly wet 
through the holes for the tiller rope which added to the extreme coldness of my cabin 
by it having only one bulk head without bed place or steerage and the windows as 
they were in the French service makes it almost impossible to lie in it.  I hope 
therefore their Lordships will indulge me as far as to give directions to the Navy 
Board for the tiller to be moved on the quarter deck, and a grating deck made over it 
as I am convinced the ship will steer as well, and the grating deck be very convenient 
for the marines in time of action.  I would not trouble their lordships with a complaint 
of this kind but apprehend the Navy Board will not comply with my request without 
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their Lordships approbation as it may possibly detain the ship two or three days longer 
in the harbour than would otherwise be occasion for… 
 
The need for these modifications was accepted by the Admiralty, who directed the Navy 
Board to do the work „if it will not take up too much time‟405   
 
The French designed their ships to be long and narrow and therefore fast.  They used 
scientific principles to measure speed at sea.
406
 They were not designed to comfortably house 
hundreds of men during summer and winter-long blockading off Continental ports.  Their 
lack of internal supports caused the hull to work and leaks to develop.  It also prevented the 
quick careening which reduced lengthy visits to docks for cleaning. The French Panthère, 
brought into the Navy as Amazon, was built with only four feet of headroom between decks, a 








Every commission began with a set of orders issued by the Admiralty, and many of the files 
of captains‟ correspondence open with a letter listing the orders received.   Howe‟s orders to 
Burnett have been given in Chapter 2 Section 8.1. Identical orders would be issued to every 
other captain on this station.  Precedence and seniority determined that when a captain 
arrived on a station he would present his orders to the senior officer there to explain his 
presence. If new orders were issued both the recipient and the more senior officer who issued 
the order would record the fact.   Eventually clerks in the Admiralty could check that every 
vessel was in fact going about legitimate business and not „sloping off‟ on private cruises.   
 
This procedure has been illustrated by the order books made out by Michael Clements‟ clerk 
from June 1757.
408
  As a very new Commander in the London buss every order has been 
copied into a hard-bound book, together with a copy of every letter acknowledging an order.  
There is also proof of the importance of seniority.  In August 1757, off the coast of East 
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Friesland, Commander William McCleverty of one year‟s seniority in the rank, has issued an 
order to Commander Michael Clements of three month‟s seniority, which required him to 
intercept:  
.. all ships and vessel bound to these ports laden with any kind of forage or supply for 





In the following month Clements received his posting into Acteon which instantly gave him 
seniority over McCleverty, who was never again in a position to give orders to Clements, 




While the captain was responsible for the well-being of his ship, she in turn shaped his career, 
sometimes in subtle ways.  Thomas Burnett‟s career serves as an example. 
 
Had Thomas Burnett been appointed to a large ship sloop, rather than to the tiny ketch 
Happy, originally intended to combat smugglers, his pursuit and capture of the French 
privateer L’Infernal might not have won his immediate promotion to post rank.  Years later, 
when in command of the Prudent, a similar capture elicited the comment that their Lordships 
were pleased with his success. 
 
After Happy, command of the towering Cambridge with her spacious captain‟s 
accommodation must have been gratifying, but her dreadful sailing qualities offered little 
chance of distinction.  On the other hand, the fact that she was too big for fever-ridden 
English Harbour meant that she used the relatively healthy anchorage on the other side of the 
island.  This doubtless saved the lives of many of his crew, and perhaps also that of Thomas 
Burnett. 
 
When Burnett was removed from the sound Rochester into the decrepit Marlborough which 
had been launched as a second rate in 1732 and finally cut down to a 3
rd
 rate two-decker 68 in 
1761, he was actually being favoured with the opportunity to join in the plundering of 
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Havana.
410
  However the Marlborough was expendable and so chosen, along with the heavy 
Cambridge, for the diversionary attack on the Morro Castle.  It was indeed dangerous: one of 
the four captains was killed and another court martialled and dismissed the service for failing 
to take part.  Thereafter it was by the merest chance that Burnett did not drown when the 
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Chapter 4 The relationship of Thomas Burnett and his peers with the 
Admiralty 
 
This chapter outlines the means by which the Admiralty came to know the captains 
commissioned to its ships, and the degree of control exerted by bureaucracy.  The sharp-eyed 
clerks who cross-checked between journals and logs were part of this control, all based on 
age-old precedent. Inattention to duty was frowned on, and systems had been devised to 
detect corruption if it was attempted. 
 
1 System of communication between the administration and officers 
 
Correspondence between serving captains and the Admiralty was extremely efficient, as it 
determined the control over them exerted by the Admiralty.  While letters from Bristol or 
Plymouth took two days to arrive, there are hundreds of examples of letters written on one 
day and read in the Admiralty office on the next.  What is more, the response from the 
Secretary and his clerks would be read by the captain on the third day.   This 48 hour turn-
around of letters from Portsmouth, Chatham and the Nore was made possible through 
intelligent sifting by the Secretaries, John Clevland and later Philip Stephens, who dealt 
personally with the majority of correspondence, and reserved for their Lordships only the 
letters with which they needed to be concerned.  The First Lord and his board colleagues 
routinely took an immediate decision when the letter was read to him.  The furious pace is 
indicated by the secretary‟s abbreviated scrawl in the turn-back notes.  The fact that every 
captain knew that the response to most letters was determined by the Secretary accounts for 
the deference shown him.   
 
The clerks in the office began their day‟s work shortly after 10.00 am, but did not finish at 
night until every letter was written.
411
 This involved deciphering the secretary‟s brief „turn-
back‟ summary of what was to be said, filling in the unstated gaps with official terminology 
and writing the copy, and sometimes multiple copies, into the ledger book as well.  They had 
at their finger tips every detail of the movements of officers and ships.  When a replacement 
boatswain was slow to arrive, Schomberg‟s query has on its turn-back: „Pray see what is 
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become of Avery‟. The clerk knew:  „He was boatswain of the Dover in the Downs and 
superceded in her the 7
th
 inst. in order to go to the Diana’.412 
 
Senior officers at Portsmouth or Chatham were expected to communicate with the Admiralty 
on a daily basis, Torbay or Plymouth every three or four days:  they reclaimed the costs of the 
service on their expenses.
413
  Communications were also made between ports.  After the 
official post had gone there was still the option of a civilian express delivery, a relay of riders 
who could cross England in a matter of hours rather than days.
414
  Joseph Peyton was not the 
only senior officer to receive more than one letter during the day. On 18 November at the 
Downs he recorded receiving three in one day from the Admiralty.‟415  Packets of books for 
the Admiralty from Scotland or Plymouth travelled by stage coach.
416
  Every captain 
informed the Admiralty as soon as he arrived in port, so that his whereabouts were known in 




Knowing where to send a letter was easy during war time when captains had cruising 
instructions, but harder when they were on leave.  Charles Medows wrote from Brook Street 
asking for an extension of his leave, and the clerk was directed to send the reply „at the place 
mentioned in the letter.‟418 Paul Henry Ourry proposed being away from Plymouth on 
business, and asked for the reply to be sent to „Edward Drewes Esq  in the Close Exeter.‟419 
The surprising amount of information that Thomas Burnett’s twenty-first century family has 
about his private life ashore was gleaned from the address on a letter he wrote from 
„Longford, Colnbrook‟ to the Admiralty asking for an extension to his leave.  Robert Boyle 
Walsingham knew how to contact an impecunious candidate for the position of lieutenant.  
The young man gave his London address as: „lodges at Mr Morphey, haberdasher in Butcher 
Row.‟420 
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It was not only addresses which changed.  Both the Hon. Robert Boyle and Henry John 
Phillips changed the names by which they were known to the Admiralty.  On the death of his 
brother the Hon Robert Boyle changed his name to Boyle Walsingham, and it was „so 
inserted on the List‟.421  On the death of his uncle Rear Admiral Towry, Henry John Phillips 
changed his name to Towry as a condition of the will before he inherited his uncle‟s estate.422  
There are instructions to the clerks to take note of this and the subsequent papers are filed 
accordingly. Charles Medows also changed his name, but not until he had resigned from the 
navy.  By royal licence in 1773 he became Charles Pierrepont, heir to the vast Pierrepont 
estates. 
 
From the twenty-first century we can only look back and wonder at the efficiency of the rapid 
and apparently perfectly reliable system of communication, and the speed with which 
decisions were taken. 
 
2 The individual voices which can still be heard through the formality of 
correspondence through clerks 
 
The thousands of letters written by Thomas Burnett and his peers to the Secretary at the 
Admiralty give evidence of the formality required of correspondence with the Admiralty in 
the eighteenth century.  Most of the letters were written by the captains‟ secretaries in the 
„clerkly hand‟ which was a requirement for the job.  Despite this filter it is possible to discern 
the individuality of the men who dictated the letters.   On occasion letters are holographs, 
written by the captain himself, and these give direct evidence of spelling or dialect as well as 
hand writing.   
 
When the few holograph letters of the less articulate captains are compared with their letters 
in the „clerkly hand‟, it is evident that some clerks must have improved on their captains‟ 
phraseology as well as spelling.  Burnett revealed a great deal of himself when he told the 
Admiralty about his capture of the French Infernal, quoted in Chapter 2. The idiosyncratic 
spelling is Burnett‟s.  He always used „whare‟, „thair‟ and „thare‟ if he wrote in his own hand.  
Unique to Burnett is the breathless excitement of a young man whose courage and success in 
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battle have been appropriately rewarded.  He uses the formal expressions: „acquainting me‟, 
„pleased with my conduct‟, „kind approbation‟, „discharging my duty‟, but in a letter so brief 
as to be almost telegraphic. Burnett never used a word unnecessarily. 
 
In contrast, Edmund Affleck was a classically educated correspondent.  His sentences are 
beautifully crafted and would have evoked for the listeners in the Admiralty office a man 
who was totally in command, no matter what the circumstances.  At the outset of his career, 
even a difficult encounter with a returning merchant vessel off King Road is recounted with 
confidence:  
I desire to represent to their Lordships that on a large ship‟s appearing to the 
westward last night I dispatched my own boat with that of the Devonshire and 
Despatch tender in order to press her hands, but on the approach of the boats she fired 
on them and would suffer none of them to board her …423 
 
Affleck had time to collect his thoughts and consider the effect of his letter on their 
Lordships.   His response to an emotionally charged situation was to suggest cool 
consideration: his sentences are beautifully constructed to create the desired effect in his 
readers. 
 
Burnett was not the only captain with idiosyncratic spelling. The Irish William M
c
Cleverty 
was careful whenever possible to use his secretary for letters to the Admiralty, as he was 
obviously aware of his weakness: „As there Lordships has been pleasd to remove the 
Boatswen of the Peggy into his majs. ship Glasco, I hop there lordships will favour me with 
George Wilson now sailmaker of the Peggy to be boatswen of her.‟424  Eight months later, 
again without a secretary, M
c
Cleverty wrote asking for a midshipman, „Be pleased to 
discharge Thoams Scarr .. for prefarment as I ame greatly distressed for a midshipmen that 
knows his duty.  It is the young mans desier to work with me..‟425 
 
It appears that a clerk was part of the establishment at Will‟s Coffee House, over the road 
from the Admiralty.  This is an address from which many letters were written to the 
Admiralty, and to which replies were sent.  It must have been very convenient for officers on 
leave in London to have had, a few yards from the front door of the Admiralty, the equivalent 
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of a club in which they could be sure of meeting colleagues and friends.  M
c
Cleverty made 
use of the clerk when he had to compose a long letter justifying his use of discipline.
426
  The 
facility was also used several times when officers were asking for extensions to their leave 




When asking for favours from the Admiralty the language used is that of formality and 
humility.  Michael Clements sent in his journals, and added: „I hope the whole of them may 
be approved of by their Lordships and desire you will move them to grant me their certificate 
for the receiving my pay up to that time ..‟.  Despite the fact that he is writing to a salaried 
employee, Clements uses the respectful and formal tone of a supplicant.  This is in contrast to 
the pompous tone adopted by the young William Hotham who put the full weight of 
formality behind his request:  
Having passed my accounts for his Majesty‟s Sloop Fortune … I am to desire you 
will be pleased to move their Lordships to grant their order to the Commissioners of 
the Navy for payment of my wages in pursuance of his Majesty‟s Order in Council.428  
 
As a very senior officer, writing in his own hand, Hotham once even left out the ubiquitous 
„humble‟.429 A total contrast in tone was used by Richard Kempenfelt in 1756 who was 
rewarded with the „usual order‟ when he used becoming informality: „I take the liberty to 
sollicite <sic> their Lordships favour for an order to receive the money due to me as Lieut. in 
the Litchfield and Orford being now removed into the Lightning fireship.‟430 
 
In complete contrast to the captains‟ formality is a wonderful letter enclosed by Archibald 
Kennedy in his account of the death of Captain Skynner of the sloop Biddeford, written by 
the ship‟s master, Thomas Stace.  Here the enthusiasm of the men is unconstrained, vital and 
impressive: 
Everyone was sensible of the very superior forces of the two ships now standing 
towards us, besides that several other ships were coming in view, to whom the enemy 
was seen to make signals.  No questions passed, shall we engage, the word was Now 
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for Honour.  We saluted each other with three cheers and stood in line for the enemy 
who upon seeing this hauled up and obliged us to make the attack …431 
 
The eighteenth century was an age of exquisite politeness: writing to Clevland, Lord 
Sandwich himself graciously accepted full responsibility for an oversight:  
Dear Sir, I forgot to speak to you about Captain Elliots Carpenter, in consequence of 
the enclosed letter let him have the carpenter of any frigate that he recommends for 
the Edgar. I am very sincerely yours Sandwich Blackheath Saturday. 
 




Despite their formality, very few of Burnett‟s peers wrote with the oleaginous style affected 
by Paul Henry Ourry: „I am favoured with your obliging letter .. in answer to mine .. for 
which I beg leave to return you my thanks and hope you will pardon the liberty I have taken 
and the trouble I have given you.‟433 
 
The early signs of what would today be identified as a nervous breakdown before Thomas 
Knackston became „disturbed in his senses‟ in later years can be traced in his letters.  His 
lack of confidence can be seen in a whole sequence of letters, typical of which is the 
following pathetic extract: 
This is to acknowledge the receipt of their Lordships directions of the 8
th
 instant by 
last post, that their reprimand is too justly founded I am both ashamed of and 
concerned at.  That the event has not answered my expectations of repairing to Nore, 
long ere this time (how late my orders for not departing hence I need not say) the 
opportunity of what I could think a safe conveyance since offering, are the only 
reasons I can give why my monthly books have not been as regularly transmitted to 
the Navy Office as till the 25 June 1755, some little time before I left the Nore.  I can 
only add it has been such an anxiety on my mind some time past, as of itself, I hope 





There was no reassurance for Knackston in a subsequent response: „the Lords are very 
dissatisfied that he did not proceed according to his orders the moment he got a man to pilot 
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the sloop and expect that he make no further delay.‟435    Their Lordships were experienced 
men and it appears that they interpreted Knackston‟s letters correctly.  Their dissatisfaction 
was tempered with humanity.  Knackston was rewarded for his long service by being made a 
post captain, but he was never given a ship: a man without confidence in himself could not be 
entrusted with a ship-of-the-line in blue water. 
 
There is no doubt that despite the formality of mid-eighteenth century correspondence the 
personality of the writer emerges.  Each captain‟s individual style is clear, especially when 
the clerks were dispensed with and correspondence carried on in their own hand.  Thomas 
Knackston‟s fragility is demonstrated to be the opposite of Thomas Harrison, the 
nonchalant super-ace, who catalogued success after success at sea.  The beautifully rounded 
periods of the classically educated Edmund Affleck contrast forcefully with the minimalist 
communications of the almost inarticulate Thomas Burnett.   
 
An important sequence of letters was written by Richard Kempenfelt to his friend Charles 
Middleton during the four years Kempenfelt was active at the end of his life.   These letters 
have been useful in giving Kempenfelt‟s private thinking, written as they were for a man of 
exactly equal status and experience who understood the problems facing the navy as no-one 
else did.
436
  But even they do not reveal the man behind the naval uniform, although he 
makes clear that his Christianity is the bedrock of his discipline.  If Kempenfelt had been 
writing to the Admiralty on a regular basis there is no doubt that he would have revealed 
more of his beliefs in his letters.  As it was, Middleton was not deaf to Kempenfelt‟s 
thinking: it was just that in 1770 he was not in a position to change the fundamental basis of 
naval fleet actions. 
3 The degree to which Thomas Burnett and his peers were rigidly controlled 
by pay rather than promotion 
 
3.1 Control by the Admiralty through pay 
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N.A.M. Rodger spoke of the tenuous control exerted by the Admiralty over its captains, 
saying that promotion was the Admiralty‟s only weapon.437 On the contrary, this thesis has 
discovered evidence that stopping pay, which for most captains was their only source of 
income, was the administration‟s highly effective means of enforcing obedience and 
punishing officers for not complying precisely with regulations.   The evidence of the 
captains‟ letters makes it possible to witness some of these regulations, listed below, and of 
their enforcement. 
 
Students of the eighteenth century are indebted to the work of Daniel Panzac who established 
the comparative rates of pay for the navies of the Mediterranean between 1736-9.  The 
monthly figures for the officers of the English navy are: Admiral, £98.0.0; Vice Admiral, 
£70.0.0; Rear Admiral, £32.4.0; Captain of a 1
st
 rate £28.0.0; Captain of a 2
nd
 rate £22.8.0; 















The establishment of the Bank of England in 1694 and the new financial arrangements which 
followed meant that finance was constantly available to the Exchequer throughout the 
century, and huge sums were expended on new ship building.  However, paying sea officers 
was not constrained by the financial reserves of the Exchequer.
439
  In actuality it was 
conditional on the sea officers having submitted accounts which could then be approved.  The 
Admiralty used their pay as a means of controlling the officers and men who served the navy.  
The letters written by Burnett and his peers make it clear that pay rather than promotion was 
the means by which the Admiralty exerted rigid control over its captains.   All Burnett‟s peers 
were obliged to ask before their pay and allowances were authorised by the Admiralty, at best 
a year in arrears, under procedures set up half a century earlier.  These procedures were old 
fashioned even in the time of Pepys, who installed some administrative reforms which 
remained guiding principles by which the mid-eighteenth century navy was controlled.
 440
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Precedents were collected systematically for the use of the administration by Thomas Corbett 
while Deputy Secretary of the Admiralty on behalf of his patron, Sir George Byng, appointed 
First Lord as Lord Torrington in 1727.
441
  Corbett‟s collection was printed as the official 
Regulations and Instructions. These precedents determined the administrative decisions made 
by the Navy Board which was made up of Naval Commissioners who enjoyed permanent 
tenure and were directed by the Lords who came and went and were, in some cases, rank 
amateurs.
442
   
 
One of Pepys‟ instructions for all officers was that they were to send back from the first and 
subsequent ports they reached on a cruise an account of their proceedings from the date of 
their last, with an abstract of their journals, to be forwarded to the Secretary of the Admiralty 
so that „we may at all times have a constant and thorough knowledge of the condition, 
services and proceedings of all and every of our ships employed on foreign service, with the 
occasions of the same.‟  The entire book of journals, together with a book of entries in which 
every order issued or received was to be kept, were to be handed to the secretary „both which 
books our said secretary is to cause to be well examined by himself, or such other person as 
shall be expressly appointed thereto … before the payment of their wages or the further 
allowance hereafter appointed in consideration of their good service during their said 
voyage.‟443  Pepys advised future administrators to combine the qualities of experience and 
integrity together with „vigour of application, assiduity, affection, strictness of discipline and 
method.‟444  It is difficult not to get the impression that discipline was no longer tempered by 
affection by mid-century. 
 
A contemporary account of the difficulties faced by captains, responsible for a total of twenty 
nine different books detailing stores of all kinds for the ship as well as muster and pay books, 
exists in a pamphlet published in 1758.  The author wrote of the „close application and 
attention‟ which are necessary if the captain is to receive his pay.  He goes on, „some 
captain‟s accounts have been known to lie more than seven years before he could get them 
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passed, and even then not without exorbitant quickening fees‟.445 There is, of course, no 
mention in the captains‟ letters of „quickening fees‟.  The visits paid to the various offices by 
Paul Henry Ourry and William M
c
Cleverty, detailed below, took place because specific 
leave had been granted for the personal face-to-face explanations to be made.  Nevertheless, 
an experienced contemporary of Burnett (Bromley suggests that he was Vice Admiral 
Knowles) was sure enough of his ground to make a charge of corruption against the 
procedures of the administration.
446
  Again, no evidence has been found in the captains‟ 
letters of any justification for such a charge.  The Admiralty had since 1738 instructed a clerk 
to examine and abstract all the journals which were sent in, with an annual salary which was 
„to be paid in full to him for all fees or other allowances‟.447 
 
Every serving officer needed to know what he was expected to do, and the printed 
„Regulations‟ would have been his starting point.  In 1759 Robert Man ‘asked the 
Commissioners in the yard for an Act of Parliament and abstract in order to be informed of 
the methods used in the service, with regard to keeping books and desire I may be supplied 
with what is necessary on that account.‟  He was sent the most recent Act of Parliament and 




The regulation that impinged on every captain was that of payment for service in a ship 
which terminated before the end of that ship‟s commission, as it affected every man 
commissioned out of a ship in service.  In 1743 the Admiralty questioned William Corbett, 
Paymaster of the Navy, as to the feasibility of paying captains and lieutenants the wages due 
to them in ships from which they had been moved before those ships came out of 
commission.  The Lords appreciated the hardship to individual commissioned officers of 
waiting years for their pay.  The decision was that the inconvenience to the Treasury would 
be small and could be remedied by „proper orders‟.449 
 
Even following the 1743 decision, nothing was done automatically. The Admiralty order to 
the Navy Board to pay an individual for his service was only issued on request.  Every one of 
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Burnett‟s peers had to ask to be paid for their time as lieutenant before they were made post.  
In most cases the Admiralty instructions took the form of the „usual order‟, but there were 
many reasons for delay, and in some cases it took years for an accounting error or procedural 




The simplest case was that of Robert Faulknor, who delivered to the office his general 
muster book and two months‟ pay books for the time he was in the sloop Stork „and as there 
was no officers stores … and the sloop in petty warrant all the time and no slops or tobacco 
issued‟ he asked for his wages and those of his servants to be paid without passing any other 
accounts.
451
 The Admiralty order was to „pay him if no objection‟.  John Wheelock received 
an order to „hasten him in refitting the sloop‟ and as an incentive was assured that he and his 




As an extremely senior captain William Hotham was able to write from within the 
Admiralty itself, suggesting that he had already talked to the Commissioners and settled the 
matter before putting it into writing.  His request received a „usual order‟ response:  
…My accounts for the Resolution being deposited in the several offices I desire you 
will be pleased to move their Lordships for an order to pay my wages, 
notwithstanding the ship is not under order of payment, agreeable to his Majesty‟s 
order in Council….453  
Despite his seniority, Hotham had to comply with every detail of the regulations before he 
received the pay he apparently needed urgently. 
 
Five attempts had to be made by Alexander Schomberg between1757 and 1760 before he 
was paid for earlier commissions.  In 1757 he wrote to the Admiralty first on 3 April, then on 
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12 April and 25 May before a letter on 11 December 1758 received the „usual order‟.  
However the Navy Board was still not satisfied, and Schomberg‟s final letter repeated that no 
stores were received or expended from the 5
th
 rate Richmond.  The Admiralty response to the 
Navy Board this time was „to do it if no material objection‟.454 
 
A request for pay by William M
c
Cleverty reveals an interesting precedent.  He had been 
appointed by Vice Admiral Smith to command an armed cutter, and his allowance of pay was 
„equal to the Lieutenant of a first rate with a servant.‟455 When he was still a lieutenant 
Joseph Peyton had also taken out an armed cutter on the instructions of Vice Admiral Smith.  
As no order for his payment had been received by the Navy Board they refused to issue a bill 
in his favour, but as the recently commissioned commander of the sloop Savage Peyton wrote 
to the Admiralty to „pray the favour such an order may be given‟.456  This is an intriguing 
case.  The circumstances of the two promotions to command of an armed cutter are identical, 
both by Vice Admiral Smith, but research has not yet revealed if Peyton‟s pay for the period 
was also at the rate of a first lieutenant of a first rate.   
 
Several men found that a personal visit was the best way to sort out problems in the Navy 
Board office.  John Wheelock asked for leave to come to London to sort out his affairs, „as I 
have been in America very near three years and not received any pay these four years, I am 
afraid by the remissness of the person intrusted <sic> with them….‟457 Samuel Spencer was 
sensible of potential problems and personally presented his journals and accounts in the 
relevant offices before asking for an order for his pay and that of his servants to be 
released.
458
  One example shows that long delays were not necessary. John Elliot wrote from 
within the Admiralty office, where his brother Gilbert Elliot was a Lord Commissioner, to 
ask if, since the 6
th
 rate Hussar‟s accounts had been passed, his wages and those of his 
servants could be paid. This showed that on occasion there was very little delay in passing 
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An error was identified by Hotham (or his agent) who was determined to redress it.  He 
wrote in 1773 that „upon a revival‟ he realised that he had not been paid for a period of nine 
days in 1756. The Admiralty responded simply „order the Navy Board accordingly‟ for these 
nine days, as it had for the 15 days Hotham had asked for, back in 1756, when he had acted 






3.2 Allowances due to serving captains 
 
To ensure that captains did not indulge in private trading, Pepys instituted allowances „to 
support their tables, proportioned to the respective rates of the ships and vessels they shall 
happen severally to command‟.461  His „table money‟ almost doubled the rate of pay.  Pepys‟s 
new pay scale was thrown out, but reforms in pay as he had suggested were made.
462
 A 
commission was paid on specie carried for merchants from European ports, but captains were 
not permitted to delay their return to accommodate the merchants. 
 
When commissions were issued they detailed precisely what the recipient was entitled to.  At 
the top of the list for entitlements was Lord Anson, appointed on 12 July 1749 as Admiral on 
the death of Sir John Norris.  He was entitled to 20 shillings a day, and to allowances for 16 
men at 10 shillings a day a piece.
463
  Admiral Mathews‟ commission entitled him to 16 
shillings a day and 12 men at 10 shillings a day.
 464
 These servants did not receive their 10 
shillings a day, which were a means of enhancing the emoluments of senior flag officers, and 
providing a hugely rewarding perquisite.  The „young gentlemen‟ who made up the flag 
officer‟s entourage were there voluntarily, to receive the benefits of interest and patronage as 
well as instruction.  The question as to whether „servants‟ are the carriers of shaving water, or 
indeed „young gentlemen‟ has been discussed in Chapter 2.   
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All captains were allowed the number of servants appropriate to the ship in which they were 
commissioned, at the rate of four to every hundred of the ship‟s complement.  Joseph Peyton 
was instructed to increase the complement of his sloop Savage to 80 men. His officers 
immediately asked for servants according to the new complement. The Admiralty would not 
have it.  „They are to be allowed the servants according to the instructions and the previous 
complement of men.‟465   
 
Extra allowances were payable to extremely senior officers, such as Richard Kempenfelt, 
who wore a distinguishing pendant on board the Alexander.
466
  Years earlier, he had asked to 
be paid during the time he was travelling back from Manila as a passenger.  He made the 
point that precedent had already been set: „and I have been lately informed that their 
Lordships in such cases have been pleased to favour the officers so employed with a 
continuance of their full pay from their discharge to their arrival in England I therefore 
humbly take the liberty to solicit their lordships for the same indulgence…‟.  The response 
was predictable: „See what has been done in similar cases‟.467 
 
Providing extraordinary provisions left William M
c
Cleverty considerably out of pocket 
when he had to convey the Marquis du Quesne and the captains of the captured 74s 
Foudroyant and Orphée together with their retinues from Gibraltar after the battle of Lagos.  
The extra food alone cost £35, in addition to the wines for which M
c
Cleverty was unable to 





The Navy Board was not always negative.  Disbursements made by officers were settled by 
bills, and when the regulations were exactly complied with there was never a delay in 
acceptance or settlement.  Joseph Peyton had been told to send in an account of his 
disbursements, and he knew exactly what to do: „By this post I have wrote to my agent to lay 
before their Lordships the Bills I have drawn on the Navy Board which I imagine is the 
proper method of proceeding – properly vouched.‟ Peyton asked for expenses to be repaid 
after „coming up express from Vice Admiral Smith in the Downs‟. Peyton also asked for 
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reimbursement of the amount he had paid for pilots out of his own pocket at the rate of three 
shillings a day.  The response was that he should „lay an account of his disbursements before 
their Lordships‟.469   
 
Bills were the accepted means of settling payments at a distance.  When John Elliot had to 
deal with the huge numbers of French prisoners after his capture of Thurot‟s squadron in 
1760 he wrote: 
…I have likewise hired a snow and sent her to Whitehaven with 200 of them escorted 
by two Irish customhouse smacks for which I have agreed to pay the owner of her £25 
sterling being the lowest I could possibly agree for.  I have drawn a Bill of this date 
on the Commissioners for Sick and Hurt Seamen etc for that sum and acquainted them 
by letter with the above particulars.  I hope their Lordships will give orders that the 
Bill may be honoured….470 
 
A friend in the right place proved useful when Paul Henry Ourry was informed by a Mr 
Mason that he needed to apply for an order to be paid for the period of travel out to Halifax 
having been commissioned into the 6
th
 rate Success.  The decision in this case was, as always, 
based upon precedent, with John Clevland asking the clerk „what is usual in these cases‟, and 
receiving the reply that, „as he was upon ½ pay when he was commissioned for the Success 
abroad it is usual that the same should be continued til he took possession of her.‟471  Ourry 
may well have taken care to be on friendly terms with such an influential official.  His letter 
confirms the view that officers knew that procedure had to be followed correctly if they were 
not to be left out of pocket.   
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On some occasions there was no precedent to fall back on.  Lord Barrington, Secretary at 
War, had to be referred to when John Elliot had to carry Lord Cornwallis to North America 
to negotiate with the rebellious American colonists.  He wrote: 
…I will be much obliged to you if you will be kind enough to let me know how and to 
whom I should apply for the Freight of Lord Cornwallis and his people and baggage 
for as I must carry goods and passengers I may as well take what I can for them, and I 
hope and think it will be the last time I shall ever have such a service for the servants 
and baggage is past all belief.  If I should sail before I have an answer I will desire my 
bankers to put the same question to you….472  
 
John Elliot was concerned to clarify before he left how his victualling accounts were to be 
made out, to allow for the children of soldiers‟ wives.  Many of them had from two to four 
children, and this could not come out of parents‟ two-thirds allowance.  „There is a column in 
the Accounts sheet for children, but this is never taken account of I am at a loss how to act 
upon that head.‟473   
 
The precedent concerning the transport of troops was also known to William Hotham.  
When his ship the 3
rd
 rate Hero was used to carry troops to and from Minorca, he asked „to 
move their Lordships to order me to be paid the usual allowance granted to captains 
employed in the like service.‟474 Having succeeded in obtaining the desired „usual order‟, 
Hotham next asked for the same allowance as other captains, from the point of 
disembarkation to the time of his return to Plymouth Sound, „in like manner as all other 
captains have been paid who have sailed from this port.‟  The response was predictable: „See 
if what he says is so, and if so order him to be paid in like manner as others have been 
paid.‟475 
 
Having been Commander-in-Chief of his Majesty‟s squadron in the Mediterranean between 
23 Sep 1763 and 23 Aug 1766, Thomas Harrison wrote on behalf of his purser who: 
…has been refused at the Victualling Office the usual allowance for Top and Poop 
lights and all other extra expenses relating to a commanding officer‟s ships during the 
time my broad pendant was flying as notwithstanding he has produced a regular 
certificate from me on that occasion.  I am therefore to desire Sir, more especially as 
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the service could not have been carried on without those distinguishing lights you will 
be pleased to move their lordships for an order to grant Mr Lawrence payment for that 
additional expense agreeable in such cases to the Rules and Customs of the navy.
 476
   
 
Appointed Commodore and Commander-in-Chief of the Mediterranean, John Elliot wrote 
with great dignity but unquestionable authority when he was recalled by Sandwich asking to 
have not just his Flag pay but also his table allowance paid from the date of his commission 
by Admiral Rodney to the date of his arrival in England.
477
  
3.3 Reprimands from the Admiralty 
The swingeing nature of reprimands and the humility with which they were received is an 
irrefutable proof of the Admiralty‟s control over their captains.  On occasion John Clevland 
left it to his clerks to voice his exasperation.  When the Hon. Robert Boyle sent a fussy letter 
asking to have his convoy instructions amplified, Clevland‟s turn back reads simply „explain 
it to him‟.478  Boyle‟s self confidence was based on his constant attendance at the Admiralty.  
This is revealed when he wrote defensively:  
You‟ll please to acquaint their lordships that I am now getting under sail and that I am 
very sorry they should think that I have been backward in promoting his Majestys 
service.  As for raising men I have found it impossible after many trials to obtain them 
in London, and it is well known to some of their Lordships that I offered to raise men 
in Ireland but was not permitted.  I am very sorry they found it necessary to send me 




„The Lords will not tolerate proceedings in their officers in direct violation of their orders‟ 
was the message received by several of Burnett‟s peers.480  This was not the only swingeing 
reprimand delivered by Clevland if the recipient had not done what he had been told to do.  
Robert Craig, operating north of Leith, ventured to question the orders of his immediate 
superior.  Despite attempting to justify his behaviour, he was told „Their lordships do not 
apprehend an officer wants any directive to obey the orders of his superior‟.481 Similar 
reprimands were sent to several men.  Taylor Penny was told: „the Lords expect in future 
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that he conform to his orders and instructions and not deviate from them to please any person 
whatever.‟482  Penny‟s knuckles were rapped again: „acquaint him with his negligence in not 
signing the letter.‟483   However Penny was tough, and responded in kind: „I hope when their 
Lordships have occasion to write to me again to receive a more agreeable letter which I hope 
my behaviour will always deserve‟.  On this occasion Admiral Durell was directed to 




The Lords‟ displeasure was always incurred if they suspected that time was being wasted in 
returning a ship to her duty at sea.   Henry John Phillips was unfortunately delayed in dock, 
and when he reported on progress was told „the Lords are surprised the ship will not be ready 
sooner‟.485 Phillips was indignant:  „I have had the mortification to have signified to me by 
Rear Admiral Broderick that they are dissatisfied with me for not having his Majestys ship 
under my command sooner fit for sea.  … I have with the greatest diligence attended the duty 
of the ship ..  a little severe to be the only one blamed.‟486 It was noted that Alexander 
Schomberg had asked for leave while the Diana was being refitted, but that the progress 
books from the docks had shown that „it appears by the progress that the Diana is not yet 
cleared. Which the Lords expected would have been done before she came into the 
harbour.‟487 Paul Henry Ourry was usually complacent, but he miscalculated when he asked 
for an extra week‟s leave, and was told: „Acquaint him that his service is wanted and is so 
pressing that the Lords will not permit any other action that can occasion a moments 
delay.‟488  On another occasion he recognised his fault and apologised suitably: „…  I am 
extremely sorry to be given reason for their lordships severe reprimand as I have made it my 
study ever since I have had the honor  <sic> to serve to strictly comply and observe their 
lordships orders and instructions ..‟489  
 
After reporting the difficulties he was encountering in trying to recruit men in Shrewsbury, 
William Fortescue was told, „Let him know I have communicated his letter to their 
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Lordships who expect he will do what will most contribute to forward the service by which 
he is employed.
490
   
 
Letters from cruisers off the Lisbon station were conveyed to the Admiralty by naval vessels 
returning to England and Thomas Harrison was reprimanded when a letter in which he 
reported a successful encounter with a French privateer went astray, and the subsequent letter 
gave no details.  His response was unequivocal: „If there is anything else their Lordships 
desire to be informed of I beg the favour you‟ll please to communicate it to me, and I shall 
endeavour to satisfy their Lordships in every respect to my utmost power and am with all due 
respect..‟491  The tone of this letter is that of a man determined to redeem his reputation.  It is 
not that Harrison was hoping for a better ship or station, as he was already the happy 
beneficiary of the best of both.   
 
Having written to inform the Admiralty of his success in capturing a French privateer, 
Archibald Kennedy might have wondered when he read his reply how he was to catch 
privateers if his station was too far to the east: „..say the Lords are pleased with his success 
but at the same time are much dissatisfied with him for going off of his station and thereby 
leaving the trade which it was his duty to protect exposed to their enemies.‟492Kennedy must 
have felt this hard, as he had followed intelligence of a privateer operating west of Lisbon, 
and brought in Le Boutin.
493
 Hotham, by contrast, was specifically given permission by 
Keppel „to proceed after them, tho‟ they should be without the limits before prescribed‟.494 
 
Reprimanded by the Admiralty for being off his station on the north coast of Ireland, Henry 
Martin‟s response was measured and detailed, and concluded „I must confess therefore their 
Lordships seeming to doubt my assiduity in executing their orders gives me the greatest 
uneasiness more especially as I had flattered myself that nothing had been taken since I had 
been on the station.‟495  
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4 Payments to officers delayed by precedent 
 
The Navy Board clerks had Thomas Corbett‟s list to justify a great variety of objections.  
Thomas Burnett had to admit that he was „considerably embarrassed‟ by loss of pay when 
difficulties with his purser caused his accounts to be delayed. 
496
 In this case the purser‟s 
transgressions are dealt with in Chapter 5.  What is interesting is that of all the letters which 
were sent asking for pay Burnett‟s is the only one to use such a humiliating appeal.  Perhaps 
it was the exasperation induced by the lengthy procrastination of a venal purser which 
allowed emotion to break through the usual formality of correspondence with the Admiralty.  
Perhaps he was indeed „considerably embarrassed‟. 
 
In 1756 when Paul Henry Ourry asked for help from the Admiralty they did at first issue 
the „usual order‟.497  But between the Victualling Board and the Navy Board the 
complications were such that Ourry had to visit the Navy Board in person to be told what he 
had to do to resolve the problems.  As Lieutenant of the 4
th
 rate Deptford, he had been 
commissioned as master and commander of the merchant vessel Proserpine at Mahon when 
it was bought to be turned into a fireship.  However the Proserpine was captured by the 
French before it could be used.  The Admiralty had to enter the vessel on the Navy List 
before Ourry could be paid for commanding her.  He then had to make up pay books for the 
ship and present them to the Navy Board so that he would be given pay until he returned to 
England.  The Victualling Board also requested a separate instruction from the Admiralty to 
dispense with vouchers so that his officers and men could be paid to the time of their arrival 
in England in some other ship.
498
  A further complication was that when he was promoted 
into the Proserpine he took his lieutenant‟s journals with him.  These were lost with the 
fireship, and he was granted the „usual order‟ to the Navy Board for his and his servants‟ 
wages to be paid, on his making an oath that they were „lost as represented‟.499 However 
when Ourry asked for full pay during the period he was returning to England for Admiral 
Byng‟s court martial, precedent ruled that he was only allowed half-pay for the period, as his 
ship had been lost. The Admiralty referred this back to the Navy Board to have the situation 
confirmed: these were contradictory precedents and both parties wanted to be sure that they 
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were doing the right thing.
500
  This was not the end of the affair.  Ourry wrote again in 1767, 
enclosing a copy of his commission in the ill-fated Proserpine, signed by Captain Edgcumbe 
on 19 March 1756. 
 
This case was the precedent invoked in the case of Henry John Phillips. He too was 
commissioned into a fireship in Mahon harbour which was sunk and had to return to England 
to attend Byng‟s court martial.  The Admiralty decided to use Ourry‟s case as the precedent, 
and the clerk was asked, „Pray see in what manner Capt Ourry has been paid.  Order him to 
be paid to the day of his arrival in England as Capt Ourry was and half pay from that time.‟501  
Presumably they had forgotten that the loss of Ourry‟s ship determined his getting half pay 
and not full pay, and Phillips would consequently have the same treatment. 
 
A personal visit to the Victualling Board was necessary from John Wheelock, and he was 
granted a week‟s leave in order to sort out his accounts.  His problem was that he had taken 
up his new commission in the 4
th
 rate Pembroke at such short notice that he had not obtained 
counter signatures on his quarterly accounts for the 6
th
 rate Squirrel: „my removal into the 
Pembroke was so immediate that I had not time to make my accounts compleat, <sic> the 
ships being ordered on different services.‟502  
 
Personal visits to the various offices had to be made by William M
c
Cleverty to sort out the 
delay resulting from a missing receipt for slops received on board at Leghorn: „that receipt is 
either lost or mislayed and he is dead and not to be found‟.  It is not clear from McCleverty‟s 
letter who was dead. The slops however had been found, they had been issued to the ship‟s 
company as evidenced by the ship‟s books and the slop book and the purser‟s accounts which 
had all been passed.
503
 John Lindsay had a similar problem in that his clerk, taking up his 
new appointment in great haste „absconded and carried with him all my ships books and 
papers‟, when he left for Portsmouth.504   
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Joseph Peyton was also unlucky enough to lose his ship at sea when the 2
nd
 rate Prince 
George was burnt in 1758.  Like Burnett he was exonerated by the ensuing court martial, but 
unlike Burnett whose misfortune happened at the end of the war, he was given a new 
commission immediately.  Peyton asked to be paid for the period between Prince George and 
the 2
nd
 rate Prince „without accounts‟, and again the Navy Board was deferred to for their 
opinion.
505
   
 
Using one muster book for more than two month‟s records was a fault which was picked up 
every time it occurred.  The two-monthly book, to be forwarded to the Admiralty every two 
months, had been introduced to prevent fraud, and also in the event of a ship being lost, to 
have the accounts to the nearest period.
506
  Thomas Burnett‟s excuse was that he made up 
the Marlborough’s books retrospectively and put three months records into one muster book 
„as all I had was lost with the ship, …‟507  Other captains also had to make their excuses.508  
Richard Kempenfelt wrote from the Admiralty office in 1765 to inform the Lords that he 
had included the four months February to May into one book in the year 1759 when he sent 
his accounts for the 3
rd
 rate Grafton back from the East Indies.
509
   This stoppage of accounts 
is familiar: what is more unusual is the six years delay in requesting payment.  Despite 
Kempenfelt‟s seniority their Lordships referred it back to the Navy Board for their opinion.  
 
A different problem faced Michael Clements. While he had still been a lieutenant his 
captain, John Rawling, was killed in an action.
510
  This meant that Clements could not receive 
his pay as lieutenant as there was no one to certify that he had complied with the general 
instructions.
511
 In this case the response of the Admiralty was to direct the Navy Board to 
dispense with the certificates. The Navy Board was also directed to pay Clements at the 
captain‟s rate for the period from 2 May until 24 May during which he had acted in that 
capacity.   
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Taking victuals to sea without the proper signatures or survey of quantities caused more 
problems for Michael Clements.  His reward for his handling of the 6
th
 rate Unicorn after 
Rawling‟s death was a commission as master and commander in the London buss.  He was 
ordered to „make the utmost despatch from Plymouth‟ to Harwich where the buss was lying.  
Adverse weather had kept provisions which had been ordered from being loaded on board, 
and he had only „about three days bread and a few pieces of salt provisions in the harness 
tubs‟.  He made a voluntary charge on these supplies without waiting to have a proper survey 
done by a proper officer as this would have meant „waiting till the arrival of such officers 
which was very precarious and uncertain would have delayed the service…‟.  Unfortunately, 
although Clements was following his instructions to get to sea without delay, by not having 
the survey he was not following „the regular forms of the Navy‟, and his accounts were 
stopped.
512
   
 
The Hon. Robert Boyle Walsingham, confident that he would not be turned down, asked for 
his „accounts to be passed quickly as there was not time for usual handing over of orders.‟  
Even this was referred to the Navy Board for their opinion.
513
  
5 Requirement for charting unfamiliar waters 
 
In Chapter 3 the belated drive to improve information about coastal navigation has been 
discussed.  The order was issued in July 1760 that captains and masters had to „use their 
utmost diligence in making observations on the shoals, sands, seamarks soundings etc of all 
coasts they may be employed in cruising on‟ and transmit them to the Admiralty.  It appears 
that the novelty of this order caused most of the captains to have problems getting their 
accounts passed as they had not submitted the required maps and charts.
514
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When Thomas Harrison asked for his certificate he claimed:  „Since I received instructions 
concerning making observations Venus has been only to Portsmouth and Plymouth and 
cruising to westward.‟  The Admiralty‟s response was that he should „have the usual 
certificate if what he writes corresponds with his journal‟.  However a sharp-eyed clerk noted 
that he „has anchored in Quiberon Bay twice in the time‟.515  William McCleverty too was 
called to account by a clerk who noticed that that despite the reports being taken „in the best 
manner I possibly could‟, he had omitted the time when he was in St Anne Bay.516   
 
6 The significance of half pay for commissioned officers 
 
Twice a year the Navy Office advertised the days on which half pay could be collected, either 
in person or by an accredited attorney.  Like pay, this was in arrears – but only by between 
six and twelve months.
517
  The foundation for a permanent corps of long-service regular 
officers was laid in 1668 with the provision of half-pay for flag officers, extending by 1675 to 






  The seniority of officers was 
established by listing them all, and increasing the rates of pay reduced their need to 
peculate.
519
  Half pay provided a permanent and professional corps of officers ready to be 
brought back into service when necessary.  Once the system was established it ran smoothly 
in war and peace: the precedents which had been established provided solutions for the 
future.   Baugh makes the point that half pay tied the naval officers to the service during 
peace time, acting as a reward for past service and the chance of future wealth when action 
resumed. He also noted that half pay officers could not go abroad, thus keeping them from 
the merchant service.
520
 In fact half pay officers went on leave regularly, as discussed below.  
Any commissioned officer could ask to retire on half pay.  In 1740 when the fleet was needed 
in the West Indies so many captains refused to take commissions, preferring to remain on half 
pay rather than serve there, that the Admiralty had to threaten to remove captains from the 
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half pay list, and to strike lieutenants from the list altogether.
521
  This is a further example of 
money being used as a potent method of control by the Admiralty. 
 
The Half Pay books reveal the beautifully simple and methodical working of the eighteenth 
century accounting system.    When ships were taken out of commission the individual‟s 
name was entered on the appropriate page, the vessel in which he had served and the date the 
commission ended were entered carefully and the number of days calculated until the next 
commission was given.  The final column gave the „neat‟ figure which was to be handed over 
to the individual or his agent or solicitor after the fee of 3d a day was deducted. There are 
marginal notes if unusual information needed to be recorded, and occasionally slips of paper 
are pinned to pages, bearing necessary signatures. Each book covered six months: the July – 
December period is quite straight forward; the January – June book is complicated by the fact 
that the end of the financial year fell on 5 April, so that there are two lists of entries to cover 
the period between January and June.
522
   
 
The deduction of 3d a day from every payment was a precedent which went back to Josiah 
Burchett.  Since 1717 the fees which resulted from the accumulation of 3d deductions were 
shared between the staff in the office.  As Secretary he received half, the remainder being 
divided between the clerks according to their rates of pay.  For the last two years of 
Burchett‟s life, when he was being supported by his successor Thomas Corbett, the younger 
man took half of Burchett‟s share in addition to his own. The perquisite of fees was 
understood to provide an additional source of income.
523
 These fees were not abolished until 




In the „bad‟ years of peace, from the perspective of the officers of the navy, every ship of the 
line returning to England was paid off.  The Admiralty tried to tie officers on half pay to 
addresses so that their whereabouts would be known.
525
  With the hind sight of a twenty-first 
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century administrator, it would have been easy to ensure that when the payments were 
distributed, twice a year, an address should have been required along with the signature of the 
recipient, but bureaucracy of this kind was foreign to the eighteenth century. 
 
Officers were allocated their half pay according to seniority. In 1748 only two of Burnett‟s 
peers were on these lists, as masters and commanders rather than fully fledged captains: 
Alexander Campbell had been in the sloop Saxon which was condemned on 15 October 
1747; Thomas Knackston was superseded in the sloop Ferret on 27 October.  Both were on 
half pay at 4s a day until the end of the year.  Only one of Burnett‟s peers was a sufficiently 
senior lieutenant to receive half pay at the rate of 2s 6d a day:  John Wheelock had been 
commissioned in June 1741, so was a lieutenant of 7 years‟ seniority.526  All the rest of his 
peers, as relatively junior lieutenants, were paid at the lower rate of 2s a day.  By 1748 only 
Richard Kempenfelt was still employed, all the rest of Burnett‟s peers who had been 
commissioned during the early 1740s went onto half pay.  As their vessels came back into 
dock to be de-commissioned, the names of Baillie, Bassett, Harrison, Kennedy, Man, 
M
c
Cleverty, Penny, Peyton, Phillips, Shurmur, Taylor and Wilkinson appear in the 
register.
527
   
 
As the pace of remobilisation picked up before the Seven Years‟ War more and more ships 
were put into commission, and the numbers of officers on half pay diminished.  During the 
years of war names appeared and disappeared from the lists as ships were taken out of 
commission and new employment offered.  In every case the date of the end of employment 
was carefully noted as this brought full pay to an end.
528
   
 
A clerical error in the office had to be sorted out by Samuel Spencer who had been alerted 
by a „friend in the Navy Office‟ that his name had not been transferred to the Captains‟ list on 
his promotion to the rank of master and commander.  He wrote to Mr Alcock, clerk in the 
office, „that an order may be sent to insert my name on the same.  Your favouring me in this 
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will not only prevent a like error in future, but also prevent having recourse to a former list in 
the next payment and will much oblige …‟.529  
 
William Fortescue, who had been a commander on coastal convoy protection for several 
years, demonstrated his frustration when he wrote, „I am arrived in town according to their 
orders and beg to know their Lordships further commands ..‟ but was brushed off with the 




The half pay books for 1763 show the extent to which the navy was reduced by the Peace of 
Amiens.  There were 388 captains on half pay, and 841 lieutenants, giving a ratio of 
approximately 1 : 2.  As death thinned out the most senior lists, names crept upwards through 





Half pay was also used as a means of long-term punishment. In March 1796 James Norman 
was sentenced by court martial to half pay for life.
532
 On 8 March 1796 Thomas Afleck had 
his seniority amended and was „sentenced by court martial to be incapable of ever 
commanding a King‟s ship and to be put at the bottom of the half pay list for life.‟533 It 
appears that the Admiralty stopped short of taking such miscreants off the half pay list 
altogether.  
7 The application for and granting of leave to captains 
 
There was no provision for annual or regular leave within the navy.  Officers were 
commissioned when they were needed, and when their ship was not needed they came out of 
commission onto half pay.  This meant that some officers worked without a break for months 
or even years at a time.  A brief period of leave was possible during the weeks when their 
vessel was in dock being refitted.  Much more rarely they could ask to miss a cruise, but this 
was only asked for and granted at the end of the war when the pace of activity was reduced.  
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Leave for „the people‟ is discussed in Chapter 5.  As no letters from lieutenants survive in the 
archives the researcher can only surmise that to lieutenants leave was granted even less 
frequently than it was to captains.  The muster book for the 3
rd
 rate Berwick in 1747 shows 
that Captain Douglas and Thomas Burnett, the new second
 
lieutenant, are entered on 
consecutive lines in the Berwick’s pay book, having entered the ship on the same day at the 
start of the commission. Douglas was only on board for two weeks before he left for a 
month‟s leave, the lieutenants being entrusted with keeping „the people‟ busy on board. 534   
In the same way as did all his peers, Edmund Affleck asked for leave to go back to his home 
in Colchester during the process of cleaning, or refitting with sails and stores „to attend to 
private business which suffers much for want of my presence‟: this was granted.  He usually 
asked for a week and then having checked with the Admiralty, asked for an extension if the 
ship was still in dock. He asked once for an extension of his leave „by a relation being 
deprived of her senses‟ and this was refused as „the ship is being fitted for foreign service 
with all the expedition that is possible therefore it will be required that he will be at his 
duty.‟535 
 
„Having been near four years in North America,‟ Samuel Wallis asked for leave and was 
granted fourteen days, which was extended by a further ten days.  When he wrote from Will‟s 
Coffee House, opposite the Admiralty, to ask for a further ten days, proof of the fact that he 
had been abroad was the comment on the turn back to his letter „what is he?‟ The response 
that he was Captain of the 3
rd
 rate Prince of Orange allowed the Admiralty to check up on his 
circumstances: „as the ship is out of the dock their Lordships cannot indulge him with more 
than 7 days further leave of absence.‟536  Archibald Kennedy also asked for and received ten 
day‟s leave after four years‟ service.537 William Fortescue asked for leave before he left on 
foreign service, but was only given 10 days.
538
  He had to have extended leave to fight a court 
case about impressment, discussed in Chapter 5.  At the end of the war Fortescue also asked 
for extended leave to settle personal affairs, and threatened „to resign the command of the 
Achilles as I must be a great sufferer for want of attending on my private affairs.‟ On this 
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occasion he was given six weeks leave „on the expiration of which he must undertake to 
return to his duty.‟539 
 
Thomas Harrison asked for leave to settle his father‟s affairs after the Admiral‟s death, but 
asked if Venus could be cleaned while he was away, so that the time was not wasted.
540
  
Apart from this period of absence, Harrison had no other leave until 1761 when he asked for 
six weeks‟ leave.  Harrison was an acclaimed hero within the body of captains, and had just 
brought in the fifth of the privateers he captured that year, so Captain Fitzherbert took out the 
Venus for a cruise.  Missing a cruise was always a possibility if the circumstances warranted 
more leave than the few days a dockyard spent cleaning a ship.  Henry John Phillips asked 
for leave when his uncle, Commissioner Towry, died.  He guessed that this would „take more 
time than I can have while my ship is in port, I request their Lordships leave to be absent 
from my dutty <sic> the next cruise that I may be indulged with this favour but if thought 
improper I should rather have my private affairs suffer than his Majesty‟s service.  I shall 
keep or return to my dutty when their Lordships think it proper.‟ Captain Baillie was sent to 
take over the 5
th
 rate Juno in his absence.
541
 The tone of this letter suggested that Phillips was 
not taking his responsibilities as a serving captain lightly. 
 
The tone of Henry Martin‟s letter is also of interest.  He „presents his compliments to Mr 
Stephens and begs to know whether he has asked Lord Anson for leave for Capt Martin to go 
to Ireland on his private business and to let the Danae go out for one cruise without him.‟ 
Martin‟s need for more time emerged as his „having had the misfortune to have a bill in my 
favour on Mr Touchet for two thousand pounds protested.‟542 
 
Ill health was a possible reason for applying for leave, but a suspect one as it was difficult to 
prove.  Gout was an affliction which clearly was acceptable, as was treatment in Bath.  
Thomas Burnett suffered from gout, as did John Lindsay and Paul Henry Ourry.  
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After the war several captains fell into the habit of spending several months at a time in 
France.
543
 A very senior John Elliot asked for permission to stay on shore as the dissolution 
of parliament on 1 September 1780 meant his „attendance in the Country‟ was of great 
importance.  Elliot returned to Roxburghshire to assist his brother Gilbert, Lord Minto, who 




The granting or withholding of leave provides further unambiguous examples of the 
Admiralty‟s rigid control of officers. 
8 Corruption 
 
The procedures established by Pepys to control captains were also intended to prevent 
corruption on their part.  Daniel Baugh records that too many captains had contravened 
regulations and instructions for years, from a level of staggering corruption to petty 
chiselling. He suggests two professional causes for this behaviour, the first being inadequate 
pay, the second being slow promotion.  The Admiralty was aware of the difficulties faced by 
officers forced to live on their income, and Baugh quotes the unsuccessful petition made by 
the Admiralty to the King for increased pay to sea officers, through „that necessity which the 
insufficient pay of the officer imposes on him of either ruining himself in the discharge of his 
duty, or of increasing his profits by imposition on the public‟.545  In fact, no doubt to Pepys‟ 
credit and to his successors‟ strictness, there is little indication of any corruption on the part 
of Burnett and his peers. 
 
As recorded above, a week‟s leave was granted John Wheelock to sort out his accounts with 
the Victualling Board and William M
c
Cleverty had to visit several offices to resolve the 
difficulty for missing receipts for slops.  During these visits, were the „exorbitant quickening 
fees‟ referred to above offered or demanded?  There is no way of knowing, but the years 
captains waited for their pay suggests that „quickening fees‟ were not being used. 
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The letters give evidence of the surveys on stores which had to be condemned before being 
destroyed, always carried out by officers from three ships.   The logs provide evidence of the 
meticulous counting and recording of the number of pieces of pork or beef contained in 
casks.  As noted above, taking victuals to sea without the requisite surveys caused Michael 
Clements’ accounts to be stopped.   
 
As a senior officer, late in his career, John Elliot received a reprimand from Philip Stephens 
over a missing bolt of canvas which drew from him an outraged response: „In answer to all I 
will only tell you that by God I never did either embezzle or connive with others to embezzle 
the Kings stores nor did I believe that the gentlemen who form your Board would have signed 
such a letter to me.‟546  The only other accusation of corruption resulted in Thomas 
Burnett‟s longest and most impassioned letter, when he angrily refuted the allegation of his 
former purser that he had embezzled spirits due to his servants. 
 
There is no other evidence of possible corruption on the part of Thomas Burnett and his 
peers, and the furious rejection of the accusation of corruption suggest that, for this group of 
captains, corruption was held to be dishonourable. 
9 Conclusion 
 
This thesis began by asking a series of questions, the first of which was: can a greater 
understanding of the life of Thomas Burnett be gained from studying him in the context of his 
peers.  Burnett‟s correspondence with the Admiralty covered the same ground as his peers 
but, as his letters were infrequent, a great deal had to be assumed.  Once his peers‟ 
correspondence had been examined, the gaps in Burnett‟s correspondence were, to a large 
extent, filled in.  The second question asked: can our understanding of the mid-eighteenth 
century navy be enhanced by such a study.  The evidence gained from the correspondence 
between the Admiralty and Burnett and his peers has demonstrated the themes which were of 
great interest to the men themselves.   This chapter answers questions 1 and 2 with a positive 
„yes‟ with regard to the topics covered. 
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The third question asked: has any general assumption been overturned by this study.  As 
themes were identified and pieced together it became clear that an assumption about the 
control of the Admiralty over the captains was being overturned.  An understanding of the 
degree to which the captains had to observe every detail of their instructions if they were to 
be paid and an appreciation of the tight control of the Admiralty and the submission of the 
captains both result from this research.  The assumption that the Admiralty‟s control over the 
captains was tenuous has been disproved.  The financial control exerted through highly 
efficient bureaucracy was absolute. 
 
The sixth question asked: given the formality of mid-eighteenth century correspondence, can 
individual voices be heard.  It is only when correspondence from many individuals is 
compared that variations from normality can be distinguished.  The evidence of these letters 
shows how strongly individuality can be discerned, despite the formality of correspondence 
dictated to a secretary.  The pathetic lack of resolution of Thomas Knackston, the exquisite 
formality of Charles Medows, the appetite for combat of a John Elliot, Thomas Harrison or 
Archibald Kennedy emerge from their letters with absolute clarity. 
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Chapter 5 Manning the mid-eighteenth century navy 
 
Many of the questions posed in the Introduction are addressed in this chapter.  The manning 
of their ships was a major preoccupation for captains at the beginning of every commission, 
and those bound for the West Indies knew that their problems would only intensify when the 
depredations of malaria and yellow fever were encountered.  Although only a limited analysis 
has been done of muster books for death, disease and desertion and logs for punishment, 
Thomas Burnett‟s ships give an insight into the problems all the captains would have faced at 
some time in their careers. 
1 Standing and warrant officers 
 
The standing officers such as masters, pursers, gunners, carpenters and boatswains were 
appointed to particular ships and usually stayed with them.
547
   However there are many 
instances of exchanges between carpenters and boatswains, who moved from one ship to 
another and then exchanged back again.
548
  The work of these officers was indispensible and 
their rare appearance in the letters of Thomas Burnett and his peers is a testimony to their 
efficiency. 
Although the Articles of War were designed „to keep admirals and officers to their duty‟ 




It is a measure of the professionalism of these men that none of Burnett‟s peers commented 
adversely on the behaviour of the master of his ship.  In 1761 when the Admiralty instructed 
all captains to provide cartographical evidence of visiting foreign parts it was in fact the 
master who had „accurately to observe the appearances of coasts, rocks and shoals, with their 
depths of water and bearings, noting them in his journal.‟550  Some of these journals contain 
beautiful examples of topographical drawing and sketching.
551
   The master‟s log recorded all 
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foodstuffs brought into the ship, as he was one of the officers who provided checks on 
provisions, and his signature had to be appended to all muster books or pay books kept by the 
purser, as well as on records of food and drink stowed in the ship.  This responsibility is 
summarised in Article XXIV.
552
  It was the master‟s responsibility to maintain the proper 
stowage of solid and liquid stores to maintain the trim.  The difficulties faced by Taylor 
Penny and John Wheelock in stowing sufficient beer would have been brought to their 
attention by their respective masters.
553
  The master‟s log was usually copied by the 
lieutenants, who had to produce a similar daily account of the ship‟s actions for scrutiny by 




Pursers were self-employed entrepreneurs who enjoyed a symbiotic relationship with the 
ships in which they carried out their business.  Before being granted a warrant they had to 
provide an indemnity to the Admiralty appropriate to the size of the complement.
554
  Pursers 
were paid to carry out their appointed tasks, but could also make money out of providing 
supplementary services to the ship‟s crew.  The muster books and pay lists show clearly 
where much of the purser‟s time was spent, and Article XXXI reminded him of the penalty 
for making or signing a false muster book.
555
   Sloops too small to warrant a purser were 
mustered by the „clerk of the cheque‟ when they were in dock.556 
 
Historians have not been clear as to whether the purser kept books by the calendar month or 
the lunar month. Admiral „Goose‟ Pye was responsible for the statement that seamen were 
paid by the calendar month. Rodger refutes this, stating that the navy had always been paid 
by the lunar month.
557
   The confusion seems to result from the fact that the musters, as 
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shown by the tally sheet, break each month into four periods each lasting between seven and 




Though they were standing officers, pursers did move from smaller to larger vessels if their 
business prospered and they could afford the higher indemnity.
559
 Many pursers became 
extremely wealthy from their private enterprise, although the provision of dry goods by a 
fourteen-ounce pound was unlikely to make a fortune.
560
  Much more food had to be 
condemned than the fourteen-ounce pound was designed to alleviate.
561
  Baugh made the 
point that the purser‟s salary was not nearly equal to his responsibilities, and the system 




Despite the opportunities pursers had for sharp practices, Thomas Burnett was alone in 
recording difficulties with a purser.  Burnett‟s case against Alexander Charles, his purser, was 
complicated.  The purser was apparently intent on making what he could out of the accounts 
and particularly out of the stores of rum still on board the Cambridge when she returned from 
the Leeward Islands.  Charles‟ claim to the Admiralty appears to be that Burnett had stopped 
the boys from receiving their allowance of rum and had appropriated 300 gallons of rum 
(worth 16p a gallon) to sell on his own behalf.   Burnett refuted this furiously.  Burnett had 
stopped the boys having more than half of their ration, as they sold what they didn‟t drink to 
the rest of the ship‟s company.  He had also made clear to Charles that if any rum remained 
when the ship returned to England that it belonged to the boys and would then be sold back to 
Charles on their behalf so that they could buy clothes which they needed very much on their 
return to a cold climate. 
 
The purser was intent on maintaining that the officers owed him money rather than the other 
way about, and refused to settle his debts to them.  The master had had to threaten to cane 
Charles before his accounts were balanced.   In Burnett‟s case Charles had claimed to the 
Admiralty that he had issued a promissory note to Burnett for £24 19s 0d to settle his 
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account.  Burnett stated that this „note‟ was no more than an account of the balance due, and 
that at no time had Burnett‟s accounts been settled.   
 
The affair is an example of the way in which a venal purser could make money, by straight 
forward double dealing with the individual accounts each officer had incurred.  Burnett‟s 
outraged letter gives an insight into the way in which a careful captain reduced the risk of 
alcohol to young people, restricted the buying and selling of alcohol within the crew and 
provided for the cash needs of his young gentlemen on their return to an English winter.   
 
Pursers could also take an active rôle.  Thomas Taylor‟s purser, Andrew Rutherford, took 
charge of the boarding party when their sloop Badger engaged the much larger Escort, and 
despite a shot through one of the corners of his hat, „behaved with the greatest bravery‟.  For 
this Rutherford was appointed purser of the Coventry frigate, which would give him the 




1.3 Carpenters and boatswains 
 
Carpenters usually learned their trade in dockyards.  At sea they worked with a mate and a 
crew of up to eight men in the largest ships, maintaining and repairing the wooden structure 
of the ship.  Thomas Burnett‟s logs for Cambridge during 1757-8 when she was in the 
Leeward Islands reveal that the carpenters were in constant employment, maintaining the 
fabric of the ship, and repairing damage done by usage, weather and enemy action. The 
carpenter‟s stores, replenished every time the ship was refitted for sea, had to cover all 
eventualities.
564
  Just as a naval officer could earn promotion through merit, a carpenter could 
be recommended for promotion to a bigger ship, in which he would earn more.  William Reid 
was only a carpenter‟s mate, but after his sterling service when the mast had to be fished after 
the battle with the Courageaux Robert Faulknor recommended him to the Admiralty.  His 
name was put on the list for a sloop or 6
th
 rate, so that his future was assured.
565
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An ageing carpenter or boatswain could be semi-retired by a warrant to a ship „in ordinary‟, 
where his responsibility was limited; in effect he would retire with his family on board.
566
  
An alternative in terms of „softer work‟ was a warrant for a Royal yacht.  Like a ship in 
ordinary the yachts rarely moved from their berths in a dockyard.
567
  As a result of Thomas 
Burnett‟s urgent plea, John Parlby, the carpenter in the Marlborough, was recommended by 
the officers of the court martial for his endeavours in the last days before she sank.  His 
reward was a warrant for the 2
nd
 rate Union which had just been decommissioned in 
Plymouth dock.
568
   
 
There was no examination for the post of boatswain: experience was the major requirement.  
However, the boatswain had to maintain his stores, and work with the carpenter whenever 
their spheres of influence intersected during action.
569
 John Lindsay suggested that perhaps 
some educational standard should be required as well, as his boatswain could not read or 
write therefore could not provide „a regular expense‟.570   The signature of Richard 
Townsend, boatswain in the Cambridge, can only just be made out.  Perhaps he was scarcely 
literate, but his signature was still required on the all-important books, and his accounts had 
to be presented to the Navy Board at the conclusion of a voyage. 
 







As laid down in the first Article of War, every naval vessel was required to perform public 
worship.
572
  In the larger vessels this was led by an Anglican Chaplain recommended by the 
Bishop of London or the Archbishop of Canterbury. The captains‟ letters reveal that family 
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connections as well as opportunities for exerting „interest‟ could be displayed here.573  A 
chaplain was paid at the rate of an ordinary seaman, but he also received four pence a month 






The surgeon is rarely mentioned by Thomas Burnett and his peers, unless he was to survey 
men who needed to be discharged. The surgeon provided the instruments and stock of 
medications he took on board, although he reclaimed from the Sick and Hurt Board the cost 
of the items used.  When Samuel Wallis took the Dolphin round the world he reported the 
special assistance for the surgeon given by the „Board of Sick and Hurt‟. Wallis had not been 
permitted to tell Mr Hutchinson their destination, so the doctor had had to go to extraordinary 
expense to lay in stocks for any eventuality to cover an unspecified duration.
575
   
 
Researchers are indebted to Patrick Renny, the acting surgeon in Cambridge from 2 February 
until 26 April 1757, for the journal he kept of his experiences.  This was published in 1899 in 
Naval Yarns, and his „vivid and true picture of the social side of life afloat at that period‟ is 
an insight into the working habits of the mid-eighteenth century surgeon.
576
   
 
1.6 School master 
 
It became usual for a ship with „young gentlemen‟ on board to carry a school master who 
would teach them navigation.  Robert Boyle Walsingham was able to employ his choice of 
school master: having provided a certificate „from good and substantial people‟ stating that 
he was of good character, Philip Lamb‟s knowledge of the theory and practice of navigation 
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was tested at Trinity House.
577
  There was some suspicion about the backgrounds and 
intentions of applicants for such posts, which is why, alone of the warrant officers, school 




2 The recruitment of seamen to the Navy 
 
The „new style‟ muster books which were in use from 1764 provide additional columns for 
the age and place of origin of each man on board, making them a rich source of information 
for historians of the later half of the century.
579
   
 
2.1 Recruitment on land 
 
Manning the navy in times of war was a problem throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries.
580
 Andrew Lambert has summarised the available statistics related to manning the 
fleet: an estimated 184,893 seamen and marines served in the navy of which 1,512 were 
killed in action or died of wounds, 40,000 deserted, 34,000 were demobilized and almost 




Rodger quotes David Starkey who calculated that before the Seven Years‟ War 58,000 men 
were employed afloat, of whom 17,000 men were in the Navy, rising to a wartime maximum 
of 85,000.
582
  These figures are disputed by Peter Earle who calculated that before the war the 
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figure for naval manning stood at 10,000, rising to 75,000 men.
583
  Richard Middleton gives 
the figure of „over 40,000‟ for seamen employed at the end of 1755.584  If the totals can vary 
by as much as 50%, it is less incredible that the Admiralty itself did not know how many men 
were employed: naval estimates were always a year in arrears, based upon nominal manning 
levels.  The actual complement was sometimes only half the nominal total.  In 1757 John 
Clevland reprimanded the Navy Board for sending information which „serves rather to 
mislead than to inform‟.  The Admiralty kept a list of ships in sea pay, while the Navy Board 
had a list of all the ships in dock or reserve, and between them a quick glance should have 
shown the total strength of the Navy.  Seemingly this was never done, and it was only at the 




The earliest mention amongst Burnett‟s peers of recruiting for the expanded navy required for 
the Seven Years‟ War was in February 1755, when Thomas Knackston was told to exert 
himself in procuring seamen. He was able to raise only sixteen landsmen, men who were 
starving, and desperate for work.  Knackston had to supply them with money for immediate 
food.   It is a commentary on the economy that there was no alternative work other than 
service in the navy.  Seamen however were more difficult to find.  The local merchant vessels 
were navigated by old men or boys and „such as are exempted by Act of Parliament‟.  
Knackston met local officials and four justices of the peace, who were happy to give him 
warrants for the „apprehending of vagrants‟, but even this solution only secured three 
persons.
586
   
 
There were volunteers, however.  Admiral Boscawen‟s „little navy of your own making‟ is 
often mis-quoted as the following of a popular and successful captain.
587
  The reality is that 
during bad winters, when the tin mines were closed by flooding, volunteers were found 
amongst miners and farm workers.  These were fit men, not vagabonds, and welcomed on 
board not just Boscawen‟s vessels, but also that of the other Cornishman, Paul Henry 
Ourry.
588
  The „little navy‟ referred to by Fanny Boscawen was not made up of the 
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Cornishmen raised by the Admiral, but of the officers whose professional lives he had shaped 
through advice and guidance.
589
  The flurry of mobilisation in 1770 prompted by the Falkland 
Islands dispute also coincided with a period of economic hardship during a bad winter, and 
seamen, fishermen and tin miners all volunteered.  Volunteers could also be found amongst 
foreigners, exchanged prisoners and even returning East Indiamen.
590
   
 
To encourage voluntary enlistment, successive Acts of Parliament attempted to regulate the 
practice: for the better discipline of the royal navy in 1693; on wages and the payment of 
sailors, together with the encouragement of seamen into the service in 1727; the better supply 
of mariners and seamen in 1754; the encouragement of seamen and more speedy and 
effectual manning of the navy in 1757.  Legislation which did make a difference was that of 
1758, which laid down that two months‟ wages were to be paid in advance and that 
remittances could be made to wives. These were not the only features of this far-reaching 
Act, brought in by Grenville and Pitt against opposition from Anson and Boscawen who 
feared that regular payments would weaken the navy‟s hold over seamen.591  Bounty 
payments were made to volunteers, and at a level of £2 (increased in 1758 to £3 and in 1759 
to £5) were briefly an effective inducement for some men, although contemporaries claimed 
that the system was open to abuse by contractors who provided men.
592
   As the Government 
wrestled with the problem over the years, the active captains received abstracts of each new 
Act for dissemination to their crews, and orders as to how it should be distributed.
593




Social historians focus on the opposition to the activities of the press gang and judge its value 
accordingly, assuming that only pressed men entered the navy:  „It is hard to see how the 
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British Navy won so many battles in the eighteenth century with these crews‟.594 Nicholas 
Rogers took exception to Ralph Davis‟ statement that impressment was „almost entirely 
confined to seamen and shipyard workers‟, and demonstrated that men with no sea 
experience were pressed.
595
  He gives substantial evidence of the social disorder which 
accompanied the activities of the press gangs, particularly in Bristol and Liverpool, however 
he accepted the calculation of the disgruntled Captain John Fortescue that fewer than one per 
cent of seamen were brought in by the press gang.
596
   One mayor of Gravesend was 
threatened with imprisonment for allowing the impressment of one of his constituents, while 




On the outbreak of war an Act of Parliament legitimised the press, the traditional means of 
manning the navy.  Posters were displayed advertising the bounties paid for volunteers.  A 




 lieutenant) would set up a rendezvous, usually at a 
public house.  With his petty officers, or with a hired gang, he would set about spreading the 
word of the bounty available to volunteers, signing them up and sending groups back to the 
receiving ship with their proper tickets.
598
   If none were forthcoming, then the gang would 
enter public houses, lodging houses and other possible hiding places, searching for men.  The 
clothes of seamen, their weather-beaten faces and rolling gait would give them away, but the 
gang was looking not just for seafarers, but for any man with experience on water.  Men 
brought involuntarily into service were given „prest money‟ as an advance on their wages, 
being thus „imprest‟ rather than „impressed‟ men.599  If such a man was found, his press 
warrant had to be filled in immediately so that the restriction of his liberty was a legally 
binding document.   Issued to all captains engaged on pressing, the warrants were valid 
during a calendar month, and had to be returned to the Admiralty at the end of the month if 
they had not been issued.   
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Some men were rejected before they were entered into the books.  The Admiralty‟s 
instructions were that „none but seamen or seafaring men, fit for his Majestys service‟ were to 
be taken, but it was not unknown for city magistrates to take advantage of a recruiting drive, 
and to get rid of reprobates who would otherwise be a burden on the parish.
600
  Men who 
were completely unfit for service were discharged from receiving ships.  Thomas Burnett 
rejected nine seamen as „unsuitable‟ after they had been passed on from receiving ships to 




The captains‟ letters make clear that the Admiralty refused to accept the dregs of society, 
despite the widely held view that the opposite is the case.  Gordon Taylor quotes the account 
written by Edward Thompson in 1756, while he was still a midshipman in Stirling Castle, in 
which he talked of „… the collected filth of jails.  Condemned criminals have the alternative 
of hanging or entering on board‟.602  This account was given in full by Clowes, and if it is 
accepted a very different picture would be given of life on board.
603
  The mutual affection 
and respect between captain and crew evident in many letters does not conform to the „horror 
and infamy‟ mentioned by Thompson.  Taylor accepts this version without question, claiming 
that „the social conditions on board naval ships at mid-century were appalling‟.604 However 
Rodger checked the muster books of the Stirling Castle and states that there was not a single 




The shortage of men at the start of the Seven Years‟ War was such that William Fortescue 
began his independent career far inland, based at Shrewsbury on impress duty.  Despite all 
his efforts seamen were not to be found so far up the Severn.  The trows or river barges were 
usually handled by their owners, and therefore completely protected.
606
  As Fortescue pointed 
out to the Admiralty, the „difficulty and inconvenience there would be in securing them 
would be very great.‟  Despite his best efforts Fortescue was rewarded only with a chilling 
put down by John Clevland, who replied that their Lordships expect „he will do what will 
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most contribute to forward the service by which he is employed‟. The result of his hard work 
was that 18 unwilling men were delivered to a receiving ship, having cost the Admiralty not 
just Fortescue‟s pay and expenses, but also the expenses of the guard which consisted of a 
sergeant, corporal and twelve men.
607
 It has been calculated that in 1756 it cost £114 to put 
each impressed man on board.
608
   
 
Men were prepared to risk their lives to escape the press.    Five men put on board the tender 
by the regulating captain operating in Bristol attempted to swim from the ship and were 
drowned.  John Clevland‟s response to Taylor Penny was that „the Lords are sorry they were 
not better looked after.‟609 
 
Seamen „protected‟ from the press included the crews of the fishing fleets, on whose labours 
the food supplies of the nation depended.  Men from the Greenland ships were protected until 
they had been mustered at the Customs House steps, at the end of their cruise.  They were 
prepared to defend themselves with fire arms against being forcibly pressed, but Andrew 
Wilkinson offered a guinea each (approximately a month‟s pay) to the men who were 
prepared to return in a month‟s time to his new commission.610  
 
Similarly protected were wherry men and watermen in the Thames and other rivers generally, 
who made possible the loading and unloading of freight and the movement of people across 
rivers and about harbours.  Foreigners and apprentices who had paid to be indentured were 
also protected.  „Pressing from protections‟ was only resorted to if all other means of raising 
men had been exhausted.
611
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The Admiralty‟s problems were mirrored on the other side of the Channel, where the French 
had relied on their Maritime Register. James Pritchard makes clear that the result of the 
French King‟s inability to pay the sailors lead to large scale resistance to conscription and 
desertion.
612
  Joseph Peyton sent back intelligence that French privateers in Boulogne were 
unmanned, as were those of Calais, the local seafaring people having all been sent along the 




2.3 Recruitment from the merchant service 
 
Traditionally, the navy regarded the fishing fleets and the merchant marine as reservoirs to be 
drawn upon when the need for an enlarged navy arose.
614
  When war broke out and naval 
vessels required crew the Admiralty asked for volunteers from these sources, and a 
proportion of the numbers needed was always raised in this way.   One of the problems was 
that the navy needed more men in wartime than the merchant marine employed in the years 
of peace.  But the merchant vessels had to stay at sea, to go on providing the imports without 
which the economy would have collapsed, as well as the extra shipping demanded by the 
navy and the army for supplies.
615
 This meant that there was real tension between the two 
services, and volunteers had to be supplemented.  Men to make up the shortfall in numbers 
were brought into service involuntarily, sometimes with considerable force.
616
  The situation 
had not changed since Pepys deplored the result of securing the service of seamen by 
pressing them: „more complaints arise, and justly, every day, of the irregularities and 
violences committed in that one particular of the pressing of men.‟617  A register of seamen, 
along the lines of the French Inscription Maritime, was suggested in the seventeenth century, 
and this suggestion was revived without success by Walpole and others between 1720 and 
1749.
618
  Despite these abortive effects Gradish appeared to believe that a register of 
merchant seaman would have solved the manning problem.
619
  The Admiralty was confident 
that the navy would always be able to raise enough men when necessary, using the press to 
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harvest able bodied and experienced seamen when they were required from their peace time 
employment.  George II used his accession speech in 1728 to speak out against the „force and 
violence‟ then being used to raise men for his fleet.620   
 
A major preoccupation for each of Thomas Burnett‟s peers was the traditional need to press 
as many men as possible from the returning trade. The merchant fleets were allowed to reach 
the relative safety of the Bristol or English Channel before they were plundered.  A warning 
shot fired from a naval vessel was usually enough to allow a lieutenant with some petty 
officers to go on board returning merchant ships and take „volunteers‟.  Returning merchant 
ships sometimes fired on the approaching tenders, or subverted their crews and enticed them 
to desert.
621
  One Jamaican fleet was lucky enough to encounter a thick fog, so „many hulls 
passed unsearched‟ as they slipped past the Downs.622  This source of pressed men was 
seasonal: by January „trade is already in and laid up‟.623   
 
Once impressment had taken place at sea it was customary for a number of sailors from the 
naval vessel to take the places of the pressed men so that the merchant ship could navigate 
safely into the home port.   Robert Man had to send men of his own to Dublin „in lieu of 
pressed men‟.  He sent them „with a letter to the Collector of the Customs agreeable to the 
printed form for Conduct money which he refused paying the consequences of which 
occasioned great delay in the return of my people, having been obliged to sell part of their 
cloaths <sic>for their subsistence. …‟624 There were other difficulties when the men on loan 
were delayed or distracted.
625
   
 
Research has been done by Peter Earle, David Starkey and Marcus Rediker into manning the 
merchant navy as part of the wider implications for trade.
626
  The reality was that most sailors 
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in the merchant service had spent some time in the navy in war time.  Naval life offered 
excitement, companionship, the chance of wealth from prize money, as well as better food, 
although sailors in the merchant service could buy spirits as well as clothes and tobacco.
627
  
The work in naval vessels was lighter in that the huge crews necessary to man the guns 
reduced the need for individual effort.  Despite every sailor having contributed sixpence a 
month, he could only be invalided to Greenwich Hospital if he had served in the navy.
628
  
Peter Earle quotes Rodger who pointed out that there was not an identifiable class of 
merchant seamen, merely seamen working for one employer rather than another.
629
 During 
times of peace Rodger may have been right to judge that seamen could choose deliberately 
whether they were employed by the navy or the merchant service.  This view may have been 
reached as the result of the testament of William Spavens, who made clear that although 
some men were coerced into naval employment, others chose it deliberately. Spavens was 
himself pressed into naval service, and concluded that „it is a hardship which nothing but 
absolute necessity can reconcile to our boasted freedom‟.630 In times of war, when the 
numbers needed by the navy increased so sharply, the merchant seamen no longer had that 
choice.     
 
The close relationship between the number of men in the merchant service and those 
available for service in the navy was not confined to the British navy.  The French navy was 
also dependent upon merchant seamen to man vessels in times of war, and this relationship is 
made clear by Michael Duffy in his explanation of the importance of the French West Indian 




Ships needed to be manned at three levels of experience: „topmen‟ who were fit young men 
capable of working aloft, where they were a long way from direct instruction or discipline; 
„seamen‟ who were experienced and could anticipate what was going to happen and could be 
relied on to follow shouted instructions; „landsmen‟ who had to be pushed into position 
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where needed, but provided brute strength.  The Admiralty‟s ideally balanced complement 
was a third of each class, while captains wanted as many „topmen‟ and seamen as possible.  
In the crisis of the 1740s the Admiralty deliberately targeted landsmen, and by 1744 the 
permissible ratio of seamen to landsmen on board had become 2:1.
632
 The reality of manning 
was that although experienced men might volunteer, there were never enough of them and the 
press was required to make up the numbers.   
 
Newly commissioned ships in the Deptford and Woolwich dockyards were rigged in a few 
days by specialised teams, although at times help had to be given by men from the Royal 
yachts or pensioners at the Greenwich Naval Hospital.
633
  The ship had to be „navigated‟ 
from the dock down to the Nore, and stores loaded at Deptford or Woolwich, so that this 
passage down the Thames required the efforts of a large proportion of the complement of the 
ship, and many captains were particularly short of experienced men at this stage in their 
commission.
634
  London and Portsmouth were notoriously difficult cities to recruit in: seamen 
who lived locally were likely either to be protected from the press or hidden from it.  
 
The delight felt by Thomas Baillie at being given the French Marie Victoire he had taken 
was tempered by his having to raise the 160 men of her complement.  Their Lordships were 
adamant: Baillie was reminded that he had had their commission for nearly three months and 
that he had to do „everything in his power to get the ship he is appointed to command ready 
for the sea [and] must endeavour to get men‟.635  Baillie was not the only newly appointed 
post captain to be expected to raise his men, and it may be that this was a test of competence 
set by the Admiralty.
636
 Baillie‟s request to be allowed to travel to Ireland where he „had 
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some influence‟, like that of Robert Boyle Walsingham, was initially refused.637  It is hard 
to see that there could still have been feeling against the largely Catholic Irish, as the Cabinet 
had instructed the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland to press 1,500 Irishmen in 1756.
638
   The Irish 
William McCleverty became an expert at recruitment in Northern Ireland, and spent his long 
professional career organising the logistics of getting men from Ireland into tenders and then 




As part of Thomas Harrison‟s duties in the Mediterranean after the war he had stopped and 
searched merchant vessels, and to his surprise found that a number of English merchant 
vessels were manned by foreigners.  He made the point to the Admiralty that the English 
merchant navy was thereby „training valuable subjects for foreign powers, who by this means 
will be the better capacitated to act against us in time of war.‟640 Merchant marines of other 
counties were also short of men: England was not the only country having difficulty finding 
enough men prepared to make a life at sea, and English seamen were always able to find 
work. 
 
If recruiting was difficult in England, it was even more of a problem in the West Indies, 
where crews were reduced through death from local diseases and desertion: local merchants 
were unlikely to return deserters to the navy.
641
  Thomas Burnett lost 20 deserters in the 
Leeward Islands, out of the total of 42 men who ran between January 1757 and 30 April 
1758.
642
  John Lindsay wrote from Jamaica to say that he had distributed men from the 
vessels under his command „as there has been generally a great want of men by reason of 





Pressure from the merchants made recruitment in the Caribbean ever more difficult. 
Eventually in 1760 the law allowing impressment was changed, reducing still further the 
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Always aware of opportunities being missed by the navy, Archibald Kennedy wrote from 
Lisbon suggesting that the bounty being offered in England as an inducement to recruitment 
should be offered there, as the Portuguese service was attracting men by a similar scheme:  
„and am certain a great many men might then be got here which I am informed now go into 
the Portuguese service as they give them a large bounty and 36 shillings a month pay‟. The 
sailors would not have been averse to doubling their pay by serving in foreign ships.
646
   
 
2.4  Pay 
 
The rate of pay for seamen had not changed since the 17
th
 century, and even in Pepys‟ day 
was so low that men would not work through the winter to refit ships ready for a spring 
offensive.
647
 It was not until the last decade of the century, after the mutinies at Spithead, that 
the problem of pay was addressed.
648
 Sailors were paid at the same rate no matter which 
vessel they served in.  Able seamen received 24s a four-week month, ordinary seamen 19s, 
and landmen 18s.  After deductions of six pence for the Greenwich Hospital and one shilling 
for the Chatham Chest this gave a net annual wage of £14 12s 6d for an able seaman, £11 7s 
6d for an ordinary seaman and £10 11s 6d for landsmen.
649
  Ralph Davis calculated wages for 
merchant seamen based on London, and although in peace time there was not a big 
differential in seamen‟s wages, during the war wages went up to sixty or seventy shillings a 
month.
650
  These wages for sailors need to be seen in the context of wages for other 
employments.  Davis quotes J. Massie whose calculations were based on taxes paid, and gave 
the range of wages for skilled workers in London as averaging between 11s a week in 
London and 8s in the provinces, and unskilled labourers between 9s in the London and 8s in 
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the country.
651
 It is not surprising that recruiting for the navy on the Thames was almost 
impossible.  The Admiralty was compelled to change rates of pay in dockyards to bring them 




Petty officers and the „standing officers‟, the carpenter, gunner, boatswain, and purser, were 
paid according to the ship‟s rate: the carpenter and gunner between £1.16.9 and £1.1.0; the 




It was not only sailors‟ pay which caused problems: the frequency with which they were paid 
was a real cause for concern.  Thomas Burnett‟s uncle, in 1715, addressed a pamphlet to 
Lord Halifax extolling the fact that, as head of the Treasury, he had „found means to pay off 
all the poor creatures, excepting only a few‟, unlike his predecessor Lord Oxford who had 
kept the seamen waiting two years for their pay.
654
 Daniel Baugh stated that in the 1740s, 
following the Regulations and Instructions of 1734, men who were „turned over‟ into a new 
ship were paid their wages in full, together with a two month advance payment before the 
ship sailed, in order to minimise desertions.
655
  This policy, cited by Baugh as evidence that 
the financial situation of the Admiralty was secure in the time of Walpole, did not survive 
into the Seven Years‟ War.   Gradish quotes evidence provided for the House of Lords in 
1758 to show that seamen who had the largest amount of wages in arrears were the least 
likely to desert, although further evidence seemed to show that it was the failure to pay 
regularly which was more likely to drive experienced „old standers‟ from the service.656  
Anson had been sceptical about the efficacy of proposals to improve the system of pay, and 
Grenville‟s 1758 Bill, which paid the men every six months, only brought in an extra 3,000 




Admiralty policy, based on long experience and the advice of Anson and Boscawen, was to 
withhold pay from sailors, believing they were less likely to desert if a „bank‟ of wages was 
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due to them.  The Admiralty also knew better than to pay sailors on the completion of 
commissions.  The dockyard official came out to the vessel when she was ready to leave and 
paid the men as much of their arrears in pay as was thought appropriate, usually two month‟s 
at a time, as an „advance‟ on their due pay.  
 
 The crew of Thomas Burnett‟s Happy was paid in Portsmouth on one of their visits.  
Having been mustered by the clerk of the cheque, the next day they went on board the 
Litchfield and received their wages there, the clerk of the cheque having perhaps decided 
against trying to use the facilities on board the tiny sloop.
658
  Four months later Burnett 
witnessed another payday, when the clerk of the cheque brought Cambridge‟s pay out to the 
ship on 2 June.  This was timed carefully to take place after the final stores had been brought 
on board and contact with the shore broken, before she sailed for the Leeward Islands on 5 
June.
659
    
 
This set a precedent which made it difficult for Archibald Kennedy when he was 
commissioning the Flamborough late in1758 for a voyage to Lisbon.  He wrote to the 
Admiralty from Spithead to report that he was ready for sea, but that the crew, despite not 
having been paid since 1756, had not received any wages.  Kennedy reported that „there were 
great murmurs amongst them that they should go to sea without receiving any part of their 
wages‟, and the Admiralty had the pay books sent by express so that they could be signed off 
by the Navy Board for payment in Plymouth.
 660
  It is likely that only a captain as confident 
of his standing and reputation as Kennedy would voice the „murmurs‟ of his crew.661   
 
Seamen did not always wait patiently for their pay.  Davis does not make clear whether the 
seamen with a wage grievance who held Liverpool for three days in 1775 were naval or 
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merchant seamen. Armed as they were with cannon, muskets and cutlasses they might have 




Having to provide large sums of cash to the dockyards involved complicated problems of 
logistics.  For security and speed several of Burnett‟s peers were engaged in transporting cash 
along the coast to the dockyards.  Despite this system the Commissioner at Portsmouth found 
himself at least once without the cash he needed to pay wages.  In 1760 Archibald Kennedy 
reported that he was ready to set out from Spithead for a cruise to Lisbon but had been told 
that Commissioner Bateman did not have enough cash at Portsmouth Dockyard, and that he 
was not expecting more for a month.  On this occasion the Admiralty ordered sufficient 
money to be transported immediately to Portsmouth, having ordered the Navy Board to 
„comp‟ the men to be paid.663  
 
As a result of the 1758 legislation it became possible for sailors to remit part of their wages to 
their wives, who would otherwise be forced to live expensively on credit until their return, 
although it is not clear how many took advantage of this facility. Such legislation did not 
solve the problem caused by the delay in payment of wages, and as late as 1772 Paul Henry 
Ourry transmitted a petition from his crew which expressed the despair of the wives who 




Kennedy and Ourry were not the only captains to champion the cause of their crews.
665
   The 
very junior but fearless Alexander Schomberg negotiated leave for his crew, and went on to 
put their case for pay.  The statutory fixed dates to which pay books were made up meant that 
men who had been transferred just before the ship sailed for the Mediterranean had had no 
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When Thomas Burnett returned to England in 1763 he still had the welfare of his foundered 
Marlborough crew to settle.  Because the circumstances were not those of a usual paying off 
after a commission, the officers and men had to make their own way to the pay office in 
Broad Street.  Burnett wrote to warn the Admiralty that the men were leaving the next day to 




Robert Man was reprimanded by the Admiralty for not having returned his pay books to the 
Navy board in time to get his men‟s wages paid, and a year later it emerged that the bulky 
pay books had  been transported from Bristol to London by wagon (taking ten or twelve 
days), not by express post, which explained the delay.  On the second occasion his ship‟s 
company refused their pay altogether.  Being owed more than a year‟s wages they refused the 
six month‟s wages which the Commissioner brought out to the Milford for them and refused 
to put to sea „unless they are paid agreeable to the Act of Parliament.‟668  On such occasions 




Pritchard‟s study of the French navy at this time reveal the fact unknown to the Admiralty, 
that the financial crisis left all staff, not just the sailors, unpaid.  Although the intention had 
been to pay sailors in advance for their service, the payments never materialised. Most ships 
were unmanned as a result of the refusal of sailors of all ranks to be drawn into the navy.
670
 
3 The retention of ‘followings’ of young gentlemen and of crew members  
 
3.1 ‘Followings’ of young gentlemen and servants 
 
When Thomas Burnett was transferred from the 3
rd
 rate Cambridge to the 3
rd
 rate Bedford 
he wrote to the Admiralty giving the names of his „following‟.  The most interesting name 
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from the Burnett family‟s point of view is that of „John Burnett – my son‟, discussed in 
Chapter 1.  Also with John Burnett was John Wales, the son of Sir Christopher Wales.  There 
were also four „young gentlemen particularly recommended to my care‟: Daniel Messervy, 
Frederick Lepentiere, John Terry (who had been recommended by Captain Tyrell) and 
Charles Hunter.  In addition to the young gentlemen Burnett asked for his personal servants:  
John Munro, clerk; Thomas Whitchurch; William Chald, steward; William Pompey, man; 
Josiah Willon, coxswain; Devonport Hall, an able seaman.
671
  These men were transferred 
with Burnett first into Bedford then into the 4
th
 rate Rochester.  Of these young men, only 
Charles Hunter was later commissioned but he appears to have progressed no further in the 
service.
672
  Either Burnett had been asked to take in men of little potential, or this is evidence 
of Burnett‟s lack of influence on their behalf.  Of the sixteen young gentlemen who came into 
Cambridge in May 1757 as „captain‟s servants‟, eight left in June, before the fleet sailed to 
the West Indies.
673
 A similar pattern emerges from the muster books of the Boyne in 1770.  
Burnett was accompanied on board by twenty one young men as his „servants‟, but thirteen of 
these men had left the ship again within two months.  It appears that there was a „cooling off‟ 
period before a final commitment was made.
674
 Other captains took their „young gentlemen‟ 
with them, and most had personal servants who stayed with them through successive 
commissions.
675
  It is also possible that some of the „young gentlemen‟ were in fact only a 
pretext for the allowance of £12 paid to the captain, and were not physically there at all.
676
  
Thomas Harrison wrote to say, „Yesterday on receipt of my servants wages .. I found by 
mistake of my clerk I have been borne one servant short all the time I have commanded that 
ship ..‟.677   In 1759 when he returned from Germany in the 6th rate Boreas Robert Boyle 
Walsingham brought back six musicians who were held in the Royal Anne at Spithead until 
the refit was completed.  His following also included six young gentlemen as well as a 
„taylor‟, a cook, two servants and a steward.678 
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Joseph Hatton was identified by Robert Craig amongst the pressed men sent to him.  He was 
the son of a timber merchant, and had been well educated, but was taken into the Navy as a 
landsman, i.e. at the lowest level of usefulness on board.    Craig recognised his worth and 
asked to have Hatton discharged from service into the Solebay, as he was in great need of a 
clerk.
679
  The promotion from before the mast to captain‟s clerk would have transformed 
Hatton‟s life, and might have given him the chance to become a purser in due course. 
 
3.2 Followings of crew members 
 
Rodger suggests that men joined particular ships for specific commissions, and did not join 
the navy.
680
  This may have been true of volunteers in peace time, but the material gathered 
for this thesis suggests that once war had been declared the Admiralty considered the men to 
be at their disposal, and there was no question of choice about leaving the navy. As detailed 
below, many captains were disappointed at not being able to take with them into new 
commissions the men who had volunteered to serve with them, who were instead „turned 
over‟ into holding ships until a new ship was ready to be manned.   
 
Having raised and trained a crew, all captains would have preferred to keep at least a nucleus 
of trustworthy men in a new commission.  Rodger makes the point that securing one‟s old 
followers was the main support of an officer‟s credit.681 It is remarkable that so few of 
Thomas Burnett‟s peers were permitted to do that, and perhaps it is a measure of their youth 
and lack of political standing that so many of their requests were rejected.  One fortunate 
captain was Archibald Kennedy, and he wrote with manifest surprise and delight to 
acknowledge his commission into the French built Blonde, to which he brought his 




It must have seemed unfair that other captains with whom men volunteered to serve could not 
keep them.   Henry John Phillips wrote to say that some of the men who had assisted Fowey 
to Sheerness had volunteered to serve with him rather than continue to serve in the yacht 
Princess Royal. Phillips suggested that it would be better to have volunteers than all imprest 
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men, „and the having all imprest men many times is inconvenient to the service.‟ He was 
informed that „these men are already disposed of‟.683 It was however accepted that some petty 
officers would accompany their captain, and a request for such a transfer implied that merit 
was being rewarded by patronage.
684
   Despite their arguments, the requests of Affleck, 
Ourry, Phillips and Wilkinson for some of the seamen from their previous commissions 
were all refused.
685
  The reply was always: „Let him know that men are so much wanted in 
the service that the Lords will not consent‟.686 This evidence from Burnett‟s peers is the 
opposite of that given by Baugh for the 1740‟s, and perhaps indicates the extremity of the 
Admiralty in the later crisis.
687
 Even Thomas Harrison was not indulged when he asked for 
his previous purser to accompany him into a new commission.
688
 Further evidence comes 
from the crew of Augustus Hervey‟s Monmouth, who were ordered to help another ship, and 
responded with a petition in which they objected to being used as „slaves‟.689 
 
Promoted into the rebuilt 3
rd
 rate Prince George, Joseph Peyton asked the Admiralty if he 
could take five men who were „desirous of going with him‟.  He made the point that it might 
be an inducement to men serving in small sloops to stay and not desert if they thought there 
was some chance of being moved into a more comfortable ship.  The Admiralty offered to 
exchange the men when the two ships were next together in port. Peyton returned to the 
charge when the Prince George was ready for sea, this time firing a big gun:  
Lord Anson has been pleased to favour me so far as to assure me that the five men in 
the margin which I wrote for before, at his Lordships desire to the Board should be 
discharged from Savage when the former was ready for sea.  I mention these men 
again as the Savage is now fit for sea and should be ordered away the opportunity 
may be lost.  
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But their Lordships were not moved: „Let him know the Lords will order them to be 
discharged when the Savage and Prince George meet‟.690  The chances of this happening 
were small as Prince George was bound for the Mediterranean, but the five men must have 
considered themselves fortunate when they heard of her destruction by fire at sea a few 
weeks later.
691
   
 
As a senior officer whose brother Gilbert Elliot had been one of „their Lordships‟, John 
Elliot was successful in taking ten volunteers with him.  He commented to the Admiralty that 
the men were unlikely to desert as they had considerable sums due for wages, and „the last 
named man served several years under my command  on which considerations I think there is 
little or no dangers of losing any of them.‟692 
 
Many captains were concerned about young men for whom they felt responsibility. Joseph 
Peyton asked that the mate and two midshipmen he had lent to the Marlborough should be 
returned to the 1
st
 rate Prince, as their pay was better even if there were vacancies on board 
the lower-rated ship.
693
   
4 Health  
 
Typical of the problems revealed by captains‟ letters is one written by Alexander 
Schomberg, who was asked to explain why the complement of his 5
th
 rate Diana was 44 men 
short of the nominal 210.  He had taken part in the siege of Louisburg during which seven 
men were killed; twenty nine men were killed by „malignant fever‟; a further eight men had 
deserted on their return to England, despite their being „old standers‟.  These figures indicate 
the relative wastage from the navy: 21 per cent, of which 3 per cent were killed, 14 per cent 
died of fever and 4 per cent deserted.
694
    Death and desertion will be dealt with below in 
Section 5, but disease was by far the most lethal force at sea.  The Admiralty expected 
seamen who were ill to be cured and returned to their stations, and Section 5.1 below lists the 
conditions which were accepted as incompatible with active service. Mackay gives the total 
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number raised for the Seven Years‟ War as 185,000, of which only 1,512 (0.8 per cent) 
seamen were killed in action, 133,708 (72 per cent) lost through death or desertion. An 
analysis which does not offer a break down between „death and desertion‟ while it occupies 
72 per cent of the total is not helpful.
695
  A similar return in the American War from 1774-80 
showed 175,990 enlistments of which 1,243 (0.1 per cent) were killed in action, 18,545 (10.5 




The naval physician Dr James Lind was concerned to preserve seamen „from such distempers 
as prove much more fatal .. than all other calamities incident to them at sea.‟697 Once the men 
had been recruited they were so valuable they had to be kept healthy. Although the common 
perception is that being at sea was dangerous, at times simply being in the confinement of 
pressing tenders or transports spread malignant fevers.
698
   Not until there was an 
understanding of the causes of disease could such illnesses be alleviated.  Surgical facilities 
in ships of this period were limited, but the surgeons understood the basis of their treatment.   
The Admiralty and its subsidiary, the Sick and Hurt Board, were prepared to try all of the 
many schemes proposed by the contemporary medical world as cures for disease.
699
   The 
need for cleanliness, proper clothing and food was understood and accepted.
700
 All men were 
issued with two hammocks so that they would always have a dry one to sleep in, while the 
one which had been washed was drying.
701
  Decks were dried after they had been cleaned. In 
addition to scrubbing, the ‟tween decks were whitewashed.702   To remove the damp 
conditions resulting from sailing in adverse weather, the Admiralty recommended „Doctor 
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Hales‟s proposals for airing ships between decks‟ and these ventilators were fitted in several 
vessels.
703
  Improved ventilation also served to reduce the noisome odours from the ballast, 
which, it was believed, were somehow connected with disease, odours being blamed for ill-
health.
704
 The belief in „bad smells‟ led to a variety of methods being used to fumigate 
vessels. One surgeon used a mixture of tobacco, sulphur and vinegar to prevent the tobacco 




Once a vessel had been at sea for a few weeks, away from infections on land and with regular 
food, the health of the crew was likely to improve.  If impressed additions to the crew 
brought on board infectious fevers, however, the crowded conditions on board could leave 
the whole crew unable to work. Middleton identifies the conditions on board the press tenders 
as responsible for some of the wastage: between 1755 and 1757 13,000 men were discharged 
sick, when only 143 died in combat in that period.
706
  Quite apart from the dangers of 
encounters with the French, if the vessel was too long away from fresh supplies there was the 
probability of scurvy.  Living at sea could weaken a man‟s constitution: the constant damp 
conditions in some vessels brought on arthritis and encouraged tuberculosis; hard labour aloft 
and below could lead to hernias; untreated infections could become ulcerated.
707
  All of these 
conditions rendered a man „unfit for his Majestys service‟.  Sometimes when men had to be 
discharged they were simply „worn out‟.  The faithful Joshua Sayer, Thomas Burnett‟s 





Medical knowledge was such that it was impossible to diagnose the cause of many 
complaints.  Samuel Spencer‟s professional career had ended in 1757, and he could not be 
more specific than to say „the very infirm state of my health ever since I was superceded in 
the Magnanime has prevented the ambition I always had in the offer of my service in defence 
of my King and Country …‟.709   
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Mental health was as little understood in the eighteenth century as physical.  There were no 
attempts by naval surgeons to treat the condition, and once the individual had been 
discharged from the service no further information is available. Alexander Schomberg 
reported evidence of humanity towards mental instability in a court martial decision:  
although the man charged was guilty of his crimes, he had been „distempered in his mind‟ 
over a period of time and was to be acquitted of the crime.‟710  
 
Gout was something doctors knew how to recognise, if not to cure.  In 1764 Paul Henry 
Ourry, elected a member of Parliament in his late brother‟s seat, was so ill with gout that he 
could not walk.  He asked for leave „the moment I can bear the motion of a carriage I may be 
permitted to go to Bath .. for I am in a most miserable condition..‟.  Ourry was given a 
month‟s leave, and when he wrote again from Bath to say that he was still incapacitated, was 
given a further month‟s leave.711  Thomas Burnett, writing from his home in Longford, had 
to ask for an extension of his leave by a week due to gout.
712
  John Lindsay asked for leave 




The clothes of the men who came on board from press tenders were almost universally dirty 
and the cause of disease on board.  The philanthropist Jonas Hanway became aware of this, 
and founded the Marine Society in 1756, which provided appropriate clothing to poor boys 
and young men who joined the navy.
714
     Samuel Wallis spoke on behalf of the pressed men 
raised for his 3
rd
 rate Dublin.  They had been turned over from tenders:  
having not any cloths <sic> except what is on their backs and many without bedding – 
yet have had a great quantity of slops charged against them in the tenders they came 
in which they say were lost.  I have been under the necessity of supplying them with 
more to keep them from the inclemency of the weather and to prevent illness.
715
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Thomas Burnett was sent landsmen to make up the complement in Cambridge, and every 
one of them required clothes from the purser.  The purser was responsible for maintaining a 
supply of „slops‟ for the men‟s use, as no work clothes were issued to them.716  The value of 
anything they bought from him was taken out of their wages, and some pursers made a great 
deal of money from this source by buying cheaply and selling dear.  It is impossible to tell 
whether these incidents were the results of pursers‟ desire for profits or not.  Marines were 
different.  They were issued with two sets of uniform, and John Lindsay was reproved for 
not having ordered in time when he wrote on the Marines‟ behalf to order more as „there are 
none in store‟.717  Thomas Burnett‟s log for the newly commissioned Boyne reveals that the 
people were employed „making boxes‟.  These might well have been chests to hold the 




4.2 Food and Scurvy 
 
Vessels destined for months at sea were stored with provisions which could be preserved and 
stored in casks or barrels.
719
  The Victualling Board provided every vessel with stores for 3, 4 
or 6 months appropriate to the complement, to be consumed as below, and the Regulations 
laid down alternatives which might be substituted.
720
 On the appropriate day the logs of the 
ships record the opening of every cask, identified by its unique number, and the tally of 
pieces inside.  On occasion the cask contained one or perhaps two pieces less than it should 
have done.  The clerks in the Navy Board, who checked the logs, would have followed up a 
victualling office which persistently supplied deficient casks. 
 
This diet provided nearly twice as many calories per day than active men on shore would 
need, and ensured that in contemporary pictures and cartoons sailors are depicted as plump, 
jolly and well fed, in contrast to the emaciated soldier.
721
 A large proportion of the surplus 
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calories would have been consumed by the body in keeping warm when there was no external 
source of warmth and clothing was wet.
722
  The only problem with this diet was that after 
some weeks at sea scurvy was likely to appear amongst the men.  Despite the fact that Dr 
Lind had conducted controlled experiments with diet as early as 1747, six years later he 
believed that cold and damp living conditions were to blame for scurvy.
723
 Despite this lack 
of understanding of the root cause, Rodger suggests that the Georgian navy „was beginning to 
… understand scurvy as a dietary disease‟.724  Although the relation between diet and health 
was not understood, basic diet could be and was augmented whenever possible.  Peter Kemp 
remarked that it never occurred to the Admiralty to ask the East India Company why their 
ships were never affected despite the voyage their vessels routinely completed: they carried 
quantities of lemons, but medical experts were slow to recognise and advise the efficacy of 
lemons against scurvy. In their competitive search for enlightenment, researchers distracted 
themselves from the fruits of the scientific method where the experiment was not concluded 




 Bread Beer Beef Pork Pease Oatmeal Butter Cheese 
Sunday 1 lb 1 gal. - 1 lb ½ pt - - - 
Monday 1 lb 1 gal. - - - 1 pt 2 oz 4 oz 
Tuesday 1 lb 1 gal. 2 lb - - - - - 
Wednesday 1 lb 1 gal. - - ½ pt 1pt 2 oz 4 oz 
Thursday 1 lb 1 gal. - 1 lb ½ pt - - - 
Friday 1 lb 1 gal. - - ½ pt 1 pt 2 oz 4 oz 
Saturday 1 lb 1 gal. 2 lb - - - - - 
 
Table 8: Weekly allowance of food on board 
 
There was, however, suspicion that scurvy was caused by prolonged use of salted beef or 
pork in the sailors‟ diet, and it was believed that supplies of fresh meat and vegetables were 
efficacious.
726
 As early as 1756 Thomas Burnett and his crew in the sloop Happy were 
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enjoying the fresh meat supplied to them by orders of Captain Howe, no illness at all being 
reported for months at a time amongst his men.
727
  Pursers were instructed to ensure that 
fresh meat was accompanied by „roots and greens.728 Dull records that in addition to cattle 
and sheep for slaughter crews on blockade were provided with cabbages, turnips, carrots, 
onions, potatoes, apples and even lemons and oranges.
729
   
 
At the end of his surveying expedition off Pensacola John Lindsay had to return via Jamaica 
to buy the fresh provisions and vegetables which had been unobtainable locally, and without 
which his ship‟s company were „much afflicted with the scurvy‟.  He mentioned to the 
Admiralty that serving „portable soup‟ had proved efficacious in keeping scurvy at bay.730  
This use of „portable soup‟ records the use of this ten-year old invention.  Kemp gives a list 
of ingredients without realising that „offal‟ in this period meant leg and shin of beef, which 
provided the gelatinous connective tissue which set the portable soup like jelly.
731
  There is 
evidence of a lack of understanding as late as 1779 when John Elliot (who believed in fresh 
provisions) asked for a supply of essence of malt, currently being evaluated as a cure for 
scurvy, to be provided by the Victualling Board before he returned to the Mediterranean.
732
 
Dolphin’s second circumnavigation, under Samuel Wallis, was completed without a single 
death from scurvy, thanks to a supply of lemons from Madeira on their way south, short 
passages in the Pacific allowing frequent resupply of vegetables, and the ten tons of limes he 
took on board in Batavia for the return journey.
733
 The little book in which he meticulously 
noted the 308 instances of illness on board records the six deaths which occurred: one man 
fell overboard and was drowned; one was „hurt‟; two died of the flux; one died of bilious 
vomiting and one of „cold‟.  Out of a complement of 160 men and a two year 
circumnavigation, this is a real tribute to the care taken by Wallis and his surgeon.
734
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The men were not alone in suffering from scurvy.  Christopher Bassett was not the only 
captain to have to leave his lieutenant on shore „with a scorbutic complaint.‟735   Captains 
were not fed by the ships‟ cooks but from their own stores, for as long as they lasted, 
prepared by their own staff.  One perquisite of post captain status was that it conferred the 




The French equivalent of the Victualling Board was a system of private enterprise which 
provided rations and the cooks to prepare them on board.  The provision of high quality 
biscuits, wine, cheese, dried legumes, salt fish and fresh and salt meat was stipulated, but 






Alcohol, in the form of beer or its equivalents, made the largest contribution to the energy 
requirements of the eighteenth century sailor.
738
 Beer was available without rationing on 
board, not just to the „people‟ but also to their women in port.  Water was needed to cook 
with but was never drunk as it was impossible to keep sweet in casks, although it was used to 
„water down‟ the rum issued in the West Indies where beer was not available.739 The 
provision of vast quantities of beer challenged the Victualling Board, and there were 
occasions on which ships had to return to port for re-supply when other stores were more than 
adequate.
740
  During the summer of 1759 the Plymouth brewers were castigated for producing 
beer which did not keep, causing real concern to Hawke, who was attempting to keep the 
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Casks were stowed wherever possible, and instructions were given that empty casks were not 
to be „shaked‟ or collapsed, but returned complete to save the coopers‟ time.742  If beer was 
not available spirits or wine were considered appropriate alternatives, and John Lindsay, in 
the Medway in the Victory at Black Stakes, was supplied with one month‟s spirits instead of 






Drunkenness was not an acceptable state on board a sailing ship.  Michael Clements refuted 
angrily an allegation made against him for allowing a marine to be „intoxicated with 
liquor‟.744  John Elliot asked to have a carpenter replaced, who had been „drunk ever since 
Sunday last and will do no duty for good nor bad words.‟745  William Fortescue had to leave 
his lieutenant James Wilkie in Bristol, commenting that he was:  „ill of a fever .. which may 
be true, but .. he is a person so addicted to drunkenness that there is no dependence to be had 
on him, which I have passed by for some time in hope of amendment in his behaviour but as I 
find there is no prospect of it I hope their Lordships will be pleased to appoint another 3
rd
 
lieutenant in his room.‟746 Thomas Harrison ascribed to alcohol the loss of one of his men, 
drowned alongside „although all possible means were used to save him it was without effect, 
the man being a little in liquor.‟747  It seems that being drunk was not the normal state of 
affairs at sea, and although he was writing of the end rather than the middle of the century, Dr 
Gilbert Blane was certain that naval officers „were persuaded of the baneful tendency‟ of 
intemperance.
748
   
 
Blane and subsequent commentators have interpreted the daily issue of alcohol as the cause 
of lunacy and accidents on board.
749
 On the other hand, Thomas Burnett‟s experience in 
Cambridge and Boyne was that drunkenness only became a problem when they reached the 
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West Indies, where illicit alcohol could be bought freely.
750
 Blane observed the effects of 
alcohol when he was with Rodney in the West Indies, and perhaps the commentators have not 




„Fever‟ was a generic term used to describe any one of the diseases which could not be more 
specifically identified at that time.  The West Indies was dreaded as a destination, as crews 
were decimated by what are now identified as yellow fever or malaria.
 751
  Unidentified 
„fevers‟ were initiated in England too, and in 1753 Thomas Knackston was „supplied with 
Doctor James Fever Powder from the Commissioners of the Sick and Hurt Board.‟752 
 
In 1757 Robert Man spent months moving newly raised Highland troops down to Cork to 
join the transports.  He was recruiting seamen from every port he entered, but his final report 
was bleak: he had brought in 126 supernumeraries of which 40 men, identified with fevers, 
were delivered direct to hospital ships.  A further five had died on the journey from Scotland, 
and only 21 healthy seamen were delivered to the receiving ship, the rest being landsmen.
753
 
The fact that the crew would catch fevers from infected soldiers was an ever present worry.  
Archibald Kennedy took soldiers to New York in 1773, and reported when he arrived there 
that many of his own people had been infected by the soldiers of the 58th Regiment with a 
malignant fever which spread rapidly.  Kennedy kept his sailors on board but they were too 
ill to work and he was concerned for their safety.  Soldiers packed together in transports 
seemed to be particularly vulnerable, and once an epidemic was established the infection 
could be communicated not just to the crew, but to the inhabitants of the port when the ship 
arrived at its destination. Burning the clothes and bedding of the affected men would have 
slowed down the spread of typhus, but it was impossible to isolate individuals given the 
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Prevention as well as cure interested John Wheelock.  He had talked to the Agent Victualler 
at Portsmouth who had a quantity of port wine in store, and asked for it for the use of 





Brian Lavery points out that the provision of sanitary accommodation for all on board was 
„simple and effective, and considerably healthier than conditions in the growing industrial 
towns of the late eighteenth century.‟756  Not since the Romans had servicemen had access to 
facilities which provided for such bodily cleanliness.  Next to the heads were hung supplies 
of tow or sponges which could be cleansed in a bucket of seawater before re-use.
757
  
5 Discharge, desertion and death 
 
5.1 ‘Unfit for service’ 
There was little change in medical understanding or medical conditions over the century.  At 
the outset of his career John Wheelock had to send in a return on six men from his sloop Fly. 
His surgeon and that of the Princess Caroline hospital ship had examined the men, who were 
all discharged.  Out of a complement of 50 men, this is a discharge rate of worse than 10%. 
Given that the navy was supposed to give employment to active young men, it is surprising 
that three of these men were in their fifties.
 758
   
 
Name Age Disability 
John Felmey 56 Rheumatism 
James Sharp 19 Burned in right arm 
John Reynolds 58 Consumption 
Robert Douglas 50 Epilepsy 
William Bolam 25 Epilepsy 
James Ryner 39 Consumption 
   
Table 9: Reasons for discharge in 1756 
 
Twenty years later Wheelock sent in a second table with almost the same range of ages and 
disabilities.  The table below is an extract from a table drawn up by John Wheelock to justify 
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his discharging the men.  The table also contained the names of the doctors and the ships 




In these lists 87 per cent (13/15) are diagnosed with consumption and/or rheumatism, and 
similar surveys were reported by others.
 760
 In 1778 John Lindsay, commissioning the 
Victory, was desperately short of the seamen he needed.    He reported that he had received 
185 men from Antelope, of whom eleven had been sent to hospital with ulcerated legs (a 
symptom of scurvy) and were not likely to recover.  He had sent a further eleven to be 
surveyed but was confident that they would be „condemned as unserviceable‟.  He had only 











Time on board 
Hospital ship (days) 
William Yeates Consumption 25 94 
Thomas Mills Scurvy and Rheumatism 57 73 
John Hay Rheumatism and consumption 46 73 
Thomas Davis Gravel and consumption 24 73 
John Killan Rheumatism and scurvy 53 67 
Henry Potts Consumption 50 67 
Edward Thropsal Rheumatism and fistula in ankle 32 62 
Jonathan Backill Rheumatism and gravel 45 57 
Thomas Miller Consumption 43 57 
John Ansiiola Blind eye by a blow 28 50 
Hugh Calligen Rheumatism and consumption 42 48 
Matthew Bonnington Deep consumption 48 46 
Edward Heaton Rheumatism and scurvy 30 41 
Lionel Trotter Loss of use of his right leg and thigh 
by a fall from topsail yard 
35 37 
John Cass Rheumatism and consumption 49 33 
 
Table 10: Reasons for discharge in 1777 
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The Admiralty was always conscious of the fact that some officers, like their men, would do 
anything rather than go to the West Indies.  When officers reported that they were „ill‟ when 
their vessel was commissioned for the West Indies their claims were investigated.
762
   A real 
case of illness was identified when Robert Man had to put his second lieutenant, Ezekiel 
Nash, on shore with a condition which might today be diagnosed as tuberculosis.  He was 
„extremely ill with an asthma attended by spitting a great quantity of blood and has not been 
able to do his duty for some months.  Doctor Hexham of Plymouth is of opinion that going to 
sea this winter may in all probability occasion his death.‟  The Bristol doctor Archibald 
Drummond who visited Nash on shore confirmed a cough and slow fever.
763
  Nash survived 




The Admiralty considered scurvy a disorder from which it might be expected the men would 
recover; incurable disease or disability were the only acceptable reasons for discharge.
765
 Bad 
eyesight (understood today to be another symptom of scurvy) was often quoted, and was 
always accepted as a reason for discharge.
766
   
 
5.2 Discharge by petition 
 
After three years of war a stream of requests for discharge was received from men who 
wished to leave the service legally, without deserting.  Sorting out those who should not have 
been pressed and discharging them formed a large proportion of the administrative duties of 
senior officers.  Petitions were the usual means of making the request formal, sometimes 
presented by a parent on behalf of a son, sometimes by a foreign embassy on behalf of a 
citizen.  Occasionally the individual presented it on his own behalf, and Edmund Affleck 
encountered this in 1761 when he wrote to the Admiralty reporting that as soon as his 
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experienced crew realised that the ship was being victualled for foreign service they 




As the war came to an end every ship-of-the-line which returned to England was paid off and 
the men discharged.  This put great pressure on the captains of vessels still in service, whose 
crews were anxious to be discharged.  William McCleverty, who tried to get discharge 
orders for those men who had served most of the war, was told firmly that „the release of 
those who want their discharge would retard the other ships, and that the Lords do not 
therefore think fit to comply with what is requested at present.‟768 
 
There always were some foreign nationals serving in the navy, but political pressure could be 
brought to bear on behalf of those who had been involuntarily pressed into service. Thomas 
Burnett described the plight of Andrew Evans, a Norwegian born in Christiana who was 
pressed out of an English ship in the Norway trade.  He had served on board Cambridge since 
March 1756, and having heard on the ship‟s return to England that his parents were dead 
wanted to go home.  In the same letter Burnett gave the case of an African-born sailor with an 
interesting past: „Mathew Nestrum having quarrelled with the master of a Guinea vessel to 
which he belonged was by the request of the said master, taken onboard his Majestys sloop 
Antigua, at Antigua, from which he deserted and entered on board his Majestys ship 
Cambridge under my command on the 16 March 1758 and being born in Calma in Fincaland 
wants to go to his own country.‟  Burnett was instructed to send both men to Mr Seddon, the 
Admiralty solicitor, who would arrange their discharge.
769
   
 
The Admiralty solicitor was involved in many cases which had political overtones.  The 
Prussian plenipotentiary demanded the release of two men, but John Elliot, having 
interviewed the second, reported that he was not Prussian „or ever to have been in Prussian 
territory‟.   Count Bothmer was involved in the demands for release of several Danes: Samuel 
Meyes who was said to be Danish but was in fact Dutch and had been brought up in England 
since he was four, and had served a regular apprenticeship; Ole Hendrickson had also been 
brought up in England, had served an apprenticeship and several years in his Majesty‟s 
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A writ of Habeas Corpus was often used as a means of freeing men from impressed service.  
The broad stiff ribbons of paper, legal documents which could not be denied, were filed with 
the captains‟ letters.  When Robert Faulknor received one „on body of John Nightingale‟, 
Mr Seddon was asked to enquire into the grounds upon which the man was impressed.
771
 
Henry John Phillips received a visit from a man claiming to have a writ from Lord 
Mansfield the attorney general „for me to appear before him with the body of the said 
Podick.‟  Phillips was indignant, as he claimed that John Podick had been in the service since 
before the war, and „wants to claim the benefit of the act for the benefit of foreigners.‟ He 
asked for guidance as to how to treat the writ, but the Admiralty knew the law, and told 
Phillips that if he had been served with a writ he had to discharge the subject.
772
   
 
Writing as Senior Officer at the Nore, Richard Kempenfelt reported that he „had the greatest 
trouble and difficulty imaginable (without using open violence)‟ in having seven Russians 
taken out of the ship.  He only succeeded because he allowed one of them to go up to London 
to represent their case to their Ambassador.    
They say they will be cut to pieces before they will serve .. they will only create 
disagreeable circumstances in whatever ship they are to serve being quite avers 
thereto and totally ignorant of the English language. … I find they have eat no 






Some men who had been impressed were prepared to wait for legal assistance and eventual 
discharge.  Others simply deserted as soon as they could, and a further number deserted when 
opportunity arose, even after years of service.
774
  Several captains found that resistance to the 
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press on shore was allied to protection for deserters.  Taylor Penny was informed that 
deserters had collected in a house on shore „at the sign of the Angel‟, and sent an armed party 
to retrieve them. The hapless lieutenant was confronted by a gang of 60 men armed with 
blunderbusses, muskets, pistols and cutlasses, and one of his party was killed before they 
withdrew.
775
 William McCleverty gave evidence of the work of „crimps or what they call 
here buttock keepers‟ who decoyed sailors by promising them „greater wages and advance 
money than is given by the King.‟776  Robert Man also wrote of the higher wages offered by 




Men who had served several years were „old standers‟ who could probably be trusted not to 
desert.
778
   Joseph Peyton was rueful about the desertion of five of his men, who had all 
previously been trusted on shore.  He blamed their behaviour on the circumstances in which 
they lived on board: „This I have observed to be a general reason with them as they profess 
their willingness to the service but their being in such a situation constantly wet both on deck 
and below and no shelter or retreat of any kind or hopes of any they can‟t hold against it.‟779   
A desertion from the 6
th
 rate Flamborough while he was in Lisbon concerned Archibald 
Kennedy.  He wrote in detail about the five marines and the carpenter‟s mate who deserted 
during the night.  When Kennedy met up with them in the street they were dead drunk.  
Although the Portuguese officials were prepared to take the men into custody, they were not 




Desertion from holding ships was common, and the offending captain responsible was always 
severely rebuked.
781
  It was not until the men had been at least a day or two in the ship on 
whose roll they were listed that their distinguishing features were listed. Sheets on which 
these descriptions were entered were ordered by the quire, with all the other stationery, from 
the Commissioners of the Dockyard.
782
  It took Thomas Burnett three days to examine each 
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of the 600 men on board Cambridge.  These lists were not handed in to the Admiralty, they 
were only referred to if one of the men deserted, so that his description could be circulated.
 783
 
The detail „wears a wig‟ is unexpected, but is repeated several times when descriptions are 
given.
784
 In the case of Lindsay‟s nine men, as with other deserters, it is likely that the four 
Londoners would have been able to stay out of reach of the Marshalls unless they were given 
up by a neighbour who wanted the reward.
 785
 Knowledge of a home address did not 
necessarily ensure recapture:  there was no sign of „the Ship on Peter Hill‟ in Larne.786 
 




Alexander Smith 27 5   7” Brown Black hair and wears a 
wig 
Montrose Married 
John Craven 20 5    5” Sanguine Sore eyes. Brown hair and 
wears a wig 
London Single 
James Penlarick 24 5   5” Marked with the smallpox.  Waterman 
wears a cap 
Southwark Married 
John Stubs 37 5   5” Ruddy Waterman. Wears a cap Southwark Married 
John Agar 60 5   5” Pale Blind of the left eye Cork Married 
Joseph Drago 36 5   4½ “ Brown A shoemaker. Wears a cap London Married 
John Coates 28 5   5” Swarthy Strong built. Wears a wig Sunderland Single 
William Johnson 20 5   5” Ruddy Wears a cap Sunderland Married 
Joshua Denny 30 5   5” Brown Sore eyes.  Wears a wig Newcastle Married 
 
Table 11: Descriptions of deserters 
 
In 1761 Christopher Bassett was petitioned by the crew of the 5
th
 rate Ambuscade who 
wanted to go on leave after five year‟s service in the Mediterranean.  He was permitted to 
give a month‟s leave „to those who may be trusted among the crew.‟787 There were always 
men who did not return from their leave.  Alexander Campbell was commissioned to take 
over the 6
th
 rate Rye at Deptford, and arrived to find that 27 men had not returned from leave. 
The procedure was that the men were reminded of the expiry of their leave in the local 
papers, with a date by which they had to return to their ship.  If they did not reappear they 
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would then be prosecuted as deserters.
788
  The papers listed included: Gazetteer, Daily 
Advertiser, Publick Advertiser, Evening Advertiser, Whitehall Evening Post, General Evening 
Post.  Two weeks later when the men had not returned their names were sent to the 




Some men were incorrigible deserters.  The twenty four year old Coriolanus Rich, Charles 
Medows’ master at arms, had deserted, been retaken, escaped from confinement and „has got 
quite off notwithstanding all the means I have used to retake him.‟790  Mutinous and 
troublesome men were not welcome on board, where they could be a danger to others.  Iain 
Hansen deserted from a transport at Embden and was picked up by the Army and returned to 




One of Henry John Phillips’ men was an „object of charity‟.  He was not only lame but 
subject to fits so incapable of doing duty and would have been discharged but he ran from a 
walk on the shore.  Despite the man‟s disabilities the Admiralty was not moved.  Phillips was 
ordered to run him‟, i.e. to report his desertion which made harbouring the man illegal.792 
 
5.4 Death, accidents and wounds received on active service 
 
Discharge could be ordered on account of disability.  Robert Wheeler, an ex colliery worker, 
had been taken as a landsman on board the 3
rd
 rate Trident and had lost the use of his arm 
through an accident.   John Elliot sent in letters from Sir John Delaval‟s steward as well as 
the surgeon. The fact that Sir John had been a prominent member of Parliament may have 
helped to secure Wheeler‟s discharge.793    
 
Death in combat at sea was always a possibility, but for the English casualties were always 
much lower than for the French, as discussed in Chapter 6.
 794
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Baillie 1757 Tartar 200 
Marie 
Victoire 1 0 ?                  ? 160 
Burnett 1757 Happy 70 Infernal 0 1 2  7 75 
Clements 1760 Pallas 240 La Blonde 1 5 300  100s 220 
Clements 1760 Pallas 240 Diadem 2 20 ? ? ? 
Elliot 1757 Hussar 200 L'Alcyon 21 in all Drowned 350 
Elliot 1758 Hussar 200 Vengeance 6 15 52 37 319 
Elliot 1759 Aeolus 220 La Mignonne 0 2 31 26 143 
 
Elliot 1760 Aeolus 200 
Marechal de 
Belleisle 4 15 300  100s 350 







Dolores 10 34  ? ?  ?  
Harrison 1761 Venus 240 Brune 4 18 19 39 220 
Kennedy 1760 Flamborough 160 La Malicieux  5 10 21 32 ?  
Man 1762 Milford 200 La Gloire 4 14 24 in all 94 
 
Table 12: Casualties reported in single-handed actions with French vessels 
 
The most serious wound inflicted on one of Burnett‟s peers was that received by Robert 
Craig in his encounter with François Thurot:  
.. the musket shot I received from the privateer has passed through my lungs and 
lodged in my back and affected the nerves there and in my left arm in such a manner 
as it is impossible for me to come up in the ships and that I humbly submit my case to 
their Lordships consideration to have the ship kept for me or another when able to go 
to sea.   
 
Craig‟s servant Charles Mitchell was discharged so that he had someone to attend him 
through the winter.  Craig remained on full pay for three years before being reduced to half 
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His engagement with the Brune resulted in a wound for Thomas Harrison:  
I had the good fortune to have [only] four men killed and eighteen wounded, of which 
last is myself, slightly, my first lieutenant and the master, the former of which was at 
his quarters the whole time, but the latter was so much hurt as to be disabled.  The rest 
of my wounded (except one) I hope will recover.
796
   
 
Despite the fact that accident and sudden death must have been an ever present risk on board, 
the muster books show that casualties were low.  John Elliot gave no further details when he 
reported that „Mr Owen, gunner, shot himself through the head and died upon the spot.‟797  
Taylor Penny reported that a soldier cleaning a gun at the armourer‟s bench tried the new 
flint but the charged gun went off and the ball went through the carpenter‟s ankle.  His 
condition was surveyed and the surgeons agreed that he had to have his foot amputated.
798
   
The injured Lt. Frederick Holton was brought back to England by Robert Man.   He had 
been wounded while attempting to cut a French schooner out of the harbour at Port aux 
Basques.
 799
  Three surgeons had examined the contusion on his leg, and recommended a 
month resting on shore.  This had not been sufficient for his recovery, and Holton had begged 
for permission to return to England, as he feared „being left destitute‟.800 Thomas Burnett 
had occasion to ask for compensation for George Chambers, one of his „people‟ who had 
been injured in an accident, and Chambers became a beneficiary of the Chatham Chest, 
receiving five pounds for his „smart‟ ticket.801 Alexander Schomberg wrote on behalf of 
Joseph Page who had lost his right hand on board Diana as he was firing a gun to celebrate 
the King‟s coronation.  Schomberg asked for a cook‟s warrant for Page, the post traditionally 
given to men who lost an arm or leg. He wrote:  
My lad, I have received your letter of the 28
th
 of January and take this first 
opportunity in answering it.  Get your petition wrote out and specify your accident in 
it and send the enclosed letter to Mr Clevland Sec to the Admiralty and I make no 
doubt that your business will be done.  I am going to sea the first wind that offers and 
I shall be glad to hear that you are provided for.  I am, my lad, your friend and well 
wisher Alexander Shomberg.
802
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6 Discipline and courts martial 
 
Discipline on board was very much the responsibility of the captain, whose regime could be 
as strict or lax as he wished it to be. Thomas Burnett punished two men who were absent 
without leave from Happy with 9 lashes each, obviously choosing to be lenient.   The 
evidence of the logs does not say which, if any, of the available forms of punishment were 
used on transgressors, apart from the requirement to record the use of the lash.
803
  There were 
captains who flogged a large proportion of their crews, others operated without the lash. 
Officially, not more than twelve lashes could be awarded, but it has been suggested that 
unofficial logs were kept in which the actual, much larger, punishments were recorded.  The 
logs compiled by Thomas Burnett which have been examined for this thesis show that on 
occasion sentences of more than a dozen lashes are recorded together with the reasons for the 
punishment without any attempt to conceal them.  But it appears that Burnett did not rely 




It might be expected that at the outset of a voyage, while landsmen were being literally 
„beaten into shape‟, flogging could be expected, and that once the ship was on passage the 
incidence would fall.   Despite this, Thomas Burnett‟s log for the Boyne shows that when he 
put together a piecemeal crew from every available source and took them to Jamaica, there 
were only two floggings in the first eight months, one for theft and the other for neglect of 
duty.  During the six weeks Boyne spent in Kingston Harbour, where rum was freely 
available, there were twenty floggings, all associated with drunkenness.  During these weeks, 
after courts martial, men from the flag ship were flogged at every ship in harbour.
805
 
Amongst Burnett‟s peers drunkenness was most commonly reported as the cause of bad 
behaviour.
806
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Byrn‟s study of punishment in the navy is derived from courts martial records from the 
Leeward Islands station between 1784 and 1812.
807
  Despite the value of this work, Byrn 
does not compare results on this station with a similar study of punishment on another station, 
not associated with access to rum. The limited evidence gathered from those logs of Burnett‟s 
ships which have been analysed show that a different pattern of punishment was instituted 
once the Leeward Islands were reached: an established system of discipline had to change to 
accommodate the temptations of freely available alcohol. 
 
Theft was a crime which was taken very seriously at sea.  Sailors were paid just before their 
ship sailed, so they all had money with them.  Their clothes, money and other personal 
possessions could be shut into their boxes. Bowls containing food stuffs were stored in 
„garlands‟, netting bags with wooden hoops to hold the mouths open, hung between the 
berths, each the property of an individual mess.  If these places of storage were not respected 
it was regarded as a serious crime against society.  By delivering the punishment, „running 
the gauntlet‟, the sailors were demonstrating to their fellows what they thought of theft. 
 
Crimes too serious to be punished by twelve lashes were sent to court martial.   Offences such 
as desertion accompanied by theft of a boat, refusal to obey authority or lying while giving 
testimony went to a hearing in front of seven senior officers.  Kempenfelt suggested in 1779 
that the administration of courts martial should be stream-lined so that admirals, sitting with 
six other senior officers, were no longer almost constantly involved in hearings when in dock.  
The cases he was concerned with at the time were signed by the Admiral as well as himself, 
Taylor Penny, Samuel Wallis and three other senior men.  Justice was being done, but at a 




It was rare, but occasionally officers were disciplined too.  Henry Martin reported on his 
lieutenant‟s character and „conduct in general being more like that of a madman.‟  The 
Admiralty took Martin‟s evaluation seriously.  John Doherty was ordered to make up his 
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Courts martial did not always result in capital punishment.  They were held to pass judgement 
on men who had behaved with disrespect to the needs of the navy or committed social crimes 
against fellow sailors.
810
 They were also used as a means of arriving at a better understanding 
of an event or sequence of events, and relied on witness statements from everybody 
concerned to be deliberated by a court of captains.  The notorious courts martial of Matthews 
and Lestock, and of Palliser and Keppel each resolved disputes between two Admirals in an 
extremely public arena.   
 
Serious charges were made by Sir John Lindsay against Sir William Burnaby when he 
returned from the West Indies in 1766.  He had experienced constant obstruction while 
surveying the coast of Pensacola, and his detailed letters left the Admiralty in no doubt as to 
Lindsay‟s feelings towards Sir William. In 1767 Lindsay asked for the charges to be 
withdrawn, and cancelled the court martial proceedings.
811
 There is no means of knowing 
why he changed his mind: perhaps he was persuaded that he would not gain from exposing 
the faults of a much older man in public. 
7 Conclusion 
 
Every captain was aware of the difficulties of manning: a new commission almost inevitably 
called for the establishment of a rendezvous and gathering volunteers if not pressed men.  
The harvesting of merchant seamen in the Channel was also part of every captain‟s 
responsibility. The hierarchy of officers and petty officers responsible for the running of the 
ships were as professional as training and experience could make them.  They were charged 
with the task of turning a rabble of unkempt landsmen into smart disciplined sailors capable 
of working independently of authority.   It was not possible for the Admiralty of the mid-
eighteenth century to solve the one real grievance of the sailors, the irregularity of their pay.  
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It might have surprised the sailors to know that their officers were waiting even longer for 
their own pay. 
 
It is not perhaps a surprise that brutality has not been revealed to the Admiralty.   This 
chapter shows instead the concerns of the captains for their men, their letters revealing an 
unexpected and universal concern for the well-being of „the people‟ which refutes the brutal 
reputation of the navy in popular mythology. 
 
The reality was that having gathered together the men required to man their ships, by 
whatever means were available, it was accepted that they were an expensive resource and 
were looked after to the best of the captains‟ abilities.  An understanding of the causes of ill 
health was still years in the future, but fresh food and hospital care were alleviating factors 
the Admiralty could and did provide, as well as the insistence on cleanliness which so 
amazed the French. 
 
The one unexpected outcome of this section was the extent to which the men‟s desire to stay 
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Chapter 6 The opportunities for individuals to display their 
professional expertise and courage. 
 
 This chapter will demonstrate the ways in which Thomas Burnett and his peers engaged in a 
variety of naval activities through a period lasting more than thirty years. Sections 1, 2 and 3 
below cover the chronological periods of the Seven Years‟ War, the Spanish mobilisation and 
the American War of Independence.  For Thomas Burnett and his peers the years 1756 to 
1762 were those of high endeavour, and the political background to the war dictated that 
protecting world-wide trading interests in the East and West Indies had to be accommodated 
alongside keeping Britain and her colonies safe from attack.   
 
The geographical spread of Section 1 begins in home waters, which is where most of the men 
were engaged. The amphibious operations which were practised on the French coasts were 
then extended to North America and to the Pacific.  The naval blockade of French ports took 
place not just on the northern coasts but in the Mediterranean.  The final section turns to the 
West Indian campaign.  Their duties included intelligence gathering, convoy protection, 
cruising for privateers, attacks on enemy trade, taking part in amphibious operations, 
blockade and fleet actions. Naval „strategy‟ did not exist in the eighteenth century; instead 
policy making had a naval element.  Fleet actions during this war were rare, for the 
opportunities for winning decisive actions did not always occur when they were wanted: as 
Nelson said later, „.. we English have to regret that we cannot always decide the fate of 
Empires on the sea‟.812   
 
Section 2 follows the long peace after the Treaty of Paris which effectively ended the careers 
of many captains.  A fortunate few were employed during these years, but with little chance 
of distinguishing themselves. The mobilisation against Spain of 1770 was of so little 
importance that historians might omit it altogether: it is of significance in this study because 
it provided an occasion for re-employment for a few men, discussed in Chapter 7. 
 
Section 3 follows the ten men of the original cohort who were employed again in the 
American War of Independence.
 
The American war saw a series of naval battles, with 
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differing outcomes.  In this war the fate of the British empire was believed to be at stake, 
rather than those of the French or Spanish, and in it the main responsibility for the logistics of 
transport and supply rested on the navy.
813
  Within this section there is therefore again a 
geographical spread, from home waters to America and concluding in the West Indies. 
 
This chapter also shows the way in which the chronological progression from section 1 to 
section 3 indicates the way in which the ships which they commanded reflected the changing 
roles of Thomas Burnett and his peers in naval operations.  There is a clear progression from 
the sloops in which the young captains conducted intelligence gathering and convoy 
protection on to the swift frigates which were the eyes of a fleet at sea and finally to the 
heavily gunned ships of the line which determined the outcomes of battles at sea. 
 
Post captains who were taken into squadrons no longer reported to the Admiralty, and their 
individual experiences have to be identified from within the reporting of larger actions.  Few 
admirals reported minor engagements by their subordinate commanders.  Being „mentioned 
in despatches‟ was evidence that they had caught his eye, and had been put into situations in 
which they could distinguish themselves.   
1 The global theatres of the Seven Years’ War 
 
1.1 The navy and the gathering of intelligence  
 
Intelligence gathering was of vital importance to the Government and to the Admiralty.  
Agents such as Thomas Taylor (after his retirement from the navy) provided information 
about ship building, troop movements or construction of defences.
814
  In addition to official 
letters from ambassadors and agents, all captains were expected to interrogate any shipping 
encountered, and to send back to the Admiralty interesting, relevant or unusual information.  
Early in the war Joseph Peyton became an expert on the coast at Brest, and reported 
information received from local pilots on troop movements and numbers.  He did not rely on 
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hearsay about shipping, however: he penetrated the harbour of Cherbourg to count the ships 
in the basin and note their readiness.  He also took careful note of the location of the batteries 
and their armaments.  The Lords at the Admiralty would have been reassured to know that 
the French were also having difficulty manning their ships, and might have regretted not 
being able to use the French solution of a maritime register, on the basis of which seamen had 
been drafted from the seaports of Normandy to send to Brest.
815
  Henry Phillips, amongst 
others, reported that most local English „intelligence‟ about privateers was false.  He had 
chased many vessels on the coast which had all been English but the sight of any sail at sea 
caused alarm on land.  He asked for a cutter to speed the interrogation of vessels at sea and to 
give a feeling of security to local trade.
816
  Thomas Harrison knew the value of intelligence 
from all sources, and passed on information gained from the crew of the Spanish Amabel 
Josepha which he had captured. Harrison also reported the news of Spain‟s invading 
Portugal, as did Archibald Kennedy who reported the „apprehensions of the Factory in 
Lisbon.‟ 817 
 
News of movements of vessels to and from the major French Atlantic ports was crucially 
important: the readiness of the French to leave port determined the speed with which the 
English fleet was manned or not.
818
  The weakness of the English blockade in the years 1755 
to 1757 permitted the French navy to transport materials to and from the colonies. Their small 





This mobility was recognised by the young captains, all keen to make use of miniature 
squadrons of their own, in many capacities. Edmund Affleck asked for a „well rowing cutter‟ 
which would have prevented a privateer from escaping by rowing into Havre.
820
  Michael 
Clements in the relatively deep drafted Acteon asked for a cutter to search vessels he could 
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not otherwise reach.
821
  „Interrogation‟ was the reason given by Henry John Phillips for his 
plea for a cutter, coupled with giving „a feeling of security to local trade‟.822  Joseph Peyton, 
in his capacity as senior officer at the Downs commented to the Admiralty that cutters 
stationed off Beachy Head would serve the trade well.
823
 Richard Kempenfelt was more 
concerned about protecting the Medway from raiding parties, and stationed his three cutters 




1.2 Convoy protection 
 
At the outset of the war all of the young men, newly promoted to independent command, first 
as commanders and then post captains, were busy with the essential and never ending convoy 
protection already discussed in Chapter 2 Section 6.
825
   Naval ships in transit, from flag ships 
to sloops, were used to protect the convoyed movements of supplies, troops or trade.   
 
The English government took seriously its rôle as protector of the trade.  Navigation acts 
were passed to interdict trade being passed through neutral vessels.  By refusing to allow 
other countries opportunities for trade, the government was protecting the merchant owners 
on whose support Parliament relied. A „rule of the war of 1756‟ was passed which made any 
trade carried by neutrals liable to confiscation and condemnation as legal prizes.
826
   
 
1.3 Cruising against privateers 
 
An indirect form of convoy protection was cruising against the privateers which preyed on 
merchant vessels.  Whenever fleet action became impossible for the French, they turned to 
privateering, resulting in an aggressive French presence in the Channel and opportunities for 
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Burnett‟s peers.827  French privateers were large, well armed and relied on swift passage out 
and back from home ports, enabling them to carry very large crews.  Individual French 
captains were brave and determined to make a profit.  François Thurot was so feared by the 
English authorities that agents sent special briefings when he left port so that English trade 
could be protected against him.
828
  French privateers were adept at gathering information 





Against the aggression of the French, the frigates did their best, as Thomas Cornewall 
wrote, „to prevent too many vessels falling into their hands both by convoying and giving a 
caution to those we meet at sea.‟830   As Thomas Burnett‟s peers grew in confidence they 
began to do more than „give a caution‟ to the „lurking piratical vessels‟.  The reports which 
were sent in after every cruise gave details of captures to the Admiralty, and the London 
Gazette printed the bulletins they issued.
831
  These newspaper accounts often contain useful 
details such as the names of the prizes and the size of their crews as well as details of the 
distribution of the resulting prize money, discussed below.  
 
On several occasions numbers of vessels were involved.  The engagement between the La 
Malicieux 32 guns, L’Opale 36 guns and the 20 gun 6th rates of Archibald Kennedy and 
Lancelot Skynner was immortalised on canvas, and is reproduced in Winfield‟s British 
Warships in the Age of Sail.
832
  The French vessels escaped destruction, and explained the 
holes in their topsides and other damage by claiming that they had been engaged by English 
frigates of 40 and 36 guns.  Kennedy was particularly glad to speak to Captain Harris, a 
witness to the engagement, who was on board La Malicieux as his vessel the Penguin had 
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been taken and sunk.  Harris confirmed that the French vessels were „Kings frigates‟ and 




On one occasion the English vessel came off in a worse state than its French adversary.   
William Fortescue in the 5
th
 rate Prince Edward was unlucky enough to be alone when he 
encountered three ships off the western approaches, and was engaged by the smallest, a 
frigate of 36 guns.
834
  The two ships exchanged broadsides for hours until Prince Edward’s 
main and mizzen masts both „went by the board‟.  At intervals there was a lull in the 
battering, but without being able to set any sails he could not escape.  As the wind moderated 
Fortescue could use some of his lower deck guns which finally persuaded the French vessel 
to make sail and leave the shattered but defiant Prince Edward after nineteen hours of 
conflict.  Fortescue lost 10 men killed and 34 wounded, many of them seriously, but he had 
no idea what damage he had inflicted.
835
    With this display of fortitude Fortescue had done 
what was expected of him, and his only reward was an expression of their Lordships‟ 
satisfaction. 
 
Captains often mentioned the courage and spirit of officers and crew, although rarely by 
name. Archibald Kennedy wrote that „they behaved extremely well and I should do great 
injustice to all my officers and men was I to omit acquainting their Lordships that they 
behaved with conduct and undaunted courage.‟ The 20 gun Bideford „behaved gloriously,‟ 
having kept up a brisk and constant fire against her combatant.
836
  It appears that in addition 
to prize money all qualities of officers of a ship engaged in a successful action could expect 
promotion, apart from a post captain.  John Elliot, who was affronted when his first 
lieutenant was not promoted after his capture of Thurot‟s squadron, was previously 
„honoured‟ by Joseph Deane‟s promotion after their capture of the 28-gun frigate 
Vengeance.
837
 The chase began at daybreak and lasted until 3.00pm before the two-hour long 
engagement.  His letter to the Admiralty is a model of brevity, listing factually the damage 
and the casualty list.  In his letters to his father and brother a vivid description emerges of the 
scene, at a range of no more than 200 yards between the Hussar and the French privateer, 
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which could return only one gun for Hussar‟s six or seven.  La Vengeance was reduced to a 
sinking condition, and Elliot was reluctant to put many of his men on board the prize.  He 
sent his first lieutenant Joseph Deane, „the finest fellow in the world‟ and eight men, 
enjoining the French to „pump or sink‟ to save themselves as they were on a lee shore in a 
gale of wind.  In a break in the wind he managed to get a cable on board and tow the prize out 
of danger.  This whole episode was the result of remarkable seamanship, determination and 
concerted effort, not simply by the captain and the crew of the Hussar but also by Deane who 




The captains‟ letters to the Admiralty are restrained by the protocol of official reporting, but 
nevertheless convey the enthusiasm and determination of the officers and men.  The 
privateers were often first seen at daybreak, and after the sighting the chase might last for 
hours: Thomas Burnett chased his quarry for ten hours, and many accounts give details of 
fights which continued only after towing with boats for hours.   
 
English captains demonstrated their intentions and their control over their crews by closing to 
pistol shot range before firing, as Hawke laid down „the distance I shall think proper to 
engage at‟.839  It meant that the first broadside, prepared carefully and without haste, would 
cause maximum damage.  The intention was always so to disable the guns of the opposition 
that they could fight no further.  If the two ships were closely matched in size there might be 
several broadsides exchanged:   „the sternmost ship .. poured a broadside into me, I thought I 
could do no less than return the compliment‟, reported Archibald Kennedy.840 The French 
intention was always to disable the rigging of the English ship so that she could not follow, 
and occasionally the repairs to masts and rigging did take so long that the privateer was able 
to take advantage of nightfall to escape.
841
  Flying before a strong wind, Paul Henry Ourry 
chased a privateer into Plymouth Sound, and in the confusion the brig „put in stays which 
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gave me the opportunity to fire my starboard guns as he passed my side I wore my ship at the 
same time in less than 8 or 10 minutes she entirely disappeared though it was a fine 
moonlight night and I could see for some miles to the horizon.‟842  On another occasion, after 
a long chase John Elliot fired at a large French ship which promptly sank „with all her 
colours flying‟. According to Beatson, Hussar‟s rigging had been so badly damaged in the 
engagement she could not lower a boat to save lives from the sinking ship.
843
   
 
On occasion, despite their approval of proceedings, their Lordships were provoked into 
delivering a broadside of their own: having left his station and „sloped off to the west 
following intelligence‟, Archibald Kennedy brought in the French East Indiaman Le Boutin.  
The account of his capture was published in the Gazette, but the Lords were „much 
dissatisfied‟ that he had left his station.844  Being in the right place was the essential 
prerequisite for success, and able captains who commanded sufficient „interest‟, spent the war 
in the right place, and took every opportunity offered.  Between February and April 1762 
William Hotham captured eight privateers and burned a further vessel which had grounded 
to evade capture, as well as retaking several French prizes.
845
 In two years Thomas Harrison 




If a privateer evaded capture, its appearance was described, so that other naval patrols in the 
area could be alerted to its presence: „she is a long black sided vessel with a white bottom and 
small figurehead pierced for 14 carriage guns and 24 oars.‟847  When Henry John Phillips 
surprised a French privateer he was most proud of the fact that so many others had not been 
successful in taking her: „I was so lucky as to surprise him in the night by running up 
alongside of her prepared for a fight, she observing that it so intimidated them that they did 
not think proper to exchange any shott, <sic> all the execution that was done was by one of 
our bow chasers which wounded four of her men or <sic> could they ever make sail 
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properly.‟848 Another night exercise resulted in the taking of the 40 gun privateer Danaé by 
William Hotham in Mélampe in company with James Gilchrist‟s Southampton.849  
 
A final element of the report was always to record the numbers dead and wounded, although 
it was not always possible to tell how many had been killed in an engagement. From the 
seventeenth century the Admiralty paid ten pounds a gun for captured warships, and in the 
eighteenth century a five pound bounty, called „head money‟, was paid for every person on 
board a French ship „taken, sunk, burnt or otherwise destroyed‟  and divided and paid at the 
same time and in the same proportion as prize money. A certificate listing the persons on 
board had to be sent to secure payment.
850
   This list gave not only the numbers for the „head 
money‟, but also indicated the intensity of the fight.  Thomas Burnett reported from Happy 
that ‘Captain and officers said there were 75 men, so two must have been killed and thrown 
overboard‟.851 The numbers of French killed and wounded were always far higher than those 
in the English ships, reflecting the point of aim of the gunners.   
 
Head and gun money, together with potential prize money, discussed below, must have 
helped to keep keen the appetite of the petty officers and crew for battle.
852
  The captain was 
rewarded not just with his share and the words „their Lordships very much approve of his 
proceedings‟, but with public acclaim.  Reports of these encounters were paraphrased for 
publication in the London Gazette, to raise the morale of the public and to inform the rest of 
the naval community.  News was further distributed through contemporary ballads which 
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were written to convey to the public the news of the day, and also what was thought 
important at the time.
853
    
 
Not only French privateers were active off the English coast.
854
  Barrels of gin which had 
been stolen from a Dutch vessel were marked with a particularly distinctive brand, which was 
carefully reproduced by William M
c
Cleverty so that customs officials could be alerted.
855
 
There were more than twice as many English privateers as French until unescorted French 
merchant shipping declined by the end of 1758. The Dutch protested vigorously against the 





1.4 Attacks on enemy trade in the Atlantic, North America, West Africa and India 
 
Historians have questioned whether fleet actions against French convoys were pursued 
rigorously enough.  L‟Étanduère made a deliberate sacrifice in 1747 when the eight French 
escorts fought the 14 English vessels under Hawke, permitting the convoy of 250 to escape.  
Hawke‟s only solace was that a fast frigate took the news of the convoy to the West Indies in 
time for some to be captured.
857
  Should Howe have allowed the convoy to escape at the 
Glorious First of June?  Was his demolition of the French protective screen enough to 
warrant „glory‟?858   There was tension between the desire for prize money which would 
result from attacking merchantmen and the view that while there was a large undefeated 
French fleet at sea it was more correct to go for the warships and win command of the sea, 
after which trade might be stopped more effectively.  On the other hand Rodger reported 
Anson‟s regret that Captains Digby and Proby chased the escorting man-of-war for five days, 
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allowing the eight store ships to escape: they did not behave properly, because the French 
would have missed the store ships more than the man-of-war.
859
   
 
1761 onwards – the extension of hostilities to Spain 
 
Politics within Europe were played out on the Atlantic, where Spanish vessels were used to 
carry goods for France, despite Spain‟s being neutral.  Edward Hawke said of Spanish vessels 
that: „None of them within the limits of my command have ever met with the least 
molestation, while they act with regard to our enemies with a shameful partiality, and distress 
our trade as much as if we were at actual war with them‟860 During the years of political 
uncertainty naval vessels were required to respect this precarious situation. William Pitt was 
informed that Thomas Baillie had saved a Spanish treasure ship by towing her into harbour 
when she had lost her anchors, without payment or reward, as befitting an ally.
861
  Dutch 
ships were routinely involved in transporting naval goods under false papers, but Spanish 
ships were suspected of the same subterfuge.  Thomas Harrison was ordered to release a 
Spanish vessel, laden with oars, ostensibly bound for Ostend, but with papers showing she 
was bound for Havre.
862
  William Fortescue had the same experience: his pilot recognised 
the Deustra Senora Delores as having belonged to the French at St Malo.
863
 When Archibald 
Kennedy intercepted the Spanish St Bruno he found her to be carrying provisions bound for 
Quebec from Santander. She had two captains, one French, the other Spanish and a French 
crew. Aware of the „Treaty embinding <sic> between the Government of Great Britain and 
Spain‟ Kennedy brought the vessel in to port.864  
 
From 1760 Spain was being increasingly pushed by Choiseul towards ending her neutrality, 
which happened in 1762.  It must have been a relief when captains received orders enclosing 
a declaration of war with Spain.
865
  However Robert Man, having detained „two vessels 
belonging to Spainyards <sic>.‟ was warned „to be careful of them as they will be permitted 
to proceed with their voyage‟- presumably because they had been detained before war had 
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been declared.
866
  Once Spain was as much an enemy as France, the length of the Western 





The containment of French trading posts in India, West Africa and North America 
 
Each of the ninety vessels which made up the East India Company fleet made only four round 
trips. The largest ships were confined to the China trade, the smaller ones were suitable for 
the shallow Hooghly river and brought huge wealth back to England.  The heavily armed East 
Indiamen were able to protect themselves from both privateering and pirate attacks, but in 
deference to the strong merchant interest, the navy normally provided protection for the laden 
vessels returning to England from St Helena, as described in Chapter 2.  However, having 
taken Minorca, the French sent a military force to India which provoked a strong naval 
response.
868
   
 
In 1757 Richard Kempenfelt was flag captain to Commodore Steevens on his expedition to 
the East Indies.  The English and French naval forces were evenly matched, and Admiral 
Pocock could not bring the French to a decisive conclusion in the three engagements at 
Cuddagore, Negapatam and Pondicherry.  Kempenfelt was outraged that the captains of the 
slowest ships were court martialled for not joining the line of battle, and described the efforts 
made by William Brereton to stay with the fleet. As Kempenfelt reported, „the French 
commanding ship which our Admiral engaged broke the line and shot ahead and to leeward 
of the second and about a quarter of an hour after the whole French line bore round up and 
crowded sail away.‟869 Although the three bloody actions were indecisive, the outcome was 
to end the free movement of French shipping in the Indian Ocean, and spelled the end of the 
French East India Company.   
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In November 1758 Commodore Augustus Keppel took a squadron to West Africa to attack 
the French trading post in Gorée.  William Fortescue in Prince Edward took part in this and 




The French and Indian wars which had erupted in North America in 1754 escalated into all-
out war.
871
  When Boscawen was sent to the St Lawrence to stop reinforcement of the French 
colonies, he was prevented by fog from seizing the whole fleet, but two ships were captured.  
There was still no declaration of war, but Hawke had instructions to take every French ship-
of-the-line he found between Ushant and Finisterre, as well as privateers and merchant men.  
By the end of 1755 more than 300 trading vessels had been taken, and 6,000 French seamen 




Archibald Kennedy and Joshua Loring were both involved, as American-born officers in 
the British navy, and their activities and involvement in amphibious operations are discussed 
below.  The attacks made by the French against British vessels on the lakes were a warning of 
the difficulties to be faced by the army in due course. 
 
In 1760 Thomas Burnett took Rochester to North America, with Alexander Schomberg in 
Diana.
873
  He was part of the squadron under Lord Colville which relieved Quebec, and 
subsequently was occupied in guarding the mouth of the St Lawrence.  His station was the 
Isle de Bec, and he managed to stay out in appalling winter weather.  Part of this was due to 
the fact that he was re-supplied with essential food stuffs while he was there, through a 
fortuitous meeting at sea on 26 August when John Wheelock provided bread and beer for the 
Rochester, so allowing Burnett to stay longer on watch at the mouth of the St Lawrence.   
Burnett‟s staying out on his station meant that he missed being sent to escort the 
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 rate 50 gun O 8.3.1747 K 24.9.1747 L 3.8.1749 Lyon, Sailing Navy List 47.  
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Newfoundland convoy back to England, as Lord Colville had planned.
874
 He was simply 
doing what was expected of him, and he was not commended for it. 
 
1.5 Prize money 
 
Prize money was divided amongst ships‟ companies in the proportions: 1/8  to flag officers; 
¼  to captains who received an additional 1/8  if there had been no share to flag offices; 1/8  
for lieutenants and the higher ranking petty officers; ¼ for the remaining warrant and petty 
officers; ¼ to the seamen.
875
 Gradish quotes Beatson who commented that this division was 
so unfair to the inferior officers and private men that it laid an indelible stain on the 
Administration.
876
  An admiral actively engaged at sea was almost certain of a fortune from 




There was a grey area regarding captures of French vessels before the actual declaration of 
war.  All active captains were instructed to send in a list of such captures.  How payment for 
these was resolved is not clear, but in 1761 the Commissioners responsible announced that 




The agent usually came on board and paid the ship‟s company their share of the prize 
money.
879
  A sequence of advertisements were printed in the London Gazette to warn those 
involved where and when to collect their prize money if not on board:
 
 
Notice is hereby given to the Officers and Company of his Majesty‟s ship Tartar, who 
were actually on board at the seizing of the French privateer L‟Heureuse, in company 
with his Majesty‟s sloop Happy, that they, or their lawful attorneys, will be paid their 
respective shares of the said prize on board the Tartar, the next time she returns into 
Plymouth Sound.  The recalls will be on the first Monday of every month, for three 
years, at Mr Thomas Hills, the sign of the White Hart, upon Plymouth Dock.
880
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Despite the frisson of disquiet that Happy’s crew might have felt, their share was carried to 
them in Portsmouth, and distributed to them on board on 26 April.
881
  Thomas Burnett sold 
Infernal for £800, as reported by the Gentleman’s Magazine on 20 March 1757.882   Where 
and when to make such a sale of a prize was the captain‟s decision alone.  Burnett would 
have found many potential buyers in the maritime world of Guernsey, and his share of the 
prize money was doubtless put to good use furnishing his palatial accommodation in 
Cambridge. 
 
The chance of prize money was a powerful means of inspiring officers (and their crews), to 
exert themselves to the utmost, with an appetite which „was almost canine‟ in the view of 
some contemporaries.
883
 A „lucky‟ captain who sought out successful engagements would be 
popular with his crew.  News of the riches paid out to the fortunate recipients would spread 
rapidly.
884
  Sailors were very conscious of the benefits which accrued to them, even if their 
share was small.
885
 Sailors could make good use of sums as small as £2 which would have 
bought a variety of silver shoe and knee buckles, shirts, stockings and a hat.
886
  Thomas 
Baillie was threatened with an action against him by the Tartar’s company for allowing the 
Marie Victoire to be sold to the Government, „the captors being offered near one thousand 
pounds more by the merchants‟.887 Captures were surveyed by the Navy Board before they 




John Elliot warned his father that he would be surprised at how little he had made from his 
prizes.  His captures of L’Alcyon, La Vengeance and Le Heureux were worth nearly 
£2,000.
889
  His share of the captures of Thurot‟s squadron as well as five prizes of war, two 
privateers, half a dozen merchantmen and two retaken English ships came to a total between 
£4,000 and £5,000. In addition the King awarded him £1,000 for the capture of Thurot. 
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Having taken a prize, decisions then had to be taken as to where the prize should be sold.  La 
Vengeance was brought in to an Irish port, but Elliot was advised by his prize agent to spend 
a little money having her made seaworthy so that she could be sailed to Plymouth in order to 
get a fair price.  Gilbert Elliot offered to have her surveyed for purchase by the navy, and 
since the decision as to whether she should be sold to the navy or on the open market was the 
captor‟s alone, Baillie‟s experience was probably not unique.890   
 
Putting together information from different sources gives insight into the inroads expenses 
and other shares made into a capture‟s value. William Hotham‟s capture of the 38-gun 5th 
rate Danaé brought him £1,689, despite the comment that „the deductions and drawbacks are 
amazing‟.891  The Navy Board bought her for £7,472 13s 6d, a half share of which went to 




Prize money was also the reward of captains who took part in successful operations such as 
the captures of Havana and Manila.  Burnett, Hotham, Lindsay, Martin and Wheelock 
would have had £1,600 each from Havana, the captains‟ share being divided into 42 parts; 
seamen at the Havana received £3 14s 9d.
893
Kempenfelt received £1,539 from the taking of 
Manila, where there were no Albemarle fingers in the pie.
894
  The capture of Guadaloupe in 
1759 resulted in small shares for large numbers of men.   Fleet actions could result in 
numbers of prizes being taken, the proceeds from which were divided into very small 
amounts.
895
  Kempenfelt, commenting on his battle in December 1781, reported that it would 
have been to his advantage if he had stayed out with the fleet „for the chance it gave me of 
taking something‟, but he brought in more than twenty of the French convoy of transports, 
leaving Agamemnon to bring in five further stragglers.
896
  Perhaps his regret at not 
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Taking enemy ships did not always result in wealth for the captain.  Disputes could result in 
court cases which dragged on for years.  John Wheelock‟s capture of a Spanish brig off 
Louisburg in 1758 resulted in a court case in 1765 which threatened him with a debt of 
£2,800, the full value of the brig which had been wrecked in Louisburg harbour.  Thomas 
Burnett‟s capture of the Guernsey smuggler Two Brothers off Isle de Bec was also disputed, 
and two years later a judicial committee in London ordered the ship and cargo to be restored. 





1.6 Amphibious operations on French coasts 
 
The age-old possibility of amphibious action led Julian Corbett to write:  
.. great issues between nations at war have always been decided – except in the rarest 
of cases – either by what your army can do against your enemy‟s territory and 





The British landings attempted and achieved on French coasts were not intended to do more 
than disturb the way in which the French disposed of her military forces.  
 
To catch glimpses of Thomas Burnett and his peers and to understand odd references in their 
letters it was sometimes necessary to use non-Admiralty sources. At the outset the rôles they 
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1.6 (1) Rochefort 
 
It was a widely held view that the raids upon the French coast to divert French forces from 
Germany had not been successful.
900
  However this is not entirely borne out by the table 
provided by Corbett showing the numbers and quality of troops marched from Paris, Caen, 
Valogne, Versailles and other stations towards Rochelle.
901
 These were not French troops 
from Germany, but they were the front line of the defences of Paris.  It seems that a naval 
threat against French coasts withdrew vital forces and relieved the pressure on Frederick‟s 
forces.  The potential of this strategy was well understood, for it repeated the success the 
British had enjoyed in the previous century, when Thomas Burnett‟s grandfather, Bishop 
Gilbert Burnett wrote that: 
 The honour of commanding the sea and of shutting the French within their ports gave 
a great reputation to our affairs … they had many troops dispersed all along their 
coast, so that it put their affairs into great disorder and we were everywhere masters at 
sea.
902
   
 
The amphibious actions against Louisburg, Quebec, Guadaloupe, Belle Isle and Havana 
during the war showed that as a result of the first attempt at Rochefort being a complete 
failure and providing lessons in what to avoid in the future, the navy had learned how to 
transport the army and support it on hostile shores. The critical weakness at Rochefort was 
the age and lack of decision of General Sir John Mordaunt.  Moreover the beaches chosen for 
landing were impossible as the transports could not get close in to the land, and could not be 
protected by the ships of the line. On this occasion the army seemed profoundly disinclined to 
get its feet wet.
903





In April 1758 the French at Basque Roads were preparing transports and other vessels for the 
relief of Louisburg.  Hawke saw the convoy loading and arming near the Isle de Aix, and 
with his small squadron swept in to cut them out.  John Elliot in Hussar drove a brig ashore 
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and burned it.
905
  Most French vessels escaped up the Charente, and grounded on the mud on 
the ebb tide.  Stores, guns and ballast were thrown overboard in an attempt to lighten the 
ships which were then warped over the shallows using small boats to lay out their anchors.  
The jettisoned articles were buoyed, but Hawke‟s ships‟ boats went in and cut the buoys, so 
ensuring that support for Louisburg would not arrive.
906
  Michael Clements in Acteon was 
also involved. 
 
1.6 (2) St Malo 
 
The next amphibious enterprise was completely different both in organisation and outcome. 
There were two objectives:  the first was to distract the French army from the King of 
Prussia; the second was to damage the French arsenals on the Normandy coast. Specially 
built flat-bottomed boats, each holding a half-company, were constructed at great speed, and 
a force of 13,000 men was collected in the Isle of Wight under the Duke of Marlborough. 
Anson and Hawke commanded the covering squadron, while Commodore Howe took the 
transports and smaller frigates in to Cancale Bay on 5 June.
907
   Having learned from 
Rochefort, the navy kept control of the landing force until the troops left the landing ships.  
Once the landing place had been agreed upon, a naval officer was responsible for getting the 
soldiers into the landing craft and then, in waves, onto the beach.  Commodore Lord Howe 
conducted the landing himself.
908
 Paul Henry Ourry in Success was temporarily the flag 
ship of the enterprise when Howe left Essex and used the 6
th
 rate to get closer in to supervise 
the landings.
909
  Flamborough under Archibald Kennedy was another of the frigates whose 
firepower was „to cover the landing of the troops, clear the beach and silence the battery‟.910  
The frigates themselves were rowed inshore to cover more closely the landing of the troops, 
and having run themselves on shore the crews were then busy all night, as the troops were 
landing, in keeping them upright.  The bulkheads of the cabins and steerage were broken 
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down and thrown overboard, and spare spars were retrieved from the booms and used to 
shore up the ships.  Eventually they were hauled back into deeper water.
911
   
 
Brigadier Elliot took 200 cavalry and the same number of infantry along the coast to St 
Servan, where they found a 50 gun ship, two 36 gun frigates, 20 privateers and 70-80 
merchant ships.  These and the magazines of naval stores were set alight.  The rest of the 
army marched towards and threatened St Malo and then retreated from it, before being taken 
off again on the 11 and 12 June. Adverse weather prevented any further action against 
Cherbourg until 26 June when the fleet made its way back again, but a gale sprang up and 
made a further attack impossible. The fleet returned to the Isle of Wight. 
 
1.6 (3) Cherbourg 
 
Outside Cherbourg the bomb vessels and frigates cleared any resistance from the beach and 
the Guards secured the sandhills from which the French might have resisted.  The troops 
marched along the coast to Cherbourg, where they destroyed the undefended forts, while the 
navy dealt with the fleet in the basin, burning 27 ships. Paul Henry Ourry was busy this 
time on shore, under Captain James of the Artillery, blowing up the fortifications at 
Cherbourg.  The artillery destroyed 173 iron guns and some mortars, and carried away 24 
brass guns.  Eventually the French appeared to be about to attack in strength, and the British 
forces were taken off successfully.   
 
A second landing was made at St Lunaire, not a suitable anchorage in the prevailing on-shore 
winds.  The Grenadiers burned the shipping in the harbour of St Briac, but the weather was 
too unsettled for an attack on St Malo, so the fleet moved further along the coast towards St 
Cas.  The army marched to join them, but the French appeared in force, and the army was 
given the order to re-embark.  Many of the landing boats were destroyed by French artillery, 
and in the rush for the remaining boats several soldiers were drowned.  General Drury and 
400 soldiers of the rearguard were overwhelmed.  William Paston was one of four naval 
officers responsible for the four divisions of flat bottomed boats, and all four were captured 
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by the French.  Paston was with the campaign as he had just paid off the Jason and his new 
commission, the 6
th
 rate Tweed was still building in Hull, so that he was free to be used by 
Howe and Duff.  Paston and his colleagues were quickly exchanged, but 18 months later he 




General Ligonier reflected that the Army‟s landing force was logistically dependent upon the 
navy, and that „a safe and well secured communication between the camp and sea, from 
whence you are to receive your supplies of all kinds, is absolutely necessary; the whole 
depends upon it ..‟913 
 
1.6 (4) Belle Isle 
 
The attack on Belle Isle took place in April 1761. Several of Thomas Burnett‟s peers were 
involved:  Joseph Peyton in Prince was used by Hawke to identify potential landing places 
on Belle Isle.
914
 William Hotham in Mélampe sketched the batteries and described possible 
approaches.
915
  Others involved were Alexander Schomburg in Essex, Samuel Wallis in 
Prince of Orange, Edmund Affleck in Launceston, and Paul Henry Ourry in Acteon, while 
William Fortescue in Hero was part of the covering squadron.  A feint landing was made 
before Wallis began the bombardment which silenced the battery at the entrance of the bay. 
Commodore Augustus Keppel then transferred into Wallis‟ Prince of Orange and the 
disembarkation began.  The landing was resisted strongly, however, and the troops had to be 
retrieved.  A few days later a second landing was made with more success, batteries were 
erected against the town and a three week attack on the town was rewarded with surrender.  
Major-General Hodgson reported to Lord Albemarle, Commodore Keppel‟s brother: 
.. I hear some scoundrels have spread a report that the Commodore and I have 
disagreed.  I believe there never was more friendships and more harmony between 
two persons since the creation of the world than has subsisted between us … The two 
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Belle Isle was held until the end of the war. Following this attack Paul Henry Ourry in 
Acteon was amongst those sent in successfully to attack the defensive works on the Isle 
d‟Aix.  
 
At the end of the war the belligerence died out immediately.   Edmund Affleck sent in a 
report, gleaned from a French coasting sloop in ballast, that „the gallies and armed vessels 
were dismantled at Havre and the merchant ships were preparing for the sea‟.917    
 
1.7 Amphibious operations in Canada  
 
In Canada the need for successful naval action was even more clearly understood.  The 
attacks by the French on established trading posts had to be addressed, and the significance of 
the eventual outcome persists to this day.  Because of the huge range of elements involved in 
these operations a number of Thomas Burnett‟s peers participated.  From the individual 
achievements of Joshua Loring and Archibald Kennedy as transport agents to the panache 
of Alexander Schomberg in Diana at the siege of Louisburg to Thomas Burnett‟s lonely 
vigil in Rochester at the Isle de Bec, this theatre gave many of the young men a chance to 
show individual strengths. 
 
In 1756 Archibald Kennedy was commissioned by the Admiralty to command the newly-
built snow Halifax on Lake Ontario.  Halifax, the sloop Mohawk and brigantine London were 
intended to keep in check the French presence on the Lake.  Before he could take up his 
command the British forces were overwhelmed and the ships captured. 
 
The threat to British interests in Canada resulted in a huge concerted effort, in which the navy 
was responsible for hiring merchant vessels as transports; manning the naval vessels which 
escorted the transports; accumulating and loading the stores required to feed the army and the 
naval personnel involved.  Archibald Kennedy was appointed as an agent for the transports 
preparing for the enterprise in the Thames.
918
    Kennedy‟s meticulously detailed daily letters 
spell out clearly the endless excuses which he summarised as „contrivance by master‟. 
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Eventually the convoy was collected together, conveyed across the Atlantic and discharged in 
America.  Kennedy‟s responsibilities did not end there. The men who had come with him 
from England to serve in the Halifax were in need of subsistence until they were found other 
employment.  He paid their expenses out of his own pocket, knowing that this would cause 
complications back at the Navy Board when he put in his accounts to be paid, but confident 
that he was doing the right thing and that he would not be the loser by it.  Kennedy then took 
himself back to England as soon as he could so that he could take up an independent 
command of his own.
919
   
 
Others of his peers had been hard at work gathering troops from Scotland for the assault in 
Canada.  Robert Man kept the Admiralty informed of the endless problems in gathering 




Joshua Loring was caught up in the business of fitting out yet further transports and 
embarking troops from New York for destinations in Canada.
921
  Loring was desperate to be 
extricated from this service, but was extremely useful to the Earl of Loudoun.
922
  Loring 
brought to the Admiralty‟s attention the existence of quantities of naval stores which had 
been collected in and near New York for the projected naval presence on Lake Ontario. 
 
Lord Loudoun was recalled to Britain after the cancellation of the first attempt to take 
Louisburg in 1757.  The combination of bad weather and bad luck meant that the navy had 
not been able to prevent squadrons of the French fleet joining together in the harbour at 
Louisburg, and they could not be tempted out for a set-piece battle.  In 1758 Loudoun‟s plans 
were in the hands of Jeffery Amherst, who eventually achieved his objective of uniting three 
British armies at Montreal. The 40 warships which formed the naval forces were under the 
command of Boscawen, who co-operated throughout with the needs of the army.   With 
Boscawen were John Lindsay in Trent, Alexander Schomberg in Diana, Robert Boyle 
Walsingham in Boreas, Charles Medows in Shannon, Samuel Wallis in Port Mahon and 
John Wheelock in Squirrel.      
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When Boscawen arrived with his fleet and the transports off Louisburg, they were not 
interfered with except by the weather.  The seven week siege under Amherst and Wolfe 
progressed steadily once a landing place had been found.  Wolfe, having learned what not to 
do at Rochefort, ensured that the navy was closely involved with every aspect of operations, 
not just of the landings.  While reconnoitring in thick fog and a strong wind, John Lindsay‟s 
Trent struck on a rock.  She had to unship her rudder, but with some difficulty they succeeded 
in getting her off.  The frigates were able to assist the military efforts on land by continuous 
bombardment from the sea. On 14 June Alexander Schomberg‟s Diana was damaged and 
six men were killed or wounded by constant French fire.
923
     Under the direction of 
alternating captains from the frigates, sailors were used to help digging trenches, carry 
ammunition and supplies, and finally erect a battery of their own.  A lucky shot caused Le 
Célèbre to go up in flames, and the two vessels near her were also engulfed.    During the 
night of 26 July sailors and marines in longboats crept into the harbour under cover of fog, 
and both Le Prudent and Bienfaisant were boarded and captured.  Le Prudent was found to be 
aground and was burned where she lay, but Bienfaisant was towed away by all the ships‟ 





During August Joshua Loring got to work with his shipbuilders at Fort William Henry on 
Lake George and first launched a sloop, the Earl of Halifax.  Loring‟s vessels were intended 
to patrol the lake and to protect the army as it marched against the French, but, as was the 
local practice, could be sunk for protection during the winter.  Flat-bottomed and of shallow 
draft, the vessels were designed for their environment.  When Major General Amherst arrived 
to take command of the British army at Lake George, Loring was in charge of the flotilla of 
small vessels which carried the army to the northern end of Lake George.  While Fort 
Ticonderoga was being rebuilt Loring built more ships, the brig Duke of Cumberland and the 
sloop Boscawen.  The ships had to be manned from the military, as there were no naval or 
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In 1759, the attention of the army was focused on the St Lawrence River where Quebec 
commanded the use of the waterway.  Wolfe was in charge, and could dictate the use he 
made of the naval support afforded him by Vice Admiral Charles Saunders.  The French 
batteries, redoubts and entrenchments above and below the town could not be attacked from 
the water.  John Lindsay in Trent fired on and dispersed floating batteries which the French 
used to try to set fire to British ships.  Eventually the decision was made to land troops below 
the town.  On the night of 13 September the landing boats brought British troops to Anse au 
Foulon.  The tide carried the forlorn hope detachment past the point picked out by Wolfe, but 
three companies made their way up the face of the cliff.   
 
Captain Joseph Deane‟s Lowestoft and John Wheelock‟s Squirrel were part of the protecting 
screen providing cover for the long boats and landing boats which ferried the men ashore.  
Wolfe gave Wheelock detailed orders as to which flat bottomed boats were to be used, in 
what order, and for which troops.  At the same time further ships under Admiral Knowles at 
Beauport Shore staged a noisy diversion, hoping to split the French defences.  Montcalm 
brought his troops onto the plain in front of Quebec to prevent a frontal assault by the British 
forces.  However the hastily gathered French were no match for the British, whose muskets, 
by Wolfe‟s orders, were double shotted.  One discharge was enough to disperse the French, 
and confused fighting followed but Quebec surrendered on 18 September.
926
   
 
The British held on to the shattered town though the winter, but were in desperate need of 
supplies and reinforcements by the spring.  Eventually both the French forces attempting to 
re-take the city and the British defenders were reduced to watching for the first vessel to 
reach them, knowing that victory would belong to whichever side was reinforced.  The 
British vessels which arrived, including Alexander Schomberg‟s Diana, provided 
confirmation that Canada was securely in the hands of the British. The French vessels sent to 
relieve their Canadian forces was trapped between two British squadrons at the mouth of the 




The summer of 1759 had seen Loring and the shipwrights he hired from Philadelphia busy 
with more shipbuilding under Amherst‟s direction at Fort Niagara.  Two snows were 
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completed, one renamed Onandaga by General Amherst to please the local American 
Indians.  Loring‟s naval enterprise was now totally controlled by the army, with crews of 
merchant seamen and soldiers.  The army was moved down the treacherous waterway of the 
St Lawrence River towards Montreal in a flotilla of 800 small boats, the snows suffering from 
a lack of pilots in the uncharted waters.  The Onandaga ran aground within range of the 
French batteries above Fort Levis, and Loring was severely wounded and a third of his crew 
killed or wounded.  Despite this setback Amherst took Fort Levis and his forces met the rest 
of the British troops on Montreal Island.   On 8 September 1760 Montreal, together with the 
whole of Canada, was surrendered.
928
   
 
1.8 Amphibious operation at Manila in the Pacific 
 
Richard Kempenfelt, as Rear-Admiral Cornish‟s flag captain in Norfolk, accompanied him 
to assault Manila in 1762.  This was a text-book example of an amphibious assault, with the 
military and naval forces working closely together from the outset, and Kempenfelt one of 
the three captains overseeing the landing of the troops.   The Spanish were completely 
unaware of any threat, and posed little resistance to the forces which landed without 
opposition.  The naval guns, landed from the ships, were instrumental in reducing the 
citadel.
929
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1.9.1 Atlantic ports 
 
The question of close or loose blockade of the French Atlantic ports was argued throughout 
the eighteenth century. Anson‟s solution was „to have such a squadron always to the 
westward as may in all probability either keep the French in port or give them battle with 
advantage if they come out.‟930   
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The ongoing question was how far to the westward to keep the watching squadron.
931
  
Despite Boscawen‟s planning, three French squadrons were able to slip out during the winter 
of 1757: six vessels left for the West Indies, followed by a further five, then the final Brest 
squadron left for Louisburg.  In April 1758 a merchant convoy of 40 vessels at Basque Roads 
was surprised and scattered by Hawke, most went aground or jettisoned their guns and stores 
to make their escape.  But, as Middleton concluded, four years of hard work had not achieved 
the intention of keeping French fleets from the Channel.  The French had succeeded in 
reinforcing North America in 1755, disguising the attack on Minorca in 1756 and saving 
Louisburg in 1757, with merchant and supply convoys operating comparatively freely.
932
   
 
Once the war began, use of the fleet to blockade Toulon denied the French access to their 
commerce.  By 1758 the French were feeling the effects of the blockade, to the extent that 
Lady Elizabeth Anson reported to her brother „the people being hardly able to live and 
everything being so dear, that the same quantity of beans (the usual resource of the poor) that 
used to sell for two sous, selling now for eight or ten sous.‟933 
 
The thankless work of blockade was dangerous.  Apart from the weather and the rocky lee 
shore, lone frigates, on watch for the enemy fleet, were always wary of being caught by 
overwhelming enemy forces.
 934
     
 
As the design of ships improved they were able to stay at sea for prolonged periods, but the 
blockade necessitated efficient dockyards for repair or resupply.  Portsmouth was too far to 
the East, and Plymouth was transformed into a dockyard which rivalled the Thames.
935
  To 
lengthen the time the blockading vessels could stay on station, food was brought out by 
victuallers, arranged by Robert Pett who was appointed as Victualling Commissioner in 
Plymouth.
936
  Finally, Hawke was given enough ships to be able to block Brest up „in the 
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strictest sense‟: his inshore flotilla was divided into two, one off St Mathew‟s Point, the other 
across Douarnenez Bay to guard the passage du Raz, while Hawke remained off Ushant, 
ready to be signalled if he were needed.   
 
In addition to improved docks and victualling facilities, charts were ungraded with more 
information about French coasts: an Admiralty circular dated 27 October 1759 had made 
clear that: „the King‟s service has suffered very much during this war for want of information 
and knowledge of harbours, roads and accessible places on the coast of France‟.937  It is a 
remarkable failure on behalf of the Secretary and his clerks that despite the urgency of this 
memorandum, instructions to the captains were not issued until 1760 or 1761.  Despite the 
confidence shown by the British in the French Neptune Francois, the French did not know 
their own coasts either.
938
  Le Moing suggested that Conflans may not have known about the 




The British threats against the French coast were mirrored by Choiseul‟s threats of invasion 
in 1759.  Flat-boats were built and assembled at Le Havre to carry 20,000 men from Ostend 
to Essex. The privateer Thurot was intended to take another force to raid Ireland while the 
main thrust of the invasion was to take place in Scotland.  Twenty thousand troops assembled 
at the Morbihan were to be taken to Scotland in merchantmen.
940
   What was clear to the 
Admiralty was that the French fleet at Brest, under Conflans, would need to clear the inshore 
British fleet out of the way before the invasions.  During July Hawke left Augustus Hervey in 
charge of a small squadron to keep a close watch on the movements of the French.  Hervey 
had Michael Clements in Pallas remain close inshore, where he was able to intercept five 
coasting vessels laden with ammunition, destined for „some expedition that is going on from 
the River Nantes‟.941  On 21 July four large French ships tried to get out but were frightened 
back into Brest by Hervey‟s aggressive approach.942  
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1.9.2  Quiberon Bay 20 November 1759 
 
Several of Burnett‟s peers were involved in Hawke‟s fleet in Quiberon Bay.  In September 
nine captains were asked for their opinions on the feasibility of an attack on the French ships 
in the River Vannes. Michael Clements in Pallas thought it practicable „with the loss of 
some ships‟; William Hotham in Mélampe thought keeping a squadron at anchor in the bay 
would be „a much more certain method of distressing the enemy‟; Paul Henry Ourry in 
Success was concerned about the defences along „the rapid and narrow river‟; Henry John 
Phillips in Juno thought „the advantage will overbalance the risk‟.943 
 
Intelligence continued to flood in to the Admiralty, and the relevant news was passed on to 
Hawke immediately.  Relevant to his situation and the decisions he had to make was the news 
of the victory at Lagos discussed below, and in October news of the capture of Quebec 
discussed above.  The westerly storm early in November drove the watching squadron back 
to Torbay and allowed M. Bompar‟s fleet from the West Indies to find refuge in Brest.  The 
sailors from these new ships were distributed amongst Conflans‟ vessels, but even so officers 
had to be used to help work the ships.
944
  On 15 November Conflans led his fleet out of Brest, 
only to have them sighted by Henry John Phillips in Juno who sent word back to Hawke.  
Hawke‟s fleet pursued, under „a pressure of sail‟, sure that the French would be encountered 
in Quiberon Bay.
945
  Conflans led his ships in a desperate race for safety, but Hawke followed 
him into the Bay, trusting to the French ships in front of him to show the dangers in the 
narrow entrance.  The British lost two ships, but the French fleet was destroyed.
946
   Of 
Thomas Burnett‟s peers the captains mentioned above were joined by William Fortescue in 
the 3
rd
 rate Hercules, Paul Henry Ourry now in Acteon and Thomas Harrison in Venus.
947
 
Henry John Phillips in Juno sailed with Geary in support of Hawke, but was too late to be 
part of the engagement.  They played their part in this brilliant fleet action, but as junior 
frigate captains did not have their careers advanced by it.  
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The French reneged on the agreement to exchange prisoners after the battle, and had to be 
threatened with „very fatal‟ consequences before the men were produced. Paul Henry 
Ourry, in Acteon, went in to collect the guns of the Héros and was fired on, so Ourry 
flattened part of Croisic.
948
 Eight French ships of the line escaped from Quiberon and made 
their way to the Basque Roads, where Keppel went in pursuit and reported that they had shed 
their main armaments so that they could warp up the twisted, muddy River Charente.
949
This 
was the most successful naval action by any definition.  Seven ships were totally lost to the 
French, including Conflans‟ flagship which he burned.  The seven ships which escaped up the 
Vilaine were unavailable for years.  The ships which escaped to Rochefort did not emerge 
again until the peace. 
 
1.9.3 Landing by French in Ireland 21-25 February 1760 
 
The naval blockade had unexpected benefits. In October 1759 a gale which blew Commodore 
Boys and his squadron (which included Henry Martin in Danaé) off station allowed 
François Thurot to slip out of Dunkirk in Marshal Belleisle, with La Terpsichore and La 
Blonde and three auxiliary ships.  This was the only element of the three planned invasions to 
succeed, largely because Thurot sailed north from Dunkirk and evaded the British blockade.  
In what the French described as „a chimerical project‟ they sailed via Gothenburg, Bergen 
and the Faroe Islands before arriving off the Irish coast in January,  by this time without the 
auxiliary ships.
950
  After refitting off the island of Islay, Thurot landed about 600 French 
troops at Carrickfergus on 21 February.  The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland sent urgent messages 
to every port in Ireland asking for support.  It happened that John Elliot in Aeolus, Michael 
Clements in Pallas and James Logie in Brilliant had been blown off their stations with 
Hawke‟s fleet blockading the French coast, and were delayed in Kinsale by dilatory 
victuallers.  Elliot, as senior officer, responded to the alarm and the three vessels reached 
Belfast Lough on 25 February, and before dawn the next day sighted three French ships 
attempting to leave.   
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Elliot‟s report to the Admiralty was typically laconic, giving just the rates and complements 
of the three French ships, concluding with his customary generosity, „It is with the greatest 
pleasure I acquaint their Lordships that the officers of his Majestys ships behaved remarkably 
well on this occasion.‟951 
 
The French prisoners were so numerous that Elliot had to hire a snow in Whitehaven to carry 
some of them back to Carrickfergus, having sent Pallas ‘with as many as she could stow‟ – 
450 men.  He sailed back to Plymouth with „at least thirty French officers in the cabin‟.952 
Elliot undertook to repay the expenses of the local doctor in Ramsay, who offered to do 
everything for the care and maintenance of the casualties, the survivors of about 300 men 
killed or wounded.  Michael Clements sent in the papers found in the purser‟s cabin, being 
used by the second captain on board Terpsichore.
953
  On this occasion Elliot was rebuffed by 
the Admiralty: his first lieutenant, George Forbes who had hauled down the Le Maréchal de 
Belleisle‟s flag, was not promoted despite Elliot‟s recommendation.954 
 
1.10 The naval blockade of the Mediterranean  
 
Intelligence in the Mediterranean was just as vital as from the Atlantic:  Paul Henry Ourry, 
still only a Master and Commander in 1756, was employed in the fast tender St Antonio de 
Padua to give warning of the French fleet coming out of Toulon, and whether it was bound 
for Minorca or not, using a system of flags to indicate the destination.
955
   
 
The blockade of Toulon was achieved through a squadron at Gibraltar alerted by frigates 
watching from closer at hand.  In 1758 de la Clue‟s force was sheltering in Cartagena, 
waiting for reinforcements to arrive from Canada.  Osborne and Saunders could not approach 
these vessels too closely, as this would have challenged Spain‟s neutrality.  When du Quesne 
did arrive he refused to go into the harbour, and for three days he and de la Clue each insisted 
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that as the more senior officer he should be joined by the other squadron.  Finally the wind 
changed and du Quesne was blown away from land, into the arms of the waiting British fleet.  
Sped on their way by du Quesne‟s „saufe qui peut’ signal, the French scattered.  The Orphée 
was captured, the Oriflamme driven ashore and the Foudrayant hunted through the night and 
worsted.  A month later the delighted Lady Anson was able to tell her brother about the 
triumph.
956
     Osborn‟s presence off Cartagena immobilised de la Clue, who escaped back to 
Toulon when Osborn had to refit in Gibraltar.   In 1759 William M
c
Cleverty sent 
information to Admiral Broderick that the French fleet was busy with preparations at Toulon, 
and was warned by the Admiralty not to mention the names of agents in his letters, „as they 
may be intercepted and be of prejudice to the persons mentioned‟.957  
 
Joseph Peyton was flag captain in Prince George under Rear Admiral Broderick.  They were 
on their way to the Mediterranean to take over from Rear Admiral Saunders when Prince 
George caught fire and sank.  Fortunately the ship was in company with the rest of the fleet, 
and there were ships‟ boats to help rescue those in the sea.  Peyton‟s first charge was to save 
his admiral:   
After Brodrick <sic> had left in the barge after repeatedly pressing him to do it, no 
endeavour was spared to save the ship though to no purpose.  When past all hopes I 
ordered the ports to be left open it blowing fresh and a good deal of sea to let her sink 
as the preferable alternative to blowing up.
958
   
 
Peyton was retained by Broderick as his flag captain, and they transferred together into the 
2
nd
 rate Prince when Admiral Osborn was relieved. 
 
Battle of Lagos 
 
Those of Thomas Burnett‟s peers who were in frigates were not expected to take part in the 
action against much larger vessels: their rôle was to shadow the enemy, pass intelligence and 
repeat instructions to ships of the line out of sight of the flag ship. Carrying out these 
activities were Christopher Basset in Rainbow, Charles Medows in Shannon, William 
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M
c
Cleverty in Gibraltar, Andrew Wilkinson in Glasgow and Thomas Baillie in Tartar’s 
Prize.   
 
The Battle of Lagos was a fleet action which showed clearly the different attitudes of the 
opposing forces. The French fleet from Toulon was ordered to Martinique to retake the sugar 
island of Guadaloupe.
959
  De la Clue‟s fleet of twelve ships of the line had to escape from 
Toulon through the narrow Gibraltar straits without being caught, and managed to do so at 
night.  Although the darkness protected the fleet, it was impossible for de la Clue to inform 
all the vessels that his plan to rendezvous at Cadiz had changed with the wind, and his 
intention instead was to go to Cape St Vincent.  The rearward five of his fleet, already being 
harried by Boscawen, broke away from de la Clue in the darkness and steered for Cadiz.  
Once the shadowing frigate brought the news of the French fleet off Ceuta, Boscawen 
achieved the feat of getting his vessels out of Gibraltar despite their being in a state of 
complete disarray.  Officers and men were on shore, sails were not bent, but in a matter of 
hours Boscawen‟s fleet was at sea, restoring men to their rightful ships and taking in ships‟ 
boats.  He was followed out by Broderick and his squadron.  Boscawen did not want to take 
just the French rear guard, but the ships in the van, but he did not have signals which could 
convey his instructions.  M. de Sabran gallantly interposed his Centaure between de la Clue‟s 
remaining ships and the British and was fought to a standstill.  By the morning, twenty four 
hours after his escape from the Straits, de la Clue only had four ships left: he ran his flagship 
Océan onto the rocks rather than surrender.  The Rédoutable followed his example, and 
Téméraire and Modeste were taken from under the Portuguese batteries.
960
 With Boscawen 
was Broderick and his flag captain Joseph Peyton in Prince. 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
1.11 The West Indian campaign 
 
In the West Indies the acquisition of political bargaining counters was extremely useful. The 
French did not maintain a permanent naval presence in the West Indies as the islands were 
avoided during the hurricane season.  The trade, however, was protected by convoys. The 
French had no means of revictualling their ships in the islands, nor did they have docks in 
which repairs could be carried out.   Attacks on British trade were carried out by privateers, 
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often quite small, which swarmed around the islands.  In contrast the British navy was 
accustomed to providing protection for their trade throughout the year.  Ships driven out of 
the St Lawrence Waterway by ice in winter could go to the West Indies for repair at Port 
Royal in Jamaica or English Harbour in Antigua.  Salt for the fisheries was convoyed 
northwards from Salt Tortuga, and supplies of food and naval stores were brought down from 
North America. A constant succession of relieving convoys brought out fresh ships and 




When Thomas Burnett sailed in Cambridge to the Leeward Islands in June1757 he was 
taking part in a long-established practice of trade protection.  When she arrived Cambridge 
provided evidence of one of the weaknesses of English Harbour: she was too large to get in 
over the bar, and had to shelter on the Northern coast where repairs could not be carried 
out.
962
 During the hurricane season Burnett had to take her south to avoid the worst of the 
weather.  If Spain had been an enemy during this time Burnett might have benefited from 
prizes taken in Spanish waters, but during this period Spain had not been brought into the 
conflict.   
 
The British naval forces were divided into two commands, the western one based on Jamaica, 
the eastern one on Antigua, and there was always some conflict between the demands of each 
station.  There was also a lack of co-ordination between the needs of the North American 
station and those of the West Indies.  At times of crisis a concentration of forces would have 
proved useful, but the question of seniority often got in the way.  The demands of the 
merchants further hindered efficiency.  They pressed for protection of their interests, to the 
exclusion of the need to annoy those of the enemy.  Pares argues that the blockade of French 
colonies did not contribute to the British victory.
963
  However by 1759 Choiseul wrote that 
instead of a military balance on land, what was important was a colonial and maritime 
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Marshall Smelser‟s work has defined the campaign in which Thomas Burnett and 
Cambridge now found themselves.
965
 As part of the escalation of the war, Cambridge took 
part in the attack on Martinique on 16 January 1759.  Four men were killed in the fight, and 
two more died of their wounds the next day.  Cambridge‟s complement was further reduced 
through desertion: ten men swam from the ship while she was in Martinique.
966
 Burnett was 
one of three captains responsible for overseeing the landing of 4,400 troops at the Bay of Cas 
de Navires.  This was not a successful use of the troops, who were faced by a much stronger 
French force, and eventually they were withdrawn to the transports.
967
  On the 20 January the 
fleet moved to Guadeloupe, a much more valuable target.  Cambridge was one of the ships 
which attacked the citadel and fortresses of Basse Terre, a foretaste of the attack on the 
Morro two years later.  Guadaloupe surrendered, as did the smaller islands of Marie Galante, 
the Saintes, La Desiderade and Petit Terre. Little was rescued from the fires which destroyed 
the town and the store houses.  Bompar arrived at Martinique with a French force but did not 
attempt to retake Guadaloupe.  Moore was unable to prevent Bompar from landing in 
Martinique, hampered as he was by needing to protect the military forces he had landed.  
Thomas Burnett escorted the trade convoy of more than two hundred vessels back to 
England in August 1759 as Cambridge needed to be refitted, and the work could not be done 
locally.  Commodore Moore was replaced by Sir James Douglas as Commander-in-Chief in 
1760.  The real enemy in the French West Indies had not been the French, but the local 
diseases for which the eighteenth century had no remedy.  The army lost approximately 40 
per cent of its troops to disease.  The Treaty of Paris gave the islands back to France, a 
decision which caused Britain many naval problems in the subsequent war. 
 
Spain entered the war in January 1762.  Many of the ships prepared for the Spanish navy had 
been designed and built by English or Irish designers, dockworkers and artisans smuggled out 
of British dockyards.
968
  The Spanish Havana was a legitimate target, and under Pocock a 
huge concerted amphibious attack was made on the port.
969
 By this time Thomas Burnett and 
many of his peers had been commissioned into ships more appropriate for their rôle inside a 
fleet rather than on its periphery.  Burnett never commanded a frigate: he went straight from 
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his years as flag captain in the 80 gun 3
rd
 rate Cambridge to the 50 gun 4
th
 rate Rochester. As 
soon as Thomas Burnett arrived from North America in Rochester Rodney exchanged ships 





Also in Pocock‟s fleet were the Hon. Robert Boyle Walsingham in the 64 gun 3rd rate 
Modeste, William M
c
Cleverty in the 50 gun 4
th





 Paul Henry Ourry in the 28 gun frigate Acteon and John Lindsay, 
who was still in the 28 gun fir-built frigate Trent were the only two who remained in the 
smaller vessels. 
 
All the features of a successful amphibious enterprise were present at Havana, as discussed in 
Chapter 1. The officers of the army and the navy worked together, each understanding 
perfectly the rôle of the other.  Landings were supervised by naval personnel, artillery was 
man-handled on shore by seamen, food and stores of all kinds were carried and distributed as 
necessary from the ships.  General Wolfe would have approved of the co-operation between 
army and navy. The taking of Havana effectively ended the war.   
2 Spain and the Falkland Islands 1770-3              
 
Chapter 7 discusses the reasons why Burnett and only nine members of his peer group were 
used in the remobilisation of 1770.
972
 
Richard Kempenfelt had been with Rear Admiral Cornish as his flag captain when they 
captured Manila in 1762.  They had been able to carry away only part of the riches they 
found there, and arranged that Spain would pay the rest as a ransom.  This became a major 
cause for friction between Spain and Britain after the war and Lord Rochford, Burnett‟s 
patron, was recalled from Madrid.  The exploration by Samuel Wallis of the Pacific was 
treated by Spain as potential aggression.   
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Spain‟s claim to the Falkland Islands was challenged by the establishment of the British post 
of Port Egmont.  France was posing a challenge in India, and Sir John Lindsay was sent to 
negotiate treaties with the Indian rulers. Threats from Russia in the Mediterranean added to 
the tension.  0n 10 June 1770 Spanish soldiers forced the British garrison from Port Egmont.  
Preparations were made in Britain for the navy to be put in readiness, the first intimation 
being increasing the size of crews on guardships.   Thomas Burnett was one of the half-pay 
officers to be called back into service, thanks to representations made on his behalf by Lord 
Rochford, as detailed in Chapter 1.
973
 A full scale mobilisation could not take place in June as 
the merchant vessels were still at sea, carrying the sailors who would be pressed into the navy 
if ships of war were commissioned. French intervention continued, and Rochford personally 
ordered more ships to be put into commission as a visible sign that Britain was prepared to 
take action.  By the winter, mobilisation using every means had put almost all ships ready 
into commission, a freezing winter which closed the Thames losing watermen their 
protections.  In the event Rochford suggested that all three powers disarmed simultaneously, 
with Spain restoring Port Egmont.   
Thomas Burnett was commissioned into the 70 gun 3
rd
 rate Boyne in 1770, and took her to 
Jamaica as part of the show of strength against Spain.  In the event nothing happened, and 
Boyne returned to England in 1772 without having fired a shot.
974
 France did not relinquish 
all plans for aggression, and concerns about Russia escalated.  Britain needed continued 
access to naval stores and was prepared to defend Russia‟s actions with diplomatic caution.  
The strength in the guardship squadron was maintained until 1773.
975
 
3 American War of Independence 
 
The years between 1765, when Archibald Kennedy saw first hand the outrage of the 
American colonists against the imposition of British taxes, and the outbreak of the war of 
Independence were years during which Thomas Burnett and his peers were not on the 
scene.
976
  In New York a station ship coordinated activity with the Governor and customs 
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officials, but just as Kennedy‟s papers lay un-read in his file, the evidence of growing 
rebellion to the sequence of legislation was disregarded. 
The navy was ill-prepared for the American war.  New frigates and sloops were not ordered 
from merchant yards on the outbreak of war as they had been in 1756.  Instead the laid-up 
navy-in-ordinary was put back into commission.  Baugh argues that this was the result of 
financial constraint.  Whereas the total spent on the navy during the years 1755-63 had been 
£40.5 million, the total for 1775-83 was £62 million.  Most of this expenditure came late in 
the war, when the effort of fighting against France, Spain and Holland at sea had to be added 
to the cost of putting 55,000 regular soldiers onto the American continent.
977
 The 
Rockingham administration which took over in 1765 was left with the repercussions of the 
Grenville government‟s Stamp Act, which had not been thought through.  The change in 
government caused a delay in sending the instructions and copies of the Act with the new 
stamped paper, all of which suffered the same fate: destruction by rioters, storage in 
warehouses or return to England.
978
 
Large sums would have been needed to solve one of the problems faced by the navy, the 
shortage of transports and ships of the line.  A huge number of transports and resources of all 
kinds were needed to support the army across a vast territory without easy access to local 
sources of supply.  But the third factor, that of the great length of the American coastline 
which had to be blockaded, could not be overcome with the resources available to the navy. 
A maritime war against the combined naval forces of America, France, Spain and Holland 
was simply more than England could win.
979
 
John Elliot, as senior officer in the Downs, saw evidence of the long reach of the American 
War of Independence off the coast of Kent.  In 1777 the American privateer brig Lexington 
was taken off the coast by the cutter Alert, and the Admiralty had to be involved in the proper 
disposition of the prisoners.
980
  John Elliot was involved more closely in the American war 
in the following year, when he was commissioned to take to America Lord Cornwallis 
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amongst the commissioners „for treating and agreeing upon the means of quieting the 
disorders subsisting in certain of the colonies in North America‟.  The 3rd rate Trident had to 
have accommodation constructed for his passengers, and their servants and freight.  Elliot 
was considerably put out by the amount of baggage which was „past all belief‟, and asked for 
a special payment for the service.  Before he sailed from St Helens it was discovered that 
„some evil disposed person or persons‟ had cut through the collar of the mainstay and the 
gammoning of the bowsprit.
981
  Elliot supposed that this act of sabotage was directed against 
the passengers and the purpose of their journey.  Despite the offer of a reward of £100 the 
saboteur was never identified.
982
  The Commissioners and the British Government could not 
accept the American terms which dictated either acceptance of American Independence or 
withdrawal of the British troops and navy, so the war lasted another four years. 
The men who were still professionally active in the early 1770s were joined by Richard 
Kempenfelt for the American war, all as senior captains in ships which reflected their status, 
discussed in Chapter 7.
983
  Now personages on the naval scene, their presence was deemed 
beneficial to the outcome of an engagement, their opinions were sought and valued.  Instead 
of being identified in the history books by the name of their frigate, they commanded capital 
ships and their professional expertise could change the course of a naval battle and influence 
the course of a war.   
3.1 New York 1776 
Commodore William Hotham took to New York in the summer of 1776 a fleet of 83 
vessels escorted by seven ships of the line to crush the rebellion in America.  These forces, 
combined with those already there, were sufficient to carry out a brilliant shore-to-shore 
amphibious transfer from Staten Island to Gravesend Bay, Long Island, under the guns of 
Hotham‟s protective fleet.  Despite this success the American forces were not contained, and 
there followed a year of indecision. Once the French under d‟Estaing entered the war the 
naval forces at New York were no longer undisputed, although William Hotham is quoted as 
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saying that the mere sight of the British „weighed as much with the Count as the pretended 
difficulty of passing over the bar with his long-legged ships might do.‟984 
The British naval forces off Sandy Hook were in no doubt that the French were concentrating 
to bring about their destruction.  During the night of 13 August 1778 William Hotham in the 
50 gun Preston came across a French 74 which had been disabled in the storm of the previous 
day, but was eventually driven off by other French ships attracted by the sound of gun fire.
985
  
Howe organised repairs for all the ships damaged in the gale, but when he came up to the 
position occupied by d‟Estaing found he had left for the West Indies. 
Still as Commodore, William Hotham was despatched to the West Indies with a squadron of 
five ships of the line to assist Rear Admiral Barrington protect the rich resources of the 
islands.  His ships suffered from the usual problems: illness reduced the complements of the 
ships, a lack of naval stores prevented repairs from being carried out, and they were desperate 
for supplies.  The French had sent out a strong contingent determined to capture Barbados, 
Grenada and St Vincent.  St Lucia was the first object for the British, and Hotham undertook 
the landing of the troops with practised efficiency.  Rear Admiral Barrington reported that 
„Such a spirit of cheerfulness, unanimity and resolution actuates the whole of our little force 
both by land and sea that we are under no apprehension from any attempt the enemy may 
meditate.‟986 Despite French efforts by land and sea, where seven British ships held off 
twelve French ones, the British forces could not be dislodged and St Lucia capitulated.  
D‟Estaing withdrew for Martinique. 
3.2    Battle of Ushant 1778 
In 1776 Augustus Keppel was given command of the Channel fleet to protect British shores 
from possible attack, as he had refused to fight the American colonists. Two years later he 
was called upon to defeat a French fleet. Part of Keppel‟s squadron had been detached under 
Vice Admiral Byron to go to America, amongst them Edmund Affleck in the 74 gun 3
rd
 rate 
Bedford, John Wheelock in the 74 gun 3
rd
 rate Sultan and Andrew Wilkinson in the 74 gun 
3
rd
 rate Grafton.   
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With Keppel at the battle of Ushant in July were Joseph Peyton in the 3
rd
 rate Cumberland, 
Hon Robert Boyle Walsingham in the 3
rd
 rate Thunderer, Sir John Lindsay in the 90 gun 
2
nd
 rate Prince George and Michael Clements in the 3
rd
 rate Vengeance. The first stage of 
the battle went according to Keppel‟s plan, and involved all the ships one after another 
attacking the French line.  However, many damaged ships were slow to comply with his 
order to renew the attack and Palliser‟s division re-formed on Palliser instead of resuming the 
line of battle.  The French fleet sailed away under cover of darkness, leaving Keppel and his 
damaged fleet to claim victory. Jean Boudriot, who knows more than most historians about 
the French navy, concluded sadly that „the outcome was indecisive, which in France may be 
interpreted as a success.‟987  The furore which resulted from the Keppel-Palliser courts 
martial split the navy. Palliser was cleared of the charges and appointed Governor of 
Greenwich Hospital, but the Admiralty had difficulty finding another Admiral to take charge 
of the home fleet.
988
 
During the difficult period just before war was declared Sandwich had claimed that „our navy 
is more than a match for that of the whole House of Bourbon.‟989  The reality was quite 
different.  With Britain at war not only with her American colonists but also with France, 
Spain (from 1779) and Holland (from 1780), Sandwich noted the stark choices. Britain could 
not fight a naval war on the other side of the Atlantic without more than one base on 
American soil in addition to Halifax; a separate command based on the southern coast, 
perhaps at Port Royal, had not even been identified, let alone set up and supplied; Britain‟s 
colonies were vulnerable to attack from France, and could not all be defended without 
dividing naval resources into such small squadrons that each could be easily defeated; could 
Britain itself be defended with her naval reserves committed at a distance?
990
 Without a 
continental war to distract France, her aggression was focused on wresting supremacy from 
Britain at sea.  Britain could not focus on one outcome: she could not bring herself to give up 
the American colonies and concentrate on defending her West Indian possessions and her 
own shores.  Added to which, there was no longer a natural leader of the navy, only 
disaffection and division. 
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3.3  Great fleet 1779 
In 1779 when there was a real threat of invasion conveyed by an allied fleet, the sixty-four 
year old Admiral Hardy was brought out of retirement as the only non-partisan senior officer 
available.  John Elliot was offered the post of Flag Captain as Hardy needed a subordinate 
who could give „some competence‟ to his appointment.  Elliot deferred to Richard 
Kempenfelt, saying that he was the „fittest officer‟, and served under him later.     Mackesy 
quotes the judgement of Barnes and Owen that Kempenfelt was an officer whose ability had 
somehow failed to bring him to the top of his profession, and Kempenfelt‟s letters reveal the 
depths of his despair at Hardy‟s shortcomings.991   Robert Boyle Walsingham, a personal 
friend of Sandwich, wrote to him that he was disgusted at the lack of leadership shown when 
Hardy retreated as far as Spithead.
992
  Hardy took to sea a fleet of thirty ships of the line, 
sufficient in Kempenfelt‟s view against „this great unwieldy, combined armada‟.  Present 
amongst the „Grand Fleet‟ were Taylor Penny in the 3rd rate Marlborough, Hon Robert 
Boyle Walsingham, Thunderer, Joseph Peyton, Cumberland, Richard Kempenfelt  in the 
100 gun1
st
 rate Victory, John Elliot in the 3
rd
 rate Edgar, Thomas Burnett in the 64 gun 3
rd
 
rate Prudent and Edmund Affleck in the 74 gun 3
rd
 rate Bedford.  Kempenfelt‟s confidence 
was not misplaced: the 66 vessels of the armada were too short of sailors and food to be able 
to cover a landing in Cornwall, and after frightening the townspeople of Plymouth the fleet 
withdrew without an engagement.  Taylor Penny was the only one who was in danger from 




Paul Henry Ourry‟s contribution to the scare was to offer to burn Plymouth dockyard, of 
which he was the commissioner.  He sent the dockworkers to work on the redoubts, abatis 
and platforms being prepared by the Army; he provided transport for the miners who were 
sent to work on defences, and the volunteers who were pouring in; he transferred Spanish and 
French prisoners to Exeter.  He also had time to plan a boom to close the harbour, like the 
one he had fixed across Port Mahon in 1756 as commander of the Proserpine fireship. 
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Eventually Commissioner le Cras was sent from the Admiralty to Plymouth for a few days to 
restrain Ourry‟s „wild conduct‟.994 
John Paul Jones, a Scottish born American navy officer, brought a squadron from America 
which threatened shipping in British waters and actually captured the Serapis and Countess of 
Scarborough in Filey Bay.  Thomas Burnett was in charge of the squadron sent, without 
success, to intercept him in the Firth of Forth, others going to the west coast of Ireland or 
across to the Texel where he had taken his captures.  The fact that Holland had allowed Paul 
Jones to shelter in the Texel was one of the reasons why Dutch convoys were subjected to 
searching. 
3.4 Relief of Gibraltar 1779 
Once Spain was in the war she was determined to regain control of Gibraltar, and began a 
siege on 21 June 1779. Spain believed that only occupying a part of Britain would persuade 
her to give up Gibraltar, and her fleet joined with the French to achieve this, as discussed 
above.
995
  Rodney was despatched with the convoy for the West Indies and to resupply 
Gibraltar.  His forces included the 74 gun 3
rd
 rates commanded by Edmund Affleck, 
Bedford, Joseph Peyton, Cumberland, John Elliot, Edgar, Taylor Penny, Marlborough and 
Samuel Wallis, Dublin.  On 1 January Dublin‟s maintopmast carried away, breaking the 
main yard as it came down. It was some time before the wreckage could be cut free and the 
mast was weakened by the strain. Thereafter Wallis‟ station in the convoy, according to 
Rodney‟s meticulously detailed orders, was „to attend the rear of the convoy‟, and to remain 
at the rear of the fleet on both tacks if an engagement took place.
996
  On the 13 January the 
foreyard of the Dublin broke and three hours later the fore top mast broke close to the cap, 
carrying with it the starboard side of the top.  Wallis described the series of accidents to 
Rodney without elaboration, but added that although a few men were hurt none had been 
killed.  Wallis could not stay with the convoy, and had to be accompanied into Lisbon where 
she obtained the necessary spars to rebuild her main top mast.
 997
  The master of the 
Shrewsbury piloted the two vessels over the bar at Lisbon, as no pilot would come out to their 
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signals as the weather was so bad.
998
  The Court of Lisbon gave orders that assistance was to 
be given to Wallis. 
3.5 Moonlight Battle 1780 
 Rodney‟s force continued on their way south, and in passing they captured a Spanish convoy 
of fifteen ships and the seven ship escort, all bound for Cadiz. On 16 January 1780 the 
Spanish fleet was sighted by Edmund Affleck in Bedford, and Rodney ordered a general 
chase.  John Elliot in the recently re-coppered Edgar was one of the first to reach the 
Spanish ships. Rodney issued a sequence of orders which brought his force against the 
Spanish ships in a general chase followed by actions by one ship after another in rotation as 
the enemy were overhauled.  An order to engage the enemy from the leeward allowed the 
British ships to fire while the leeward lower-deck gun ports of the Spanish ships were closed. 
The „Moonlight Battle‟ consisted of individual engagements which went on all night, on a lee 
shore, as the British ships manoeuvred to keep the Spanish from retreating to their ports.  
Edmund Affleck in Bedford engaged the Princesa for an hour before she surrendered. The 
battle resulted in six Spanish ships captured, of which two could not be saved from 
destruction on shore, and a further one destroyed:  only five escaped.
999
 Rodney‟s entry into 
Gibraltar with supplies and troops was triumphant, and he took the time to refit the damaged 
ships before departing with the West Indian convoy.
1000
 Rodney took advantage of the 
captured Spanish ships to issue his own commissions, one of which was to John Elliot as 
Commodore responsible for Gibraltar.  This was reversed by Sandwich who wanted Edgar 
back in the Channel fleet.
1001
 
The „booty‟ from this battle amounted to hundreds of thousands of pounds:  Samuel Wallis 
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3.6 West Indies 1780 
France had entered the war not so much to assist the American colonists as to reverse the 
Treaty of Paris, and reclaim her West Indies possessions, which accounted for a third of her 
overseas trade.
1003
  Rodney met de Guichen off Martinique on 17 April 1780, an encounter 
notable for the behaviour of Carkett who ignored the careful preparation Rodney had made 
for their engagement, and attacked in such a way that his example was followed.  Not being 
able to send instructions at a distance quickly and without ambiguity destroyed Rodney‟s 
plan, which had been to tackle the van with a large proportion of his own fleet and so ensure 
a complete victory.  A month later there was another encounter, in which William Hotham‟s 
Vengeance was badly damaged.  Shortly afterwards Commodore the Hon. Robert Boyle 
Walsingham arrived with the relieving squadron.  Rodney‟s relationship with his 
subordinates was never happy, and the disparaging language he used in letters about them 
would have deeply offended any one of them. 
William Hotham was given six ships of the line and smaller vessels and commanded to take 
over the Leeward island station.  The Hon Robert Walsingham and Rowley had ten of the 
line to escort the trade home, and Rodney himself oversaw the sailing of the August convoy.  
They left just in time before the hurricane season began.  On 20 October the worst storm for 
many years struck the West Indies.  The Hon. Robert Boyle Walsingham and Thunderer 
disappeared, presumed foundered at sea.  Twenty four other naval vessels were either 
wrecked or dismasted. 
3.7 North America 1780 
In 1780 the war against the American colonists stretched the length of the East coast, testing 
resources to the limit.  At that time Admiral Arbuthnot had assisted General Clinton landing 
troops and artillery at Charleston, and this „perfect harmony‟ was an example of co-
ordination between two forces.  Arbuthnot noted that „five post captains, two masters and 
commanders with a proper proportion of lieutenants and petty officers and 750 seamen and 
marines have been employed in different departments‟.1004  Once Rodney arrived on the coast 
however, this harmony disappeared.  Arbuthnot did not take kindly to working with a more 
senior man whose lack of respect was palpable, although couched in the formality of the day. 
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To Rodney‟s fury, Arbuthnot allowed Thomas Burnett to detach himself in Prudent, 
together with America, to cruise for prizes.
1005
 
In December 1780 Rodney returned to the West Indies from New York to find that because 
of the hurricane damage he was not able to repair and refit his own damaged ships.  He was 
joined by Rear-Admiral Sir Samuel Hood, the only senior officer who would work under 
Rodney.  As Holland had now entered the war against Britain, their orders were to attack the 
Dutch West Indian islands, beginning with St Eustatius.  This was intended to stop the 
practice of Dutch ships carrying the produce, not just of the French islands, but of goods from 
England and Ireland which were being traded with the American colonies.  St Eustatius, a 
tiny, infertile, „ragged rock‟ which thrived on its neutral status to draw in trade from every 
direction, surrendered.
1006
 Kenneth Breen makes clear in his article on Rodney and St 
Eustatius that Rodney considered the local merchants to be „smugglers, Adventurers, 
Betrayers of their country and rebels to their King‟.1007  Rodney‟s seizure of the fortune 
stored in the warehouses did not benefit him at all.  Despite being under the protection of 
Robert Walsingham, the convoy in which all the goods were being transported to England 
was intercepted.  Walsingham saved the ships of the line but the court cases instituted by 
West India merchants left Rodney „in honourable poverty‟.1008 
Rodney, in ill health, eventually decided to return to England with a convoy of 150 vessels 
leaving Hood in charge.  Intelligence showed that the strong French fleet which had 
assembled in the West Indies was on its way to the North American coast.  Hood sailed for 
the Chesapeake, leaving the French free to retake the islands. 
3.8 Cape Henry, Chesapeake 1781 
In the Chesapeake at Cape Henry on 16 March 1781 Graves and des Touches were able to 
undertake a classic fleet action, despite the mist and heavy sea.  Graves had formed a line 
with his ships, and his intention was clearly to overtake the French ships which wore round to 
oppose this.  Robust, in the van, turned onto the same course, which exposed Graves‟ leading 
ships to the French.  Being to leeward, these had their lower-deck gun ports open and could 
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direct a much heavier fire on the three helpless ships in the van.  Graves manoeuvred to bring 
as many ships as possible into action on their opposite numbers, but he neglected to give the 
order for close action, thus failing to succour his van, where the destruction was concentrated 
on Thomas Burnett in Prudent, with Robust and Europe.  They were twice raked with 
successive broadsides by the entire French fleet and, heavily disabled aloft, were unable to 
move before the French sailed away.  Prudent suffered 7 killed and 24 wounded and had to 
be taken in tow by Adamant.
1009
  Robust too had to be towed to Lynnehaven Bay at the end of 
the inconclusive engagement.  Despite his reduced complement (309 mustered out of a 
complement of 500) Burnett fished his heavily damaged masts overnight, but Prudent in her 
„crazy condition‟ was not safe in anything but light winds, and was eventually ordered to 
New York to have new masts fitted.
1010
  He therefore missed the subsequent „half-begotten 
battle‟ at the Chesapeake on 5 September.1011 Edmund Affleck in Bedford was not damaged.   
 
It was at this time that de Barras, who replaced des Touches, wrote that „it is a principle in 
war that that one should risk much to defend one‟s position and very little to attack those of 
the enemy.‟1012  Certainly the British were fortunate in that the French seemed determined to 
sail away and not to press home their advantage, always apparently intent on conserving their 
ships from damage.   
 
In September all the French forces were concentrated at the Chesapeake, but Graves had an 
unexpected advantage when he arrived in that the French were tacking to get out of the 
harbour whereas his fleet was running before the wind.  Instead of behaving as Hawke might 
have done, Graves drew up his fleet in a formal line of battle, and flew the „line of battle‟ 
signal throughout.  This forced his junior captains to maintain their positions in relation to the 
flagship, and not to seek out and engage individual targets.  Graves sent a memorandum to 
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his officers the next day, denying that they were bound to the line.  Hood‟s private reaction to 
this was amazement that discipline should be rejected in favour of what he called disorderly 
and irregular behaviour.
1013
  The needs of the army had been lost sight of, and Cornwallis had 
to surrender.  The fleets prepared to spend the winter in the West Indies, Thomas Burnett 
returning eventually to the West Indies for the eighth time.
1014
 
3.9 Richard Kempenfelt and the second battle of Ushant 1781 
Once Hardy died Admiral Geary was appointed, with Richard Kempenfelt again as Fleet 
Captain despite being created Rear-Admiral of the Blue in September 1780, seven years 
before his peers were promoted.
1015
  His book of signals had not been received with universal 
acclaim, and James quotes Admiral Geary‟s response when signals were being made:  
Now, my dear Kempy, do for God‟s sake, do, my dear Kempy, oblige by throwing 
your signals overboard and make that which we all understand, „Bring the enemy to 
close action‟.1016   
 
Geary‟s delightful comment exemplifies the problem Kempenfelt was trying to solve: could 
an Admiral convey to his fleet his intentions in such a way that every individual ship knew 




Every aspect of naval life might have benefited from Kempenfelt‟s abilities, and it was his 
misfortune that the navy at the time was lead by men of such poor quality.  He got the chance 
to show his abilities at the end of 1781when, as Admiral in Victory he was given a small 
squadron and commissioned to find the French fleet, sailing to resupply the West Indies, in 
the western approaches.  Kempenfelt took the southern squadron, while with a similar 
squadron, John Elliot in Edgar initially looked for them further north. On 12 December 
Kempenfelt found the French off Ushant, and was able to get between the convoy and some 
of the protective screen of ships of the line. Kempenfelt‟s force was to windward and could 
only take twenty prizes laden with military and naval stores, the rest disappearing „the 
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evening coming on and it blowing fresh with thick weather‟. Kempenfelt was able to observe 
Elliot‟s attack on the Triomphant which he described as „masterly‟.1018   
 
Kempenfelt was articulate and intelligent, and his thoughts on how the war should have been 
carried out were deeply felt and clearly expressed.  He knew that the numerical superiority of 
the Seven Years‟ War had passed to the French by the period of the American War, and 
suggested that frigates should be used to observe and shadow the enemy, picking off 
stragglers, and bringing back good intelligence to the Admiralty.  He commented that if the 
available fleet was divided into small forces then every encounter would be disastrous, 
whereas to be effective a superior force must be ready to defend that of most value.  He 
recognised that defending both the West Indies and the Channel against invasion was too 
much to achieve, but suggested that slipping coppered ships out singly would keep the 
Admiralty‟s intention a secret. The King approved of Kempenfelt‟s appointment: whether he 
would have approved of his sober view of the capabilities of the navy is unknown.
1019
  
Kempenfelt also came to the conclusion that fleet actions were fought on the wrong 
principles.  For years the French had been mocked for firing high, and disabling the masts 
and rigging of their British opponents.  Kempenfelt observed that the British ships were so 
shattered by the first encounter that they were unable to come back into action, while the 
French ships were able to reform and either attack afresh or withdraw.  „Unconnected to 
succour and support each other, what defence could they have made against the attack of a 
close well-formed line of battle?  Why the French did not profit from this advantage they had, 
I can‟t conceive.‟1020 
 
Kempenfelt suggested that instead of looking down on the French for using „langridge‟ for 
disabling rigging, the British should have used it to keep the French from retreating, and 
welcomed hearing from Middleton that its use had been adopted by the Admiralty.  The 
thinking of the period is typified by Admiral Smyth‟s definition of „langrage‟ as „a villainous 
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kind of shot, consisting of various fragments of iron bound together … seldom used but by 
privateers‟.1021  Kempenfelt‟s comments on the ability of the French to fight and fly are 
apposite when the débâcle at the Chesapeake is considered.  The French fleet sailed away 
from Graves, stayed „in being‟, denied the Chesapeake to the British and therefore brought 
resistance to the revolutionaries to an end.  If, as Charles Middleton had suggested, 
Kempenfelt had taken his squadron to the West Indies instead of Rodney, the outcome might 




3.10 The West Indies and the Battle of the Saintes 1782 
 
In the West Indies in 1782 Hood had nineteen ships, not all of which were fit for action 
although Commodore Edmund Affleck brought two more from North America. Hood knew 
the odds against him: the fleet had no supplies of biscuit and had bought flour with which to 
make bread; he had to defend a number of islands and he had no idea where the French would 
attack first; they had at least thirty ships.  Hood identified what he thought was the main 
French fleet off St Kitts and arranged his fleet at anchor inside the bay  in such a way that it 
was impossible for the French to attack successfully, although they made two attempts.  
During the second night, at a pre-arranged time, Hood‟s ships cut their cables and slipped 
away without lights so that they escaped the French.  Rodney‟s response, instead of 
applauding a feat of disciplined seamanship, called it „a very unofficerlike action and tending 
to discourage the fleet in general … running away from a fleet of only 27 sail of the line‟.1023 
Rodney arrived in February with twelve ships of the line to join Hood, his second in 
command.  De Grasse sailed for Guadaloupe from Martinique with a convoy of transports, 
and the first engagement with the French was south of Guadaloupe on 9 April.  Variable 
winds kept the bulk of the British fleet out of range and Thomas Burnett‟s Royal Oak had 
been becalmed to leeward and a long way astern of her station at the start of the engagement. 
As the most senior captain in the fleet Thomas Burnett had the honour of leading the fleet 
on the starboard tack, but in the light and variable winds it took time for Royal Oak to get into 
position.
1024
  She gradually caught up with her division, and as she passed the Barfleur 
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Burnett manned ship and cheered Sir Samuel Hood - to which he replied with a request to 
know why she was so late in taking her station.  In the action Royal Oak engaged the Pluton 
and two other ships for an hour and a half before she received a shot in her main top which 
brought down the topmast, and she had to bear up out of the line to clear the wreck.
1025
 The 
fleets drew apart and Mahan suggested that it was an ‘act of prudence on the part of the 
Admiral‟ i.e. de Grasse, to avoid contact for the next few days with the fleet he encountered 
on the 9
th
.  Was de Grasse being prudent in that he deliberately followed a negative 




On 12 April there was an opportunity for Rodney to force a general engagement.  He had the 
numerical superiority he had wanted, and the French were burdened with ships like the Zélé 
which caused more damage to her own side than to the British.  The wind was changeable as 
the fleets manoeuvred in the narrow seas between Dominica and the Saintes. Taylor Penny 
in the Marlborough was the first to reach the French at 7.40 am before variable winds drifted 
the lines apart. 
 
The firing reopened a little before noon and continued for nearly two hours. This second fight 
was a more serious affair, the French coming to closer quarters than they had done before.  
The wind continued to change and gaps appeared in the French line, allowing Commodore 
Edmund Affleck to pass through one gap, while Rodney passed though another.  Much has 
been written about this manoeuvre, as has been written about every aspect of Rodney‟s 
career.
1027
 Royal Oak took possession of the surrendered Glorieux, and then accompanied the 
captured Caesar and Ardent.  Thomas Burnett‟s first lieutenant, John Gwatkin, was killed 
along with seven seamen, while his captain of Marines and twenty nine seamen were 
wounded.  Edmund Affleck had seventeen seamen wounded and Taylor Penny three 
seamen killed with sixteen wounded.
1028
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This was the last fleet action of the war, and if Rodney had pursued the French into the 
evening it might have been universally recognised as a great victory.
1029
  Affleck gathered his 
squadron and chased after the French but found the sea deserted in the morning, so that 
perhaps no further captures would have been made if Rodney had pursued.  The result must 
be seen as a whole, however, and from the French perspective their intention was completely 
confounded.  The French expedition had been mounted in order to join the land and sea force 




It is not to deprecate Thomas Burnett and his peers to state that the French and the British 
navies were fighting for different reasons and with different outcomes.  For the French an 
outcome which ensured the success of the mission was a victory, with a battle always 
secondary in priority.  For the British there had to be prizes taken or ships destroyed, a 
visible, tangible evidence of superiority.  Rodney‟s reluctance to chase de Grasse‟s force after 
the Saintes left the French with a fleet.  However, from the French perspective the fleet was 
so damaged that it could not complete its mission, which had been the invasion of Jamaica. 
4 Conclusion 
 
The Seven Years‟ War provided Thomas Burnett and many of his peers with varied 
opportunities for independent action and for bearing onerous responsibility, as well as 
providing occasions on which to display their professional expertise and courage.  For 
reasons discussed in the next chapter, some were more fortunate than others in the 
opportunities they were given.  Thomas Burnett, Thomas Cornewall, Richard Kempenfelt 
and Joseph Peyton were less fortunate than most of their peers in that when they were 
promoted from sloops it was into the obscurity of a flag ship.  They lost the opportunity of 
independent activity. The author and their Lordships had been able to follow the daily 
movements of this cohort of men, but lost sight of them once they joined a fleet unless the 
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Commander-in-Chief on their station thought highly enough of their actions or of the 
„interest‟ they enjoyed to report them. 
Thomas Burnett, who was not even peripherally involved in a fleet action during the Seven 
Years‟ War, was at the centre of the action during engagements in 1781 and 1782.  He was 
unfortunate at the Battle of the Capes to have been in a fleet mishandled by Graves, with the 
result that he and two other ships in the van were isolated from the rest and heavily damaged 
by the French.  On 9 April 1782, the preliminary to the Battle of the Saintes, he was heavily 
engaged and lost his main top mast.  At the Battle of the Saintes Thomas Burnett lead the 
fleet on the starboard tack because he was the most senior captain: Taylor Penny, six months 
his junior, lead on the larboard tack as the next most senior. Although he was given the 
Glorieux to tow away Burnett‟s career was over. 
What could a captain do to ensure that he was in the right place at the right time? Men like 
Harrison and Hotham demonstrated their ability over and over again, not only in single 
handed combat but also in fleet actions.  The process by which the Admiralty determined 
which captains would be offered commissions in ships of the line is not documented in this 
thesis, except for the fact that very few of Burnett‟s peers survived to take part at the centre 
of fleet actions.  There is the world of difference and the span of a professional career, 
between M
c
Cleverty in a frigate signalling the escape of the French fleet from Toulon and 
Elliot‟s „masterly‟ attack on the Triomphant in 1781.  One of the studies which remain to be 
done is an analysis of the stream of signals issued within fleet actions to clarify the difference 
between those captains who could anticipate where they needed to be and those who did not.  
What is clear is that the individual who had prepared himself and his men for individual 
combat against commerce raiders was equally prepared for fleet action when the opportunity 
presented itself.  None of Burnett‟s peers, engaged as they were in attacks at Ushant 
(Clements, Lindsay, Peyton and Walsingham) or as part of the Grand Fleet (Affleck, 
Burnett, Elliot, Kempenfelt, Penny, Peyton and Walsingham) were using skills other than 
those honed in convoy protection.  The difficulty for researchers lies in the fact that 
Commanders-in-Chief were reluctant to pick out individual captains for fear of the 
consequent unhappiness of everyone not named.
1031
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This study has benefited from the fact that between them Thomas Burnett and his peers were 
engaged in almost every notable engagement of the Seven Years‟ War and the American War 
of Independence.  As frigate captains they were closely involved in amphibious landings on 
defended coasts in three continents; they blockaded the French coast from both close at hand 
and at a distance; they took part in fleet actions against the French in home waters, the Indian 
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Chapter 7 Success and failure amongst Thomas Burnett’s peers 
 
1 Possible criteria for the measurement of success 
 
The conclusion of this study is that successful captains were the survivors of the broad based 
pyramid of officers, first commissioned decades earlier, who were still employed in peace 
time.
1032
 The Navy List of 1766 gives the numbers of ships laid up in ordinary or in 
commission and the names of their captains, as a snap shot of the peace time navy, in which 
six of Thomas Burnett‟s peers still feature: John Elliot, Paul Henry Ourry, Thomas 
Harrison, Archibald Kennedy, John Lindsay and William M
c
Cleverty.  It does not give 
the whole picture for that group: because the date is March, John Byron is given as the 
captain of Dolphin, in which Samuel Wallis was about to circumnavigate the world.  The 
1766 list includes John Elliot in Bellona, although that commission came to an end in April. 
The list also includes Thomas Harrison who died shortly after returning from his 
commission in the Mediterranean in 1766, and Archibald Kennedy did not serve again after 
1767. This list does not include ten further captains who returned to service later. 




The careers of one third of this cohort (11/35) were cut short by ill-health or premature death.  
Health is itself a combination of several qualities, and an analysis of the past is difficult.
1033
. 
Two members of the original cohort, William Shurmur and Stanley Spencer never took up 
their commissions as post captains having been in the West Indies and therefore contributed 
nothing to this study beyond the statistic that 6 per cent had no career at all as a result of ill 
health. „Fever‟, perhaps dengue or malaria brought to an untimely end the life of Alexander 
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Campbell in 1758.   Other men suffered ill health which shortened their careers.
1034
  
Christopher Bassett, Robert Faulknor, Thomas Harrison and Henry Phillips Towry 
were only in their forties when they died.  Robert Man was killed defending a convoy in 
1762, and enemy action ended the promising careers of Thomas Baillie and Robert Craig 
before the end of the war. Thomas Knackston‟s fragile mental health has been discussed 
earlier.  
 
Almost all of Burnett‟s peers suffered ill health at intervals, and throughout the years of peace 
Richard Kempenfelt used the excuse to return to Marseilles in September.
1035
  However in 
1778 when he was needed again, Kempenfelt came off half pay, and achieved his reputation 
in the last four years of his life.   Thomas Burnett, who died within a few months of giving 
up his commission in Royal Oak, may have been suffering from cancer.  Like others of his 
peers, he suffered from gout.   
 
The men who survived into the nineteenth century obviously enjoyed longevity: Charles 
Medows, Viscount Newark, died in 1816, Admiral Lord Hotham in 1813, Admiral Elliot 
in 1808 and Admiral Peyton in 1804, all at least in their late 70s. 
 
To summarise the contribution of health to success: nine out of the group died prematurely, 
and early retirement ended the careers of a further seven men.  Forty six per cent of Burnett‟s 
peers were unable to fulfil whatever potential they may have had as a result of ill-health, 
premature death or retirement at the end of the Seven Years‟ War. 
 
1.2 Birth or ‘interest’ 
 
Aristocratic birth or connections assisted fourteen of Thomas Burnett‟s peers.  John Elliot, 
William Hotham and John Lindsay all had the right family connections to quicken their 
transition to independent command and to ensure that their commissions were profitable.  
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Thomas Burnett was able to reach across three generations for his helping hand from the 
Secretary of State, Lord Rochford.  Personages who could dispense patronage were inundated 
with requests for preferment.  Sandwich‟s Appointment Books have pages of lists of names 
of hopefuls who had written to him to ask for jobs.
1036
 All of Burnett‟s peers who were still 
active had to write in to let the Admiralty know that they wanted to be put „on the list‟.1037  
Despite his own aristocratic birth, it seems unlikely that John Lindsay would have 
progressed as far or as fast as he did without the powerful „interest‟ of his mother‟s brother, 
Lord Mansfield, behind him. 
 
There is an element of discernable „interest‟ behind several of the men whose careers 
continued after the Treaty of Paris, and it seems clear that some of the discussions which 
went on behind the scenes have not been documented or identified.  It is to be regretted that 
this thesis has proved that the mid-eighteenth century navy was still one dominated by family 
and position.  But the reality of life in the eighteenth century was that „interest‟ was all 
important, in every sphere of life.  It is to be presumed that those who promoted protégés 
were confident of a successful outcome, recognising that they would lose prestige and risk 
having future protégés ignored if they promoted failures.   The saving grace for the navy was 
that, once commissioned, the young men had to prove themselves in the real world of 
encounters at sea against enemies dealing out death and disaster.  It might be that William 
Shurmur and Samuel Spencer, who claimed that ill health prevented their taking up their 
postings, had actually decided that life at sea was not for them and took a socially acceptable 
way out, while enjoying half pay for decades.  On the other hand, a young captain like Henry 
Martin might have the personal backing of Lord North, but he also had to have professional 
expertise to keep himself at sea and his crew supplied with provisions for months on end off 
the northern coast of Ireland.  The concern for „the people‟ which is so often a feature of 
Alexander Schomberg‟s letters is not softness:  he was a very successful captain, and 
Sandwich was disappointed when Schomberg decided to go to Ireland.   
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To summarise the contribution of „interest‟: John Elliot and William Hotham both proved 
that the advantage given them by their family connections was put to good use for the benefit 
of the navy. „Interest‟ could not provide courage, aggression or seamanship. 
 
1.3 Professional Expertise 
 
What were the criteria which made successful careers possible?  Individual enterprise was 
demonstrated by the seven men who took prizes as commanders and were rewarded by 
promotion.  Once the individual was in a position to take responsibility, at whatever level, he 
showed his quality as Thomas Burnett had done. 
 
The really successful prize takers such as Thomas Harrison had the „interest‟ to send them 
to the Lisbon station where they could demonstrate their professional ability protecting busy 
trade routes which attracted privateers.  The captains involved had trained their crews to 
respond with discipline and energy to close combat and only as the battle developed would 
the crew need direction. John Elliot returned from his encounter with François Thurot having 
lost his voice giving orders.
1038
 Captains such as Edmund Affleck, Thomas Harrison, 
William Hotham and Archibald Kennedy returned again and again to single ship combat at 
pistol range, where evidence of death or mutilation lay on the deck beside them.   
 
Having a crew ready for battle meant that they had to be fit and healthy.  Henry Martin was 
indignant at the failure of the Victualling Board to provide consistent quality in the casks of 
beef.  He was not alone amongst the captains who looked after every detail of the lives of 
their „people‟, and there was evident mutual respect.  One of the surprises in this research was 
the number of occasions on which requests from „the people‟ to follow a captain into his next 
command were rejected, requests which must have been the result of beneficial leadership. 
 
A less obvious element of professional ability was being able to communicate, initially with 
the Admiralty, and subsequently with other subordinate officers on the station.  Captains such 
as Edmund Affleck had the education to represent themselves to the Admiralty in the best 
possible light.  Affleck‟s beautifully crafted periods reveal a man able to think clearly, to 
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rationalise alternatives and objectives.  Thomas Burnett, on the other hand, appears to have 
been reluctant to put on paper more than the barest minimum required by his orders. 
Aggression, communication skills, leadership and professional expertise can all be identified 
from the evidence of the letters, and would have been as manifest to the Secretary at the 
Admiralty.  Obviously there are silences in the letters: no one would expect the writers to 
admit to cowardice or lack of judgement, if they occurred.  But, as discussed in Chapter 4, the 
reluctance to take decisions which is so typical of Knackston is not repeated in any other set 
of letters.   
 
It is notable that some men, like John Lindsay never took prizes.  This might have been 
because he was never in the right place at the right time.  Lindsay was never commissioned to 
stations such as Lisbon: was this by his choice or the Admiralty‟s? Lindsay‟s knighthood two 
years after the Havana campaign was perhaps awarded as much for the fact that his mother 
was Lord Mansfield‟s sister as for his contribution to the siege. 
 
There were worthy captains who fulfilled their duties but whose careers did not progress after 
the Treaty of Paris.  William Fortescue took part in the fleet action at Quiberon Bay and the 
landings at Belle Isle, but was not employed again after the war.  The American born Joshua 
Loring served in the waters he knew best with skill and enthusiasm, but to his eternal regret 
was not taken back into the „proper‟ navy. William Paston took part in Rodney‟s activities 
off Le Havre throughout 1760, remaining on station for months on end, and showing 
initiative and daring in his destruction of small craft in difficult waters, but he too was not 
used again.
1039
 Charles Medows and Henry Phillips Towry were distracted from continuing 
careers by inheriting fortunes. Alexander Schomberg was an active and resourceful member 
of the naval force which captured Louisburg and Quebec.  He showed his skills again in the 
Keppel expedition against Belle Isle, but naval politics drove him to Ireland, to the Lord 
Lieutenant of Ireland‟s yacht Dorset where he remained until his death in 1804, the oldest 
captain on the active list, knighted by the Lord Lieutenant for his long service. 
 
By the Treaty of Paris, therefore, sixteen of Burnett‟s peers had left the service, forty five per 
cent.  Examined below in Section 2 is the next tranche, the nineteen men (fifty four per cent) 
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who survived the peace and were employed again.  The fact that they were used at all after 
1763 is evidence that these men had „interest‟ and were valued by the Admiralty.  In 1766 
there were only 55 ships of the line in commission, and six of these (11 per cent) were 
commanded by this group of survivors.
1040
   
 
1.4 The significance of the vessels to which they were commissioned. 
 
The sequence of ships in which each man was commissioned has been summarised in 
Appendix 6.   In 1769 Hotham was informed that he would be relieved of his commission in 
Hero, as he had been in her for three years.
1041
   This is the only reference to what may have 
been a new Admiralty procedure. Affleck was in Launceston for four years, Lindsay‟s 
commission in Trent lasted six years, her entire period of service.  
The progression during the first years of independent command from sloop to frigate and then 
to ship of the line might be expected.  For almost all men the period spent in a sloop lasted 
only a year.  Most men then progressed to frigates, but there were exceptions. Burnett went 
straight from the sloop Happy to the 3
rd
 rate Cambridge, and apart from two years in the 4
th
 
rate Rochester served thereafter only in the 3
rd
 rates Boyne, Prudent and Royal Oak.  
Kempenfelt was very briefly in a sloop and frigate before leaving for the Indian Ocean as 
flag captain in the 3
rd
 rate Elizabeth, and then in the Grafton and Norfolk.  He resumed his 
career in the 1770s in the 3
rd
 rates Buckingham and San Antonio.  Finally he achieved the 1
st
 
rates Victory and Royal George. Peyton, like Burnett, was made post straight into a flag ship, 
in his case the 2
nd
 rate Prince George followed by the Prince.   Thereafter he served only in 
3
rd
 rates, with the 4
th
 rate Leander for his last years in the Mediterranean. 
There were men who served only in frigates throughout the Seven Years‟ War.  After his 
initial sloop Affleck captained frigates through the rest of the War.  It was not until 1778 that 
he was commissioned into the 3
rd
 rate Bedford, but he finished his career in the 5
th
 rates Iris 
and Cerberus. Lindsay stayed in the 6
th
 rate Trent for the whole of the Seven Years‟ War.  
Harrison was also in 6
th
 rates for the entire war, moving up into a 4
th
 rate only during his 
period in the Mediterranean after the war.  Hotham spent the war in 5
th
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A pattern can be seen in these commissions.  The captains with the greatest „interest‟ were 
given frigates and became the greatest prize takers.   There is no doubt that the Admiralty 
deliberately allowed Harrison and Kennedy to operate off the Lisbon station where the 
pickings were richest.  The frigate captains were very able, but so demonstrably was Burnett 
in Happy.  The crucial factor was the „interest‟ they could call on. It was different in 
peacetime: some stations, like the Mediterranean and New York, never required more than a 
frigate. 
As discussed in Chapter 6, by the end of the American War when several big set piece fleet 
actions occurred, it was the ship of the line which was needed.  All the survivors of Burnett‟s 
peers who were commissioned for the American war were experienced and capable of 
making good use of a ship in the line of battle.   
2 Summary of employment between the wars 
 
Ten men were employed in the years of peace, and for them there was a variety of options.  
Employment in the Mediterranean in charge of a small squadron was offered to Thomas 
Harrison from 1764-6, then Michael Clements from 1769-71. Responsible for the security 
of valuable trading connections, these were diplomatic as much as naval postings, and 
provided valuable experience in solving problems of all kinds far from home waters. 
 
John Lindsay was entrusted with a surveying expedition off the coast of the newly acquired 
Florida from 1764-6, and Samuel Wallis followed John Byron in Dolphin into the Pacific on 
a secret surveying expedition between 1766 and 1768. 
 
The American born Archibald Kennedy was sent back to the station of New York where he 
had strong local connections, and was there until 1767.  The Irish William McCleverty also 
made use of his local connections throughout the years of peace.  His knowledge of local 
conditions apparently made him indispensible in Irish waters.  Based in Carrickfergus, 
McCleverty transported recruits from Scotland to Cork for shipment to North America.  Local 
„interest‟ also provided for Paul Henry Ourry, who was commissioned to the Hero, guard 
ship in Plymouth, until 1767.  William Hotham replaced Ourry in Hero in 1767, and during 
his three-year commission in her transported troops to Minorca.  Other guard ships were 
commissioned, amongst which was Belleisle at Plymouth under Joseph Peyton. 
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As yet research has not explained why Andrew Wilkinson escorted the Newfoundland 
fishing fleet for the years 1767-9. 
 
Three men died or retired before the brief mobilisation on the occasion of the Falkland 
Islands dispute brought six men back into action.  Guardships at Portsmouth were 
commissioned by Edmund Affleck in the 3
rd
 rate San Antonio and Henry Martin in the 3
rd
 
rate Intrepid, while John Elliot sailed in the 3
rd
 rate Portland to St Helena to escort back the 
East India company ships, otherwise threatened by Spain.  Thomas Burnett in the 3
rd
 rate 
Boyne, Paul Henry Ourry in the 3
rd
 rate Fame and John Wheelock in the 3
rd
 rate Modeste 
sailed for Jamaica.  All of these ships were battle ships, prepared for action against the 
Spanish. 
3 Summary of careers of successful captains who did not achieve flags. 
 
3.1 Thomas Burnett’s professional career has been discussed in Chapter 1. 
 
3.2 Michael Clements proved himself as a lieutenant by taking over command from his 
dying captain, and was rewarded with his own command.  In Pallas as part of the fleet under 
Hawke, Clements was blown off his station in 1761 and found himself in Kinsale when, with 
Elliot in Aeolus and James Logie in Brilliant, he responded to the landing of François 
Thurot‟s squadron at Carrickfergus. After service in the Mediterranean in Pallas from 1763-4 
he returned there five years later in Dorsetshire as Senior Officer at Smyrna.  Here his 
activities covered an enormously wide spectrum from ship handling in unknown and 
uncharted waters to unfriendly relations with those on shore who controlled supplies of fresh 
water.  Clements proved that not only was he brave and energetic, he could maintain the 
health and fighting potential of a small squadron of ships a long way from home.
1042
  In 
Vengeance in the action off Ushant Clements was under Keppel, and spoke at his trial, 
thereafter feeling that his reputation had been damaged by association. When Keppel and the 
Opposition took over government in 1782 it was too late for Clements who spent some years 
abroad after 1780 „for his health‟.  His last letters were written in a very frail hand, and 
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eventually the half pay books have a succession of notes stating that he was in „a state of 
insanity.‟1043  
 
Michael Clements was the only one of the group to have been awarded the rank of „Yellow 
Admiral‟, and Charnock commented that Clements deserved better than this grudging 
acknowledgment of his deserts.  It took a parliamentary enquiry into the policies followed by 
the Admiralty in 1787 to obtain this reward for Clements in 1789. It appears that this was an 
act of charity to give a deserving officer an income higher than half pay.  Did Clements know 




3.3 Archibald Kennedy was the American born heir to the Cassilis and Kennedy 
titles.
1045
  Appointed commander of the brig Halifax which was captured on Lake Ontario by 
the French before he could take command, Kennedy was made responsible for getting the 
Thames transports ready for America.
1046
 He showed tenacity of purpose, attention to detail, 
patience and the ability to write clear and succinct reports. First engaged in the amphibious 
operations off the French coast, Kennedy was given the Blonde, captured by Elliot off the Isle 
of Man.  Kennedy proved adept at capturing French privateers, and was rewarded by 
employment after the Treaty of Paris on the New York station where he had family, a large 
town house in New York, as well as a large estate.
1047
  Here he was the unwilling witness of 
the American determination for self rule which was to culminate in the War of Independence 
ten years later.
1048
  Kennedy refused to store the „stamped paper‟ on board Coventry, frozen 
alongside, against the angry mobs on shore, and in his defence brought back to London an 
unparalleled archive of historical evidence.  Though fully reinstated by the Admiralty, his 
American estates required his attention and during the American War he was held captive by 
the rebels for three years. Despite repeated requests for re-instatement he was not employed 
again, but remained on half pay until 23 September 1787.
1049
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Cleverty found writing very difficult and spelling was beyond him, but 
he was an able sailor, having been well trained by Anson and Saumarez.  He took part in the 
battle off Lagos, and was then in Howe‟s fleet before joining Rodney in Jamaica.  It appears 
that M
cCleverty enjoyed both Anson‟s regard and an Irish connection with the Hon. Robert 
Boyle Walsingham. He was rewarded by being employed during the years of peace with the 
responsibility of transferring newly raised Scottish regiments to Cork for shipment to 
America.  This was a difficult and testing commission, which many might not have envied, 
but his local knowledge doubtless secured it for him. 
 
3.5 Henry Martin showed from the outset that he was capable, energetic and backed by 
powerful „interest‟ (his half-brother was treasurer to the Princess of Wales) which advanced 
him from his first commission to a posting in exactly two years. Martin was also one of the 
„little navy‟ of officers who were Boscawen‟s protégés.  Stationed off the north coast of 
Ireland, Martin had very little support as far as the logistics of supply were concerned, and his 
letters show the difficulties of revictualling vessels far from the great London store houses.  
Martin seemed to be able to take extended leave when he needed it without demur from the 
Admiralty, and was re-employed in 1770.   Lord North was instrumental in getting an 
appointment for Martin as Commissioner at Portsmouth in 1780.  Martin was Controller of 
the Navy in 1790, and Member of Parliament for Southampton until his death in 1794.   




3.6 Paul Henry Ourry was married as a lieutenant to a Cornish heiress, daughter of the 
Rt. Hon. George Treby, Secretary at War and also benefitted from the „interest‟ he could 
wield through his service under Captain the Hon. George Edgcumbe, subsequently Lord 
Mount Edgcumbe, Admiral, and dominant Plymouth area landowner.  Involved in the 
enterprising amphibious landings on the French coast Ourry continued to be engaged in the 
Channel fleets, and was a successful frigate captain with prizes to his name.  Having become 
a member of Parliament on the death of his brother, Ourry was not at sea again until briefly 
during the Spanish mobilisation.  He was rewarded with the post of Commissioner of 
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Plymouth Dockyard in 1775, a post he held until his death in 1783, while still drawing his 
captain‟s half pay.1051 
 
3.7 Taylor Penny was stationed in the Bristol Channel and enjoyed success as a frigate 
captain, bringing in a succession of privateers.  He was on half pay until the 1780s when he 
joined Rodney‟s fleet in the West Indies, and was engaged in the Battle of the Saintes. The 
reason behind this late employment has not been established, and Penny was not employed 
again.  
 
3.8 Thomas Taylor was quick to take offence at what he saw as insulting behaviour from 
his men, but he was brave and successful in engagements with enemy forces.  His 
employment only extended to 1761, but in 1780 he began a new career based in Paris. Taylor 
seems to have commissioned reports from agents in French ports, and then collated and 




3.9 Samuel Wallis spent the first four years of the Seven Years‟ War in American waters, 
and when he returned had been so long out of the Admiralty‟s eye that the turn back to his 
first letter asking for leave on his arrival read „What is he?‟1053 Wallis owed his start to being 
a Cornish protégé of Boscawen, but by the time he returned from America Boscawen was 
dead.  Wallis took part in the Belle Isle operations under Admiral Keppel, but it seems likely 
that it was Admiral Saunders, senior naval lord of the Admiralty who recommended Wallis 
for his next enterprise.  Saunders had seen Wallis‟ survey work in the St Lawrence and it may 
be that this ensured that in 1766 Wallis sailed for the Pacific on a secret voyage of 
exploration, completing his circumnavigation in 1768.  Wallis and his master calculated 
Tahiti‟s position so accurately that Cook was able to sail straight there.1054 Commissioned 
again briefly at the time of the Falkland Islands mobilisation, Wallis took part in Rodney‟s 
fleet resupplying Gibraltar in 1780.   He was an Extra Commissioner of the Navy from 1780 
until 1784 and from1787 until his death in 1795.
1055
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3.10 John Wheelock was a capable and experienced sailor who took part in the captures of 
Louisburg and Quebec.  He was also at the capture of Havana, and only just managed to get 
Pembroke back to England, loaded as she was with invalids from Jamaica and a sick crew.  
Wheelock was engaged in the 1770s mobilisation, but had to return from the West Indies 




3.11 Andrew Wilkinson was an energetic and successful sloop commander, and was one 
of the seven men who ensured his posting by taking a privateer.  He commissioned the new-
built Glasgow and took her to the Mediterranean where he was occupied until the end of the 
war.  In 1766 in the Niger Wilkinson began three years of duty off Newfoundland, escorting 
the fishing fleet there at the start of the season, to Lisbon with the catch at the end of the year, 
then back to England laden with wine.  Employed again in 1777 in the newly commissioned 
Grafton Wilkinson returned to North America and the West Indies, apparently at the 
instigation of Lord Lauderdale, but died in1785. 
 
4 Promotion to flag rank 
 
The ultimate reward for active captains who lived long enough was flag rank, which must 
have seemed impossibly far in the future for Thomas Burnet and his peers.  For their cohort 
the promotions to flag rank took place exactly thirty years after they were made post.  Not 




There was an interim level of promotion available to the Admiralty, rather akin to that of 
Master and Commander at a lower level, itself offering two levels of promotion.   Just as that 
commission allowed the Admiralty to see how effective the young man was in independent 
command, a Commodore could show the Admiralty that he could direct the activities of a 
squadron, although „Commodore‟ was a temporary title which accompanied a particular 
commission. A junior Commodore was instructed to hoist his distinguishing pendant for a 
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specific commission.  A senior Commodore was granted a flag captain who took care of the 
management of the vessel, leaving the Commodore time to concentrate on diplomatic duties 
or fleet management as John Elliot did at Ushant in 1781. Depending on his station, qualities 
of tact, discretion and political nous might be required.  
 
The six men who reached flag rank were all first Commodores entitled to raise their broad 
pendants.  John Lindsay was Commodore and Commander-in-Chief in the East Indies from 
1769 to 1772.  John Elliot was left as Commodore at Gibraltar by Rodney in1780, but as 
Sandwich explained in a warm and friendly letter, although the Admiralty could spare a 
senior captain, they could not spare his 3
rd
 rate Edgar as a Commodore‟s ship in the 
Mediterranean and asked him to return.
1057
 Harrison, Lindsay and Peyton were all 
employed as Commodores responsible for the Mediterranean, and in 1766 John Elliot 
weighed the advantages of command in the Mediterranean:  „it is by no means a lucrative 
command, but on the contrary, yet as this is an agreeable part of the world and a good thing 
for an officer to have commanded a squadron I think I would like to succeed him ..‟1058  
Edmund Affleck and Hon. Robert Boyle Walsingham achieved their promotions in North 
America and the Leeward Islands respectively.   These were stations which were not worth 
the full-time attention of an admiral in peacetime, but which needed the authority of a man 
with years of experience and proven ability.   Premature death deprived two Commodores of 
their flag: Thomas Harrison who died in 1768 and the Hon. Robert Walsingham whose 
life was cut short in the Thunderer in 1780. 
 
4.1 (a)  Thomas Harrison, son of Admiral Henry Harrison, was one of the 
Commanders who captured a prize to ensure his posting:  he brought back 106 French 
prisoners from his first cruise, and was posted a month later.  Sent straight to the Lisbon 
station it took Harrison some months to train his crew and work out how best to take 
advantage of his situation, but he was awarded the newly commissioned Venus.  Harrison saw 
action with the Channel fleet throughout 1758 and 1759, being involved in the battle of 
Quiberon Bay and the blockade of Basque Roads.  From January 1761 he began his run of 
fifteen captures, as well as many recaptures, which was unprecedented in the war.   
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Harrison‟s reward was elevation to Commodore in the Mediterranean from 1764-6. Amongst 
his many duties he took care to report in detail the appalling treatment meted out to the 
British sailors in captivity in Algiers.
1059
  His early death deprived the navy of a brilliant man 
with exactly the qualities so needed in the 1770s and 80s in the ranks of Admiral. 
 
4.1 (b)  The Hon. Robert Boyle Walsingham was a brave and energetic captain, and 
his family connections ensured that he was never long out of active service although he never 
took much part in political life as a member of parliament.  Promoted to Commodore when 
the American War demanded a remobilisation, had he not commanded the Thunderer which 
foundered in the hurricane of 1780, there is no doubt he would have been one of those 




4.2 Further promotion within the navy 
 
Other appointments were available to the Admiralty if they wished to retain and reward the 
services of senior captains. The position of Governor of Newfoundland was not exactly a 
sinecure, as the incumbent had physically to go to Newfoundland with the fishing fleet, 
administer the seasonal activity there and accompany the fleet back to Lisbon.  In the 
different political climate after the American war John Elliot held the appointment of 
Commodore at Newfoundland from 1786 until his appointment as Rear Admiral in 1787.  
This was a more complex appointment in that he did not accompany the fishing fleet, but was 
on hand to oversee relations with the French who had fishing rights in these waters too. 
 
Other appointments were available: Commissioners of the Navy were appointed in various 
capacities.  John Lindsay was Commissioner of the Admiralty from April to December 
1783, a political appointment which ended with the fall of the Fox-North Coalition 
government.  Paul Henry Ourry was appointed Commissioner at Plymouth Dockyard from 
1775 to 1783.  It was sensible to have an experienced professional in charge, even if Ourry 
rather lost his head in 1779.  Henry Martin was Commissioner at Portsmouth Dockyard 
from 1780-90, when he was appointed Controller of the Navy.  Samuel Wallis’ appointments 
as Extra Commissioner of the Navy are mentioned above. 
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The final step to flag rank was achieved by only a proportion within each cohort of the same 
seniority.   Analysis of the captains posted between 1740 and 1762 shows that about 20 per 
cent of each cohort reached flag rank.
1061
 Of Thomas Burnett‟s peers, 17 per cent reached 
flag rank.  They had to wait longer than earlier cohorts, and more of them had died by the 
time the promotion which included men of their seniority was made. 
 
It is possible to establish how long a captain had to serve before he could expect to be 
rewarded.  The table below is taken from the dates given in Clowes.
1062
  Augustus Keppel 
had to wait from 1744 until 1762 before he raised his flag – eighteen years.  Most men had to 
wait much longer. 
 
To promote particular individuals to flag rank the Admiralty had to take from the top of the 
seniority list until they reached the man they wanted.   In the case of the 1780 promotion they 
had to take eleven men to get the one they really wanted, Richard Kempenfelt. Charnock 
quoted a newspaper report on Kempenfelt‟s death which claimed that „an extraordinary 
promotion was made for the purpose of including him‟.1063 Clowes provides the detail behind 
the 41 promotions dated 29 September 1780: thirty men were promoted from blue to white 
and then red rear admirals, then from rear to vice admiral, to make way for eleven captains 
from the 1756 list and Kempenfelt, who was fortuitously the most senior of the 1757 list.  
 
Also on the 1757 list, Edmund Affleck had to wait until 1784 when he was the only man 
promoted, perhaps as a parliamentary bribe for support. John Elliot, William Hotham, Sir 
John Lindsay and Joseph Peyton all waited until 1787.   In that year, inspired by the Dutch 
crisis which caused another naval mobilisation, there was another big promotion, again to get 
in a particular man. Thirty men of flag rank were promoted to make room for fourteen post 
captains down to Sir Charles Douglas, the gunnery specialist, made post in 1761. 
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Date of promotion to 
flag rank 
Number  raised 
to flag rank 
Average number of years 
since „post‟ rank 
1743 1 27 
1744 1 24 
1747 5 14 
1755 5 16 
1756 6 15 
1758 2 17 
1759 3 17 
1762 12 18 
1764 1 20 
1770 13 25 
1775 11 29 
1777 3 30 
1778 11 31 
1779 10 27 
1780 11 24 
1784 1 27 
1787 16 29 
1790 10 29 
 
Table 13: Dates of promotions to flag rank 
Although the men who fought through the Austrian war could have expected to be rewarded 
with their flag after only about fourteen years, towards the end of the century, when Thomas 
Burnett‟s peer group were being considered for flag rank, they had to serve twice as long, 
closer to thirty years.  The long peace which followed the Treaty of Paris reduced the 
occasions on which the navy was mobilised.  Why did the Admiralty wait until 1787 when 
the needs of the navy had been articulated so clearly by Kempenfelt in 1780?
1064
  That is the 
subject of a thesis in itself.  What is clear is that Thomas Burnett‟s peers, having been 
fortunate in the timing of the Seven Years‟ War, were then unfortunate in the length of the 
peace.    
 
Within those who achieved flag rank Richard Kempenfelt stands out from the others, having 
had a greater influence on the navy before his premature death in the Royal George than any 
of his contemporaries.   
 
There was an alternative to promotion available to the Admiralty Commissioners, who took 
the opportunity from time to time of creating what were known as „yellow admirals without 
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distinction of squadron‟, taking the opportunity to remove from the list captains who were  no 
longer active.  Of the captains posted between 1740 and 1762,  48 of them were retired as 
admirals, amongst whom was Michael Clements, who achieved this status two years after 





4.4 Edmund Affleck 
 
Despite his being son and brother of members of Parliament, Edmund Affleck‟s future as 
Commodore and Admiral were not foreshadowed in 1759 when his request for his following 
in Mercury to accompany him into Launceston was rejected. Affleck appears to have had a 
short temper and was very quick to see „insolent and disrespectful behaviour‟ in his 
subordinates. On the other hand, he effortlessly took on the rôle of senior officer, dealing 
with manning problems at Portsmouth.  Affleck took a leading part in the defeat of the 
Spanish navy in the „Moonlight Battle‟ off St Vincent in 1780.  In 1781 as Commodore on 
the New York station he gathered intelligence on the American conflict, and reported on the 
activities of American privateers.  Having joined Rodney‟s forces in the Leeward Islands 
Affleck was the leader of a division at the Battle of the Saintes, and by chance or good 
judgement broke the line on 12 April.
1066
   
 
Affleck went to the West Indies only once, in 1782.  He appears to have avoided that station 
throughout the Seven Years‟ War, and managed to keep himself instead close to the 
Admiralty, corresponding on matters of administration on a daily basis.  Whether this was 
deliberate or not cannot be proved. 
 
As a local land owner and hero for his rôle at the Saintes, Affleck was voted in as Member of 
Parliament for Colchester in his absence, and apparently without his knowledge.  Presumably 
this meant that he had Government support as he did not finance his election campaign.
1067
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Not surprisingly therefore, on his return to England Affleck was knighted, and two years later 




4.5 John Elliot 
 
The twelve-year old John Elliot whose unformed hand wavered across small sheets of paper 
wrote home when he needed money.  A little older, after education perhaps at Watt‟s 
Academy during winter months, John could keep up a „clerkly hand‟ for two or three lines 
before it broke down into boyish enthusiasm, but shortage of money was still his first 
preoccupation.  His first commission was the result of his brother Gilbert‟s position as 
Commissioner of the Navy „.. as lucky a thing as possibly could happen for me‟.  Ten years 
later, with Gilbert now the Treasurer of the Chamber, John was experienced enough to see 
the relationship differently.  He hesitated to apply for a post in the Mediterranean:  
unless it is perfectly agreeable to your own situation and easily obtained for it is not 
worth making a point of profit and therefore in all likelyhood <sic> there will not be 





The reward for his caution was the note in Sandwich‟s hand from the Admiralty:  
Lord Sandwich sends his compliments to Mr Elliot and informs him that Capt. Elliot 
is this day appointed to the command of a guardship at Sheerness which he 




Throughout his life John Elliot revealed to his father, and to a greater extent his brother 
Gilbert, a degree of depression at what he saw as a lack of appreciation by the Admiralty.  It 
appears that after each episode of great endeavour John Elliot was seized with a feeling that 
his best efforts were not being recognised, not just for himself but for his men.  He bitterly 
resented that his recommendations for promotions for his officers were not acted upon, and 
this despite knowing first hand from his brother how difficult it was to secure promotion for 
every applicant with „interest‟.  Appointed as Commodore with a flag captain in Edgar for 
the fleet action of 1781 Elliot was able to demonstrate that he was a superb seaman, whatever 
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his personal demons.  As detailed in the Chapter 6, Kempenfelt with open-hearted generosity 
described Elliot‟s engagement with Triomphant as „masterly‟.  
 
John Elliot must have enjoyed the difference in status when he went to Newfoundland, first 
as Commodore then Rear Admiral.  His first communications with the Admiralty in June 
every year were from his home in London, and he did not go down to Spithead to Stag until 
the day before sailing, leaving all the business of departure to his flag captain.  He returned in 
November, having seen the temporary sheds demolished and the fishing fleet on its way to 
Spain and Portugal before his departure. His letters contain the most perceptive insights into 
the changing eco-system which was the Newfoundland fishing ground, from the destruction 




Admirals had to be treated with respect and could not be ordered to go to sea as lieutenants 
could.  In order to make sure that sufficient Admirals were available for squadrons with the 
proposed fleets, there had to be some in reserve.  When Lord Hood offered John Elliot 
employment he phrased his request with caution:  
Should the fleet of considerable magnitude which will demand the services of half a 
dozen admirals at least be sent into the Baltic, I beg to know if you would like to 
resume your situation under my command, and that I may have the pleasure of 
hearing from you soon on the subject.
1072
   
 
In fact Elliot did not return to active service: he mentioned problems with his eyes after his 





The collection of personal letters preserved in the archive at the National Maritime Museum 
makes it uniquely possible to trace the development of the man from the beginning of his life 
to the end.  Elliot reveals himself through his correspondence as thoughtful, intelligent, 
deeply ambitious and extremely professional. At the end of his life, could the Admiralty have 
made better use of him?  Perhaps he rejected other offers in favour of the annual expedition 
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to Newfoundland. One of a close and loving family, John Elliot never married, but retired to 
Essendale in Roxburghshire.  
 
4.6 William Hotham  
 
William Hotham enjoyed very rapid promotion from his first commission under his patron 
Sir Edward Hawke in 1755 to his posting after successful actions in the Mediterranean in 
1757.  He was a pompous young man, but lacked nothing in courage and he brought in a 
string of prizes.  Rewarded by almost continuous employment after the peace, he returned to 
action in 1776 as Commodore on the North American station.  Crucially involved in the 
attack upon and defence of New York, he then went to the Leeward Islands in charge in 
English Harbour.  Vengeance was lucky to escape the worst effects of a hurricane in1780, 
and Hotham returned to England with the convoy carrying the treasure from St Eustatius.  
This was intercepted by the French and Hotham was powerless to do more than order the 
convoy to disperse.    
 
This set back was not held against him, and further appointments as Commodore were 
followed in 1787 by his promotion to Admiral, still in the Mediterranean.  In 1795 Hotham 
was twice prepared to take on the French but they had the advantage of light winds and clean 
ships and stayed out of reach.  Nelson was exasperated by Hotham‟s lack of drive, but 
concluded that he was „as good a man as can possibly be.‟1074  His health broke down and he 
returned to England.  Thirty years earlier Hotham had been a successful and resourceful 
frigate captain, and had amply proved his courage.  However, in the fleet actions in the 
Mediterranean he was unable to achieve superiority and his chance for glory was defeated by 
the lack of wind which allowed the French to do what they did best, maintain „a fleet in 
being‟ at a distance.   Aware of his inadequacy, he repeatedly requested to be relieved as age 
had apparently taken its toll.  Hotham was a good administrator who took care of the detailed 
requirements of a station far from its supply base.  Raised to the peerage as Baron Hotham in 
1797, he died in 1813.  Hotham‟s nephews carried on the naval tradition.1075  
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4.7 Richard Kempenfelt  
 
Richard Kempenfelt was away from the European theatre of the Seven Years‟ War, being 
active in the East Indies and Pacific until he returned with the news of the taking of Manila 
in1762.
1076
  He was active briefly during the Falkland Islands mobilisation and then saw 
continuous service from 1778 until the end of his life four years later.  What were the 
qualities that the Admiralty seized on?  First of all, Kempenfelt was not tainted by the 
Palliser/Keppel courts martial and was prepared to serve under existing Admirals without 





In private letters to Charles Middleton Kempenfelt wrote an indictment of Admiral Hardy 
when he had to serve under him. He appreciated the good nature in the man, but looked in 
vain for „one grain of commander-in-chief‟ and concluded: „My God, what have you great 
people done by such an appointment?‟  There is no doubt that had Kempenfelt lived, there 
would have been a very different ethos in the Navy.  Kempenfelt was a devoted Christian 
who advocated services on board and had Bibles issued.  It is typical of the man that he 
informed the Admiralty about the 170 invalids from Victory who had been moved out of 
hospital in Portsmouth into tenders „without bedding, without fire, in the months of 
December and January‟ and who could not be discharged without their pay.1078 
 
Kempenfelt himself was doubtful that he would be of use to the navy at his age.  He told his 
friend Charles Middleton that he would be honoured by a flag, but felt that „great and 
increasing defects both with respect to body and mind‟ should prompt him to retire rather 
than take on more responsibility. He believed that it was a misfortune that instead of looking 
out for someone about forty years old „persons are not called to places of consequence, 
especially in our line, until their abilities are on the decline.‟  Having to wait until he was 
sixty four years old for the final accolade may not seem a hardship in the twenty-first century, 
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but in the eighteenth century after a life at sea it is not surprising that he felt himself to be an 
old man.   
 
Kempenfelt listed the qualities he felt were lacking at the top, and these can be inverted to 
give a positive list of desirable qualities.  He wanted an Admiral who planned ahead of time 
so that every eventuality was prepared for in advance.  This Admiral would have a natural 
authority, and would maintain his distance, while getting to know the abilities of his men.  He 
would be „sensible, active and strict .. to brace up relaxed discipline‟.  He would devolve 
authority onto his subordinates, allowing them to take responsibility for the details of their 
actions.  Fleet actions would be organised far enough in advance for each component to know 
precisely what was required to achieve success.
1079
  It is interesting to see how close to this 
ideal Rodney proved to be at the Battle of the Saintes three years later.  
 
Kempenfelt spent every winter travelling in France and studied French methods and training 
techniques.  He listed the observations of eye-witnesses to the French tactics at the Battle of 
Ushant: their instant responsiveness to signalling and their impressive sail handling, and 
concluded sadly that their alertness was „not equalled by any of ours‟.1080 
 
It was while the fleet was preparing to sail in August 1782 that the Royal George sank at 
Spithead, drowning Rear Admiral Richard Kempenfelt and about 900 men and women.  The 
tragedy for the navy was that Kempenfelt was just getting into his stride as a mover and 
shaker within the Admiralty at the time of his death.  He advocated regular fleet exercises, 
year-round cruises by frigates, in other words, constant employment.  He recognised that the 
tone of the navy was set from the top, and was prepared to criticise the Admiralty itself for 
not setting the right example.
1081
  Would he have been able to make a difference?  We will 
never know.  
 
4.8 John Lindsay  
 
John Lindsay had influence, particularly through Lord Mansfield.  Promoted from his first 
commission to a posting in eighteen months, he commissioned the fir-built Trent and stayed 
                                                 
1079
 Knox Laughton, Barham Papers Vol. 1 290-295. 
1080
 Knox Laughton, Barham Papers, Vol.1 311. 
1081
 Knox Laughton, Barham Papers Vol.1 299; ADM 1/95 Admiral Kempenfelt 1779-82. 
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in her for her entire career.  He was part of the naval forces at the taking of Havana, taking a 
leading rôle in the amphibious action, and being involved in the movement of artillery across 
from the landings to the rear of Morro Castle.  When Captain William Goostrey was killed on 
board Cambridge during the bombardment of the castle, Lindsay took command until she 
was withdrawn, but returned to Trent after the fall of Havana, rejecting the higher pay which 
went with the larger vessel and perhaps hoping for the greater prize money from a frigate. 
(He might also have spoken to Thomas Burnett about the sailing qualities of the Cambridge).  
Knighted in 1764, Lindsay undertook a surveying expedition at Charleston from 1764-5, and 
was briefly a Member of Parliament before his stint in the East Indies as Commander-in-
Chief, during which he was appointed a Knight of the Bath.  Lindsay‟s letters back to the 
Admiralty contain no mention of the breakdown of his communication with the East India 
Company, where his insistence on proper observances led to his recall.   
 
Lindsay commissioned Victory, and wrote enthusiastically about her properties, but Keppel 
took her instead and Lindsay was in Prince George at the battle of Ushant.  After the courts 
martial, refusing to command again under Sandwich, Lindsay was an Admiralty 
Commissioner during 1783 until the Government fell.   Appointed as Commander-in-Chief in 
the Mediterranean in 1783,   ill-health drove Lindsay back to England in 1785.  Promoted to 
Rear Admiral in 1787, Lindsay died nine months later.   
 
Lindsay was a courtier, who revelled in the niceties of salutations, courtesies and pomp.  He 
refused to enter Gibraltar until he was accorded proper salutations by the garrison under 
General Elliot. Rancour over this ensured that Lindsay based himself in Leghorn, Genoa or 
Naples rather than on the Rock.   An affair involving two deserters who were retaken from a 
French rowing boat went all the way to the Duc de Choiseul for resolution.  The pinnacle of 
his professional career was the week he spent with his squadron entertaining the King and 
Queen of Naples, both on board and on shore.  His private life is kept very private – there is 




Did John Lindsay satisfy the criteria for a successful captain?  He did not capture prizes.  His 
years in Trent were busy but not productive.  Enthusiastic and capable during the Morro 
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landings as he was, would he have been knighted for his service there if he had not had 
influence at the highest level in the land?  The difficulties he had with Sir William Burnaby 
during his surveying voyage to Charleston, taken in isolation, make Lindsay sound the 
injured party.  However he had problems while in East India and a disastrous lack of 
communication with General Elliot in Gibraltar leads perhaps to the conclusion that he was 
very aware of his own importance.   
 
4.9 Joseph Peyton  
 
Joseph Peyton was one of a dynasty of naval Peytons.  He was a born intelligence officer, 
and as a young commander sent back to the Admiralty detailed accounts of his forays into 
Cherbourg.  Appointed as Vice Admiral Broderick‟s flag captain he sailed to the 
Mediterranean in Prince George only to lose her by fire as they crossed the Bay of Biscay. 
Again as Broderick‟s flag captain in Prince he took part in the battle of Lagos.  Service as 
senior officer at the Downs saw Peyton again collecting intelligence from the French coast.  
After the war Peyton served in 1766 at Plymouth in the converted French East Indiaman Le 
Bertin, then the guardship Bellisle.  Ten years later Peyton commissioned Cumberland to be 
part of the channel fleet and fought under Keppel in the battle of Ushant and was later part of 
the defence against the Great Fleet.  In 1779 with Rodney he was part of the relief force 
which destroyed the Spanish in the Midnight Battle.  In this substantial action Peyton 
occupied an aggressive rôle.  In 1788 Peyton was promoted to Admiral in the Mediterranean 
with his son Joseph as his flag captain.  He reported back to the Admiralty the naval 




Did Peyton deserve his flag?  There must be some doubt about this, as he is the only Admiral 
not to have an entry in the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography.  It seems Laughton had 
reservations about his stature within the naval pantheon.  He was not a frigate commander in 
the mould of Harrison or Hotham, but he carried out punctiliously his duties as Commander 
in Chief in the Mediterranean.  In Peyton‟s case perhaps it was the fact that he was still on the 
active list in 1787 that secured the promotion, and not his intrinsic value to the navy. 
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To return to the lists of qualities compiled by Mackay and Duffy, would any of Thomas 
Burnett‟s peers have competed with Hawke or Nelson?  This thesis is not the place for 
conjecture, but it does appear that Elliot, Harrison, Hotham and Kempenfelt stand out for 
initiative.  Harrison and Kempenfelt died before their potential was realised.  Only Hotham 




Of all the factors discussed above, the only one not listed so far is luck.  Napoleon famously 
promoted „lucky‟ generals, and whatever one thinks of luck, it does seem that one of Thomas 
Burnett‟s peers had less than his share.  Alexander Campbell appears to be an examplar of 
an unlucky captain.  Campbell had been based in Greenock as master and commander of the 
Porcupine, engaged in escorting transports to Plymouth, when his posting in the Portmahon 
was announced.
1084
  The vital letter missed him at Plymouth by two days, and Samuel Wallis 
was made post into the Portmahon instead.
1085
   Campbell had to return to his transport duty 
until relieved by Robert Man.  He then sent his effects to Leith to be brought down to 
England by sea, while travelling himself expensively by coach to be in London as quickly as 
possible to plead his case.  He assured their Lordships that he was „an dutiful although a 
young post captain‟.1086  He was met by a further disappointment: his commission to the 
Sheerness was countermanded the next day by one to the Unicorn, based on the West coast of 
Scotland i.e. from whence he had just dispatched his clothes and effects.  His letter to the 
John Clevland asked him to lay before their Lordships „the great inconvenience it will be for 
me to go immediately to Plymouth without any cloathes <sic> or any other necessaries more 
than two or three shirts,… and to hope their Lordships will grant me a respite‟.1087   
 
In the event Campbell was not given another commission until October when he took 




   On the West African coast Campbell caught some 
undefined disease and was dying when Rye arrived in the Leeward Islands.  His condition 
was described by Commodore John Moore: „Captain Campbell has just arrived from Guinea 
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being in so deplorable condition having lost the use of his limbs and being in so weak a state 
that his life is despaired of‟.1089  Moore gave Campbell leave to resign his commission so that 
his successor could be appointed to take over the running of the ship, and Alexander 
Campbell died the same day.    Luck has to be taken as a whole, but it does appear that 
Campbell would not score as a lucky captain.  
6 The characteristics of a successful captain 
 
With luck left out of the list of factors, the characteristics of successful captains in the mid-
eighteenth century navy are listed below. 
 
 6.1 Timing 
 
The date of his birth determined whether or not a man could take advantage of the next round 
of promotions, as discussed in Chapter 2.
1090
  To take a captain to flag rank required, most of 
all, longevity.  Astrologers have no place in an academic thesis, but there is no doubt that the 
dates of birth of the men in this sample did affect their chances of achieving flag status.  
Rodger makes the point that the most important factor governing an officer‟s prospects was 
his date of birth, and suggested that being born twenty years before a major conflict was 
beneficial.  Better still, was to have been born in time to be poised for promotion, and to have 
the influence to profit from the situation.
1091
 
The accident of birth gave some men the advantage of experience when events demanded 
promotions, and others the advantage of being ready for promotion when influence was being 
brought to bear on their behalf.  It is interesting that of Burnett‟s peers three men fall into 
each category: Kempenfelt, Affleck and Lindsay were experienced at the outbreak of the 
war, while Elliot, Hotham and Clements, whose rapid promotions was backed by powerful 
interests, had only just been first commissioned.  Both categories did equally well, perhaps 
reflecting the efficacy of war-time experience as a teacher. The big flag promotion which 
took place in 1787 was too late for Burnett, and made Elliot, Hotham and Lindsay wait 
thirty years and Peyton wait forty four years from their first commissions for their flags. 
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6.2 Family ‘interest’ 
 
 This can be seen clearly in the careers of Burnett, Elliot, Harrison, Hotham, Kempenfelt, 
Lindsay, Ourry, Phillips Towry and Boyle Walsingham.  All these men had help in 
achieving the positions in which they could then demonstrate that the Admiralty had acted 
wisely in allowing „interest‟ to influence their selection.  As can be shown, „interest‟ came 
too from other than family sources.  Without it a man had little chance of displaying his 
abilities.  
 
6.3 Professional expertise 
 
This is seen in the careers of many of the men, particularly those who were successful frigate 
captains with opportunities to demonstrate courage and seamanship in the most difficult 
circumstances.  Annoying the enemy was their raison d’être, and the ones who were really 
good at it stand out from the list: Affleck, Elliot, Harrison, Hotham and Kennedy all 
secured multiple successes.  These men all display the qualities listed by Wareham (see 
Introduction). Those without aptitude for the task could, and did, retire from the fray. 
 
6.4 Longevity i.e. good health 
 
This is exemplified by those who possessed it such as Elliot, Hotham, Medows, Peyton and 
Schomberg.  It is also exemplified by those who didn‟t have good health, such as Campbell, 
Man, Philips Towry, Shurmur and Spencer.  „Interest‟ may have provided employment for 
young men, but it was no use being a Harrison if you died so young that your potential was 
denied the Admiralty. 
 
To be successful, by any method of accounting, the men in this study had firstly to use the 
family or professional „interest‟ which got them into the navy; secondly they had to make use 
of the stations to which they were sent to achieve fame and fortune; thirdly, they had to live 
long enough, and still be active, to be rewarded at the time of the next round of promotions. 
The summary of their professional careers contained in the extended spread sheet attached as 
Appendix 5 shows vividly the way in which the numbers of active captains diminished year 
by year.  From the original thirty five young men posted in 1757, thirty years later the five 
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survivors were Rear Admirals Affleck, Elliot, Hotham, Lindsey and Peyton.  Their peers 
had died or retired. 
 
7 Why did these men go into the navy and did they achieve what they sought? 
 
Many of these men followed their fathers or uncles into the navy, and naval dynasties are 
well represented, although all the ramifications of relationships have not been unravelled 
amongst members of the Affleck, Cornewall, Faulknor, Harrison, Hotham, Man, Martin, 
Peyton, Schomberg, Taylor and Towry families, spanning many generations.   
 
It is not surprising that sons should follow fathers into a profession.  The interest lies in 
newcomers to the scene.  For younger sons without financial resources like the orphaned 
Thomas Burnett or the fourth son, John Elliot, the navy provided a socially acceptable 
profession.
1092
 Although Thomas Burnett was the first member of the Burnet family to go 
into the navy, his Biddulph grandsons followed his example, although the reduction in 
employment after the Napoleonic wars meant that they were still lieutenants when they left 
the navy. 
 
Some men, like Archibald Kennedy and Charles Medows, did not need money, having 
financial resources of their own.  It appears that for them, serving King and Country was the 
only incentive they needed.  Richard Kempenfelt was also inspired by the principles of 
service.   
 
The American-born Joshua Loring‟s background was not naval, but he went to sea and 
became master of a privateer during the war of Austrian Succession.  With the rewards from 
this enterprise he bought a large estate in Massachusetts.  
 
For some men wealth and titles were not the result of their naval careers. Inherited property 
took Henry Phillips Towry out of the navy. Charles Medows inherited vast properties and 
was created Viscount Newark in 1796 and Earl Manvers in 1806, not as a result of his naval 
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experiences but through political affiliations.  Archibald Kennedy inherited the titles of 11th 
Earl Cassilis, and 13
th
 Lord Kennedy but right at the end of his life in 1792.  On the other 
hand, William Hotham was rewarded with titles, being created Baron Hotham of South 
Dalton in 1797. John Lindsay was created a baronet in 1764, Edmund Affleck in 1784, 
Henry Martin in 1791. Alexander Schomberg was knighted by the Lord Lieutenant of 
Ireland in 1777. 
 
Other young men wanted to be busy in a challenging and rewarding environment where they 
could enjoy independence and autocracy.  The huge financial rewards gained by some were 
known to all: everyone would have gone to sea hoping that on this cruise, round that 
headland, would be found the treasure ship which would bring a fortune.  The rewards won 
from prize money have not been evaluated for these men.  That in itself is a task worthy of a 
thesis.  A study of the wills left by the most successful men has revealed the wealth they 
accumulated after a life-time in the navy.   
 
For some men the accumulation of wealth was a driving force, and sources such as Augustus 
Hervey‟s journal reveal the craving for a frigate and an appropriate station.1093  The wills they 
prepared with great care reveal their desire for the proper distribution of property.  It took up 
much legal time, but it was obviously important to Thomas Taylor that his wife should have 
the benefit of the farm in Buckinghamshire, including all the farming utensils, horses, cows, 
sheep, wagons, carts and all the stock in the barns.  She also had the use of the plate, jewels, 
watch, sword and firearms, annuities „and all money due from the paymaster of the navy‟, for 





All the men were concerned that wives and daughters were protected by the full weight of the 
law.  Samuel Wallis specifically left nothing to his son, as he had been amply provided for 
under his parents‟ marriage settlement.  His concern was for his daughter Betty who was to 
receive £2,000 when she reached the age of twenty one, or £3,000 on her marriage, having 
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 PROB 11/1291 Will of Captain Thomas Taylor. 
1095
 PROB 11/1258 Will of Captain Samuel Wallis. 
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Thomas Harrison left his daughters each £2,000, and a number of small bequests, such as 
£50 to his surgeon, and „to Mrs Constantine Blake for the great care she took of my children 
whilst abroad and also of me in my illness £100‟.1096 
 
Men without families of their own like John Elliot, William Hotham, Richard Kempenfelt 
and John Wheelock, left their fortunes to their brothers and nephews.  These men had, 
throughout their lives, shown a determination to support their families which reached its 








  Research has not yet 
revealed the share he received of the treasure from the Centurion, but there is no doubt that 
this unlettered man had invested his money extremely shrewdly, and knew how to work the 
system.  It appears that he had married the daughter of a man who owned a plantation on St 
Croix.  His wife Jane‟s income from annuities was limited to £49 from all sources, so that she 
would be entitled to the annual pension of £45 due the impoverished widow of a captain in 
the navy.
1099
  The income from all his investments was to be shared equally amongst his 
children, save that his daughter Ann (now Apsley) had already received £500 on her 
marriage.  The family was to live together, enjoying „the use of the house and all furniture 
viz. plate, china, bedding, table linen, horses and post chaise and whatever can be called 
furniture with the garden belonging to the house and lands‟.  If any child married without the 
consent of their mother and brothers the share was forfeited, as it was if one departed without 
the consent of the others.  The eldest son, the luckless George Anson McCleverty, was left 
„my gold watch swords and wearing apparel with the boats and tackling and all things 
belonging to fishing and shooting‟.  
 
Although he never bought property, Thomas Burnett left his wife Mary and daughter Ann 
enough money to make them both socially independent, as outlined in Chapter 1.  His will 
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does not mention his son John, who at the time of his father‟s death was already a Captain in 
the 8
th
 Kings Regiment of Foot, his earlier commissions bought for him by his father.    
 
Does the study of wills give worthwhile information about the characters of these men?  It is 
sobering to see that many of them stipulate burial „in the most private manner‟, or „in decent 
plain and orderly manner‟: all of them were aware of the alternative, like that of Robert 
Man, whose body was „consigned to the deep‟. It is also of interest that despite a lack of 
precise information about income from prizes, substantial properties like John Peyton’s 
Wakefield Place were the norm rather than the exception.  Paul Henry Ourry, whose wife 
already owned all their lands, left her only his books.   
 
A final conclusion has been drawn from William M
c
Cleverty‟s relationship with the Hon. 
Robert Boyle Walsingham.  It seemed extraordinary to find a letter from Boyle Walsingham 
asking the Admiralty to discharge the three young M
c
Cleverty boys from Romney so that they 
could be educated by their father „on shore‟.1100  But the network of relationships which has 
underpinned so much of this study provided the answer.  Boyle Walsingham‟s father was the 
earl of Shannon, and he would have had sympathy with a fellow Irishman, even if his fortune 
was Spanish, invested in Antrim and not centuries old. 
 
Lastly, who amongst these men achieved professional success?  Two out of the cohort 
(William Shurmur and Samuel Spencer) had no independent careers at all.  A further 
fourteen men did not serve after the Seven Years‟ War, either as the result of premature death 
or effective retirement.  A further three men, Thomas Cornewall, Robert Faulknor and 
William Fortescue, died or retired before the 1770s.  The promotion to flag rank which took 
place in 1787 was too late for a further ten men who had either died or retired before this 
date.  Rewards in the shape of baronetcies and Commissioner status was awarded to Henry 
Martin and John Lindsay, and Alexander Schomberg remained in action in the Lord 
Lieutenant of Ireland‟s yacht.   Only six men lived long enough and were still active as 
Admirals – the final accolade. 
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To return to the questions posed at the outset.   The mid-eighteenth century navy needed to be 
brought to life through a study of the men who were making history.  The captains‟ letters to 
the Admiralty have provided vivid and immediate accounts of their lives, across a range of 
subjects of interest to these professionals. The degree to which the captains were controlled 
by the Admiralty was certainly unexpected, although the presence throughout the century of 
the ghost of Samuel Pepys was perhaps not a surprise.  The silences which occur when ships 
stopped being individual vessels and were subsumed into fleets were disconcerting.  Other 
silences, about dishonour or misconduct have to be seen against the evidence of matter-of-
fact reporting of honour and bravery.  
 
While reading their letters the captains became lively individuals, full of self-importance 
from Hotham, joie de vivre from Kennedy, steady professionalism from Wheelock, Martin, 
Towry, humanity from Kempenfelt and desperate inadequacy only from Knackston.   
 
Has this study provided a justification for this method of study?  By taking a cohort of men 
through the most important years of their professional lives and comparing the outcomes it 
has been possible to reach a conclusion about promotion which would not otherwise have 
been possible.  It is clear that provided a man had the „interest‟ to get him aboard at the right 
time, if he was an active captain and had the blessing of longevity, he would achieve the 
coveted flag.   
 
And finally, does this thesis succeed in giving substance to the shadowy figure of Thomas 
Burnett, once just a name on a family tree and about whom so little was known?  There is no 
doubt that seeing his professional career against those of his peers has made possible an 
understanding of his value to the navy that nothing else would have done.  Burnett was not an 
Elliot or a Harrison, sent to the right places in the right ships.  He was a skilled professional 
who could be relied on in testing times, but without skills in communication Burnett lacked 
the ability to bring himself constantly and advantageously to their Lordships‟ attention.  
Despite his very adequate social background Burnett wrote freely on only two occasions, 
when moved by exhilaration and rage.  
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Despite the paucity of evidence from letters, Burnett has emerged as worthy of Rodney‟s 
desire that he should be rewarded for his long service.  Having spent his first three years at 
post rank in the Leeward Islands, always under more senior captains, Burnett never had the 
opportunity to gain the experience of organisation and decision making that his peers had.  
He missed out on the opportunity of experience as Commodore.  Of the seven men of his 
cohort who were still active in the 1780s, he was the only one not rewarded with a flag.   If he 
had lived until 1787 would he have been granted a flag?   Perhaps at the Admiralty when he 
returned, a hint was given that he could expect a flag with the next tranche of promotions.  
This might be the basis of the otherwise meaningless „Captain Thomas Burnett, later 
Admiral‟ on the family tree.  But this must remain pure speculation.
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ADM 51/152 Captain‟s Log Cambridge 1741-5 
ADM 52/863 Master‟s log Royal George  1756-7 
ADM 51/887 Lieutenant‟s Log Happy „by me, William Smith‟ 1756-7 
ADM 51/433 Captain‟s log Happy August 1754 – December 1757 
ADM 51/3798-9 Captain‟s Log Cambridge 1757-9 
ADM 51/792 Captain‟s Log Rochester March 1760  
ADM 51/129 Captain‟s Log Boyne November 1770 – December 1772 
ADM 51/748 Captain‟s Log Prudent June 1779 - June 1781 
ADM 51/815 Captain‟s Log Royal Oak May 1782 
ADM 52/2428 Master‟s log Royal Oak 1782 
ADM 52/656 Master‟s Log John Young Milford 1762 
 
ADM 107/3 Passing Out Examinations  
 
PROB 11/11496 Joint will of Maria Scot Burnet and Gilbert Burnet 
PROB 11/506 Will of Elizabeth Burnet, wife of Bishop Gilbert Burnet 
PROB 11/515 Will of Admiral Sir David Mitchell 
PROB 11/524 Codicil to will of Elizabeth Burnet, wife of Bishop Gilbert Burnet 
PROB 11/638 Will of Governor William Burnet 
PROB 11/799 Will of Sir Thomas Burnet 
PROB 11/876 Will of Gilbert Burnet, son of Governor William Burnet 
PROB 11/915 Will of David Mitchell 
PROB 11/941 Will of Captain Thomas Harrison 
PROB 11/953 Will of Captain Thomas Burnett 
PROB 11/1073 Will of Captain William McCleverty 
PROB 11/1095 Will of Admiral Richard Kempenfelt 
PROB 11/1022 Will of Captain Paul Henry Ourry 
PROB 11/1051 Will of Captain John Wheelock 
PROB 11/1171 Will of Admiral Edmund Affleck 
PROB 11/1248 Will of Sir Henry Martin 
PROB 11/1258 Will of Captain Samuel Wallis 
PROB 11/1291 Will of Captain Thomas Taylor 
PROB 11/1293 Will of Admiral Michael Clements 
PROB 11/1413 Will of Mary Rock, née Hinchley, widow of Thomas Burnett 
PROB 11/1719 Will of Ann Burnet, wife of Major General John Burnet 
PROB 11/1489 Will of Admiral John Elliot 
PROB 11/1544 Will of Rt. Hon. William Lord Hotham 
PROB 11/1583 Will of Admiral Joseph Peyton 
PROB 11/1598 Will of Major General John Burnet 
 
WOD Army List 1763-1778 
WOE Army List 1779-1812 
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National Maritime Museum 
Sandwich  
SAN/1, 2, 3, 4 Sandwich Appointment Books 
Anson 
AGC/1/36 Lady Anson to Lord Anson 
AGC/7/13 Keppel to Lord Anson 
AGC/1/6 Anson‟s notes on voyage round world 
AND/41 List made by Lord Anson 
Baillie 
ADL/Q60 Commission 9 March 1745 
Clements 
CLE/1/1 Log Syren  
CLE/1/2 Log Unicorn 1755-57 
CLE/1/3 Log Actaeon 1757-58 
CLE/1/4 Log Acteaon  1758-59 
CLE/1/5 Log Pallas 1759-60 
CLE/1/6 Log Pallas July 1760 – June 61 
CLE/1/7 Log Pallas Nov 1760 – June 61 
CLE/1/8 Log Dorsetshire  61-62 
CLE/1/9 Log Dorsetshire 1761-62 
CLE/1/10 Log Pallas 1762-63 
CLE/1/11 Pallas Muster Book 1762-63 
CLE/1/12 Log Dorsetshire 1770-71 
CLE/2/1 Fighting instructions 
CLE 3/3 Copy order book Captain Michael Clements  
CLE3/4 Personal letters Captain Michael Clements 1763-4 
CLE3/6 Personal letters Captain Michael Clements 1769-71 
Elliot 
ELL/400 John Elliot Letters  
Faulknor 
AGC/4/6 Letter from Rear Admiral Gordon 
Hotham 
CMP/8  Action in 1795 
HML/10/B Drafts of letters from Sir William Hamilton 1794-5 
HML/13 Letters from Hotham 
MSS/82/110 Letter to Thomas Coutts 1810 
CRK/7/79 Letter to Nelson 1795 
TYL/1  Collection of letters containing one from Hotham 
CRK/4/56 Letter refers to Hotham 
MKH/246 Out letter book from Hood in L‟Aigle 1794-5 
CRK/14/22 Letters from Nelson to Hotham 1795 re Vado Bay 




MID/15/2 Letters to Middleton re. signalling etc 1779-1782 
MID/1/103 Letters re carronade 
MSS/74/001 Richard Kempenfelt 5 Sept 1782 
TUN/4  Experimental signal book 
TUN/42 Signal book 1782 
AGC/7/20 Letters from Greek Street 1781 
AGC/H/10 Letters from Victory 1781 
Kennedy 
ADM/L/R/273 Lieutenant Log Otter Dec.1744-March 48 (certificates only) 
Ourry 
MSS/77/102.0 Letter from Admiral Graves 1777 
MSS/77/102.1 Letter to Sir Thomas Graves 1771 
Meadows 
ADM/L/T/173 Lieutenant Log in Torbay 15 Jan 1756- 19 Feb 1757 
Paston 
ADM/L/S/577 Lieutenant log in Swan 1755-57 
Peyton 
AGC/7/16 Letter from Keppel 1778 
AGC/11/2 Letter from Admiral Sir Thomas Pye 1781 
AGC/12/26 Orders to Peyton 1781 
AGC/13/4 Order signed by Sandwich 1779 
SGN/B/3 Signal sent to Peyton 1779 
Wallis 
MSS/78/161.1 Log of Dolphin 1766-68 
JOD/57 Journal kept by Richard Pickersgill, master‟s mate Dolphin 1766-67 
PGR/9  Photographs taken of logs, sketches etc 
 
Royal Naval Museum, Portsmouth 
 




ADD MSS 35,376 Vol. XXVIII etc Hardwicke papers 
ADD MSS 11569-11570 Thomas Burnet Entry book of dispatches and letters as consul 
at Lisbon 
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Queen’s University at Kingston, Ontario, Canada 
Burnett, Thomas Mr Burnett’s Letter to the Earl of Hallifax (J. Roberts in 
Warwick Lane, 1715) 
 
London Metropolitan Archive 
 
LM A 4067/A/03/001 Land tax Assessments Harmondsworth 1765 
St Mary‟s Church Harmondsworth 1764 
 
New Jersey Historical Society 
 
Eugene R. Sheridan, ed. The Papers of Lewis Morris Vol. III 1738-46 (NJHS 1993)




Philadelphia Mercury 1722 
Gentleman’s Magazine or Monthly Intelligencer 1731-35 
London Gazette 1745 onwards 
Morning Chronicle 1769 onwards 
Daily Universal Register 1785-88  
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